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1

Introduction

Consider a critical and complex decision situation such as being a fire commander in a situation where there is a fire in a factory containing toxic chemicals and with people trapped
inside. The fire commander has to decide what course of action has to be taken. This decision
impacts not only the lives of the victims trapped inside the factory, but also the lives of the fire
fighters that may have to rescue them. Moreover, it is possible that the toxic chemicals inside
the factory will escape into the environment. Because of the complexity of such decisions
and the limited amount of time that is available, it is both useful and interesting to investigate
how such decisions can be supported.
The purpose of a decision support system is to aid a decision-maker in determining what
decision he1 should take. Decision-making roughly requires determining (1) what alternatives
are available; (2) in what outcome each alternative results; and (3) what expected outcome
is preferred the most. Decisions can be supported in various ways, but in this thesis we will
focus on how to support determining which expected outcome is preferred the most. It is
natural for people to use argumentation to reason about and to communicate what decision
is the best (Shafir et al., 1997). To support decision making in a natural way, we therefore
address the following main research question in the thesis.
Main Research Question:
How can argumentation be used to support decision making in complex
scenarios?
Running Example
In this thesis we will use a ‘running example’ to demonstrate what is needed in existing
work and how our proposed framework improves upon existing work. The running example
is in the context of so-called ‘serious games’. Although computer games are mainly used
to entertain, serious games are increasingly used for training and education (Michael and
Chen, 2005). For example, Johnson et al. (2005) use serious games to teach language and
Schurr et al. (2005) use them as a training tool for incident commanders. In particular, we
are interested in serious games where students train to become fire commanders and learn
how to make decisions in complex scenarios. When there is a fire, a fire commander has to
1 For

brevity, we use ‘he’ to refer to ‘he or she’ and ‘his’ to refer ‘his or her’.
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consider all relevant information and make a decision about what the fire fighters will do.
In the computer game, the student plays the character of fire commander in a virtual world
in which there potentially are multiple fires. The student has to decide what the fire fighters
should do. There are many types of fires that a fire commander may have to deal with. Some
fires are relatively simple (e.g., a burning car in a remote area), but others are complicated.
Example 1.1 (Running Example: Fire in a factory) There is a fire in a factory where
toxic chemicals are stored. Inside the factory, there are several people whose lives are in
danger and who need help to get out. Because the fire is damaging the factory, there is an
increased risk that the toxic chemicals escape and damage the environment and health of the
people in the surrounding area. The fire commander arrives at the scene and has to decide
what course of action should be taken.
Although such complex situations do not occur frequently, the possible consequences are
serious. It is thus important that fire commanders train how to act in such scenarios. The
complexity of such decisions arises roughly from the following problems. On the one hand,
there is uncertainty w.r.t. the outcome of actions and what the current situation exactly is
(Bharosa et al., 2010). On the other hand, there are many different aspects to what makes
one decision better than another and all these aspects are different by nature. Consequently,
determining what decision is better is difficult, even if there is certainty concerning their
outcomes. For example, in the running example the following perspectives may be important
to a decision maker: the safety of the victims trapped inside, the safety of the people in
the surrounding area, and the safety of the firefighting personnel, but also the impact on the
environment, the costs and trouble for people e.g., caused by when a road is closed. When
determining what decision to take, it is possible that one or multiple of these aspects are
forgotten or that a mistake is made. To help a decision maker understand why a certain
decision is better than another decision, a decision support system might argue to persuade
the decision maker why the system believes that a certain decision should be taken. In this
thesis, we focus on training how to determine what decision is better.
Supporting a user to make the best decision involves two aspects: the system needs to
know what decision is the best and the system needs to be able to support the user effectively.
Section 1.1 zooms in on how the system can determine what decision is the best for the user
and Section 1.2 further investigates how a user can be supported. The introduction is ended
by summarizing what we have discussed in the introduction and giving an overview of the
rest of the thesis.

1.1

Identifying the Best Decision

To support a decision maker in making the best decision, a decision support system needs to
have some idea about what decision is best. We will now further investigate what is required
for this requirement.

1.1.1

Decision Theory

One possible technique that could be used to reason about and explain why a certain decision
should be taken is utility theory. The interdisciplinary area of decision theory studies how

2
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decisions are made and how they should be made (Keeney and Raiffa, 1976). Theories about
how decisions are made by humans are called descriptive, see for example Kahneman and
Tversky (1979), whereas theories about how decisions should be made are called prescriptive
or normative. Prescriptive decision theories prescribe what is the rational choice for a person
to make, which involves determining the future consequences of current decisions and the
future preferences for those consequences (Savage, 1954).
Expected utility theory (EUT) is the most widely recognized prescriptive decision theory
(Fishburn, 1970; von Neumann et al., 1947). A decision maker can choose from a set of
alternatives and choosing an alternative results in an outcome. In other words, an outcome
is a (future) consequence of choosing an alternative. In what outcomes alternatives may
result is represented with a probability distribution over the outcomes given an alternative.
Furthermore, EUT requires a utility function that maps outcomes of decisions to so-called
utility values expressing the decision maker’s satisfaction with each outcome. Given this
probability distribution and the decision maker’s utility function the expected utility of an
outcome can be determined in a straightforward manner. EUT prescribes that a decision
maker should choose the alternative with the maximal expected utility.
To apply EUT the following elements must be known: (1) the set of all alternatives the
user can choose from; (2) the probability distribution of in what outcomes alternatives may
result; and (3) the user’s subjective utilities over outcomes. However, in decision situations
like the one in the running example we cannot assume that these elements are all known.
Moreover, because human decision makers do not reason in terms of quantitative utility values (Boutilier, 1994; Brafman and Domshlak, 2009), showing the calculations of the expected
utilities of alternatives requires much effort of the decision maker to understand.

1.1.2

1

Value

A user’s utility function is subjective and must be obtained before EUT can be applied. One
way to elicit the user’s utility function is to ask the user the utility value of each outcome.
There are several problems with this approach. Obviously, if there are many possible outcomes, this process takes much time. But even when there are only two possible outcomes,
expressing which one is preferred can be difficult for the user because there may be multiple
aspects that matter, which may introduce tradeoffs that the user has to make. Furthermore,
the concept of utility has an exact meaning in the EUT, but there is a great deal of misconception about what utility is and people do not think in utilities. Therefore, a user needs to
translate its preferences to utilities. This translation is difficult and introduces many problems
and errors.
Preference elicitation methods therefore focus on ordering outcomes by preference rather
than asking utility values. These methods aim at easing the cognitive burden of ordering a
set of outcomes, or finding an optimal item (Brafman and Domshlak, 2009). By strategically
asking the user about his preferences between certain attributes of outcomes, the user does
not need to specify its preferences between all outcomes. Preference elicitation methods
consider several ways in which users can express their preferences. Users can give preference
statements over outcomes, but also over attributes of outcomes. For example, the statement
‘red cars are preferred to blue cars’ expresses preferences over the colors of cars. Another
way to express preferences is by using conditional preference statements such as ‘given that
the car is a Ferrari, red cars are preferred to blue cars’.
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In order for a user to express his preferences he must know his preferences. However,
in a complex decision situation, it is often not clear what to prefer. People often do not
have well-established preferences a priori the decision making, but construct their preferences
during decision making (Doyle and Thomason, 1999; March, 1978; Payne et al., 1992; Searle,
2001). Moreover, people have difficulties predicting future experiences of enjoyment and
discomfort (Kahneman and Snell, 1990). For example, when deciding what car to buy, the
decision-maker may predict that he will really enjoy a surround speaker set. However, after
buying the car, the decision-maker finds out that he only listens to the radio, which is in
mono. In critical scenarios, decision makers must evaluate the possible decisions from all the
perspectives that they care about in order to determine what decision to prefer. If an important
perspective is not considered, then a suboptimal decision may be made. Preference elicitation
methods aim at eliciting the user’s preferences, but are not concerned with supporting the user
constructing his preferences, which is an important feature for decision support systems for
complex decisions. In this thesis we are interested in how argumentation can be used in a
decision support system to help a decision maker construct his preferences.
In the field of decision analysis, approaches have been developed concerning how to determine the utility function of a decision maker (Keeney and Raiffa, 1976). Keeney (1992)
argues that when people are presented with a decision opportunity, they focus on a few alternatives that quickly come to mind. Given this set of alternatives, they start thinking of
criteria that they could use to compare them. Keeney also argues that people should focus
more on what they value. Namely, when a decision opportunity presents itself, a decision
maker should focus thinking about why he cares about this opportunity and what objectives
he should pursue rather than focusing on a few obvious alternatives. By doing so, the decision maker discovers what really matters and may find alternatives that were not obvious in
the beginning.
To establish the utility function that accurately describes what a decision maker cares
about, a decision maker and a decision analyst together analyze what the decision maker
values. When the decision maker expresses that he wants to maximize a certain criterion,
then the decision analyst will ask why this is so. If the decision maker answers that he has
a certain objective or that he holds a certain value, then the decision analyst can ask whether
there are other possible objectives and criteria that might be more suitable. In this way,
the decision analyst starts to get a better understanding of what the decision maker really
cares about. Moreover, the expertise and knowledge of the decision analyst can be used
to propose alternative criteria and objectives that the decision maker might better use. In
essence, the decision analyst and the decision maker are having a dialogue in which they
exchange arguments, counterarguments, and questions for further justification. Consider the
running example in which the decision maker may express that he wants to minimize the
amount of smoke that is caused by the fire. Instead of simply accepting this objective, the
decision analyst could ask why the decision maker wants this. In reply he might answer that
smoke is bad for the environment and that he cares about the environment. Given this better
understanding of what the decision maker really cares about (i.e., the environment and not
about the smoke), the decision analyst could argue that in order to minimize the impact on
the environment, the decision maker should also minimize the amount of toxic chemicals that
escape into the environment, a perspective that the decision maker may have forgotten to take
into account. In such a dialogue between the decision maker and the decision support system,
arguments are exchanged justifying and attacking why certain perspectives should be taken
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into consideration and why then a certain decision should be preferred. By doing so, the
decision support system supports the decision maker in determining what he finds important,
or, in other words, constructing the decision maker’s preferences.

1.1.3

1

Research Questions on Argumentation

In order for a decision support system to use argumentation to justify and refute preferences,
the system needs to be able to construct arguments and counterarguments concerning preferences between decisions. It is therefore necessary to have a formal description of argumentation, so that argumentation can be implemented in software. The field of computational
argumentation theory is concerned with formal approaches of argumentation theory. Several
approaches in argumentation theory have addressed the question of how to argue about what
decision to take. In decision theoretic approaches the notion of preferences is used to express
value and in argumentation approaches the notions of goals and the values a person holds
are used to express value. In order to combine the strength of both kinds of approaches, we
need to specify how these various notions relate to each other. This need is expressed in the
following research question.
Research Question 1a:
What concepts are required to reason about what a decision maker values?
To answer this research question, Chapter 3 proposes a conceptual framework that informally describes several concepts related to value and proposes how to reason with them.
More specifically, the notion of perspective is introduced and used to compare outcomes of
decisions. Preferences are always seen from a perspective. Abstract values from the psychology literature are then taken as the basic values that people hold. Following the decision
analysis literature, we then propose how to decompose an abstract value qualitatively into
objectives and into specific evaluation criteria. Given the decomposition of a person’s preferences, we then propose argument schemes to reason about what outcome to prefer. To
develop software that can support a decision and because a computer cannot work with informal concepts, these concepts need to be formalized. Chapter 4 formalizes the conceptual
framework that is proposed in Chapter 3.
If a user expresses a preference between two alternatives, then this does not mean that this
accurately predicts his preferences. There are several reasons why this preference statement
may be incorrect. Suppose the user justifies his preferences on a previous experience. Then
the user’s preferences may have changed or the user may have made an error in concluding
that the current situation is similar to the situation in which the previous experience occurred.
In contrast, perhaps the user forgot to consider an aspect that mattered to him while determining what to prefer. By supporting a user in constructing his preferences, such errors can be
detected and resolved. It is therefore interesting and useful to support a user in constructing
his preferences. To support a user in constructing its preferences, the system needs to be
able to reason about and with preferences. This requires justifying and attacking preference
statements.
Most approaches in the argumentation literature assume that what a decision maker values is given and is described in terms of goals he wants to achieve and values he wants to
promote. For example, Atkinson et al. (2006) use goals and values to represent what matters
to a decision maker. Although in Atkinson and Bench-Capon (2007a,b) it is possible that
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agents disagree about what a value means, it is not possible to discuss what a value means to
the decision maker, what is the best way to measure whether a value has been promoted or
demoted, and whether a goal or state transition really promotes or demotes a value. In more
complex decisions these aspects are not clear, e.g., in the running example what does fairness
mean and how can you best measure it. Therefore, it is useful that a decision maker can be
supported in determining this. A second example is Amgoud and Prade (2009), where what a
decision maker values is represented with goals he wants to achieve and so-called rejections
he wants to avoid. It is not possible to discuss why the decision maker has a certain goal or
rejection. A third example is Modgil (2007, 2009), where argumentation is used to reason
about preferences. However, the relation between preferences and values and goals is not
clear in this work. These problems lead us to the following research question.
Research Question 1b:
How can argumentation be used to reason about, justify and refute what a decision maker values?
To answer this question, the conceptual framework proposed in Chapter 3 must first be
formalized, which is done in Chapter 4. Chapter 5 then addresses research question 1b by
proposing an argumentation logic that is based on Chapter 4’s formalization of Chapter 3’s
conceptual framework.
Research question 1b concerns reasoning about what a decision maker values. Although
this is necessary to make a decision, more is needed to make an actual decision. Reasoning
about what to do is called practical reasoning. In the literature we can find several approaches
that use formal argumentation theory for practical reasoning. Atkinson et al. (2006) proposed
an argument scheme for practical reasoning that justifies performing an action if it achieves
a goal of the decision maker that promotes a value that he holds. Sixteen critical questions
are formulated that point to how this argument scheme can be attacked. For example, an
argument that justifies an action can be attacked if that action does not achieve a certain
goal or demotes a value of the decision maker. A second paper on using argumentation for
decision making is Amgoud and Prade (2009). They proposed an abstract argumentation
framework to make decisions in two steps: (1) arguments for beliefs and about alternatives
are constructed, and (2) the alternatives are compared using several decision principles. The
formalism assumes that the decision maker has a set of goals that he wants to achieve and a
set of so-called rejections that he wants to avoid.
Furthermore, Simon (1957) points out that both human and artificial agents are resourcebounded, meaning that they are unable to execute an arbitrarily large number of computations
in a constant time. Several approaches for practical reasoning have been proposed that take
into account resource-boundedness. For example, Bratman et al. (1988) proposed an architecture for resource-bounded practical reasoning which distinguishes between means-end
reasoning (finding suitable plans) and weighing competing alternatives.
These two requirements, i.e., the ability to justify making a decision and to do that with a
limited amount of resources, lead us to the following research question.
Research Question 1c:
How can argumentation be used for resource-bounded practical reasoning using
our framework for value?
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To answer this research question, Chapter 6 extends the argumentation framework of
Chapter 5 with two different notions of goals, that are used as a simplified representation of
value. This simplification is inspired by Simon (1957) and allows comparing decisions using
less resources. Furthermore, the notion of a goal is commonly used in daily conversations
and therefore important to consider in our framework.

1.2

1

Research Questions on Dialogues

In order for a computer system to support the motivation behind decisions using argumentation, the system needs to represent and reason with arguments about decisions. The previous
research questions have focused on this issue. In addition, the system needs to explain to
the user why a certain decision should be taken, but it also needs to be able to respond to
counterarguments and counterproposals that the user may give. To do this in an interactive
manner, the system could have a dialogue with the user. To demonstrate the kind of dialogues we envision for decision support, consider the following example dialogue between
fire commander Alice and decision support system Bob.
A LICE: I should send the firefighters in to rescue the victims because it achieves
my goal with respect to safety
B OB: how do you measure safety?
A LICE: by the amount of time that these victims are inside
B OB: it is better to look at how long these victims are near fire
A LICE: okay, but then I should still send the firefighters in to rescue them
B OB: don’t forget to also consider the safety of your personnel
B OB: therefore, you should first extinguish the fire near the victims and then
send the firefighters in to rescue them
Because dialogues are a natural way for people to exchange arguments, researchers in
argumentation theory have investigated dialogue systems. For example, a logic-based formalism is proposed by McBurney and Parsons (2002) which represents complex dialogues as
sequences of dialogue moves and allows dialogues to be embedded in one another. Prakken
(2005a) proposes a general dialogue framework that agents could use to discuss a topic. In
this framework, agents can put forward arguments, ask questions, and concede and retract
premises. To ensure that dialogues have desirable properties, different kinds of protocols
could be implemented. To regulate the interactions between agents in dialogues where they
try to persuade each other, Prakken (2006) proposes a formal specification of the main elements of dialogue systems for persuasion. McBurney et al. (2007) propose a framework for
deliberation dialogues. In a deliberation dialogue a group of agents discuss what joint action
they should perform, which is related to the kind of dialogues that we envision for supporting
decisions.
Because decision support dialogues are not exactly the same as deliberation or persuasion
dialogues, we need to investigate what is necessary in a dialogue for our purposes. This brings
us to the following research question.
Research Question 2a:
How can we formally represent a dialogue framework for arguing to motivate
decisions?
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At a particular point in a decision support dialogue, it is not uncommon that the system
can choose from many possible dialogue moves. Because of the limited amount of time in
the decision scenarios we envision (e.g., crisis management) it is therefore important that the
system carefully considers what dialogue move to select. There will be a variety of possibly
conflicting aspects that matter to the system when determining what dialogue move to select.
For example, the system may want to minimize the duration of the dialogue, but may also
want to be comprehensive. In the literature many criteria have been proposed to select a
dialogue move. For example, Bench-Capon (2003); Perelman and Olbrechts-Tyteca (1969)
argue that in order to be persuasive arguments have to be selected that use the values the
audience holds, which is used in dialogue systems like Atkinson et al. (2006) and Black and
Atkinson (2011). Hunter (2004b) formally defines the ‘impact’ of an argument. In Amgoud
and de Saint Cyr (2008) several measures are proposed that can be used as criteria, such as
aggressiveness and coherence, to determine the quality of a persuasion dialogue. Oren et al.
(2007) introduce the criterion to minimize the amount of information that is shared, which
may be important in domains where the system has privacy-sensitive information.
These are just some of the possible criteria that can be found and used in determining
what dialogue move to select. Because multiple criteria may matter in a particular decision
support system, this naturally leads us to the following research question.
Research Question 2b:
How can a decision support system reason about what move to make in a dialogue?
We will address this research question in Chapter 8.

1.3

Overview of the Thesis

In this introduction we have argued for the need for a decision support system that can argue
to motivate decisions and posed a number of research questions that need to be addressed for
this purpose. First we have looked closer at what is required for a formal system to reason
about, justify and refute what a decision maker values and what decision he should take.
Then we have further examined how a user can be supported in an interactive manner using
dialogues in which the participants exchange arguments.
In Chapter 2, some background is given on computational argumentation theory, decision theory and the role of abstract values in decision making. After the background, each
chapter corresponds to a research question given in this introduction. Chapter 3 proposes
a conceptual framework for value to address research question 1a. Chapter 3 is based on
previous work described in van der Weide et al. (2010, 2009b,c). Research question 1b asks
how argumentation can be used to reason about value. To answer this question, Chapter 4
formalizes the conceptual framework of Chapter 3. Next, Chapter 5 uses the formalization of
Chapter 4 to propose an argumentation framework to reason about value and thereby answers
research question 1b. Research question 1c asks how to use argumentation for practical reasoning when agents are resource-bounded. Chapter 6 extends the argumentation framework
of Chapter 5 for this purpose.
To answer research question 2a, Chapter 7 proposes a dialogue framework for supporting
decisions. Chapter 7 is based on van der Weide and Dignum (2011). While supporting a
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decision maker’s decision, it is common that the support system has to choose from many
possible alternative moves in the dialogue. Research question 2b asks how to reason about
what move should be selected. This research question is addressed in Chapter 8, which is
based on van der Weide et al. (2009a, 2011). The thesis is concluded in Chapter 9.

1

9

2

Background

The topic of this thesis is arguing to motivate decisions. Because it is natural to use arguments
when discussing something, we are interested in software systems that can support a decision
maker by giving arguments and counterarguments that explain, justify and refute the opinion
of the software. To do this, a software system needs to be able to represent and reason with
arguments. In addition, the system needs to understand how decisions are and should be
made. Because much of research has focused on these two topics, the goal of this chapter is
to give a background on them.
The first three sections concern argumentation. Section 2.1 describes one logic-based
argumentation framework, the ASPIC+ framework, which has been used for a variety of
purposes. Although strictly speaking it does not belong in the background chapter, we will
extend the ASPIC+ framework in two ways that are required to argue to motivate decisions.
Firstly, in decision making it is common that for each possible decision there are multiple
arguments in favor of a decision and multiple reasons against a decision. To compare decisions, the arguments with the same conclusion need to be combined. This is called accrual.
To argue to motivate decisions it is thus necessary to integrate accrual into the ASPIC+ framework. Section 2.2 makes the the accrual mechanism by Prakken (2005b) more precise and
integrates the mechanism in the ASPIC+ framework. Secondly, when arguing about what to
do it is also common to reason about the relative strength of arguments. Reasoning about
the relative strength (object-level) arguments is done on a meta level w.r.t. the object-level
arguments. The ASPIC+ framework also does not provide any specific tools for meta-level
reasoning and therefore we propose a general meta-level argumentation framework in Section 2.3.
Next we will give a background on decision theory in Section 2.4. Because the (abstract)
values a person holds have a significant effect on that person’s motivation and are thus essential in what decision is the best for that person, we will give a background on abstract
values in psychology in Section 2.5 and abstract values as used in argumentation theory in
Subsection 2.5.4.

2.1

Argumentation

In order for a computer system to argue with a human user about a topic such as what decision
to make, Section 2.1.1 defines what an argument is. An argument justifies a conclusion by
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applying several inferences on a set of premises. For example, an argument could justify the
conclusion ‘user should rescue victims’ with the premises ‘user has the goal that the victims
are safe’ and ‘rescuing victims achieves that goal’. Some of the inferences that are made are
strict, meaning that the inference is true without exception. However, other inferences are
what is called ‘defeasible’, which means that the inference presumably holds, but that there
are exceptions in which the inference cannot be made. Argument schemes (Walton, 1996) are
patterns of reasoning that are commonly used by people, but that cannot be modeled as strict
inferences since they are presumptive. An argument scheme consists of a set of premises
and a conclusion. If the premises are true, then, presumably, the conclusion is true. Because
argument schemes are presumptive, critical questions can be associated with them that point
to exceptional situations when the scheme cannot be applied (Verheij, 2003). When arguing
what to do, many inferences that are made are not strict but defeasible and can thus better
be modeled as argument schemes. Therefore, arguing what to do requires an argumentation
system in which both strict and defeasible inferences can be made.
Arguments are constructed from a knowledge base. For example, the knowledge base
may contain ‘extinguishing the fire in the factory takes twenty minutes’ or ‘the user has the
goal to rescue the victims’. However, the arguments that are constructed from a knowledge
base may conflict with each other. For example, one argument says that the user should do
action 1 and another argument says that the user should do action 2. In that case we say
that one argument attacks another argument. Subsection 2.1.2 distinguishes between several
kinds of attacks between arguments. Not all arguments are equally strong. For example,
one argument to do an action may be stronger than another argument to do that action. The
relative strength of arguments determines whether an attack is successful. Subsection 2.1.3
introduces the relative strength of arguments and the notion of defeat. Given a set of arguments and how they attack each other, we want to know what conclusions are acceptable.
To do so, Subsection 2.1.4 describes Dung Argumentation Frameworks and what conclusions are acceptable can be determined with different criteria. Finally, we want to ensure that
the acceptable conclusions satisfy several rationality postulates proposed in the literature.
Subsection 2.1.5 describes several rationality postulates and shows under what conditions
argumentation systems follow them.
To represent arguments, we will use the ASPIC+ abstract framework for structured argumentation, which provides an abstract account of the structure of arguments, the nature
of attack and the effect of the relative strength of arguments on what attacks are successful
(Prakken (2010)). For example, consider argument A stating “rescue the victims before extinguishing the fire because it saves their lives” and argument B stating “extinguish the fire
before rescuing the victims because it is better for the environment”. In ASPIC+, arguments
A and B have a structure using logic. Furthermore, A and B attack each other because only
one of these alternatives can be chosen. However, if A is a stronger argument than B, then
the attack of A on B is successful whereas the attack of B on A is unsuccessful.

2.1.1

Argumentation Systems

For arguing to motivate decisions we need an argumentation framework that allows modeling
both strict and defeasible inference rules (in the form of argument schemes) and where arguments differ in their relative strength. A suitable framework for this is ASPIC+ (Prakken,
2010), which extends and generalizes ASPIC. The ASPIC abstract framework for structured
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argumentation (Amgoud et al., 2006) integrates work on rule-based argumentation with the
abstract approach by Dung (1995). The ASPIC+ framework generalizes and extends the ASPIC framework in four ways: (1) a new way of attacking is introduced called undermining,
i.e., attacking an argument on its premises; (2) attacks are generalized by an abstract relation
of contrariness between formulae; (3) four types of premises are distinguished; and, (4) the
successfulness of attacks depends on the relative strength of arguments. By extending and
generalizing ASPIC in these ways, ASPIC+ has a number of advantages. Firstly, ASPIC+
captures more kinds of argumentation systems. Secondly, argument schemes can be formalized in ASPIC+. Lastly, ASPIC+ satisfies the rationality postulates proposed by Caminada
and Amgoud (2007) for the more general case in which relative strength of arguments is
accounted for. Because ASPIC+ captures more argument schemes and allows arguments to
differ in their relative strength, we will use ASPIC+ in this thesis.
We will now introduce the ASPIC+ framework. The notion of an argumentation system
extends the familiar notion of a proof system by distinguishing between strict and defeasible
inference rules. The distinction between strict and defeasible rules was already made by Pollock (1987). The informal reading of a strict inference rule is that if its antecedent holds, then
its conclusion holds without exception. For example, modus ponens is the strict inference
rule with antecedents ‘φ’ and ‘φ ⊃ ψ’ and conclusion ‘ψ’ (where φ and ψ are well-formed
formulae). The informal reading of a defeasible inference rule is that if its antecedent holds,
then its conclusion tends to hold. Defeasible inference rules can be used to formalize presumptive reasoning patterns like argument schemes. An example defeasible inference rule is
the presumptive scheme ‘argument from expert opinion’ (Walton (1996)): “if person P is an
expert in the domain D, the statement S is in the domain of D, and P asserted that S is true,
then, presumably, S is true”. Deductively, this inference cannot be made even though it will
typically be a correct inference. By modeling this argument scheme as a defeasible inference,
it is possible to use this conclusion until evidence is found that states there is an exceptional
situation in which the conclusion is not true.

2

Definition 2.1 (Argumentation System) An argumentation system1 is a tuple AS =
hL, R, cfi with

• L is a logical language,
• R = SR ∪ DR such that SR is a set of strict and DR is a set defeasible inference
rules, and
• cf a contrariness function from L to 2L

We will use φ and ψ as typical elements of L and say that φ and ¬φ are each other’s complements. In the meta-language, ∼φ denotes the complement of any formula φ, positive or
negative. Furthermore, ⊃ denotes the material implication. A contrariness function expresses
conflict between formulae and is defined by Prakken as follows. We will assume that it must
always be the case that ¬φ ∈ cf(φ) and φ ∈ cf(¬φ).
Definition 2.2 (Contrariness Function) A contrariness function for a logical language L
is a function cf : L → 2L that at least has the following property for all formulae φ in L:
¬φ ∈ cf(φ) and φ ∈ cf(¬φ).
1 This definition adapts Prakken (2010)’s definition by removing the partial preorder over defeasible inference
rules because this will be represented later in this thesis in a meta-level argumentation system that is used to reason
about the relative strength of object-level arguments.
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If φ ∈ cf(ψ) and ψ ∈ cf(φ), then φ and ψ are called contradictory and we will also write
φ = −ψ. Furthermore, non-symmetrical conflict is allowed like in Bondarenko et al. (1997).
If φ ∈ cf(ψ) and ψ 6∈ cf(φ), then φ is called the contrary of ψ. Given a contrariness function
we will now define when a set of formulae is called consistent.
Definition 2.3 (Consistent Set) Let L be a logical language and cf a contrariness function for L. A set X of formulae in L is consistent iff there are no φ, ψ ∈ X such that
φ ∈ cf(ψ).
An argumentation system contains a set of strict and defeasible rules, which are defined
formally as follows.
Definition 2.4 (Strict and Defeasible Rules) Let φ1 , . . . , φm , φ (with m ≥ 0) be expressions in logical language L.
• A strict inference rule is of the form s : φ1 , . . . , φm → φ
• A defeasible inference rule is of the form d : φ1 , . . . , φm ⇒ φ
We will call s and d the rule name, φ1 , . . . , φm the antecedent of the rule, and φ the
conclusion. The conclusion of a strict inference rule holds without exception if the antecedent
is true, whereas the conclusion of a defeasible inference rule tends to be true if the antecedent
is true, that is, the conclusion is presumably true, but there are exceptions. Later chapters
of this thesis will introduce new inference rules that are specified by schemes in which the
antecedent and the conclusion are meta-variables over L. Using schemes to specify inference
rules is a common approach in logic.
This definition extends Prakken’s definition by adding a rule name to each inference rule.
This will be convenient when modeling certain kinds of attacks between arguments. We will
assume that for every rule name r there is a constant r in the logical language that denotes r
and that there is a unary predicate appl in the logical language and that appl(r) denotes that
the inference rule with rule name r is applicable. Similarly, ¬appl(r) denotes that inference
rule r is not applicable. For example, if d is the rule name of a defeasible rule, then ¬appl(d)
denotes that there is an exceptional situation where d cannot be applied. The appl predicate
is necessary to model undercutting attack between arguments in Section 2.1.2.
Arguments are defined following Vreeswijk (1997) and can be thought of as proof trees.
The following functions are defined on arguments: (1) conc returns the argument’s conclusion; (2) premises returns the argument’s premises; (3) lastRule returns the last applied
inference rule; (4) rules returns all applied inference rules; (5) lastDef returns the last applied defeasible inference rules; (6) dirSub returns the argument’s direct subarguments; and,
(7) sub returns all subarguments of the argument.
Definition 2.5 (Argument) Let AS = hL, SR ∪ DR, cfi be an argumentation system. An
argument A in AS is either
• φ if φ is a formula in L with

– conc(A) = φ
– premises(A) = {φ}
– lastRule(A) = undefined
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–
–
–
–

rules(A) = ∅
lastDef(A) = ∅
dirSub(A) = ∅
sub(A) = {A}

• A1 , . . . , An → φ if A1 , . . . , An are arguments such that there is a strict rule s :
conc(A1 ), . . . , conc(An ) → φ in SR.
–
–
–
–
–
–
–

conc(A) = φ
Sn
premises(A) = i=1 premises(Ai )
lastRule(A) = s : conc(A1 ), . . . , conc(An ) → φ
Sn
rules(A) = {s : conc(A1 ), . . . , conc(An ) → φ} ∪ i=1 rules(Ai )
Sn
lastDef(A) = i=1 lastDef(Ai )
dirSub(A) = {A1 , . . . , An }
Sn
sub(A) = {A} ∪ i=1 sub(Ai )

2

• A1 , . . . , An ⇒ φ if A1 , . . . , An are arguments such that there is a defeasible rule
d : conc(A1 ), . . . , conc(An ) ⇒ φ in DR.
–
–
–
–
–
–
–

conc(A) = φ
Sn
premises(A) = i=1 premises(Ai )
lastRule(A) = d : conc(A1 ), . . . , conc(An ) ⇒ φ
Sn
rules(A) = {d : conc(A1 ), . . . , conc(An ) ⇒ φ} ∪ i=1 rules(Ai )
lastDef(A) = {d : conc(A1 ), . . . , conc(An ) ⇒ φ}
dirSub(A) = {A1 , . . . , An }
Sn
sub(A) = {A} ∪ i=1 sub(Ai )

We will use Args(AS) to denote the set of all arguments in AS. Arguments can be
visualized as inference trees.
Example 2.1 Let AS = hL, R, cfi be an argumentation system with R = DR ∪ SR and
L

=

SR =

DR =

{φ1 , φ2 , φ3 }

{s : φ1 → φ2 }

{d : φ1 , φ2 ⇒ φ3 }

Let us consider the following three well-formed atomic arguments in AS: argument A1
concluding φ1 , argument A2 concluding φ2 , and argument A3 concluding φ3 . They have the
properties as described in Table 2.1.
There are three ‘compound’ arguments that can be constructed from the atomic arguments
A1 , A2 and A3 . Their properties are described in Table 2.2. The compound arguments A4 ,
A5 and A6 can be visualized as follows.

A4 =

φ1
s
φ2

A5 =

φ1

φ2
φ3

d

φ1
s
φ1 φ 2
A6 =
d
φ3

Because the defeasible inference rule d has been applied in arguments A5 and A6 , they are
defeasible arguments. In the other arguments no defeasible inference rule has been applied
and therefore they are strict.
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Table 2.1: Well-Formed Atomic Arguments in Example 2.1

conc(Ai )
premises(Ai )
lastRule(Ai )
rules(Ai )
lastDef(Ai )
dirSub(Ai )
sub(Ai )

A1

A2

A3

φ1
{φ1 }
undefined
∅
∅
∅
{A1 }

φ2
{φ2 }
undefined
∅
∅
∅
{A2 }

φ3
{φ3 }
undefined
∅
∅
∅
{A3 }

Table 2.2: Well-Formed Compound Arguments in Example 2.1

conc(Ai )
premises(Ai )
lastRule(Ai )
rules(Ai )
lastDef(Ai )
dirSub(Ai )
sub(Ai )

A4

A5

A6

φ2
{φ1 }
s : φ1 → φ2
{s : φ1 → φ2 }
∅
{A1 }
{A1 , A4 }

φ3
{φ1 , φ2 }
d : φ1 , φ2 ⇒ φ3
{d : φ1 , φ2 ⇒ φ3 }
{d : φ1 , φ2 ⇒ φ3 }
{A1 , A2 }
{A1 , A2 , A5 }

φ3
{φ1 }
d : φ1 , φ2 ⇒ φ3
{s : φ1 → φ2 , d : φ1 , φ2 ⇒ φ3 }
{d : φ1 , φ2 ⇒ φ3 }
{A1 }
{A1 , A6 }

In our framework an agent constructs arguments from his knowledge base. A knowledge
base contains formulae of a logical language. The elements in a knowledge base are also
called premises. Following Prakken (2010), we distinguish between premises that are necessarily true, ‘ordinary’ premises and assumptions. Note that Prakken also considers so-called
issues, i.e., controversial premises that must always be justified, but these are not important
for our purposes. Intuitively, an argument with only necessary premises and which only applies strict rules cannot be attacked. In contrast, an attack on an assumption always succeeds.
Definition 2.6 (Knowledge Base) Let AS = hL, R, cfi be an argumentation system. A
knowledge base for AS is a tuple hKnp , Kop , Kas i where Knp , Kop and Kas are disjoint sets
of formulae in L.
The set Knp denotes the set of necessary premises, i.e., those premises that are necessarily
true. Knp should include all the axioms. Intuitively, necessary premises cannot be attacked.
The set Kop denotes the set of ordinary premises. In contrast, ordinary premises can be
attacked. The set Kas denotes the set of assumptions. Every attack on an assumption is
successful. We say that argument A can be constructed from a knowledge base iff every
premise of A is in that knowledge base.
Consider the flow chart2 in Figure 2.1 that shows schematically how arguments can be
constructed from a knowledge base and an argumentation system. The process ‘construct
2 A rectangle is a process and a parallelogram is a dataset. An arrow from a dataset to a process denotes that the
process uses the data from that dataset. An arrow from a process to a dataset denotes that the process puts its result
in that dataset. A grey dataset denotes that this dataset is required in order for the flow chart to work.
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atomic arguments’ constructs atomic arguments from the formulae in the knowledge base
and puts those arguments in the dataset ‘Arguments’. The process ‘construct compound arguments’ uses the inference rules in R together with existing arguments in the dataset ‘Arguments’ to construct new compound arguments, which are put in the dataset ‘Arguments’.
Figure 2.1: Flow Chart of the Construction of Arguments.
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Construct
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Knowledgebase

Construct
atomic
arguments
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We can now define several properties of arguments that will be useful later to determine
the relative strength of arguments. These properties are taken from Prakken.
Definition 2.7 (Argument Properties) Let AS = hL, SR ∪ DR, cfi be an argumentation system and K = hKnp , Kop , Kas i be a knowledge base for AS. An argument A ∈
Args(AS) is called
•
•
•
•

strict if rules(A) ∩ DR = ∅,
defeasible iff rules(A) ∩ DR =
6 ∅,
firm iff premises(A) ⊆ Knp , and
plausible iff premises(A) 6⊆ Knp .

Intuitively, an argument that is both strict and firm is stronger than an argument that is
defeasible or plausible.

2.1.2

Attack between Arguments

The definition of a knowledge base does not contain any constraints about whether the knowledge base should be consistent. It is thus possible that a knowledge base contains both φ and
¬φ. Furthermore, although a knowledge base may not contain conflicting formulae, it may
occur that conflicting conclusions are inferred using the defeasible inferences rules. In both
cases, arguments with conflicting conclusions can be constructed from a knowledge base.
In this section, we distinguish between several kinds of conflict between argument. If an
argument conflicts with another argument, then we will say that they attack each other.
Prakken distinguishes between the following three kinds of attack: rebutting, undermining, and undercutting. Intuitively, if the conclusion of argument A is in conflict with an
intermediary conclusion or the final conclusion of argument B, then we say that A rebuts B.
An argument A rebuts argument B if A’s conclusion is in conflict with the conclusion of the
application of a defeasible inference rule applied somewhere in B.
Definition 2.8 (Rebutting Attack) Argument A rebuts argument B (on B 0 ) iff there is a
B 0 ∈ sub(B) such that lastRule(B 0 ) ∈ Rd and conc(A) ∈ cf(conc(B 0 )).
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We will say that argument A contrary-rebuts argument B on B 0 iff conc(A) is a contrary
of conc(B 0 ). Note that if argument A rebuts argument B on B 0 , then A rebuts every argument
C that makes use of B 0 , i.e., B 0 ∈ sub(C). Further note that the rebutting attack is not
necessarily symmetric. For example, if A rebuts B on B 0 and A’s last applied inference step
is strict, then B 0 cannot rebut A.
If an argument attacks a premise of another argument, then we shall call this an undermining attack. However, necessary premises cannot be undermined. Formally:
Definition 2.9 (Undermining Attack) Argument A undermines argument B iff there is a
φ ∈ premises(B) such that conc(A) ∈ cf(φ) and φ 6∈ Knp .
We will say that argument A contrary-undermines argument B iff conc(A) is a contrary
of φ or φ is an assumption, i.e., φ ∈ Kas .
There may be exceptions in which a defeasible inference rule cannot be applied. The
application of a defeasible inference rule is denoted with the instantiated identifier of the
rule. For example, if d : φ ⇒ ψ is a defeasible inference rule, then d is a constant in the
logical language and the formula ¬appl(d) denotes that the defeasible inference rule d cannot
be applied. If an argument A concludes that a defeasible inference rule cannot be applied in a
certain case, then A undercuts arguments that use that application of that defeasible inference
rule.
Definition 2.10 (Undercutting Attack) Argument A undercuts argument B (on B 0 ) iff
there is an argument B 0 ∈ sub(B) with r = lastRule(B 0 ) such that r ∈ Rd and conc(A) =
¬appl(r).
Note that if argument A undercuts argument B, it remains possible (although perhaps not
likely) that a subargument of B attacks A.
Definition 2.11 (Attack) Argument A attacks argument B iff A rebuts, undermines or undercuts B.

2.1.3

Argument Strength and Defeat

Arguments may not necessarily have the same strength. For example, this can be caused by
that one argument uses stronger premises than another argument. The relative strength (or
conclusive force) of two arguments determines whether the attack of one argument on the
other is successful. For example, an argument A1 based on imprecise observations is weaker
than an argument A2 based on scientific facts. If A1 and A2 have conflicting conclusions,
then they attack each other. However, because A2 is stronger than A1 , only A2 ’s attack on
A1 should be successful. Note that even though A2 ’s attack on A1 is successful, it is possible
that A2 is successfully attacked by another argument.
Following Prakken (2010); Vreeswijk (1997), strength of arguments is modeled as an
ordering over arguments. Intuitively, the strength of an argument should at least depend on the
strength of its premises and the strength of the inference rules that are applied. However, there
is no consensus of how to determine the strength of arguments. For example, if argument A
has strong premises but applies weak defeasible rules and argument B has weak premises but
applies strong defeasible rules, then it is not clear when A should be stronger than B. There is
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some consensus regarding several minimal conditions that argument orderings should follow.
Namely, argument orderings must be what is called ‘admissible’, which means that strict
and firm arguments are always preferred to arguments that are not strict and firm, and that
a strict inference cannot make an argument strictly better or worse than its weakest proper
subargument.
Definition 2.12 (Argument Ordering) Let K be a knowledge base in argumentation system AS. An argument ordering for AS w.r.t. knowledge base K is a partial preorder ≤ on
Args(AS) such that for all A, B ∈ Args(AS):

2

• if A is firm and strict and B is defeasible or plausible, then B < A
• if lastRule(A) is strict, then for all A0 ∈ dirSub(A) it is true that A ≤ A0 and there is
an A0 ∈ dirSub(A) such that A0 ≤ A.
Amgoud et al. (2006) propose two principles to define argument orderings: the last link
principle and weakest link principle. Both principles are based on an ordering of sets of
applied defeasible rules and on an ordering of sets of premises, which we will denote with
R and L respectively. Orderings on sets could be defined in all kinds of ways using
the elements of the set. We define the ordering on a set using the ordering on its elements.
Namely, if X and Y are sets, then X ≺ Y iff ∃x ∈ X s.t. ∀y ∈ Y it is true that x ≺ y.
Argument orderings following the ‘last link principle’ use the last defeasible rules that
an argument has applied to determine the strength between arguments. Recall from Definition 2.5 that the function lastDef gives the set of last defeasible rules that have been applied in
the given argument. The last link principle states that an argument is stronger if the set of last
defeasible rules it applies is stronger according to R . Arguments that are strict and firm are
always stronger than arguments that are defeasible or plausible. However, if two arguments
do not apply any defeasible rules, then the relative strength of the premises determines the
relative strength of the arguments.
Definition 2.13 (Last Link Principle) Let ≤ be an argument ordering over Args(AS).
Argument ordering ≤ follows the last link principle iff for all A, B ∈ Args(AS): it is true
that A < B iff either
• A is defeasible or plausible and B is firm and strict, or
• lastDef(A) ≺R lastDef(B), or
• lastDef(A) and lastDef(B) are empty and premises(A) ≺L premises(B).
Instead of only considering the last defeasible inferences that have been made, the weakest link principle considers all the defeasible rules that an argument uses. We will use
defRules(A) to abbreviate rules(A) ∩ DR, which denotes the set of defeasible rules that have
been applied in argument A. The weakest link principle states that argument B is stronger
than A iff B’s premises are stronger than A’s premises and if B applies defeasible rules, then
the defeasible rules that B applies are stronger than the defeasible rules that A applies.
Definition 2.14 (Weakest Link Principle) Let ≤ be an argument ordering over Args(AS).
Argument ordering ≤ follows the weakest link principle iff A < B iff
• A is defeasible or plausible and B is firm and strict, or
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• premises(A) ≺L premises(B) and furthermore if defRules(B) 6= ∅, then defRules(A)
≺R defRules(B)
We will now define argumentation theories which combine an argumentation system,
knowledge base and argument ordering. Argumentation theories will be used to construct a
set of arguments and attacks between those arguments.
Definition 2.15 (Argumentation Theory) An argumentation theory is a tuple hAS, K, ≤
i, where AS is an argumentation system, K a knowledge base in AS, and ≤ an argument
ordering for AS w.r.t. K.
If A is an argument in AS and all premises of A are in the knowledge base K, then A can
be constructed from an argumentation theory hAS, K, ≤i. We will use Args(AT ) to denote
the set of arguments that can be constructed from an argumentation theory.
Since arguments can differ in strength, not all attacks are successful. Namely, if an argument rebuts another argument that is stronger, then the attack fails. Otherwise, the attack is successful and becomes a defeat. Undercutting, contrary-rebutting, and contraryundermining are all asymmetrical attack.
Definition 2.16 (Defeat) Let AT = hAS, K, ≤i be an argumentation theory and A, B
arguments in Args(AT ). Argument A defeats B in AT iff
• A undercuts, contrary-rebuts, or contrary-undermines B, or
• A rebuts B on B 0 and A < B 0 is not true, or
• A undermines B on B 0 and A < B 0 is not true.
The success of undercutting, contrary-rebutting, and contrary-undermining does not depend on preferences between arguments. Therefore, when we say preference-independent
attacks, we refer to undercutting, contrary-rebutting, and contrary-undermining. In contrast,
preference-dependent attacks refer to rebutting and undermining.

2.1.4

Argumentation Frameworks

Given an argumentation theory, we can construct a set of arguments and the defeat relation
between those arguments. To determine which of those arguments are justified, defensible
and overruled, Dung argumentation frameworks will be used (Dung, 1995).
Definition 2.17 (Dung Argumentation Framework) A Dung argumentation framework
(AF) is a tuple hArgs, Attacki with Args a set of arguments and Attack ⊆ Args × Args a
binary relation.
Given an argumentation framework, several properties can be defined of sets of arguments
in the argumentation framework. Intuitively, a set of arguments D is conflict-free if D does
not contain an argument that attacks another argument in D. Furthermore, a set of arguments
D defends an argument A if D attacks each argument that attacks A.
Definition 2.18 (Conflict-Free Sets and Defence) Let hArgs, Attacki be an AF with D ⊆
Args a set of arguments.
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• D is conflict-free iff there exist no A, B ∈ D such that (A, B) ∈ Attack.
• D defends an argument A ∈ Args iff for each argument B ∈ Args such that (B, A) ∈
Attack there exists an argument C ∈ D such that (C, B) ∈ Attack.
Definition 2.19 (Acceptability Semantics) Let hArgs, Attacki be an AF with D ⊆ Args
a conflict-free set of arguments. Let F : 2Args → 2Args be a function such that F (D) = {A ∈
Args | D defends A}.
• D is admissible iff D ⊆ F (D).
• D is a complete extension iff D = F (D).
• D is a grounded extension iff it is the smallest complete extension with respect to setinclusion.
• D is a preferred extension iff it is a maximal complete extension with respect to setinclusion.
• D is a stable extension iff it is a preferred extension that defeats all arguments in
Args \ D.

2

Note that this implies that each grounded, preferred or stable extension of an AF is also a
complete extension of that AF. Each AF has exactly one unique grounded extension, whereas
all other semantics allow for multiple extensions. The grounded extension of an AF is contained in all other extensions of that AF. Furthermore, each AF has at least one preferred and
complete extension. There are AFs without stable extensions.
Definition 2.20 An argument A ∈ Args is on the basis of AF = hArgs, Attacki:
• justified iff A is in the grounded extension,
• defensible iff A is in a preferred extension and not in the grounded extension,
• overruled iff A is not in any extension
We will now show how a Dung argumentation framework can be constructed from an
argumentation theory.
Definition 2.21 (Concrete Argumentation Framework) An argumentation framework
on the basis of argumentation theory AT is a Dung argumentation framework hArgs, Attacki
with Args the set of arguments that can be constructed from AT and Attack the defeat relation on Args as in Definition 2.16.
Figure 2.2 contains a flow chart of how argumentation frameworks are constructed. From
the set of arguments that can be constructed from an argumentation theory, the set of attack
relations can be determined using Definition 2.11. Given an argument ordering, the attack
relation is used to determine the defeat relation between arguments in S following Definition 2.16. Finally, the argumentation framework is constructed from the set of arguments and
the defeat relation on them.
Definition 2.20 can now be used to define what status a formula gets in the argumentation
framework of an argumentation theory.
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Figure 2.2: Flow Chart of the Construction of an Argumentation Framework.
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Definition 2.22 Let AT = hAS, K, ≤i be an argumentation theory with AS = hL, R, cfi
an argumentation system and let AF = hArgs, Attacki be the argumentation framework on
the basis of AT . Formula φ ∈ L is on the basis of AT :
• justified iff there is a justified argument A such that conc(A) = φ,
• defensible iff there is a defensible argument A such that conc(A) = φ and there is no
justified argument B such that conc(B) = φ,
• overruled iff there is an overruled argument A such that conc(A) = φ and there is no
justified argument B such that conc(B) = φ,, and
• rejected iff there is no argument A ∈ Args such that conc(A) = φ.

2.1.5

Rationality of Conclusions

Caminada and Amgoud (2007) identify several problems that occur in argumentation systems with strict and defeasible inference rules where these systems have unintuitive results.
To judge the quality of a rule-based argumentation system, a number of ‘rationality postulates’ are proposed. Four of these postulates constrain the extensions of an argumentation
framework corresponding to an argumentation theory as follows:
1. closure under subarguments, i.e., if A is an argument in an extension, then every subargument of A is also in the extension;
2. closure under strict rules: all the conclusions of arguments in an extension are closed
under strict-rule application;
3. direct consistency, i.e., the set of conclusions of arguments in an extension is consistent;
and,
4. indirect consistency, i.e., the closure of the set of all conclusions of arguments in an
extension under strict-rule application is consistent.
To ensure that the outcome of our argumentation system is intuitive, it is thus important
that these postulates are satisfied. For example, it is undesirable that the outcome of arguing
about what to do is that the user should choose two alternatives that cannot both be performed.
Prakken (2010) proves that the first two postulates are satisfied unconditionally in ASPIC+.
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To prove that ASPIC+ satisfies the remaining two rationality postulates under certain conditions, the notions of transposition of a strict rule and closure of sets of strict rules under
transpositions are required. These notions are proposed by Caminada and Amgoud (2007).
Recall from Subsection 2.1.1 that if φ = −ψ, then φ and ψ are contradictory, i.e., it is true
that φ ∈ cf(ψ) and ψ ∈ cf(φ).
Definition 2.23 (Transposition) Strict rule s0 is a transposition of strict rule s iff s and s0
are as follows:
s :φ1 , . . . , φm → ψ

2

s0 :φ1 , . . . , φi−1 , −ψ, φi+1 , . . . , φm → −φi
Given the notion of transposition, we will now define a transposition operator that is used
to define when a set of strict rules is closed under transposition.
Definition 2.24 (Transposition Operator) Let SR be a set of strict rules. Cltp (SR)
is the smallest set such that (1) SR ⊆ Cltp (SR); and, (2) if s ∈ Cltp (SR) and t is a
transposition of s, then t ∈ Cltp (SR). We say that SR is closed under transposition iff
Cltp (SR) = SR.
An argumentation system hL, SR ∪ DR, cfi is called closed under transposition iff SR
is closed under transposition. Similarly, an argumentation theory hAS, K, ≤i is called closed
under transposition iff AS is closed under transposition.
Definition 2.25 (Closure of a set of formulae) Let L be a logical language, X a set of
formulae in L and SR a set of strict rules. The closure of X under SR, denoted ClSR (X),
is the smallest set such that:
• X ⊆ ClSR (X); and,
• if s : φ1 , . . . , φm → ψ in SR and φ1 , . . . , φn ∈ ClSR (X), then ψ ∈ ClSR (X).
If X = ClSR (X), then X is called closed.
If hL, R, cfi is an argumentation system and X ⊆ L a set of formulae, then we will write
X ` φ iff there exists a strict argument concluding φ of which the premises are in X.
Definition 2.26 (Closure under contraposition) An argumentation system hL, R, cfi is
closed under contraposition iff for all X ⊆ L, φ ∈ X and ψ ∈ L: if S ` ψ, then S \ {φ} ∪
{−ψ} ` −φ.
The postulates of direct and indirect consistency only hold in a special class of argumentation theories, those that are called ‘well-formed’. Assume that we have two formulae φ and
ψ such that φ ∈ cf(ψ), but ψ 6∈ cf(φ). If ψ is a necessary premise, then an argument A
concluding φ does not undermine an argument B with premise ψ. Consequently, A and B do
not attack each other so it is possible that both A and B are in the same extension. Moreover,
if there is a strict rule s with ψ as consequent, then it is possible to construct a strict and firm
argument A that concludes ψ by applying s and that a defeasible or plausible argument B
concludes φ. In that case, B rebuts A, but because A is strict and firm and B is defeasible or
plausible, argument B does not defeat A. Consequently, it is possible that both A and B are
in the same extension.
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Definition 2.27 (Well-Formed Argumentation Theory) Argumentation theory AT is
well-formed3 iff for all formulae ψ it is true that if there is a φ such that φ ∈ cf(ψ) but
not ψ ∈ cf(φ), then ψ 6∈ Knp and ψ is not the consequent of a strict rule.
Recall from Definition 2.3 that a set of formulae is called consistent iff it does not contain
formulae φ and ψ s.t. φ ∈ cf(ψ). Prakken (2010) proves that all rationality postulates are
satisfied in the ASPIC+ framework under the following conditions. Let AT = hAS, K, ≤i
be an argumentation theory with AS = hL, SR ∪ DR, cfi and K = hKnp , Kop , Kas i. The
four rationality postulates hold for every extension E of the AF corresponding to AT under
a given semantics subsumed by complete semantics if
•
•
•
•

AT is well-formed as in Definition 2.27,
SR is closed under transposition or closed under contraposition,
≤ satisfies the last-link or weakest-link principle, and
the closure of Knp under strict-rule application is consistent.

Because we will introduce a new class of argumentation systems and theories, we will
show that they satisfy these conditions. This ensures that the conclusions corresponding to
an argumentation theory satisfy the rationality postulates.

2.2

Accrual

Like in proof theories, argumentation theories allow that multiple arguments can be constructed that have the same conclusion. Intuitively, each argument provides a different reason
for why its conclusion is true. These arguments combined provide an even more compelling
defeasible reason to believe that their conclusion is true. Accruing arguments means that
different arguments with the same conclusion are taken together, i.e., are accrued. This is
particularly important in the context of decision making where there may be multiple reasons in favor of and against making a decision. In this section, an accrual mechanism is
proposed for the ASPIC+ argumentation framework as proposed in Section 2.1. This accrual
mechanism makes the approach of Prakken (2005b) more precise4 .
Prakken formulates the following three accrual principles that he argues should be satisfied in an accrual mechanism.
1. An accrual can be weaker than its accruing elements. For example, it being hot is a
reason not to jog, that it is raining is a reason not to jog, but together they may form a
weaker reason not to jog because the combination may be more pleasant.
2. An accrual makes its accruing elements inapplicable. This means that if there are n
arguments that can be accrued, then all n should be accrued and not less than n.
3. Flawed arguments may not accrue. For example, if it is not true that it is hot, then the
argument not to jog because it is hot cannot be accrued.
3 This definition of well-formed argumentation theories can be found in Modgil and Prakken (2011) and is a
correction of the version in Prakken (2010).
4 As already noted, this section makes a contribution to existing work and does therefore not strictly fit in the
background chapter. However, because we want to have the argumentation mechanism in one chapter, we have
decided to include this section here.
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A possible approach to include an accrual mechanism is to extend the definition of an
argument with an accrual step. Since this alters ASPIC+ on a fundamental definition, all
properties of ASPIC+ need to be proved again. In contrast, Prakken’s formalization of accrual can be added to ASPIC+ without changing ASPIC+. To avoid changing ASPIC+, we
will follow Prakken’s approach. The key element of his approach is that formulae in the
logical language can be labeled or unlabeled. A labeled formula can be thought of as an
‘intermediate conclusion’, i.e., a conclusion that has not yet been accrued. In contrast, an
unlabeled formula can be thought of as a conclusion that has been accrued. Next, defeasible
inference rules are adapted such that they only use unlabeled formulae in their antecedent and
have a labeled formula in their conclusion. Finally, accrual inference rules are used to accrue
labeled formulae to infer an unlabeled formula.
We will now formalize this approach in the ASPIC+ framework. In contrast to Prakken,
we will first define the possible labels that formulae can have. A label can be either the rule
name of a defeasible inference rule or the special label kb denoting that the formula is in the
knowledge base. Note that Prakken does not consider the label kb. Because the knowledge
base can contain premises that are not certain, it is useful to be able to label formulae in the
knowledge base with kb so that they can be accrued with arguments that justify a formula in
a different way.

2

Definition 2.28 (Accrual Labels) Let R = SR ∪ DR be a set of inference rules. The
accrual labels for R is a set L such that
• if d : φ1 , . . . , φm ⇒ φ is in DR, then d is a label in L
• kb is a label in L
Nothing else is an accrual label.
The logical language is extended with labeled formula. Each formula can be labeled with
an accrual label.
Definition 2.29 (Labeled Language) Let AS = hL, R, cfi be an argumentation system.
A labeled language Llbl for AS is a first-order language with
• if φ is a formula of L, then φ is a formula of Llbl , and
• if φ is a formula of L and l an accrual label for R, then φl is a formula of Llbl

For labeled languages we consider a special class of inference rules that we will call labeled inference rules. A labeled inference rule differs from a normal inference rule in that its
conclusion must be labeled and that its antecedent can only contain unlabeled formulae. Following Prakken, only defeasible rules are labeled, but in contrast to Prakken, the conclusions
of defeasible rules are labeled with the rule name instead of its antecedent. Because every
defeasible rule has a different rule name, the label exactly identifies the rule that has been
applied.
Definition 2.30 (Labeled Defeasible Inference Rules) Let Llbl be a labeled language
w.r.t. some argumentation system. Labeled defeasible inference rules w.r.t. Llbl are of the
form:
d : φ1 , . . . , φ m ⇒ φd
with φ1 , . . . , φm unlabeled formulae (with m ≥ 0).
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Inference rules that do not contain any labeled formulae in their antecedent or conclusion
are called unlabeled. Note that it is straightforward to transform an unlabeled inference rule
into a labeled inference rule by labeling its conclusion with the rule name, i.e., the labeled
version of d : φ1 , . . . , φm ⇒ φ is d : φ1 , . . . , φm ⇒ φd .
To accrue labeled formulae, we will follow Prakken by introducing the following set of
accrual rules. The set of accrual rules consists of accrual inferences and accrual undercutters.
Labeled formulae are seen as intermediate conclusions and unlabeled formulae are seen as
normal conclusions. An accrual inference infers a ‘normal conclusion’ from a number of
‘intermediate conclusions’. More specifically, an accrual inference rule for formula φ takes
a number of differently labeled instances of φ (e.g., φd1 and φd2 ) and defeasibly infers that
φ. Accrual undercutters ensure that if an accrual is applicable, then it makes its elements
inapplicable. For each accrual inference, there are a number of accrual undercutters. An
accrual undercuts all accruals of its elements.
Definition 2.31 (Accrual Rules) Let DRlbl be a set of labeled defeasible inference rules.
The accrual rules for DRlbl is the set AR such that
• dφ : φl1 , . . . , φli ⇒ φ in AR
• duc : φl1 , . . . , φli ⇒ ¬appl(dφ ) in AR for any accrual rule dφ : φm1 , . . . , φmj ⇒ φ
in AR s.t. {m1 , . . . , mj } ⊂ {l1 , . . . , li }.

Note that accrual rules are normal defeasible inference rules. Further note that the accrual
undercutter rules ensure that the second accrual principle is satisfied. We are now ready to
define an argumentation system for accrual.
Definition 2.32 (Argumentation System for Accrual) An argumentation system for accrual is an argumentation system L, SR ∪ DRlbl ∪ AR, cf with
•
•
•
•

L is a first-order language with labeled formulae,
SR is a set of unlabeled strict inference rules,
DRlbl a set of labeled defeasible inference rules, and
AR the set of accrual rules for DRlbl .

Note that argumentation systems for accrual are a class of argumentation systems, which
means that arguments can be constructed as usual.
Example 2.2 (Accrual) Let R = SR ∪ DR be a set of inference rules with DR = {d1 :
φ1 ⇒ ψ, d2 : φ2 ⇒ ψ} a set of defeasible inference rules. The set of accrual labels for R
is L = {kb, d1 , d2 }. Transforming DR into labeled rules results in DRlbl = {d1 : φ1 ⇒
ψ d1 , d2 : φ2 ⇒ ψ d2 }. The set AR of accrual rules for DRlbl contains the following accrual
inferences:
{dφ1 kb : φkb
1 ⇒ φ1 ,
dψ1 : ψ d1 ⇒ ψ,

dφ2 kb : φkb
2 ⇒ φ2 ,

dψ2 : ψ d2 ⇒ ψ,

dψ12 : ψ d1 , ψ d2 ⇒ ψ,

dψ1kb : ψ d1 , ψ kb ⇒ ψ,

dψ12kb : ψ d1 , ψ d2 , ψ kb ⇒ ψ, }
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The first five accrual inferences concern accruing a single labeled formula. The first three
rules are accrual inferences for if the available formulae are in the knowledge base. The
next two rules are the accrual inferences for in defeasible rules d1 and d2 have been applied.
The next three accrual inferences accrue combinations of two labeled formulae. The last
accrual inference accrues all the labeled versions of ψ. Note that AR also contains accrual
undercutter rules.
Let AS = L, SR ∪ DRlbl ∪ AR, cf be the corresponding argumentation system for
accrual. Some arguments in AS are as follows.
φ1
d1
ψ d1
dφ1
φ

φ2
d2
ψ d2
dψ2
ψ

2

φ1
φ2
d1
d2
ψ d1
ψ d2
dψ12
ψ

Argumentation systems for accrual satisfy the three accrual principles that were proposed
by Prakken (2005b). Firstly, because we give no restriction on the relative strength of accrual
arguments it is possible to model that an accrual is weaker than its accruing elements. Secondly, as already noted, by including accrual undercutters in the argumentation system, an
accrual makes its accruing elements inapplicable. Finally, if an argument A is flawed, i.e.,
attacked successfully, then an accrual argument that accrues A is also attacked successfully
because A is a subargument. Consequently, flawed arguments do not accrue.
We will now show how an argumentation system with no accrual can be transformed into
an argumentation system for accrual.
Definition 2.33 (Accrual Transformation) Let AS = hL, SR ∪ DR, cfi be an argumentation system with no accrual. The accrual transformation of AS is an argumentation
system for accrual Llbl , SR ∪ DRlbl ∪ AR, cf 0 with
•
•
•
•

Llbl the labeled language for AS,
DRlbl the labeled versions of DR,
AR the accrual rules for DRlbl ,
cf 0 a contrariness function such that if φ ∈ cf(ψ), then φ ∈ cf 0 (ψ).

Arguments will typically be constructed from a knowledge base. The elements in a
knowledge base are called premises. Some premises are necessarily true and others may
be true. The set Knp denotes the set of necessary premises, which, intuitively, cannot be attacked. The set Knp should contain the axioms for an argumentation system. The set Kop
denotes the set of ordinary premises, which can be attacked.
If φ is an ordinary premise, then φ may not be true. Because it is possible that φ can be
inferred from other premises, it is useful to be able to accrue different reasons for why φ is
true and φ being an ordinary premise is one of such reasons. Accruing can only be done with
labeled formulae. To be able to accrue ordinary premises, ordinary premises are labeled with
the special label kb. Note that because necessary premises are always true, they do not need
to be accrued and thus they do not need to be labeled.
Definition 2.34 (Knowledge Base for Accrual) Let L be a language with labeled formulae. A knowledge base for L is a knowledge base K = hKnp , Kop , Kas i of formulae in L
such that Knp is a set of unlabeled formulae, Kop and Kas are sets of labeled formulae, and
Knp , Kop and Kas are disjoint.
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Note that Prakken does not label formulae in the knowledge base. If a formula φ is an
ordinary premise, then that is a reason to believe that φ is true, but it is not certain knowledge.
If there are also a number of arguments that conclude φ from other premises, then you should
accrue these different reasons to believe that φ is true. By labeling premises in the knowledge
base with a special label, it is possible to accrue these atomic arguments with other arguments.
Example 2.3 (Accruals and Knowledge Bases) Let the argumentation system for accrual
AS be as in Example 2.2 and let K = hKop , Knp , Kas i be a knowledge base for accrual with
kb
Knp = ∅, Kop = {φkb
1 , φ } and Kas = ∅. From K, the following arguments can be constructed.
A1
A
φkb
A3 = 2 dφ1
A2 = d1 d1
A1 = 1 dφ1 kb
φ
ψ
φ1
Argument A1 applies the accrual inference on the labeled formula φkb
1 that is in the knowledge
base and A1 concludes the unlabeled formula φ1 . Argument A2 applies defeasible rule d1 on
the conclusion of A1 to conclude the labeled formula ψ d1 . Finally, A3 concludes that ψ by
accruing the conclusion of A2 . Because the knowledge base also contains ψ kb , the following
arguments can also be constructed.
A4 =

ψ kb
dψkb
ψ

A5 =

ψ kb

A2
ψ

dψkb1

Argument A4 accrues only φkb , whereas A5 accrues both φkb and φd1 (the conclusion of A2 ).
Finally, the following arguments can be constructed that apply the accrual undercutter rule.
A6 =

ψ kb A2
duckb1
¬appl(dψ1 )

A7 =

ψ kb A2
duc1kb
¬appl(dψkb )

Argument A6 concludes that the accrual inference on just d1 cannot be applied because both
kb and d1 can be accrued. For the same reason, A7 concludes that not just kb should be
accrued. This means that A6 undercuts A3 and that A7 undercuts A4 .
Just like an argumentation system with no accrual can be transformed into an argumentation system for accrual, an (non-accrual) argumentation theory can be transformed into an
accrual argumentation theory as follows.
Definition 2.35 (Accrual Theory Transformation) Let AT = hAS, hKnp , Kop , Kas i , ≤i
be an argumentation theory with AS an argumentation system with no accrual. The accrual
l
l
theory transformation of AT is an argumentation theory AS 0 , Knp , Kop
, Kas
, ≤0 with
•
•
•
•

AS 0 the accrual transformation of AS,
l
if φ ∈ Kop , then φkb ∈ Kop
,
kb
l
if φ ∈ Kas , then φ ∈ Kas , and
≤0 is an argument ordering over Args(AS 0 ).

Because accrual argumentation theories are a class of argumentation theories, it is straightforward to construct the argumentation framework corresponding to an accrual argumentation
theory.
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2.3

Meta-Level Argumentation

In this section, meta-level argumentation is introduced to reason about the relative strengths of
object-level arguments. Reasoning about the relative strength of arguments is reasoning about
arguments and is therefore on a meta-level with respect to those arguments. In this section
we propose a meta-level argumentation framework to reason about the relative strengths of
‘object-level’ arguments. By using a meta-level argumentation framework, we avoid that the
logical language needs to be self-referential.
In (Genesereth and Nilsson, 1987, Chapter 10), a first-order meta-logic is described as
a first-order logic of which the terms include the sentences of another language (the object
language). Two kinds of meta-languages are distinguished: those that refer to themselves, i.e.,
self-referential languages, and those that do not. A self-referential meta-language tends to be
rather complex and intricate because axioms tend to become inconsistent and paradoxical
statements such as the liar paradox can be expressed (Perlis (1985); Turner (1990)). Firstorder hierarchical meta-languages are believed to provide a more stable logical foundation
(Turner (1990)). In Wooldridge et al. (2005), first-order hierarchical meta-languages are used
for argumentation. This approach is extended in Hunter (2008) to reason about whether a
particular argument is appropriate for a particular agent.

2.3.1

2

Meta-Argumentation System

We will now introduce a meta-language that does not refer to itself, but which does refer to
elements of an argumentation system, i.e., an argumentation system’s arguments, formulae,
and inference rules. The language is thus on a meta-level with respect to one particular
argumentation system.
Definition 2.36 (Meta-Language) Let AS = (L, SR∪DR, cf) be an argumentation system and let R = SR ∪ DR. A Meta-Language w.r.t. AS is a first-order language L0 such
that L =
6 L0 and with at least:
• constants:
–
–
–
–

for each formula φ in L, there is a constant φ,
for each inference rule r in R, there is a constant r,
for each argument A in Args(AS) there is a constant A,
for each subset X of L, R or Args(AS) there is a constant X

• functions:
– for each function on arguments defined in Definition 2.5 there is a function symbol, and
– there is an unary function symbol for cf,
• predicates:
– unary predicates: np, op and as
– binary predicates: in, Args , R and L
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The unary predicates “np”, “op” and “as” denote that the given formula is a necessary
premise, ordinary premise and assumption respectively in the object-level knowledge base.
The binary predicate Args(x, y) is also written as x Args y and denotes that y is as strong as
or stronger than x. For example, if A and B denote object-level arguments, then A Args B
denotes that B is at least as strong as A. The predicates R and L are used similarly
and denote relative strength of sets of object-level defeasible rules and sets of object-level
formulae.
For ease of notation, if x is a constant, then we will write simply x. For example, instead
of in(φ, L), we will write in(φ, L). Furthermore, the constants L, Args(AS), SR and DR are
used to denote the sets of object-level formulae, object-level arguments, strict inference rules
and defeasible inference rules respectively. To further ease the notation, the abbreviations in
Table 2.3 are used.
Table 2.3: Abbreviations in Meta-Languages

Abbreviation

Of

p ≺X q
∃x∈X [φ]
∀x∈X [φ]
∃x1 ,...,xn ∈X [φ]
∀x1 ,...,xn ∈X [φ]
X ⊆ X0
X ⊂ X0
strict(A)
firm(A)

p X q ∧ ¬(q X p) (X either Args, R or L)
∃x [in(x, X) ∧ φ]
∀x [in(x, X) ⊃ φ]
∃x1 ,...,xn [in(x1 , X) ∧ . . . ∧ in(xn , X) ∧ φ]
∀x1 ,...,xn [in(x1 , X) ∧ . . . ∧ in(xn , X) ⊃ φ]
∀x∈X [in(x, X 0 )]
X ⊆ X 0 ∧ ¬(X 0 ⊆ X)
¬∃r∈rules(A) [in(r, DR)]
∀φ∈premises(A) [np(φ)]

To construct an argumentation system with a meta-language we need to define a contrariness function. To ensure that argumentation theories are well-formed, we will restrict the
contrariness function to symmetrical conflict, i.e., there is no formula that has a contrary.
Definition 2.37 (Contrariness Function for Meta-Languages) Let L be a meta-language
for argumentation system AS. A contrariness function for meta-language L is a contrariness
function cf : L → 2L with at least
• x ≺ y ∈ cf(y ≺ x), and
• there are no formulae φ and ψ s.t. φ ∈ cf(ψ) and ψ 6∈ cf(φ).
To construct arguments that are on a meta-level with respect to arguments of some argumentation system AS, we will define meta-argumentation systems that contains a metalanguage and a contrariness function for meta-languages.
Definition 2.38 (Meta-Argumentation System) Let AS be an argumentation system. A
Meta-Argumentation System w.r.t. AS is an argumentation system hL, SR ∪ DR, cfi such
that
• L is a meta-language for AS,
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• SR is the set of all valid first-order inferences5 ,
• DR is a set of defeasible inference rules, and
• cf is a contrariness function for L.
Meta-argumentation systems are a class of argumentation systems where the logical language and contrariness are instantiated as stated. Therefore, arguments are constructed as in
Definition 2.5 and the definitions of attack, an argumentation theory and of a Dung argumentation framework can also be used with meta-argumentation systems.

2.3.2

2

Meta-Argumentation Theories

Because meta-argumentation systems are a class of argumentation systems, it is straightforward to construct an argumentation theory (see Definition 2.15) for a meta-argumentation
system. An argumentation theory is a tuple consisting of an argumentation system AS, a
knowledge base in AS and an argument ordering over arguments in AS.
In the knowledge base of each argumentation theory we will put several axioms to ensure
some desirable properties. Meta-argumentation systems have a predicate  that is used to
denote the relative strength between object-level arguments. To ensure that  is an argument
ordering, it is necessary to enforce several properties on  such as reflexivity and transitivity. Table 2.4 describes the axioms that we will use in meta-argumentation theories. Axioms
trns0Args , trns0R and trns0L ensure that Args , R and L respectively are transitive. Furthermore, axioms rflx0Args , rflx0R and rflx0L ensure that Args , R and L respectively
are reflexive.
Next, axioms adm01 and adm02 ensure that Args is an admissible ordering over arguments.
More specifically, adm01 formalizes that arguments that are strict and firm are stronger than
arguments that are defeasible or plausible, and adm02 formalizes that if the last inference in
argument A is strict, then A is as strong as the weakest direct subargument of A. Axioms
lstLnk01 and lstLnk02 formalize the last link principle6 as described in Definition 2.13. The
last link principle states that argument A is stronger than argument B if the set of last applied
defeasible rules of A is stronger than the set of last applied defeasible rules of B. If A and
B do not apply any defeasible inference rules, then A is stronger than B if the set of A’s
premises is stronger than the set of B’s premises.
The last link principle as in Definition 2.13 requires that sets of defeasible rules can be
compared and that sets of premises can be compared. Axioms set0R and set0L formalize
the approach of Prakken (2010) to compare sets, but there are other approaches7 that can be
chosen. Set Y is stronger than set X if there is a x in X that is weaker than every y in Y . This
axiom can be used for sets of inference rules but also for sets of premises. Finally, axioms
prem01 and prem02 concern the relative strength of sets of single premises. Namely, prem01
states that if x is an ordinary premise and y is a necessary premise, then y is a stronger than
5 Note

that the set of all valid first-order strict inference rules is closed under contraposition and transposition.

6 If the weakest link principle should be used instead of the last link principle, then axioms lstLnk0 and lstLnk0
1
2
should be replaced by the axiom premises(A) ≺L premises(B) ∧ (defRules(B) 6= ∅ ⊃ defRules(A) ≺R

defRules(B)) ⊃ A ≺Args B where defRules(A) is the function that returns the set of all defeasible rules applied
in the given argument.
7 For example, instead of only looking at the weakest member of a set, only the strongest member could be
considered: set Y is stronger than X if there is a y in Y that is stronger than every x in X.
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x. Similarly, axiom prem02 states that if x is an assumption and y is an ordinary premise, then
y is stronger than x.
Table 2.4: Axioms for Meta-Argumentation Theories

Name

Axioma

trns0Args
trns0R
trns0L
rflx0Args
rflx0R
rflx0L

x Args y ∧ y Args z ⊃ x Args z
x R y ∧ y R z ⊃ x R z
x L y ∧ y L z ⊃ x L z
∀x∈Args(AS) [x Args x]
∀x⊆DR [x R x]
∀x⊆L [x L x]

adm01
adm02
lstLnk01
lstLnk02
set0L
set0R
prem01
prem02
a

strict(x) ∧ firm(x) ∧ ¬(strict(y) ∧ firm(y)) ⊃ y ≺Args x
in(lastRule(x), SR) ⊃ ∀y∈dirSub(x) [x Args y] ∧ ∃y∈dirSub(x) [y Args x]
lastDef(x) 6= lastDef(y) ∧ lastDef(x) ≺R lastDef(y) ⊃ x ≺Args y
lastDef(x) = ∅ ∧ lastDef(y) = ∅ ∧ premises(x) ≺L premises(y) ⊃ x ≺Args y
∃x∈X ∀y∈Y [{x} ≺L {y}] ⊃ X ≺L Y
∃x∈X ∀y∈Y [{x} ≺R {y}] ⊃ X ≺R Y
op(x) ∧ np(y) ⊃ {x} ≺L {y}
as(x) ∧ op(y) ⊃ {x} ≺L {y}

All formulae with free variables are implicitly universally quantified.

We will now define knowledge bases for meta-argumentation systems. We will call such
knowledge bases meta-knowledge bases. The necessary premises of meta-knowledge bases
should contain the axioms proposed in Table 2.4 and the ordinary premises should contain
the following knowledge. A meta-language contains constants denoting sets and constants
denoting members of these sets. A meta-language also has a binary predicate in. If in(x, X)
is true, then we say that the denotation of x is a member of the denotation of X. Knowledge
bases for meta-argumentation systems must contain formulae stating when the in predicate is
true for all constants denoting sets and the members of these sets. For example, if X is a set
of formulae on the object-level and x ∈ X, then on its meta-level in(x, X) is added to the set
of ordinary premises.
Furthermore, the meta-language has the unary predicates np, op and as. The expression
np(φ) denotes that object-level formula φ is a necessary premise in the object-level knowledge base. Similarly, op(φ) and as(φ) denote that φ is an ordinary premise and assumption
respectively in the object-level knowledge base. A knowledge base for meta-argumentation
must also be instantiated with this knowledge.
Definition 2.39 (Meta-Knowledge Base) Let AS 0 be a meta-argumentation system w.r.t.
argumentation system AS and K = hKnp , Kop , Kas i a knowledge base in AS. A meta0
0
0
knowledge base in AS 0 w.r.t. K is a tuple Knp
, Kop
, Kas
with
0
• Knp
contains the axioms in Table 2.4,
0
,
• x ∈ X iff in(x, X) ∈ Kop
0
• φ ∈ Kop iff op(φ) ∈ Kop ,
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0
• φ ∈ Knp iff np(φ) ∈ Kop
, and
0
• φ ∈ Kas iff as(φ) ∈ Kop .

We have now defined all the ingredients necessary for an argumentation theory for metaargumentation systems. Such an argumentation theory is called a meta-argumentation theory.
Definition 2.40 (Meta-Argumentation Theory) Let AS be an argumentation system and
K a knowledge base in AS. A meta-argumentation theory w.r.t. AS and K is an argumentation theory AS 0 , K0 , ≤ with

2

• AS 0 a meta-argumentation system w.r.t. AS,
• K0 a meta-knowledge base in AS 0 w.r.t. K, and
• ≤ an argument ordering over Args(AS 0 ) that satisfies the last-link or weakest link
principle.
Note that meta-argumentation theories are a class of argumentation theories. Recall that
if AT = hAS, K, ≤i is an argumentation theory, then Args(AT ) denotes the set of all arguments in Args(AS) that can be constructed from AT , i.e., A ∈ Args(AT ) iff A ∈ Args(AS)
and for all φ ∈ premises(A) it is true that φ in K.

2.3.3

Meta-Argumentation Framework

Because a meta-argumentation theory is an argumentation theory, it is straightforward to
construct its corresponding argumentation framework. In the meta-language, the predicate 
denotes the relative strength of object-level arguments. We will use the status of formulae
w.r.t.  in the meta-level argumentation framework to determine the argument ordering of
the object-level argumentation theory.
Figure 2.3 sketches how we propose to do this where an arrow from A to B denotes
that A is used in or by B. A meta-argumentation system AS 0 is constructed on the basis
of an object-level argumentation system AS and a meta-knowledge base K0 is constructed
on the basis of object-level knowledge base K. From the argumentation theory consisting
of AS 0 and K0 an argumentation framework is built. In that AF there are arguments that
conclude how arguments in AS compare in strength. From the justified and / or the defensible
conclusions, an argument order ≤ over arguments in AS will be constructed, which is used
in the argumentation theory for AS and K.
Figure 2.3: Meta-Argumentation Theories and Object-level Argument Orderings

Argumentation
System AS

MetaArgumentation
System AS �

Knowledge
Base K

MetaKnowledge
Base K�

Argumentation
Theory
�AS � , K� , ≤� �

Argumentation
Framework

Argument
Ordering ≤

Argumentation
Theory
�AS, K, ≤�
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The conclusions of the AF of a meta-level argumentation theory will be used to construct
the argument ordering of object-level arguments. To do this we need to decide what acceptability semantics we will use. Every argumentation framework has one unique grounded
extension and at least one preferred extension. If grounded semantics is used, then we will
have exactly one argument ordering over object-level arguments. In contrast, if preferred
semantics is used, then we may obtain multiple argument orderings over object-level arguments and thus multiple object-level argumentation theories. It is interesting to explore how
multiple argumentation theories could be combined. For example, an argument is justified if
it is justified in every argumentation framework that corresponds to an argumentation theory.
For simplicity, this thesis will focus on using the grounded semantics.
Definition 2.41 (Grounded Argument Ordering) Let AF be the argumentation framework of a meta-argumentation theory AT w.r.t. AS and K. The grounded argument ordering
on the basis of AT is a binary relation ≤ over Args(AS) such that A ≤ B iff A  B is a
justified conclusion of AF.
Note that A  B is an unlabeled conclusion. Recall from Definition 2.22 that a conclusion is justified in an AF if and only if there is an argument in the grounded extension of
that AF. Because each AF has exactly one grounded extension, there is exactly one grounded
argument ordering on the basis of a meta-argumentation theory. Given a meta-argumentation
theory, we can build an object-level argumentation theory with the grounded argument ordering of the meta-argumentation theory.
Definition 2.42 (Argumentation Theory Based On Meta-Argumentation) Let AT
be a meta-argumentation theory w.r.t. AS and K. The object-level argumentation theory
based on AT is an argumentation theory hAS, K ≤i where ≤ is the grounded argument
ordering on the basis of AT .
To ensure that the conclusions of an object-level argumentation theory based on a metaargumentation theory satisfy the rationality postulates as described in Section 2.1.5, it suffices
to show that grounded argument orderings satisfy either the last-link or weakest-link principle. First we need to show that the conclusions of a meta-argumentation theory satisfy the
rationality postulates. Let AT = hAS, hKnp , Kop , Kas i , ≤i be a meta-argumentation with
AS = hL, SR ∪ DR, cfi. Then AT satisfies the rationality postulates iff (1) AT is wellformed; (2) SR is closed under transposition or contraposition; (3) ≤ satisfies the last-link
or weakest-link principle8 ; and (4) the closure of Knp under SR is consistent.
By Definition 2.38, the strict rules in a meta-argumentation system are closed under transposition or contraposition. By Definition 2.40 the argument ordering in a meta-argumentation
theory satisfies the last-link or weakest-link principle. Furthermore, by the definition of a contrariness function for meta-languages (Defintion 2.37), there there are no formulae that have a
contrary. Consequently, every meta-argumentation theory is well-formed. We thus only need
to show that the closure of the necessary premises of a meta-knowledge base under strict
rule application is consistent and that the grounded argument ordering satisfies the last-link
8 In fact, Prakken proves this for a certain class of argument orderings that are called reasonable. However, he
shows that argument orderings that satisfy the last-link or weakest-link principle are reasonable. Because we will
use the last-link principle, we will only look at these argument orderings.
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or weakest-link principle. Because the necessary premises of a meta-knowledge base only
contains the axioms in Table 2.4, we need to show that this set of axioms is consistent.
0
0
Proposition 2.1 Let Knp
be the set of axioms in Table 2.4. The closure of Knp
under strict
rule application is consistent.
0
Proof To prove that the closure of Knp
under strict rule application is consistent we need to
0
find a model in which all formulae in Knp
are true and to show that applying strict rules does
not lead to inconsistencies. We will now construct such a model M = hhD, R, F i , Ii with I
the interpretation function9 , and

2

D ={o∅ , o1 , o2 }

R ={in, Args , R , L , np, op, as}

F ={cf, rules, lastDef, dirSub, premises, sub, conc}
the set of objects, relations and functions respectively. The constants in the meta-language
are interpreted as follows:
• I(∅) = I(DR) = I(SR) = o∅
• I(φ) = o1 , and I({φ}) = I(Args(AS)) = I(L) = o2
The predicates in the meta-language are interpreted as:
• I(np) = I(op) = I(as) = ∅
• I(Args ) = {(o1 , o1 )}, I(R ) = {(o∅ , o∅ )} and I(L ) = {(o∅ , o∅ ), (o2 , o2 )}
• I(in) = {(o∅ , o2 ), (o1 , o2 )}
The function symbols in the meta-language are interpreted as follows:
•
•
•
•

I(cf) = {(o1 , o∅ )}, i.e., I(cf) maps o1 onto o∅ and is undefined for the rest.
I(rules) = I(lastDef) = I(dirSub) = {(o1 , o∅ )},
I(premises) = I(sub) = {(o1 , o2 )},
I(conc) = {(o1 , o1 )}

Recall from Table 2.3 that the predicates symbols strict, firm and ≺ are abbreviations. Their
interpretation is thus as follows: I(strict) = {(o1 )}, I(firm) = ∅ and I(≺) = ∅.
0
We will now show that all formulae in the set Knp
(which consists of all axioms in Table 2.4) are true in model M . Because no x, y, and z can be found to make the antecedent
of trns0Args true, axiom trns0Args is true in M . For the same reason, trns0R and trns0L are
true. Axiom rflx0Args is true in M because for only φ it is true that in(φ, Args(AS)) and it is
true that φ Args φ. Axiom rflx0R is true in M because for only ∅ it is true that ∅ ⊆ DR and
it is true that ∅ R ∅. Similarly, axiom rflx0L is true in M because (1) for ∅ ⊆ L it is true
that ∅ L ∅; and, (2) for {φ} ⊆ L it is true that {φ} L {φ}. Axioms adm01 , adm02 , lstLnk01
and lstLnk02 are true in M because there are no x and y that make their antecedents true.
9 An interpretation function I assigns (1) an object I(c) ∈ D to each constant c in the meta-language; (2) a set
of n-tuples of objects to each n-ary predicate symbol in the meta-language; and, (3) a function mapping n-tuples of
elements of D to elements of D to each n-ary function symbol.
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Similarly, the axioms set0R , set0L , prem01 and prem02 are true because there are no x and y
that make their antecedents true.
0
are universally quantified, the inference rule universal genBecause all formulae in Knp
eralization can be applied freely without adding (semantically) new formulae. Also material
0
implication can be applied freely (and vacuously for members of Knp
, for which the antecedent of all material implications is always false). In summary, because we can find a
0
model in which all formulae in Knp
are true and the application of strict rules does not lead
0
to inconsistencies, the closure of Knp
under strict rule application is consistent.
Because of Proposition 2.1, the conclusions of a meta-argumentation theory are consistent. This means that its grounded extension will not contain two arguments A and B such
that conc(A) ∈ cf(conc(B)). We still need to show that the grounded argument ordering
satisfies the last-link or weakest-link principle. For this we will first show that strict and firm
arguments are always in the grounded extension.
Lemma 2.1 Every strict and firm argument is in the grounded extension.
Proof A strict argument cannot be undercut because only defeasible inference rules can be
undercut. Arguments can only be rebutted on sub-arguments that have applied a defeasible
rule last. A strict argument can thus not be rebutted. Arguments cannot be undermined on a
premise that is a necessary premise. Since firm arguments by definition only have premises
that are necessary premises, firm arguments cannot undermined. Consequently, a strict and
firm argument cannot be undercut, rebutted or undermined and thus cannot be attacked and
thus must be in the grounded extension.
Making use of this lemma, we will now show that every grounded argument ordering is
reflexive, which is required to show that grounded argument orderings are indeed argument
orderings.
Proposition 2.2 Every grounded argument ordering is reflexive.
Proof By Definition 2.40, the knowledge base of every meta-argumentation theory AT 0 contains axiom rflx0Args stating x Args x. This means that the AF of the AT 0 contains an
atomic argument concluding A Args A for every argument-constant A. Because such arguments are strict and firm, Lemma 2.1 shows it will be in the grounded extension and thus the
grounded argument ordering is reflexive.
The following properties can be proved in a similar way using the other axioms in a
meta-knowledge base:
• because of trns0Args , the grounded argument ordering ≤ is transitive,
• because of adm01 , the grounded argument ordering has A < B if B is a strict and firm
object-level argument and A is not a strict and firm object-level argument, and
• because of adm02 , if the last applied rule of object-level argument A is strict, then for all
direct subarguments A0 it is true for the grounded argument ordering that A ≤ A0 and
for one direct subargument A0 it is true that A0 ≤ A.
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Because these properties hold, every grounded argument ordering is in fact an argument
ordering as defined in Definition 2.12.
Now that we have shown that a grounded argument ordering is in fact an argument ordering, we still need to show that a grounded argument ordering satisfies either the last-link or
weakest-link principle. The axioms of Table 2.4 model the last-link principle.
Proposition 2.3 Every grounded argument ordering satisfies the last-link principle.
Proof Axioms lstLnk01 and lstLnk02 directly model the last-link principle. Furthermore,
Lemma 2.1 shows that strict and firm arguments are in the grounded extension and Proposition 2.1 shows that the set of axioms is consistent under strict rule application. Consequently,
it is straightforward to see that the grounded argument ordering satisfies the last-link principle.

2

Summarizing, this section has proposed a meta-level argumentation framework to reason
about the relative strength of object-level arguments. Evaluating the meta-level arguments
results in an argument ordering over object-level arguments. In order for the object-level
argumentation to satisfy the rationality postulates described in Section 2.1.5, it suffices that
the object-level argument ordering satisfies the last-link or weakest-link principle. We have
then shown that the meta-level argumentation framework satisfies the rationality postulates
and that the object-level argument ordering it describes satisfies the last-link principle.

2.3.4

Summary on Argumentation

The main research aim in this thesis is to investigate how argumentation can be used to
support decision making in complex scenarios. For this purpose, Section 2.1 provided a
background on argumentation and discussed one particular argumentation system, ASPIC+,
in detail. When arguing about what decision to make it is common that there are multiple
arguments in favor of and multiple against a decision. To compare decisions it is necessary to
combine the strengths of these arguments. This is called the accrual of arguments. Section 2.2
makes the the accrual mechanism of Prakken (2005b) more precise and integrates the mechanism in the ASPIC+ framework. This is a contribution of this thesis and does therefore not
belong in the background chapter. However, we wanted that the argumentation mechanism
was in one chapter and therefore we included it in this chapter.
Another element that is required to argue about what to do is to argue about the strength of
arguments. For example, the argument to rescue the victims inside the burning building first
may be a stronger argument than the argument to first extinguish the fire because it results in
less material damage. In order to argue about the strength of arguments, this section proposed
a meta-level argumentation system. This is also a contribution of this thesis and is included
in this chapter for the same reason.

2.4

Decision Theory

To support making a decision, it is necessary to understand what makes one decision better
than another. One of the most popular approaches for decision making can be found in decision theory and prescribes that a decision maker should make the decision with the highest
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expected utility. Decision theory is mostly concerned with prescribing the best decision that
a decision maker (henceforth DM) can make. To obtain a basic understanding of what the
expected utility of a decision is, Section 2.4.1 introduces the notions of preferences, value,
uncertainty and expected utility. To support a decision maker, it is necessary that the decision maker communicates what he values. Typically, he can only express himself in terms
of attributes of outcomes, i.e., properties of outcomes. For example, no chemicals escaping
into the environment is preferred to a large amount of chemicals escaping. To facilitate this,
researchers have proposed multi-attribute utility theory on which we give a background in
Section 2.4.2. Finally, because we want to support a decision maker in determining what he
values more, Section 2.4.3 gives a background on the field of decision analysis, which focuses
on techniques to find a (multi-attribute) utility function that correctly describes what a decision maker values. The argumentation-based mechanism that we propose in later chapters is
based on these techniques.

2.4.1

Value

The decisions from which a DM can choose are abstractly described by a set of alternatives.
The result of making a decision is called an outcome. We will use Alt and Ω to denote the set
of all alternatives and outcomes respectively. Decision makers do not value all outcomes the
same. These differences in value can be described by a preference relation.
Definition 2.43 (Preference Relation) A preference relation over a set Ω of outcomes is
a transitive and reflexive binary relation ≤ over Ω.
If o ≤ o0 is true then we will also say that o0 is weakly preferred to o. Furthermore, o < o0
abbreviates o ≤ o0 and not o0 ≤ o and denotes that o0 is strictly preferred to o. Also o ≡ o0
abbreviates o ≤ o0 and o0 ≤ o and denotes that o and o0 are equally preferred. If for every
o, o0 ∈ Ω it is true that either o ≤ o0 or o0 ≤ o, then ≤ is called total.
Another way to model what a DM values is to use a (subjective) value function (Brafman
and Domshlak, 2009), which specifies how much value outcomes have.
Definition 2.44 (Value Function) A value function is a function v : Ω → R.
A subjective value function for a DM describes his preferences as follows: for all outcomes o1 , o2 ∈ Ω: o1 ≤ o2 iff v(o1 ) ≤ v(o2 ). The notion of the utility of an outcome for a
DM is used to represent how desirable that outcome is to the DM. Value functions are also
called utility functions.
Often there is uncertainty with respect to in what outcome choosing a certain alternative
results. In such decision scenarios, the effect of a decision can be described with a conditional
probability distribution. We will use P r(o | a) to denote the probability of outcome o given
that alternative a is chosen. The expected utility of an alternative a, denoted EU (a), is
defined as follows.
X
EU (a) =
P r(o | a) · v(o)
o∈Ω

Decision theory prescribes that rational decision makers should choose the alternative
with the maximal expected utility (von Neumann et al., 1947; Savage, 1954).
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Multi-Attribute Utility Theory

In the previous subsection, outcomes were entities without any structure. However, often
outcomes can be given a structure that describes the outcome. Giving outcomes structure is
convenient to elicit, specify and also reason about utility functions. In Multi-Attribute Utility
Theory (MAUT), the outcomes of alternatives are described in terms of a set of attributes
(Keeney and Raiffa, 1976). If there are n attributes, then an outcome is represented by an
n-tuple, where the i-th number denotes the score or performance of the outcome on the
i-th attribute. A multi-attribute utility function specifies the utilities of outcomes that are
described using a set of attributes. The definitions in this subsection are taken from Brafman
and Domshlak (2009).
We will use A to denote the set of all attributes and the variables x and y for specific attributes. Each attribute has a domain of attribute values that outcomes can have.
If V denotes the set of all possible attribute values, then the function dom(x) : A → 2V
returns the set of attribute values that can be assigned on a given attribute, i.e., dom returns the domain of attribute values of an attribute. Note that the domain of an attribute
can be infinite. If X ⊆ A, then the function dom(X) returns all combinations of attribute values of the attributes in X. Furthermore, let X and Y be two disjoint subsets
of A. If x ∈ dom(X) and y ∈ dom(Y ), then xy ∈ dom(X ∪ Y ). For example, let
A = {x1 , x2 , x3 } with dom(x1 ) = {v1 , v2 } and dom(x2 ) = {w1 , w2 }. If X = {x1 , x2 },
then dom(X) = {(v1 , w1 ), (v1 , w2 ), (v2 , w1 ), (v2 , w2 )}.

2

Definition 2.45 (Multi-Attribute Utility Function) Let A = {x1 , . . . , xn } be the set of
all attributes. A function of the form u : dom(x1 ) × . . . × dom(xn ) → < is called a multiattribute utility function over A.
Often in the preferences of a decision maker there are independencies between attributes.
Independencies between attributes allow for more compact representations of utility functions
and easier elicitation. Let X, Y be a partition of A. The set of attributes X is preferentially
independent of the set of attributes Y if the preferences over outcomes involving only changes
in the levels of the attributes in X do not depend on the levels at which the attributes in Y are
fixed.
Definition 2.46 (Preferential Independence) Let X ⊂ A and Y = A \ X. The set of
attributes X is preferentially independent of set of attributes Y if and only if

∀x1 , x2 ∈ dom(X) : ∃y ∈ dom(Y ) : x1 y ≤ x2 y ⊃ ∀y ∈ dom(Y ) : x1 y ≤ x2 y
Preferential independence is not a symmetrical relationship, i.e., X being preferentially
independent of Y does not imply Y being preferentially independent of X.
Example 2.4 (Preferential Independence and Cars) This example is taken from Brafman and Domshlak (2009). Suppose the outcome of buying a car is described by two attributes: price (cheap or expensive) and brand (BMV or Toyota). I always prefer a cheaper
car to a more expensive one for any fixed brand. This means that the attribute price is preferentially independent of the attribute brand. This statement encodes the following preferences.
(cheap Toyota) < (expensive Toyota)
(cheap BMW) < (expensive BMW)
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However, given that the car is cheap, I prefer Toyota to BMW, whereas if the car is expensive,
then I prefer BMW to Toyota. Because preferences between brands depend on the price, the
attribute brand is not preferentially independent of the attribute price.
(cheap BMW) < (cheap Toyota)
(expensive Toyota) < (expensive BMW)
The two statements combined result in the following preference ordering:
(expensive Toyota) < (expensive BMW) < (cheap BMW) < (cheap Toyota)
We will now look at independence between attributes in value functions rather than in
preferences. The most widely used independence assumption in value functions is called
additive independence as is defined as follows.
Definition 2.47 (Additive Independence) Let A = {x1 , . . . , xn } and let x1 , . . . , xn be
mutually preferential independent. Value function V is additive independent iff
V (x1 , . . . , xn ) = V1 (x1 ) + . . . + Vn (xn )
An additive independent value function (AIVF) is much easier to elicit because we only
need to ask preferences among individual attributes. An AIVF can be represented in a compact way and computation only requires O(n) parameters. However, additive independence
is a strong assumption because preferences and their strength must be unconditional.

2.4.3

Decision Analysis

In complex decisions scenarios, there are many aspects of what a decision maker values. This
can make determining your preferences even between two outcomes difficult. For example,
if you are buying a house, then it is hard to determine what house to prefer because so many
different aspects matter. The field of decision analysis investigates how decision makers
can be helped finding the utility function that corresponds to their preferences. Multiple
approaches have been proposed for this, but here we will describe three of the most influential
approaches.
In Keeney and Raiffa (1976) and Keeney (1992), what matters to a DM is decomposed
into a hierarchy of objectives that the DM has. An objective is characterized by a decision
context, an object, and a direction of preference. For example, in the decision context of the
running example, some objectives are to minimize casualties and maximize safety of your
personnel. The objective hierarchy decomposes what motivates the DM into so-called fundamental objectives. Fundamental objectives are further decomposed into means-objectives,
which are further decomposed until they are operational.
In a similar fashion, von Winterfeldt and Edwards (1986) decompose what an agent values into a so-called value tree. A value tree hierarchically relates general areas of concern,
intermediate objectives, and specific evaluation criteria defined on measurable attributes. The
purpose of a value tree is to explicate and operationalize higher level values.
Another possible technique that can be used to determine what the DM cares about is
the Analytical Hierarchical Process (AHP) (Saaty, 2008). The AHP decomposes what a DM
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values in a hierarchy of criteria and sub-criteria. Next, the DM makes judgments about the
importance of the elements. These judgments are then quantified and used to determine what
decision is best. In this manner, intangible values of the DM (parts that are difficult to define)
are made measurable by assigning criteria and sub-criteria to them.
What is common to all these approaches is that they identify elements that matter to
the DM and structure these elements in a hierarchical manner. This hierarchy has abstract
elements in the top and concrete elements in the bottom.

2.5

2

Abstract Values

The values that a person holds are the reason that a person is motivated to spend any effort
in decision making (Keeney, 1992). In this section we will explore the psychology literature
about the (abstract) values that people pursue. Researchers have found ten basic value types
that people all over the world find important and have found structure between these value
types. By understanding better what values people pursue, a decision support system can better predict and understand what a person values and thus support him better. Argumentation
theory has also recognized the importance of values and the next section will describe how
values are used there.
Abstract values are a person’s principles or standards of behavior or a person’s judgment
of what is important in life. Examples of values that people pursue are honesty, politeness,
social order, pleasure, success, freedom, independence, and equality. In the literature, abstract
values are referred to as simply ‘values’, but because the word ‘value’ is used in so many
different ways, e.g., numerical values, utility values, as a verb, as a noun, and so on, we will
use abstract values to denote the values that a person pursues. If it is clear from the context,
we will use ‘values’ rather than ‘abstract values’.
Different areas of research have argued that abstract values are important in decisionmaking. In psychology, abstract values are seen as motivational constructs that people use as
criteria to evaluate actions, people, and events (Allport and Willard, 1961; Rokeach, 1973;
Schwartz, 1992). Although abstract values are defined in a comprehensive manner and are
well tested empirically, work remains to be done on how to formalize abstract values. In
argumentation theory, the different abstract values that people pursue are considered to be
the cause of rational disagreement between people (Perelman and Olbrechts-Tyteca, 1969).
In argumentation in A.I., abstract values have been used for practical reasoning, e.g., see
Atkinson et al. (2006); Bench-Capon (2003); Grasso et al. (2000). However, the way how
abstract values are used is not grounded in psychology literature. In decision theory, decision
analysis focuses on how to elicit what a person values (Keeney, 1992), but the link with
abstract values in psychology is not discussed.
The abstract values that a person pursues have a significant impact on what decisions
he makes. Therefore, it is important to formalize abstract values, so that they can be used in
decision making even though there are many inconsistencies between the works that do define
what values are (Rohan, 2000). In this section, we will first explore how the psychology
literature defines abstract values. Next, we discuss what abstract values people all over the
world pursue and what correlations have been found concerning how important people find
specific abstract values. Finally, we will discuss how values are used in the argumentation
literature.
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What Are Abstract Values?

In the psychology literature there is a consensus about the following five features of abstract
values (Rohan, 2000; Schwartz and Bilsky, 1987).
1. Values are beliefs. In other words, a value is a conception of the desirable. However,
values are not objective beliefs, values are tied to emotions. Because a value is a
conception of the desirable, it is possible to discuss what a value means and what
importance is given to it. However, because values are tied to emotions, it may be hard
to convince someone.
2. Values are a motivational construct. Values describe desirable goals that people want
to achieve.
3. Values are what is called ‘trans-situational’. In other words, values transcend specific
actions and situations and are therefore ‘abstract goals’. The abstract nature of values
distinguishes values from concepts like norms and attitudes, which usually refer to
specific actions, objects, or situations.
4. Values guide selection and evaluation of behavior and events. Values serve as standards
or criteria.
5. Values are relatively ordered according to importance. The values people pursue are
structured in a value system in which each value is given a relative importance to other
values. This hierarchical feature of values also distinguishes them from norms and
attitudes.
Abstract values cannot be achieved, but they can be pursued (Lewin, 1951). Although an
abstract value cannot be true or false, a statement about an abstract value can be made. For
example, the statement that some agent pursues a certain abstract value is a belief that can
be true or false. Other kinds of statements about abstract values are that one abstract value is
more important than another to some agent or that a certain criterion is used to measure an
abstract value.
Because abstract values are used to evaluate or judge outcomes and to make decisions,
they can be seen as criteria. This means that one outcome may be better than another from
the perspective of some abstract value, but worse from the perspective of another abstract
value. In other words, abstract values can be promoted and demoted (Bench-Capon, 2003).
Promoting an abstract value means that a change resulted in something that is preferred to
what was before from the perspective of that abstract value. Promoting an abstract value can
also be done relative to some action. For example, compared to action B, action A promotes
value V. Similarly, demoting an abstract value means that the result of something is preferred
less to what was before from the perspective of that abstract value.
Furthermore, abstract values are what is called ‘trans-situational’, meaning that they can
be used to evaluate all kinds of situations. This means that agents want to promote all their
abstract values in every decision context. Because abstract values are abstract, agents must
interpret how abstract values can be pursued in a specific decision context. For example,
people interpret the abstract value of fairness differently when the decision context is a sport
like kickboxing than when the decision context is the supermarket. Although different persons may both find an abstract value important, they may not agree about its interpretation
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in a specific decision context. For example, some people may find that giving a murderer
the death penalty promotes fairness, whereas other people find that it demotes fairness. The
reason for this disagreement is that different people have a different conception of what some
abstract value means in a specific context.

2.5.2

Human Abstract Values

Much research has investigated what abstract values people in all parts of the world pursue. At
first, researchers produced lists of values with the aim to be comprehensive as to all the values
people in the world can pursue. The most influential of such lists are the 18 values proposed
by Rokeach (1973). Rokeach’s list of abstract values lacks an underlying structure, which
makes it impossible to understand the relations between abstract values. If a person finds one
abstract value very important, then he typically finds another abstract value less important.
For example, if a person finds security very important then he typically finds privacy less
important. An underlying structure of abstract values provides a way to understand otherwise
unrelated correlations between the importance of abstract values.
In Schwartz (1992), values were seen as responses to universal requirements to human
functioning and value types were derived from or motivated as ways to deal with these universal requirements. Schwartz (1992) identifies three very general universal requirements for
human functioning and uses them to derive ten different motivational goals for dealing with
different requirements for human functioning. These ten different motivational goals were
used to define 10 value types, which are described in Table 2.5. The intention behind the ten
basic values is to include all the core values recognized in cultures around the world. These
ten value types are classified in four classes that are organized along two dimensions.

2.5.3

2

Priorities between Values

The underlying assumption of value theories is that all humans agree on the importance of
a finite number of value types, but that individuals disagree in terms of relative importance
of these value types. The relative importance a person assigns to each value type is called
that person’s value priorities. All basic value types are important in human functioning, but
value priorities are seen as an individual’s response to the universal requirements of human
existence. People’s value priorities are how they respond to what they ought to do to survive
and strive for in their social environments. If a person’s social environment changes, then
he may need to respond in a different way to be successful. A change in someone’s life can
therefore bring about a change in value priorities. For example, Altemeyer and Smith (1988)
found that when people become parents, they tend to find tradition, conformity, and security
values more important.
Schwartz (1992) also proposes a structure between basic values types that is based on
the observation that some basic values are congruent and others are often in conflict. For
example, the pursuit of achievement values is often in conflict with the pursuit of benevolence
values because actions to increase success typically have a negative effect on the success of
others. In contrast, actions in pursuit of tradition values often are congruent with actions
in pursuit of conformity values such as obedience. Figure 2.4 is taken from Schwartz and
visualizes the congruence and conflict relations between basic values types: the closer two
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Table 2.5: Schwartz (1992)’s Basic Value Types and their Motivational Goals and Representative Values
VALUE T YPE

M OTIVATIONAL G OAL

R EPRESENTATIVE VALUES

P OWER

Social status and prestige, control
or dominance over people and resources.
Personal success through demonstrating competence according to social standards.
Pleasure and sensuous gratification
of oneself.
Excitement, novelty and challenge in
life.
Independent thought and actionchoosing, creating, exploring.

Social power, authority, wealth.

ACHIEVEMENT

H EDONISM
S TIMULATION
S ELF -D IRECTION

U NIVERSALISM

B ENEVOLENCE

T RADITION

C ONFORMITY

S ECURITY
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Understanding, appreciation, tolerance, and protection of the welfare of
all people and of nature.
Preservation and enhancement of the
welfare of people with whom one is
in frequent personal contact.
Respect, commitment, and acceptance of customs and ideas that traditional culture or religion provide.
Restraint of actions, inclinations, and
impulses likely to upset or harm others and violate social expectations or
norms.
Safety, harmony, and stability of society, relationships and self.

Success, capability, ambition, or influence.
Pleasure, enjoyment in life.
Daring, a varied life, an exciting life.
Creativity, freedom, independence,
self-reliance, self-sufficiency, curiosity, choose own goals.
Broadminded, wisdom, social justice, equality, peace, beauty, unity
with nature, the environment.
Helpful, honesty, forgiving, loyalty,
responsibility.
Humility, submission to life’s circumstances, devotion, respect for tradition, moderateness.
Politeness,
obedience,
selfdiscipline,
honor parents and
elders.
Family security, national security, social order, cleanliness, reciprocation
of favors.
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values are in either direction around the circle (e.g., if they are adjacent), the more congruent
they are. The more distant two values are (e.g., if they are opposing), the more they conflict.
Figure 2.4: Structure between basic value types: the closer two values in either direction around the
circle, the more congruent they are.

Focus on
opportunity

Self-direction

Universalism

Stimulation

2

Benevolence

Hedonism

Achievement

Focus on
individual
outcomes

Focus on
social context
outcomes

Conformity /
tradition

Power

Security

Focus on
organization

The structure visualized in Figure 2.4 can be summarized in two dimensions: (1) focus
on opportunity versus focus on organization and (2) focus on social context outcomes versus
focus on individual outcomes.
Summarizing, psychological research has shown that people all over the world all recognize the importance of a set of ten basic value types. However, each individual may give
each basic value type a different priority. Researchers have also found correlations between
what priorities people give to the basic value types. These findings are useful in a decision
support system because it allows the system to make better predictions concerning an individual’s priorities between perspectives, which also allows the system to make better suggestions
concerning what values the decision maker cares about in a certain decision context.

2.5.4

Abstract Values and Argumentation

This section described literature on what abstract values are and what kinds of values people
hold all over the world. The values that people pursue have a significant effect on their
preferences and are thus important in decision making. This has been recognized in the
argumentation literature. We will now explore the argumentation literature about practical
reasoning and abstract values. Using the running example, we will determine what can be
done and what cannot yet be done.
Walton (1996) uses presumptive justification and critical questions for practical reasoning
in the form of two argument schemes. One scheme is called the necessary condition scheme
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and the other is called the sufficient condition scheme. The sufficient condition scheme is the
following: G is a goal for agent A, doing action X is sufficient for agent A to achieve goal
G, therefore, agent A ought to do action X.
Atkinson et al. (2006) take Walton’s sufficient condition scheme and extend the notion
of a goal into its subjective and objective components. The values that a goal promotes and
demotes constitute the subjective component of a goal. The following argument scheme,
named AS1, is proposed that an agent can use to argue about what action he should perform
taking into account his goals and the values he wants to promote.
In the current circumstances R,
agent α should perform action ac1,
which will result in new circumstances S,
which will realize goal G,
which will promote value V.
Agents have a priority ordering over the values they pursue, which is used to determine
the strength of the practical arguments that are generated. Suppose that argument A concludes
that agent α should perform action a because it achieves goal G which promotes value V and
that argument B concludes that α should perform action b because it achieves goal H which
promotes value W . Arguments A and B attack each other because the agent can only choose
to perform one action. If agent α finds value V more important than value W , then argument
A is stronger than argument B and thus A defeats B.
AS1 is formalized using a set of states Q and set of values V . The values of an agent
are modeled with a ‘valuation function’ specified as val : V × Q × Q → {+, −, 0}.
If val(v, q1 , q2 ) = +, then the state transition from q1 to q2 promotes the value v. If
val(v, q1 , q2 ) = 0, then the transition demotes value v. Finally, if val(v, q1 , q2 ) = 0, then the
transition is neutral towards value v.
Bench-Capon and Atkinson (2009) extend the formalism of Atkinson et al. (2006) to take
into account temporal aspects and the intrinsic worth of actions. In the extension, agents
can also justify an action if that action promotes a value without achieving a goal. Three
additional argument schemes are proposed for practical reasoning.
1. AS1a: In the current circumstances R, Agent α should perform action ac1, which will
promote value V .
2. AS2: In the current circumstances R, Agent α should perform action ac1, since otherwise goal G will not be realized, and realizing G would promote value V .
3. AS2a: In the current circumstances R, Agent α should perform action ac1, since otherwise it will not be possible to perform ac2, which would promote value V .
In the original paper, values were used to justify goals (“Looking to values, these in turn
are different from goals as they provide the actual reasons for which an agent wishes to
achieve a goal”), whereas in the new paper, goals are not directly related to value, but instead
a transition of one state to another can promote, demote or be neutral towards a value.
The valuation function completely specifies what a particular value means. However, the
number of state transitions grows exponentially with the number of states. This requires the
designer of the agent to specify a complicated valuation function. Moreover, what criteria
should the designer use to determine whether some state transition promotes or demotes a
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value? If the designer uses several criteria for this, then the agent could also be equipped
with these criteria and a mechanism to determine whether a value is promoted.
Perelman wrote “If men oppose each other concerning a decision to be taken, it is not
because they commit some error of logic or calculation. They discuss apropos the applicable rule, the ends to be considered, the meaning to be given to values, the interpretation and
characterisation of facts.” (Perelman and Olbrechts-Tyteca, 1969, p. 150). If agents disagree
about what constitutes a particular value, i.e., the meaning that is given to values, then they
should argumentation to resolve their disagreement. Although in Atkinson and Bench-Capon
(2007a) it is possible that agents disagree about the meaning of a value, it is not possible to
discuss this matter. By arguing about what constitutes a value, agents may make a better decision. For example, an agent may have forgotten to consider an important criterion for some
value. Values are used to justify goals, but it is not clear when a goal promotes or demotes
a value. As Perelman wrote, what ends (i.e., what goals) to consider should be discussed
when making a decision. A mechanism to justify a goal with a value would facilitate agents
to argue about what goals they should adopt.

2

Running example
In the running example described in Chapter 1, a decision support system is helping a firecommander student with deciding what alternative to choose in a situation where a factory
is on fire with people inside and with toxic chemicals that could escape into the environment. Both the value of the safety of the people inside and the value of the environment are
important to the user, but it is not clear a priori what alternative results in the safest outcome.
Let action A denote ‘first send firefighters in to rescue the victims, then extinguish the
fire’ and action B denote ‘first extinguish fire, then send firefighters in to rescue the victims’.
When arguing about what decision the student should take in the running example, the student
gives the following argument Arg1 instantiating argument scheme AS1.
In the current circumstances,
the student should perform action A,
which will result in victims being saved in 10 minutes,
which will realize the goal of getting the victims out in 10 minutes,
which will promote the value of safety of victims.
Although action A gets the victim out quickly, it is not good for the environment since
chemicals will escape into the environment. Action B (extinguish first, then rescue) does
prevent any chemicals from escaping. Consequently, the following argument Arg2 could be
given instantiating argument scheme AS1.
In the current circumstances,
the student should perform action B,
which will result in new circumstances S,
which will realize goal that no chemicals escape into the environment,
which will promote the value of the environment.
Arguments Arg1 and Arg2 have conflicting conclusions concerning what the student
should do and therefore attack each other. However, because the student finds the value
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of safety more important than the value of environment, the first argument defeats the second
argument.
Let C denote the action ‘first extinguish fire near victims, then rescue them and finally extinguish the remaining fire’. Action10 C results in the fire near the victim being extinguished
in five minutes. Then the firefighters still need to go in to rescue the victims, which takes
ten minutes. In total, the victims are inside for fifteen minutes and thus C does not achieve
the student’s goal of getting the victims out in ten minutes. Furthermore, because C does not
extinguish the entire fire immediately, some chemicals will escape, which prevents C from
achieving the student’s goal of no chemicals escaping. In summary, even though C is in fact
safer for the victims and only has a small effect on the environment, no argument can be
constructed concluding that C should be done.
To promote the value of safety, the student uses the criterion to minimize the time that
victims are inside. However, this criterion is rather coarse. A criterion like minimizing the
time that victims are near fire is a better criterion and allows for that actions like C are
considered adequately. It would thus be interesting to discuss why the student has the goal to
get the victims out in ten minutes. To do this, the approach of Atkinson et al. (2006) needs to
be extended.

10 If an action comprises of multiple sequential actions, then it can be seen as a plan. Medellin-Gasque et al. (2011)
and Tonolio et al. (2011) have extended Atkinson’s practical argumentation scheme to incorporate plans.
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Conceptual Framework
For Value

What a person values is the motivation to spend any effort in making a decision (Keeney
(1992)). To determine what decision is the best for the user it is thus required to determine
what decision an agent values most. Value is a starting point in making a decision. Therefore,
this chapter has proposed a conceptual framework for what value is and how to argue with and
about value. This conceptual framework will be referred to as the Perspective-based Value
Model (PVM). By doing this, we address research question 1a. For a large part this conceptual framework is inspired and based on Keeney (1992), Hansson (2001), and Schwartz
(1992). Chapter 4 formalizes this conceptual framework. In addition, this chapter proposes
a number of argument schemes1 that capture stereotypical patterns of reasoning with respect
to value. Chapter 5 proposes an argumentation logic in which these argument schemes are
formalized as defeasible inference rules. This argumentation logic is based on the ASPIC+
framework, that we have introduced in Chapter 2.1. Finally, Chapter 6 proposes how the
conceptual framework of this chapter can be used in practical reasoning.
In decision-making, the notions of alternative, outcome, and attributes of outcomes are
central (see Section 2.4 for a background). If we talk about the value of some element or elements, then these elements are either alternatives, outcomes, or attribute values. Section 3.1
describes the concepts that this thesis uses that can have value for an agent. A value language
is a tool that can be used to express what one values. A value language consists of a number
of value statements, which express what a user values / desires / cares about. Value statements are made from a perspective. For example, a house is good from the perspective of
location, worse than another from the perspective of costs, or the more central a house is the
better it is from the perspective of location. Hansson (2001) assumes that all value statements
are made according to the same criterion, or as we say, from the same perspective. This is
called criterial constancy. We will not assume criterial constancy and will therefore explicitly represent the perspective from which a value statement is made. Therefore, perspective
is a central notion in this thesis.
We will distinguish between monadic and dyadic value statements. A value statement
that concerns one element is called monadic, e.g., car A is beautiful. A value statement that
expresses how two elements compare in value is called dyadic, e.g., car A is faster than car
1 Recall from Section 2.1 that argument schemes are stereotypical patterns of reasoning. An argument scheme
consists of a set of premises and a conclusion and states that if the premises are true, then, presumably, the conclusion
is true. Critical questions associated to a scheme point to exceptional situations where the scheme cannot be applied.
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B. Section 3.4 describes monadic value statements in detail and Section 3.2 dyadic value
statements.
Typically there are many different sides to what people value, which complicates determining what element is valued more. However, people are typically able to decompose what
is valued from their perspective into several other perspectives that are less abstract. For
example, if I state that ‘the faster, the better’, then this is interpreted as ‘the better a car is
from the perspective of speed, the better it is from my perspective’. Such statements use
how elements compare from one perspective (e.g., speed) to describe how elements compare
from another perspective (e.g., some agent’s perspective). Namely, given the speed of any
two cars, ‘the faster, the better’ expresses what car I value more, i.e., what car I find better.
Section 3.3 describes the notion of a value tree, which results from decomposing what an
agent values into specific evaluation criteria that are used to compare outcomes. Furthermore, it describes the relation between value trees and the notion of abstract values as used
in psychology literature (see Section 2.5).

3.1

Alternatives and Assignments

In a decision situation, a person, or more generally an agent, can choose to make one decision
from a number of alternatives. Determining what decision is best for an agent is interpreted
as determining what alternative is maximally preferred from the perspective of the agent.
Rational decision making prescribes what alternative is rational for an agent to prefer the
most. Performing an alternative results in exactly one outcome. However, it may not be
known in advance in what outcome an alternative will result, but it may be known that the
alternative results in one of a number of outcomes. To determine the value of alternatives, the
value of the outcomes of those alternatives is used.
The outcomes of performing an alternative are described using attributes (also called
variables or features). There may be many attributes with which outcomes can be described,
but an agent typically only cares about a subset of those attributes. Caring about an attribute
means that the attribute values of that attribute differ in the amount of value for the agent. If
an agent does not care about an attribute, then each attribute value of that attribute has the
same amount of value for that agent. Because what an agent values is subjective, different
agents may care about different attributes in different ways.
An attribute assignment assigns an attribute value v to an attribute x such that v belongs
to the domain of x. For example, if ‘genre’ is an attribute and ‘comedy’ is an attribute
value of ‘genre’, then ‘genre is comedy’ is an attribute assignment. Following Boutilier et al.
(2004), an assignment on the set of attributes X is a collection of attribute assignment for
each attribute in X (this is formalized in Section 4.1). Assignments of the set of all attributes
are called complete, others are called partial.
Example 3.1 (Assignments) Let ‘genre’ and ‘lead actor’ be two attributes, ‘comedy’ be an
attribute value of the attribute ‘genre’, and ‘Kevin Spacey’ an attribute value of the attribute
‘lead actor’. Then ‘genre is comedy’ is an assignment on the set of attributes containing only
‘genre’ and ‘lead actor is Kevin Spacey’ is an assignment on the set of attributes containing only ‘lead actor’. Furthermore, ‘genre is comedy and lead actor is Kevin Spacey’ is an
assignment on the set of attributes containing both ‘genre’ and ‘lead actor’.
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If s is an assignment on the set attributes X, t an assignment on the set attributes X ∪
Y and t makes the same attribute-assignments as s for each attribute in X, then we say
that assignment s satisfies assignment t. In Example 3.1, the assignment ‘genre is comedy
and lead actor is Kevin Spacey’ satisfies both the assignment ‘genre is comedy’ and the
assignment ‘lead actor is Kevin Spacey’.
Agents make value statements over assignments. For example, ‘genre is comedy’ has
more value than ‘genre is drama’ from the perspective of fun, or ‘genre is drama and lead
actor is Kevin Spacey’ has more value than ‘genre is drama and lead actor is Jim Carey’ from
the perspective of an agent.

3.2

Dyadic / Comparative Value

For our purpose of practical reasoning, two kinds of elements are relevant over which an agent
can express value: alternatives and assignments. Recall from Section 3.1 that assignments
are more general than outcomes and attribute values.
Comparative statements like ‘I prefer this to that’ or ‘the location of house 1 is better than
the location of house 2’ are common in informal discourse about what is valued. A dyadic
value statement expresses how two elements compare in value from a certain perspective. A
dyadic value statement is also called a preference statement.
If only one element can be chosen from a set E of elements, then dyadic value statements
about E are called mutually exclusive. If multiple elements can be chosen from E, then
dyadic value statements about E are called combinative. In this thesis, alternatives, outcomes
and attribute values are structured such that they are mutually exclusive. Therefore, this thesis
focuses on exclusionary dyadic value statements.
We distinguish four different (exclusionary) dyadic value statements.

3

1. “element 1 is strictly preferred to element 2 from perspective p” denoting that element
1 has more value than element 2 from perspective p.
2. “element 1 is equally preferred to element 2 from perspective p” denoting that element
1 and 2 have the same amount of value from perspective p. We may also say that
perspective p is indifferent about element 1 and element 2.
3. “element 1 is weakly preferred to element 2 from perspective p” denoting that element
1 has as much as or more value than element 2 from perspective p. In other words, if
this statement is true, then statement 1 or statement 2 is true.
4. “element 1 and element 2 are incomparable from perspective p” denoting that it is not
possible to compare the value of element 1 and 2 from perspective p.
Note that the value of elements can be compared from perspectives like size or location,
but that they can also be compared from the perspective of an agent. An agent’s preferences
between elements can be seen as how elements compare in value from the perspective of
the agent. If agent α prefers element 1 to element 2, then we will also say that element 1
is preferred to element 2 from the perspective of agent α. Furthermore, some perspectives
have a common name, but have different meanings for different agents. Such perspectives
are called subjective. For example, different agents could order elements differently from
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the perspective of ‘fun’. Although the perspective of ‘fun’ has one name, it is a subjective
perspective.
Example 3.2 (Comparing Houses From Different Perspectives) Suppose that there are
three houses that agent α can buy. House 1 is in the city centre whereas houses 2 and 3 are in
a suburb. Therefore, house 1 is strictly preferred to both house 2 and 3 from the perspective
of location. Because house 2 and 3 both are in a suburb, they are equally preferred from
the perspective of location. House 1 is a historic building whereas house 2 is designed by a
famous contemporary designer. From the perspective of esthetics they are therefore incomparable. However, house 3 is in a flat from the 70s and therefore both house 2 and 3 are strictly
preferred to house 3 from the perspective of esthetics.

3.2.1

Desired Properties

Weak, equal, strict and incomparable preference from a perspective are relations between
elements. This section describes several properties of those relations that should hold.
Weak and equal preference from a perspective should be reflexive, meaning that each
element is weakly and equally preferred to itself from each perspective. Strict and incomparable preference from a perspective should be irreflexive, meaning that no element is strictly
preferred or incomparable to itself from any perspective. Furthermore, equal and incomparable preference from a perspective should be symmetrical, meaning that if element 1 is
equally preferred or incomparable to element 2, then element 2 is also equally preferred or
incomparable to element 1.
It is convenient and common to use weak preference as the primitive notion of preferences. By introducing strict, equal and incomparable preference from a perspective as derived relations, several desirable properties follow automatically. Let e1 <p e2 denote that
element 2 is strictly preferred to element 1 from perspective p, e1 ≤p e2 denote that element
2 is weakly preferred to element 1 from perspective p, and e1 ≡p e2 denote that element 1
and 2 are equally preferred from perspective p. Then:
• e1 <p e2 if and only e1 ≤p e2 and e2 6≤p e1 ,
• e1 ≡p e2 if and only if e1 ≤p e2 and e2 ≤p e1 , and
• element 1 is incomparable to element 2 if and only if e1 6≤p e2 and e2 6≤p e1 .
Note that this means that if two elements are incomparable, one cannot be strictly, weakly
nor equally preferred to the other. Also, if element 1 is strictly preferred to element 2, then
element 2 cannot be strictly preferred to element 1 and element 1 cannot be weakly or equally
preferred to element 2. Consequently, assume argument A concludes that element 1 is strictly
preferred to element 2 from perspective p and argument B concludes that element 2 is strictly
preferred to element 1 from perspective p, then arguments A and B attack each other.
Completeness
In many works, orderings over elements are assumed to be complete. If an ordering is complete, then the value of every two elements can be compared. It is however sometimes difficult
or even impossible to compare the value of every two elements. For example, it may be possible to compare the value of two pieces of music from the perspective of beauty, but it is
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impossible to compare the value of a piece of music with the value of a drawing of your own
child from the perspective of beauty. Furthermore, because comparing the value of elements
from a perspective takes time and effort, it is possible that not all elements have been compared. For example, when making a decision, it is not interesting to compare the value of two
elements when a third elements is better than both.
Transitivity
The most discussed logical property of preferences is the transitivity of weak preference
(Luce, 1956). Because strict, equal, and incomparable preference are defined in terms of
weak preference, if weak preference is transitive, then strict and equal preference are also
transitive.
Many examples have been used to show that transitivity of weak preference does not hold
in general. A classic counterexample that shows that preferences are not be transitive is the
so-called Sorites Paradox. Consider 1000 cups of coffee that vary in the amount of sugar
they contain and a user that likes sweet coffee. The cups are numbered c0 , c1 , c2 , . . . , c999
such that cup c0 contains no sugar, c1 contains one grain of sugar, c2 two grains, and so on.
Since the difference in sweetness between two adjacent cups is too small to notice, users will
prefer two adjacent cups equally, i.e., ci and cj are preferred equally if i + 1 = j. Since the
difference in sweetness between c0 and c999 is significant, the user will strictly prefer c999 to
c0 . However, if the user’s preferences between coffee cups has the property of transitivity of
indifference, then the user must prefer c0 and c999 equally.
The examples demonstrating that indifference is not always transitive concern exceptional situations. Therefore, this thesis assumes that typically indifference is transitive and
indifference is only not transitive in exceptional situations. Transitivity of indifference can
be informally captured using the following defeasible argument scheme.

3

Argument Scheme 1: Transitivity of Indifference
Element 1 is equally preferred to element 2 from perspective p, and
element 2 is equally preferred to element 3 from perspective p,
therefore, presumably element 1 is equally preferred to element 3 from perspective p.
If the application domain is such that indifference is typically not transitive, then this argument scheme should not be used. Because transitivity of indifference does not always hold,
but does hold typically, this argument scheme could be modeled as a defeasible inference
rule, as done in Chapter 4. If on the one hand an agent should prefer two elements equally
because of the transitivity of indifference, but on the other hand the agent knows explicitly
that these two elements are not preferred equally, then for both conclusions an argument could
be constructed. If the argument concluding that the two elements are not preferred equally is
stronger, then it will defeat the transitivity of indifference argument.
Because there may be exceptions, the following defeasible argument scheme accounts for
strict preference - indifference transitivity, abbreviated as PI transitivity.
Argument Scheme 2: PI Transitivity
Element 1 is strictly preferred to element 2 from perspective p, and
element 2 is equally preferred to element 3 from perspective p,
therefore, presumably element 1 is strictly preferred to element 3 from perspective p.
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Similarly, we need to account for indifference - strict preference transitivity, abbreviated
as IP transitivity. Again, since there may be exceptions to this kind of transitivity, we will use
a defeasible argument scheme to model it.
Argument Scheme 3: IP Transitivity
Element 1 is equally preferred to element 2 from perspective p, and
element 2 is strictly preferred to element 3 from perspective p,
therefore, presumably element 1 is strictly preferred to element 3 from perspective p.
Finally, transitivity of strict preference can be captured using the following argument
scheme. Also this argument scheme needs to be defeasible.
Argument Scheme 4: Transitivity of Strict Preference
Element 1 is strictly preferred to element 2 from perspective p, and
element 2 is strictly preferred to element 3 from perspective p,
therefore, presumably element 1 is strictly preferred to element 3 from perspective p.
These four argument schemes can be used to construct arguments that conclude how
elements compare in value from a perspective.
Example 3.3 (Transitivity of preferences) Suppose that agent α knows that he strictly
prefers assignment 1 to assignment 2 and that he strictly prefers assignment 2 to assignment 3.
However, agent α does not know whether he prefers assignment 1 to assignment 3. Argument
Scheme 4 can be applied to construct the following argument.
Assignment 1 is strictly preferred to assignment 2 from the perspective of agent α,
assignment 2 is strictly preferred to assignment 3 from the perspective of agent α,
therefore, presumably assignment 1 is strictly preferred to assignment 3 from the perspective
of α.
Now agent α has a reason to believe that he prefers outcome 1 to outcome 3. If agent α
decides to choose an alternative that results in outcome 1 rather than an alternative resulting
in outcome 3, then agent α can use this argument to justify his decision.

3.2.2

Value in Practical Reasoning

Research question 1c is concerned with how the conceptual framework that we propose in this
chapter can be used for practical reasoning. Because agents typically do not know a priori
how they prefer alternatives, they need to reason about what alternative they prefer most.
Furthermore, agents may need to explain why they prefer a certain alternative to another
alternative.
To determine an agent’s preferences between alternatives, the agent should look at the
possible outcomes of all alternatives and at the attribute values of these outcomes for the
attributes that he cares about. Given an agent’s preferences between attribute values of attributes he cares about, the agent could reason about what outcome he prefers most. Given
his risk attitude, in what outcomes the alternatives may result, and how he prefers those
outcomes, the agent could then determine how he prefers alternatives. For example, a risk
averse agent prefers the alternative whose worst possible outcome he prefers most, whereas
an optimistic agent prefers the alternative whose best possible outcome he prefers most.
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Preferences between alternatives, outcomes, and attribute values of the attributes of outcomes are thus relevant to determine what alternative the agent should choose. Furthermore,
preferences between alternatives are determined using preferences between outcomes, and
preferences between outcomes are determined using preferences between the attribute values
of outcomes. Consequently, we need to represent preference statements between alternatives,
between outcomes, and between attribute values. Moreover, we need inference rules that infer preference between alternatives using preference between outcomes, and inference rules
that infer preference between outcomes from preference between attribute values. Chapter 6
proposes several methods to determine an agent’s preferences between alternatives using his
preferences between outcomes. Subsection 3.2.3 proposes how to determine an agent’s preferences between outcomes using his preferences between attribute values.

3.2.3

Generalizing Value Statements

3

Recall from Section 3.1 that for each partial assignment s, there is a number of complete
assignments that satisfy s. If a statement expresses value of a partial assignment s, then does
that statement also something about the value of all other assignments that satisfy s? For
example, does the statement ‘the genre comedy is strictly preferred to the genre drama from
the perspective of fun’ say something about the value of the assignments ‘genre is comedy
and length is 100 minutes’ and ‘genre is drama and length is 101 minutes’.
It is natural to interpret a preference statement concerning a partial assignment s as that
that statement expresses value over all the assignments that satisfy s. Because such a statement thus compactly represents a number of value statements over all the satisfying assignments, value statements containing a partial assignment are called generalizing value statements. There are however different ways as to how a generalizing value statement can be
interpreted.
A simple interpretation of the statement ‘assignment s is weakly preferred to assignment
t from perspective p’ is that each assignment that satisfies s is weakly preferred to each
assignment that satisfies t from perspective p. For example, the preference statement ‘the
genre comedy is preferred to the genre drama from the perspective of fun’ is interpreted as
that all assignments with the genre comedy are preferred to all assignments with the genre
drama from the perspective of fun. However, if there are multiple preference statements from
the same perspective, conflicts may arise as illustrated with the following example.
Example 3.4 (Genre and Actors) Suppose that I have stated that I strictly prefer drama
to comedy and that I strictly prefer movies with Kevin Spacey to movies with Jim Carey.
Furthermore, movie 1 is a drama movie featuring Jim Carey, whereas movie 2 is a comedy
featuring Kevin Spacey. Given these two preference statements over genre and actors, do I
prefer movie 1 or movie 2?
Brafman and Domshlak (2009) describe the following three different semantics for the
generalizing statement ‘assignment s is weakly preferred to assignment t from p’. These
three semantics are in Table 3.1 and have been adapted for assignments.
In the totalitarian semantics the statement encodes the most comparisons, in the ceteris
paribus2 semantics it encodes the least comparisons, and in the defeasible semantics the
2 Ceteris

paribus means ‘all else being equal’.
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Table 3.1: Different semantics for the generalizing value statement ‘assignment s is weakly preferred
to assignment t from perspective p’
S EMANTICS

M EANING

T OTALITARIAN

if assignment s0 satisfies assignment s and assignment t0 satisfies assignment
t, then s0 is weakly preferred to t0 from perspective p
if assignment s0 satisfies assignment s and assignment t0 satisfies assignment
t, then presumably s0 is weakly preferred to t0 from perspective p
if assignment s0 satisfies assignment s, assignment t0 satisfies assignment t
and s0 and t0 assign the same attribute values to all attributes not in s or t,
then s0 is weakly preferred to t0 from perspective p

D EFEASIBLE
C ETERIS PARIBUS

number of comparisons the statement encodes is in between totalitarian and ceteris paribus
semantics. More specifically, the set of comparisons of the ceteris paribus semantics is a subset of the set of comparisons of the totalitarian semantics. By using the totalitarian semantics,
inconsistent preferences quickly arise. Consider Example 3.4. Using totalitarian semantics,
both 1 < 2 and 2 < 1 are interpreted, which is an inconsistent preference ordering. The
ceteris paribus semantics is the safest semantics, but it is likely that there is information in
the statements that is not used. Using ceteris paribus semantics in Example 3.4, nothing can
be inferred about my preference between 1 and 2 from the preference statements.
Using defeasible semantics seems like a good approach to overcome the strictness of
totalitarian semantics and the weakness of ceteris paribus semantics. Defeasible semantics
require to specify what tends to be preferred means.
Recall from Section 3.1 that an assignment s0 satisfies assignment s if s0 makes all the
attribute-assignments that s makes and possibly more. For example, the assignment ‘genre is
comedy and length is 100 minutes’ satisfies the assignment ‘genre is drama’. If assignment
s0 satisfies assignment s, assignment t0 satisfies t, and s is preferred to t from perspective p,
then s0 should also be preferred to t0 . The following argument scheme captures this intuition.
Argument Scheme 5: Generalizing strict preference
Assignment s is strictly preferred to assignment t from perspective p,
assignment s0 satisfies assignment s,
assignment t0 satisfies assignment t,
therefore, presumably s0 is strictly preferred to t0 from perspective p.
For example, if the assignment ‘genre is comedy’ is preferred to the assignment ‘genre is
drama’ from the perspective of fun, then the intuition is that an assignment ‘genre is comedy
and length is 100 minutes’ should also be preferred to the assignment ‘genre is drama’. It is
possible that there are exceptions to this argument scheme, e.g., ‘genre is comedy and length
is 500 minutes’ is not preferred to ‘genre is drama’ from the perspective of fun, and therefore,
the conclusion of this scheme contains ‘presumably’.
Using this argument scheme, arguments can be constructed that have conflicting conclusions, e.g., one argument concludes that s0 is strictly preferred to t0 from perspective p and
another argument concludes that t0 is strictly preferred to s0 from p. For such situations of
conflict, argumentation frameworks can be used to determine what conclusions are justified.
The reader is referred to Subsection 2.1.4 for details on argumentation frameworks.
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Note that because the conclusion of Argument Scheme 5 contains the word ‘presumably’,
this argument scheme is defeasible. This means that other arguments can rebut the conclusion
of an argument using this argument scheme, which allows explicitly modeling exceptions.
Namely, if the knowledge base contains that s0 is not strictly preferred to t0 from p, then an
atomic argument can be constructed concluding this. This atomic argument and the argument
applying this argument scheme then attack each other. Since atomic arguments are stronger
than non-atomic arguments, the atomic argument defeats the non-atomic argument.
Example 3.5 (Continuing Example 3.4) Recall that the genre drama is strictly preferred
to the genre comedy from my perspective and the actor Kevin Spacey is strictly preferred to
the actor Jim Carey from my perspective. Furthermore, movie 1 is a drama movie in which
Jim Carey acts, whereas movie 2 is a comedy in which Kevin Spacey acts.
Let assignment s ‘genre is drama and lead actor is Jim Carey’ be the outcome of watching
movie 1 and assignment t ‘genre is comedy and lead actor is Kevin Spacey’ be the outcome
of watching movie 2. Because I strictly prefer the genre drama to comedy, the following
argument A can be constructed that applies Argument Scheme 5.

3

‘genre is drama’ is strictly preferred to ‘genre is comedy’ from my perspective,
assignment s satisfies ‘genre is drama’,
assignment t satisfies ‘genre is comedy’,
therefore, presumably s is strictly preferred to t from my perspective.
In a similar fashion, the following argument B can be constructed concluding that assignment t is strictly preferred to assignment s because K. Spacey is strictly preferred to J.
Carey.
‘lead is K. Spacey’ is strictly preferred to ‘lead is J. Carey’ from my perspective,
assignment t satisfies ‘lead is K. Spacey’,
assignment s satisfies ‘lead is J. Carey’,
therefore, presumably t is strictly preferred to s from my perspective.
Because of the properties of strict preference as described in Subsection 3.2.1, the conclusions of A and B are contradictory and therefore A and B attack each other. Assuming that
arguments A and B are equally strong, both arguments are defensible, but neither argument
is justified, so no justified conclusions can be drawn concerning what assignment is preferred
from my perspective.
If no such tradeoffs occur between a set of outcomes, defeasible semantics makes the
same interpretations as totalitarian semantics. If there are conflicts, then defeasible semantics
makes less interpretations than totalitarian semantics, but the interpretations that are made
are consistent. Furthermore, all interpretations made by ceteris paribus semantics are also
made by defeasible semantics because if two outcomes have the same attribute values, then
no conflicting arguments can be constructed.
Example 3.6 (Continuing Example 3.4) Let movie 3 be a drama movie featuring Kevin
Spacey and assignment u be the outcome of watching movie 3. Notice that movie 2 and 3 are
the same except for their genre. Because movie 3 is a drama and movie 2 a comedy and because I prefer drama, the following argument can be constructed using Argument Scheme 5.
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‘genre is drama’ is strictly preferred to ‘genre is comedy’ from my perspective,
assignment u satisfies ‘genre is drama’,
assignment t satisfies ‘genre is comedy’,
therefore, presumably u is strictly preferred to t from my perspective.
Note that the arguments constructed in the example interpret my preferences the same as
would have been done using ceteris paribus semantics.
Attributes Measuring Value From A Perspective
Value from a perspective may depend only on a subset of all the attributes available. For
example, for the perspective of ‘fun’, the attributes ‘genre’ and ‘lead actor’ matter, but the
attributes ‘length’ and ‘release date’ do not. If value from a perspective p only depends on the
attributes in the set X, then we say that set of attributes X measures value from perspective
p.
If value from a perspective p does not depend on some attribute x, then the value from
perspective p is not influenced in any way by what attribute values are assigned on x. Consequently, if two assignments assign the same attribute values on all the attributes that matter
for value from perspective p, then it does not matter how much they differ in the other attributes, they should have an equal amount of value from perspective p. To ensure this, the
following constraint must be satisfied.
Constraint 1: Dependent Attributes
Value from perspective p is measured by the set of attributes X, and
assignments s and t assign the same attribute values on each attribute in X
if and only if
s and t are equally preferred from perspective p.
Note that this constraint resembles the notion of preferential independence (see Definition 2.46), which states that a set of attributes X is preferentially independent from a set of
attributes Y iff preferences over two outcomes with different values assigned on X but with
the same values assigned on Y only depends on the values assigned on X and not on what
values are assigned on Y .
Example 3.7 (Movies) Suppose that length, genre and lead actor are all attributes by which
outcomes of watching a movie can be described. Furthermore, I do not care about how long
a movie is and therefore value from my perspective is measured by the attributes ‘genre’ and
‘lead actor’, but not by ‘length’.
It is possible that different attributes can be used to measure value from a perspective.
For example, the perspective ‘proximity to the city centre’ can be measured by the attribute
‘distance by foot in m’, ‘distance by public transport in m’, ‘distance as the crow flies in m’
or ‘time in minutes required to reach the city centre’. Depending on the situation, one attribute
may be more accurate than another. For example, if the agent always walks to the city centre,
then the attribute ‘distance by foot in m’ is more accurate than the attribute ‘distance as the
crow flies in m’, even though the latter may be good estimation.
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Example 3.8 (Accuracy of attributes) Suppose there are two attributes x and y that can be
used to measure value from perspective p. Argument A concludes that outcome 1 is preferred
to outcome 2 because the x-value of outcome 1 is preferred to the x-value of outcome 2 from
perspective p. Furthermore, argument B concludes that outcome 2 is preferred to outcome 1
because the y-value of outcome 2 is preferred to the y-value of outcome 1 from perspective
p. The conclusions of argument A and B conflict and consequently they attack each other.
However, if attribute x is more accurate than attribute y for the measurement of value from
perspective p, then argument A should be stronger than argument B and thus A should defeat
B.
Although one attribute can be more accurate than another, the less accurate attribute can
still be useful because the more accurate attribute values of outcomes may be unknown or
expensive to find out.
Assume that attribute x is more accurate than attribute y for measuring value from perspective p. Also, alternative 1 results in an y-value that is preferred to the y-value in which
alternative 2 results. Furthermore, alternative 1 results in x-value 1, but it is not known in
which x-value alternative 2 results. Consequently, attribute x cannot be used to compare alternative 1 and 2, but attribute y can. Even though it is better to compare the outcomes using
attribute x, comparing them using y is better than nothing.
The problem of justifying why one attribute is better suitable to measure value from a perspective is difficult and we will not address this in this thesis. As future work it is suggested
to construct argument schemes to argue about what set of attributes is the most appropriate
to measure value from a perspective. A starting point for this could be Keeney and Raiffa
(1976), where a number of criteria are described to select the most appropriate attributes.
Another aspect that needs to be considered is that attributes may be equivalent in the sense
that there may exist a function that transforms one attribute into another. For example, the
attribute ‘price in Dollar’ could be transformed into the attribute ‘price in Euro’.

3

Errors
To support a user in making the best decision, the value statements the user makes should
not be taken for granted, but should be critically examined. Especially generalizing value
statements are prone to error. There are several reasons why the user may make errors. One
possible kind of error is that the generalizations which users make are too strong or not based
on sufficient or biased evidence. For example, a user may express the generalizing statement
‘I prefer Kevin Spacey to Jim Carey’ on the basis of watching one movie with Kevin Spacey
and one movie with Jim Carey. This is not a strong reason to conclude that the user in general
prefers Kevin Spacey to Jim Carey because the sample is very small. Because of the small
sample, it is likely that the difference in preference is caused by chance. For example, the
movie featuring Jim Carey is considered to be the worst movie he acted in, whereas the movie
featuring Kevin Spacey is considered to be the best movie he acted in.
Another reason is that the user may have made wrong generalizations. For example, the
user previously watched movie 1, lasting 120 minutes, and movie 2, lasting 130 minutes.
Because the user preferred movie 1 to movie 2, the user now generalizes that he prefers
movies that last 120 minutes to movies that last 130 minutes. However, in this case, the
attribute duration is not the cause for the user preferring movie 1 to movie 2. By asking the
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user for justification of a generalizing value statement, such errors can be detected and the
system could argue that the user’s generalization is not accurate.

3.3

Value Trees

If an agent is unfamiliar with some outcome, then he may not be able to judge how the value
of that outcome compares to the value of other outcomes from a perspective. In that case, the
agent could use argumentation to reason about how these outcomes compare in value from
that perspective. In an opposite case, an agent may need to justify or explain to another agent
how two outcomes compare in value from a perspective. In both cases, it is useful to be
able to justify why an outcome has a certain value from a perspective and argumentation is
particularly useful for this.
In such situations, it is often useful to structure these values in the form of a so-called
value tree (Edwards, 1977; von Winterfeldt and Edwards, 1986), which is closely related to an
‘objective hierarchy’ (Keeney, 1992; Keeney and Raiffa, 1976) and to a ‘decision hierarchy’
(Saaty, 1986, 2008). A value tree hierarchically relates general areas of concern, intermediate
objectives, and specific evaluation criteria defined on attributes. The purpose of a value tree
is to explicate and operationalize higher level values. Because general areas of concern,
intermediate objectives and specific evaluation criteria express value, each of them can be
used to compare elements, which means that they each can be seen as perspectives.
Because an agent’s preferences, general areas of concerns, intermediate objectives, and
specific evaluation criteria can all be seen as perspectives, we will talk about decomposing a
perspective p into other perspectives that influence p. In other words, instead of decomposing
an agent’s preferences into a number of general concerns, we will say that the perspective of
an agent is decomposed into a number of perspectives that represent the agent’s general areas
of concerns. Similarly, instead of decomposing an intermediate objective into a number of
specific evaluation criteria, we will decompose the perspective of an intermediate objective
into a number of perspectives that represent specific evaluation criteria.
We thus talk about the value tree for a perspective. Assume that in the value tree for
perspective p, perspective p is decomposed into perspectives q and r, but that q and r are both
still too general. In that case, value trees could be constructed for both q and r. The value tree
of perspective p thus contains other value trees of perspectives that influence p. If a specific
evaluation criterion can be associated to a perspective p, then perspective p does not need to
be decomposed further and perspective p is called a leaf node in the value true.
Example 3.9 (Decomposing an Agent’s Preferences) Suppose that agent α is buying a
house and does not know what house he prefers most. However, agent α does know that he
cares about minimizing costs, maximizing fun, and maximizing comfort. This information
can be represented by decomposing perspective α into the perspectives costs, fun, and comfort. The more costs, the less α prefers it, i.e., costs negatively influence α’s preferences.
The more fun, the more α prefers it, i.e., fun positively influences α, and so does comfort.
Figure 3.1a sketches how α’s perspective is decomposed. A box is a perspective and a normal
arrow denotes positive influence and a dotted arrow denotes negative influence.
Ideally, a user is able to decompose a perspective p into all the perspectives that are
important for p. Moreover, the user is able to determine value from p given value from all
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Figure 3.1: Visualization of Decomposition in Example 3.9

3

the perspectives that influence p, i.e., he is able to infer value upwards in the value tree. In
multi-attribute utility theory for example, a value function could be calculated by adding the
value functions of all attributes assuming that the attributes are additive independent.
There is a tradeoff between expressiveness and difficulty of elicitation. A fully quantified value function induces a complete ordering over elements, which is useful for decision
making. However, obtaining a fully specified value function is difficult and sometimes impossible. In contrast, one could obtain what an agent values in an easy way using statements that
users can express easily. In this case however, the values of the user are not fully specified,
which results in the fact that some elements cannot be compared in value.
The main research question in the thesis concerns complex situations where users typically find it hard or are not able to specify a quantified value function. For this purpose, we
introduce two general relations between perspectives that are easy to express for users: positive influence and negative influence. These two relations are based on the direction of how
a perspective influences another the perspective, e.g., the perspective costs negatively influences the perspective of an agent. Because these relations express something that is typically
true, e.g., in some cases a higher cost may be preferred by the agent, it must be possible to
model exceptions.

3.3.1

Influence Between Perspectives

If perspective p positively influences perspective q, then p is an aspect of q and the more
preferred an element is from perspective p, the more preferred it tends to be from perspective
q. In other words, if p positively influences q, then ‘element 1 is preferred to element 2
from p’ is a reason to believe that ‘element 1 is preferred to element 2 from perspective q’ is
true. The following argument scheme informally describes this intended meaning of how the
influence between perspectives should be used to infer how elements compare in value.
Argument Scheme 6: Positive Influence
Perspective p positively influences perspective q,
element 1 is strictly preferred to element 2 from p,
therefore, presumably element 1 is strictly preferred to element 2 from q.
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The conclusion of this argument scheme may not always be true for two reasons. Firstly,
there may be other perspectives that influence perspective q from which it can be inferred that
the elements are preferred differently from q. Secondly, because it is difficult to decompose
a perspective, influence is something that holds in general. Therefore, there may exceptional
situations where the conclusion of this argument scheme does not hold.
In contrast, if perspective p negatively influences perspective q, then p is an aspect of q
such that the more preferred an element is from perspective p, the less preferred it tends to be
from perspective q. In other words, if p negatively influences q, then ‘element 1 is preferred
to element 2 from p’ is a reason to believe that ‘element 2 is preferred to element 1 from
perspective q’. Negative influence can also be used to argue about what outcome is preferred
from a perspective. The following argument describes how to reason with negative influence.
Argument Scheme 7: Negative Influence
Perspective p negatively influences perspective q,
element 1 is strictly preferred to element 2 from p,
therefore, presumably element 2 is strictly preferred to element 1 from q.
For the same reasons as for positive influence, the conclusion of this argument scheme
may not always be true. Therefore, this argument scheme must be modeled with a defeasible
inference rule.
Assume that two elements have an equal amount of value from some perspective p, or
in other words are equally preferred, and that p either positively or negatively influences
perspective q. Then that is a reason to say that they are also equally preferred from perspective
q. For example, if the perspective ‘costs’ negatively influence my preferences, then if two
products cost the same amount, then that is a reason to infer that I should prefer both products
equally. The following argument scheme describes this intuition. Again for the same reasons
this scheme must be defeasible.
Argument Scheme 8: Equal Value and Influence
Perspective p influences perspective q,
element 1 and element 2 are equally preferred from p,
therefore, presumably element 1 and element 2 are equally preferred from q.
Perspectives have been given different names in the literature. If a perspective p influences
the perspective of an agent α, then perspective p can be seen as a criterion that agent α use
for making decisions. Perspective p could also be seen as a point of view in Steedman and
Krause (1986), or a measure of effectiveness / performance in Keeney (1992). Note that there
may also be perspectives that does not influence the perspective of an agent. In that case,
the agent does not care about that perspective and does not use it as a criterion in making
decisions.
More specific means easier to specify preferences
When determining the value tree of an agent, the question arises of how far or deep a value
tree should be. In other words, how deep should an agent’s perspective be decomposed?
The purpose of decomposing a perspective is to identify and operationalize those aspects that
matter to the perspective. A perspective is operational if either it is measured by an attribute
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or if it is decomposed into a number of operational perspectives. An agent’s perspective
should be decomposed until it has been made operational.
On the one hand, one could only look at the agent’s perspective and how attribute values
compare from the agent’s perspective. For example, only use value statements such as ‘assignment 1 is strictly preferred to assignment 2 from the perspective of agent α’. Tradeoffs
can now only be resolved at α’s perspective. The advantage of decomposing α’s perspective
into several more concrete perspectives is that tradeoffs can be resolved at lower perspectives
that are more concrete and therefore it is easier to resolve a conflict, i.e., it becomes easier to
make a tradeoff.
The perspectives that influence a perspective q should never be more abstract than p. This
also means that if p influences q, then value from p is measured by as much attributes as
or fewer attributes than value from q. For example, the preferences of an agent concerning houses depend on all kinds of attributes such as size, price, location, and facilities. The
perspective of the agent could be decomposed into perspectives likes ‘costs’, ‘fun’, and ‘comfort’. For the perspective of costs only the attribute price matters, for the perspective of fun,
both the location and facilities matter, and for the perspective of comfort only the facilities
matter. Each of these perspectives depends on fewer attributes than the perspective of the
agent.
However, because the perspective of the agent is decomposed in all these other perspectives, all the attributes that measure value from these perspectives influence what is valued
from the agent’s perspective. In other words, if a perspective p is measured by a set X of
attributes and influences perspective q, then value from perspective q also depends on the
attributes in X. The following constraint describes this intuition.

3

Constraint 2: Attributes Influence
Value from perspective p is measured by the set of attributes X, and
perspective p influences perspective q
if and only if
value from perspective q is measured by X and possibly more attributes.
In general, the fewer attributes that matter for a perspective, i.e., the fewer attributes
measure value from a perspective, the easier it is to determine value from that perspective.
Because each of the perspectives that influence a perspective p is measured by fewer attributes
than p does, it is easier to determine value from those perspectives than it is to determine value
from p. Because the leaf nodes in the value tree are not influenced by any perspective, they
depend on the least amount of attributes. The root node of the value tree on the other hand,
depends on all the attributes that measure value from the perspectives of the leaf nodes.
Using how elements compare from the leaf nodes in the value tree, value is inferred
‘upwards’ towards the root node. Because the intermediate and higher perspectives in the
value tree ‘aggregate’ value from the lower perspectives, it is possible that tradeoffs arise
where it is not clear how two assignments compare from a perspective.
How to use influence
The positive and negative influence relations between perspectives can be used to decompose
a perspective into the various aspects it involves. Decomposing a perspectives had two main
advantages. Firstly, it explicates what that perspective means to an agent. This is particularly
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useful when communicating about a perspective with a common name or with subjective
perspectives such as an agent’s preferences or what is fun for an agent. For example, a
perspective such as justice or safety has different meanings for different agents, but if an agent
explicates what a particular perspective means for him, then another agent can understand and
possibly support him in his preferences.
Secondly, by decomposing a perspective p into the perspectives that influence p, agents
can reason about how elements compare from perspective p using how they compare from
the perspective that influence p. If an agent has reasoned about why one element is preferred
from a perspective, then the agent can use this line of reasoning to explain or justify this preference. Furthermore, decomposing perspective p makes explicit what aspects an agent uses
to determine how elements compare from perspective p. Agents can then discuss whether
any important aspect has been forgotten, or whether the agent made mistakes in his line of
reasoning.
Example 3.10 (Continuing Example 3.9) Assume that outcome 1 is the result of agent α
buying a house in the centre and outcome 2 is the result of α buying a house in a suburb.
From the perspective of location, outcome 1 is strictly preferred to outcome 2. Using the
argument scheme from positive influence, the following argument A can be constructed.
The perspective of location positively influences agent α’s preferences,
outcome 1 is strictly preferred to outcome 2 from the perspective of location,
therefore, outcome 1 is strictly preferred to outcome 2 from the perspective of α.
Because the house in the suburb is big and therefore costs more, outcome 2 is strictly
preferred to outcome 1 from the perspective of costs. Using the argument scheme from
negative influence, the following argument B can be constructed.
The perspective of costs negatively influences agent α’s preferences,
outcome 2 is strictly preferred to outcome 1 from the perspective of costs,
therefore, outcome 1 is strictly preferred to outcome 2 from the perspective of α.
Note that the argument A and B have the same conclusion and therefore do not conflict.
However, the house in the suburb is more comfortable and agent α finds comfort important. Using the argument scheme of positive influence, the following argument C can be
constructed.
The perspective of comfort positively influences agent α’s preferences,
outcome 2 is strictly preferred to outcome 1 from the perspective of comfort,
therefore, outcome 2 is strictly preferred to outcome 1 from the perspective of α.
Argument C’s conclusion conflicts with both argument A’s and argument B’s conclusions. The attacks between A, B, and C can be visualized as in Figure 3.2. We now have two
arguments that conclude that agent α should prefer outcome 1 and one argument concluding
that outcome 2 should be preferred.
A tradeoff is a situation that involves losing one quality or aspect of something in return for gaining another quality or aspect. Assume that one argument concludes that agent α
should prefer outcome 1 to outcome 2 because outcome 1 is better from perspective p and another argument argues that agent α should prefer outcome 2 because outcome 2 is better from
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Figure 3.2: The attacks between arguments A, B and C in Example 3.10
A

my preferences

fun

comfort

costs

maintenance
costs

discount

C

B

Figure 3.3: Influence between perspectives in Example 3.11. The perspective of fun positively influences my perspective, i.e., the more fun,
the more I prefer it. The perspective of costs negatively influences the
perspective of fun, i.e., the more costs, the less fun, but the perspective
of comfort positively influences fun. Also, consider the perspective
of ‘maintenance costs’ denoting that element 1 is strictly preferred to
element 2 from the perspective of maintenance costs if element 1 has
higher maintenance costs than element 2. The perspective of maintenance positively influences the perspective of costs, i.e., the more
maintenance costs, the more costs. Finally, the perspective of discount
negatively influences the perspective of costs, i.e., the more discount,
the less costs.
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perspective q. To choose an outcome, agent α has to choose between an outcome better with
respect to perspective p and an outcome better with respect to perspective q. In other words,
in such a situation an agent has to make a tradeoff between the various perspectives that are
important to him. One way to make a tradeoff is to look at the importance of perspectives.

3.3.2

Transitivity of Influence

Because we distinguish two kinds of influence, i.e., positive and negative influence, there
are four combinations of influences: positive positive, positive negative, negative positive,
and negative negative. Transitivity of influence can be used to explain and justify influence
between perspectives, which is useful when supporting constructing a value tree. The following example is used to provide an intuition for how transitivity between different kinds of
influence is defined.
Example 3.11 Assume I am buying a house. I should choose the house that I prefer most,
i.e., the house that is most preferred from my perspective. Figure 3.3 illustrates how my
perspective is decomposed by showing the perspectives that influence my perspective.
Consider Example 3.11. Comfort positively influences fun and fun positively influences
my preferences. If this is the case, then comfort positively influences my preferences. The
following constraint ensures this desired behavior and is called Positive-Positive (PP) Transitivity.
Constraint 3: PP Transitivity
If perspective p positively influences perspective q and
perspective q positively influences perspective r
then perspective p positively influences perspective r.
In Example 3.11, costs negatively influence fun and fun positively influences my preferences. Costs should negatively influence my preferences. The following constraint makes
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sure this is always the case and is called Negative-Positive (NP) Transitivity.
Constraint 4: NP Transitivity
If perspective p negatively influences perspective q and
perspective q positively influences perspective r
then perspective p negatively influences perspective r.
Similarly, the Positive-Negative (PN) Transitivity concerns a positive and negative influence. Consider in Example 3.11 that maintenance costs positively influence costs and that
costs negatively influence fun. Because maintenance costs should negatively influence fun,
we have the following constraint.
Constraint 5: PN Transitivity
If perspective p positively influences perspective q and
perspective q negatively influences perspective r
then perspective p negatively influences perspective r.
Finally, Negative-Negative (NN) Transitivity combines negative influence with negative
influence. In Example 3.11, discount negatively influences costs, and costs negatively influence fun. Because discount should positively influence fun, the NN Transitivity constraint is
defined as follows.
Constraint 6: NN Transitivity
If perspective p negatively influences perspective q and
perspective q negatively influences perspective r
then perspective p positively influences perspective r.
When supporting a (human) agent in making a decision, it can be useful to help him
construct a value tree. When constructing a value tree, a user may state how some perspective
p influences his preferences. It is possible that p indirectly influences his preferences. In that
case, the user could be asked why p influences his preferences. The constraints concerning
the transitivity of influences can be used to justify a certain influence. For example, when
buying a house, the user may state that the perspective of ‘distance to city centre’ negatively
influences his preferences (i.e., the more distance, the less he prefers it). The decision support
system could then ask the reason behind this influence, which the user can answer by stating
that ‘distance to the city centre’ positively influences the perspective ‘time to city centre’,
which negatively influences his preferences.

3.3.3

Importance

Not all aspects of a perspective may be equally important for a perspective or in other words,
the perspectives that influence a perspective may differ in importance. For example, suppose
agent α’s perspective is decomposed into costs, fun, and comfort, i.e., α cares about costs,
fun, and comfort. However, agent α is poor and therefore, minimizing costs is more important
than fun. Similarly, for the perspective of fun α may find proximity to friends more important
than proximity to the centre. This thesis focuses on the following statements concerning the
importance of perspectives.
• “Perspective p is more important than perspective q for perspective r”
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• “Perspective p is equally important as perspective q for perspective r”
A perspective p is only important for another perspective q if p influences q either positively or negatively. If two perspectives p and p0 both are unimportant for perspective q,
then p and p0 are equally important for q. The following example shows the intuition behind
why this section proposes to use the importance of arguments to determine the strength of
arguments.
Example 3.12 (Importance of Perspectives) Assume that agent α’s perspective is decomposed into costs and fun and that α finds costs more important than fun. Furthermore, let
outcome 1 be the result of buying house 1 and outcome 2 be the result of buying house 2.
Agent α starts reasoning about what outcome he prefers most and constructs the following arguments: argument A concludes that α strictly prefers outcome 1 to outcome 2 because
outcome 1 costs less than outcome 2, and argument B concludes that α strictly prefers outcome 2 to outcome 1 because outcome 2 is more fun than outcome 1. Argument A and B
have conflicting conclusions and therefore attack each other.
However, argument A should be a stronger argument than argument B because agent α
finds costs more important than fun. If A is stronger than B, A defeats B resulting in that A
becomes a justified argument and that α can conclude that he should strictly prefer outcome
1 to outcome 2.

3

The strict importance relation should be irreflexive because no perspective should be more
important than itself for any perspective. Furthermore, the importance relation should also
be antisymmetric, i.e., if perspective p is more important than perspective q for perspective r,
then perspective q is not more important than perspective p for perspective r. We assume that
importance is transitive, i.e., if p3 is more important than p2 for q and p2 is more important
than p1 for q, then p3 is more important than p1 for q.
If a perspective p does not influence another perspective r, then p is not important for r
at all. A perspective q that does influence perspective r is therefore always more important
than p for r. In other words, if p does not influence r and q does influence r, then q is more
important than p for r.
The consequence of that perspectives differ in importance is that the presumptions of
applying Argument Scheme 6 and 7 differ in conclusive force / strength. By formalizing the
importance of perspectives on a meta-level, it can be used to argue about what application
of an argument scheme has more conclusive force, which is an interesting aspect to consider
when determining the strength of an argument. Because there may be other reasons why one
application of an argument scheme is stronger than another application, this idea is captured
in the following defeasible argument scheme.
Argument Scheme 9: Importance
Perspective p is more important than perspective q for perspective r,
therefore, presumably inferring value from p to r is stronger than inferring value from q to r.
Note that because it refers to the application of object-level argument scheme, this is a
meta-level argument scheme. In Section 5.2 we will formalize this scheme as a defeasible
rule in a meta-level argumentation system.
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Making Importance Precise
As argued by (Keeney, 1992, p. 147), it is difficult to interpret what it means that one perspective is more important than another. For example, assume agent α is buying a house and
finds the perspective of costs more important than the perspective of location. Does this mean
that agent α prefers a house that is 1 euro cheaper but in a horrible location to a house that is
1 euro more expensive but has the best possible location?
Our conceptual framework for value only allows making ordinal comparisons between
elements. It is not possible to express that one element is only a little bit preferred to another
from one perspective, but much more preferred from another perspective. Adding a notion
of distance is left as future work, but we will sketch an approach how the notion of distance
can be incorporated together with the notion of importance. The following argument scheme
infers that one application of an argument scheme is stronger than another application because
the difference in value is significantly bigger. Note that the conclusion is not necessarily true
because Argument Scheme 9 may infer a conflicting conclusion. Therefore, the following
scheme is defeasible.
Argument Scheme 10: Significant Difference
Assignments s and t differ significantly more in value from perspective p than they do from
perspective q,
both p and q influence perspective r,
therefore, presumably inferring value from p to r is stronger than inferring value from q to r.
It is difficult to define what ‘to differ significantly’ is in a qualitative manner. Therefore,
this argument scheme will not be used in the rest of this thesis but is left as future work.

3.4

Monadic / Classificatory Value

In informal discourse about what a person values, terms like ‘good’, ‘bad’, ‘satisfactory’,
‘best’, ‘worst’, ‘beautiful’, and ‘cheap’ are commonly used. A term like ‘good’ or ‘bad’ is a
predicate that can be given to an alternative, an outcome, or an attribute of an outcome. Such
predicates are called monadic value predicates (Hansson, 2001). Monadic value predicates
can be used to evaluate alternatives, outcomes, and attribute values of outcomes. Evaluations
by means of monadic value predicates are subjective. Namely, what one agent finds good,
another finds bad. Moreover, evaluations are done from a perspective. For example, a car
may be good from the perspective of speed, but bad from the perspective of costs.
Example 3.13 (Subjective Evaluation) Assume there are the following outcomes Ω =
{o1 , . . . , o7 } and that outcome oi is preferred to outcome oj from perspective p if i > j.
Agents α, β, and γ evaluate the outcomes. Agent α evaluates outcomes o6 , and o7 as ‘good’
and o1 , o2 , o3 as ‘bad’, whereas agent β is easier to please and finds just o1 , and o2 ‘bad’ and
o4 , o5 , o6 , o7 ‘good‘. In contrast, agent γ is very hard to please and evaluates only o7 as good
from perspective p and the other outcomes as ‘bad’. Figure 3.4 visualizes how α, β, and γ
evaluate the different outcomes.
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Figure 3.4: Perspective on outcomes from Example 3.13
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Many monadic value predicates are used in daily life, e.g., good, excellent, great, awesome, legendary, beautiful, cheap, fair, unfair, fast, and so on. The most general monadic
value predicates are ‘good’, ‘bad’, ‘best’ and ‘worst’. Some value predicates can only be
used in combination with certain perspectives. For example, ‘beautiful’, and ‘ugly’ are predicates for the perspective of esthetics, ‘fair’ and ‘unfair’ from the perspective of justice, and
‘fast’ and ‘slow’ from the perspective of speed. Because this thesis explicitly represents the
perspective from which a monadic value statement is made, we will focus on general value
predicates such as ‘good’ and ‘bad’. The translation of a statement like ‘x is good from the
perspective of esthetics’ to the statement ‘x is beautiful’ and vice versa is left as future work.
For our purposes it is sufficient to focus just on ‘good’ and ‘bad’. Hansson (2001) further
distinguishes statements like ‘fairly good’, ‘very bad’ and so on. Such extensions are left for
future work.

3.4.1

3

Properties of Monadic Value Predicates

Exclusionary value predicates
If monadic value predicates m and n are exclusionary, then no element can be evaluated as
both m and n from any perspective. This means that the following constraint must be satisfied
if two value predicates are exclusionary.
Constraint 7: Exclusionary Value Predicates
If monadic value predicate m is exclusionary with monadic value predicate n,
agent α evaluates assignment s as m from perspective p,
Then agent α should not evaluate assignment s as n from perspective p.
The monadic value predicates ‘good’ and ‘bad’ are exclusionary. Namely, if agent α
evaluates element 1 as ‘good’ from some perspective p, then agent α should not also evaluate
element 1 as ‘bad’ from the same perspective p. Note that if agent α evaluates an element as
‘good’ from perspective p, that he may evaluate the same element as ‘bad’ from some other
perspective. Also note that if agent α evaluates an element as ‘good’ from perspective p, then
another agent may evaluate that element as ‘bad’ from the same perspective p.
Positive and negative value predicates
What is better than good is itself good. The monadic value predicate ‘good’ has the property
of being ≤-positive (Hansson, 2001). This means that if an agent evaluates element 1 as
‘good’ from perspective p, then all elements that are preferred to element 1 from perspective
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p should also be evaluated as ‘good’ from perspective p. Similarly, what is worse than bad
is itself bad. The monadic value predicate ‘bad’ has the property of being ≤-negative. This
means that if an agent evaluates element 1 as ‘bad’ from perspective p, then all elements to
which element 1 is preferred from p should also be evaluated as ‘bad’ from perspective p.
A first formalization could be: if the monadic value predicate m is positive and agent α
classifies assignment s as m from perspective p, then any assignment s0 that is preferred to s
from p is also classified as m. For example, the monadic value predicate ‘good’ is positive
and agent α classifies a profit of 1 million as ‘good’ from the perspective of profit, then
any higher profit is also good. However, this formalization is incorrect because it does not
consider how the perspective influences α’s preferences. For example, let the perspective
of ‘costs’ negatively influence α’s preferences. Given the previous formalization, if ‘good’
is positive and α finds 1 million dollar good from the perspective of costs, then any cost
higher than 1 million is also good. In that case, if the agent finds costs of 1 million ‘good’,
he should also find costs of 100 billion ‘good’. Clearly, how the perspective influences the
agent’s preferences should be taken into account.
If a monadic value predicate is positive, then the following constraint should be satisfied.
Constraint 8: Positive Value Predicate
If monadic value predicate m is positive,
agent α evaluates element 1 as m from perspective p,
perspective p positively influences α’s preferences, and
element 2 is weakly preferred to element 1 from p,
Then agent α should evaluate element 2 as m from p.
Similarly, when an agent evaluates an element from a perspective p that negatively influences his preferences, then assignments that have less value from perspective p should be
evaluated the same. For example, if the perspective ‘costs’ negatively influences agent α’s
perspective and α evaluates costs of 1 million as ‘good’, then α should evaluate costs less
than a million as ‘good’ as well.
If a monadic value predicate is negative, then the following constraint should be satisfied.
Constraint 9: Negative Value Predicate
If monadic value predicate m is negative,
agent α evaluates element 1 as m from perspective p,
perspective p positively influences α’s preferences, and
element 1 is weakly preferred to element 2 from p,
Then agent α should evaluate element 2 as m from p.
Note that these constraints can be used to reason about, justify and refute monadic evaluations. For example, given that the conditions of Constraint 9 are true, then the constraint
can be used to justify that the agent should evaluate element 2 as m from p.
Continuous
Another property that Hansson considers is whether a monadic value predicate is continuous.
If a monadic value predicate m is continuous, then the following constraint must be satisfied.
Constraint 10: Continuous monadic value predicates
If monadic value predicate m is continuous,
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agent α evaluates assignments s and u as m from perspective p and
assignment t is in between s and t from perspective p,
Then agent α should evaluate assignment t as m from perspective p.
The value predicates ‘good’ and ‘bad’ are both continuous. For example, if elements 1
and 3 are good and element 2 is in-between 1 and 3, i.e., 2 is better than 1 but worse than 3,
then element 2 is also good.

3.4.2

Justifying Monadic Value

In this section we discuss two approaches to justify why an element is given a certain monadic
value predicate. The first approach uses the properties of a value predicate and the predicate
given to another element to justify what predicate another element obtains. For example,
because the monadic value predicate ‘good’ is so-called ≤-positive, element 1 is ‘good’ from
perspective p and element 2 is preferred to element 1 from perspective p, element 2 should
also be evaluated as ‘good’ from the perspective p. Properties such as ≤-positive, ≤-negative,
≤-continuous, and exclusivity can be used to justify an element obtaining a certain monadic
value predicate.
The second approach justifies an element obtaining a certain monadic value predicate
because of how that element compares to a certain reference element. For example, if agent
α uses element e as reference element and element 1 is preferred to the reference element e
from perspective p, then agent α should evaluate element 1 as good from perspective p. If an
element is worse than the reference element, it is evaluated as bad.
There are different reference elements which an agent can choose to justify a monadic
value statement. Figure 3.5 schematically explains the following approaches to justify monadic
value.

3

Doing Nothing The agent could use the outcome of the alternative of doing nothing as reference element. In that case, outcomes are evaluated as good if they result in something
better than the outcome of doing nothing.
Compared To Others If the decision context is such that other agents have to deal with the
same decision context, then an agent could use as reference element the element that
other agents on average choose. Assume the decision context is the 100m sprint, then
to evaluate if a certain outcome is good, one could look at how other agents perform. If
on average they sprint 100m in x seconds, then you could say that less than x seconds
is good, and more than x seconds is bad.
Within Own Powers If the agent has an idea about what alternatives he can perform and in
what outcomes and attribute values those alternatives may result, then the agent could
evaluate elements from perspective p by how good they are and how likely they will
result. If it is likely that the agent will achieve a certain outcome and unlikely that
something better is achieved, then the agent could say that better than a likely outcome
is good and worse than a likely outcome is bad. For example, agent α runs 100m in y
seconds on average, then less than y seconds is good and more is bad.
What reference element an agent should use in what decision context is difficult. Evaluating outcomes as ‘good’ if they are better than a typical outcome is more ambitious than
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Figure 3.5: Sketch of different approaches for
evaluating the monadic value of outcomes.
Outcomes are evaluated as ‘good’ if for the
first they are better than the outcome of doing
nothing, for the second if they are better than
what is within the power of the agent, and for
the third if they are better than what others are
achieving.
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evaluating outcomes as ‘good’ if they are the outcome of doing nothing. To choose the level
of ambition with respect to a perspective, an agent should look at how important he finds that
perspective. If an agent does not find perspective p very important but does find perspective
q very important, then he should be ambitious towards q and easy-going towards p.
Determining what reference element to use lies outside the scope of this thesis. Rather
this thesis will assume that there is a reference element.

3.4.3

In Practical Reasoning

To deal with bounded resources in computation and memory, Simon (1955) proposes that
agents should not try to find the best possible alternative, but that they should satisfice with
an alternative that is satisfactory. If an agent tries to find an alternative that is satisfactory he
can stop looking when he found one whereas if an agent tries to find the maximally preferred
alternative, then he needs to consider every alternative.
Monadic value statements are particularly useful for an agent to justify and determine
whether an alternative is satisfactory. If an agent assigns the monadic value predicate ‘good’
to an alternative, then that alternative is satisfactory. To infer whether an agent should evaluate
an alternative as ‘good’ from his perspective, he could look at how he evaluates the possible
outcomes of that alternative. Similarly, to infer whether an agent should evaluate an outcome
as ‘good’ from his perspective, he could look at how he evaluates the attribute values of
that outcome. Chapter 6 proposes how monadic value predicates can be used in practical
reasoning. Namely, it is proposed that an agent can justify pursuing a goal to achieve certain
attribute values if he evaluates those attribute values as ‘good’.
Because the effects of alternatives are described in terms of attribute values, it is relatively easy for a planner or means-end reasoner to find an alternative that results in some
given attribute values. Splitting attribute values into a good and bad part is a way to select
an explicit set of attribute values that the agent wants to achieve. By interpreting attribute
values evaluated as good as being satisfactory, monadic value statements are used to select a
satisfactory level of achievement.
If an agent splits attribute values into a good and bad part and is committed to achieve
a good attribute value, then we say that the agent has adopted the goal to achieve a good
attribute value.
Example 3.14 (Continuing Example 3.13) Because agent α, β, and γ have different opinions about what outcome is ‘good’ from perspective p, they adopt different goals. Namely,
agent α may adopt the goal to find an alternative that results in outcome o5 or better; agent β
to find an alternative resulting in o3 or better, and agent γ adopts the goal to find an alternative
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that results in o7 . For β it is the easiest to find an alternative that results in a good outcome
and for γ it is the most difficult.
What attribute value is evaluated as ‘good’ is subjective. Several constraints can be given
to make adopting a set of attribute values as a goal rational. For example, is it sensible for
agents to adopt goals that are impossible to achieve? An ambitious agent may only evaluate
the best achievable attribute value as ‘good’, even though such an attribute value may be
difficult to achieve. Chapter 6 proposes how agents can justify adopting a goal.

3.5

Chapter Summary

This chapter has proposed a conceptual framework for value that is aimed to be used by
artificial agents to determine what decision is the best. The underlying motivation is to use
this in a decision support setting where an artificial agent supports a (human) agent in making
a decision focusing on determining what is valued most. Because using arguments to justify
and refute opinions is a natural and commonly used approach by people, we have taken an
argumentation-based approach for decision support. This approach enables both the artificial
agent and the human user to give arguments supporting or attacking a certain point of view
concerning what decision is best.
The conceptual framework has proposed how an agent’s preferences can be decomposed
into the manageable aspects. The result of this decomposition is a value true, which is based
on literature in decision analysis (Edwards, 1977; Keeney, 1992; Keeney and Raiffa, 1976;
von Winterfeldt and Edwards, 1986). Furthermore, this chapter has proposed a number of
argument schemes that can be used to argue about what an agent should prefer given a value
tree of his perspective. Hansson (2001) assumes that preferences have already been constructed in a proper way (p.17: “the value statements under study have been subjected to
sufficient (reflection-guided) adjustment to have attained consistency”). In Chapter 5 we will
formalize the conceptual framework in the ASPIC+ framework. By constructing arguments
and counterarguments and evaluating them in ASPIC+, the value statements under study are
subjected to this sufficient adjustment and attain consistency.
Preference elicitation methods aim at efficiently obtaining a user’s preferences (Brafman
and Domshlak, 2009). In cases where a user does not know what to prefer, e.g., a novice
who wants to buy a professional camera that does not know what features of a camera are
important, preference elicitation techniques are insufficient because either the user does not
know what to prefer or may express wrong preferences. By using argumentation in combination with the conceptual framework of this chapter, the decision maker’s preferences can be
discussed in a natural way, much like what a salesman would do in a shop where he would
explain to the customer why some feature is more important than another and why the customer should thus pick one item. Moreover, where quantitative approaches can only justify a
recommendation by showing the formulae and parameters used, the proposed approach can
put forward arguments that justify a certain recommendation. Argumentation is much more
natural and intuitive for people than showing the calculations of utility theory.
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Perspective-Based Value
Model

In this chapter, the PVM conceptual framework proposed in the previous chapter is formalized. In the PVM, the notions of an assignment and of a perspective are essential. These
notions are formalized in Section 4.1 and Section 4.2 respectively. Next, the formalization
of monadic evaluations is proposed in Section 4.3. To demonstrate the formalization that
we introduce in this chapter, Section 4.4 applies it to the running example as described in
the introduction. We end this chapter with a summary. The following chapter proposes an
argumentation logic based on the formalization of this chapter. This allows us to construct
arguments and counterarguments concerning the relative value of assignments.

4.1

Assignments

As explained in Section 3.1, we are interested in arguing about the value of assignments. To
define assignments, the notions of ‘attribute’ and ‘attribute value’ as described in Section 2.4
are first introduced.
Definition 4.1 (Attributes and Attribute Values) The set A denotes the set of all attributes and the set AV denotes the set of all attribute values any attribute can take. The
function dom : A → 2AV maps an attribute to the set of attribute values it can take.
Definition 4.2 (Assignment) An assignment s on a set of attributes X ⊆ A is a partial
function s : A → AV such that X is the domain of definition of s, denoted dod(s) = X, and
s(x) ∈ dom(x) for each x ∈ X. Furthermore, the set SA denotes the set of all assignments
on all subsets of A.
If s is an assignment on the set of attributes X ⊂ A, i.e., dod(s) = X, and if attribute x
is an attribute that is not in the domain of definition of s, i.e., x 6∈ X, then s(x) is undefined.
When an expression like s(x) = t(x) is evaluated, then s(x) and/or t(x) being undefined
results in the expression returning false.
We now introduce some notation. Since the set of attributes A will typically be fixed, we
will write S instead of SA . Further recall that a function f : X → Y is the set {(x, y) |
f (x) = y}. Therefore, an assignment is a set of pairs of an attribute and an attribute value.
We will thus also use the notation s ⊆ t with s and t assignments.
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Example 4.1 Let A = {x, y}, dom(x) = {x1 , x2 } and dom(y) = {y1 }. Then we have the
following possible assignments.
•
•
•
•

∅ is the assignment on the empty set of attributes,
assignments on {x}: s1 = {(x, x1 )} and s2 = {(x, x2 )},
assignments on {y}: t = {(y, y1 )}, and
assignments on {x, y}: u1 = {(x, x1 ), (y, y1 )} and u2 = {(x, x2 ), (y, y1 )}

Consequently, SA = {∅, s1 , s2 , t, u1 , u2 }. Furthermore, dod(s1 ) = dod(s2 ) = {x}, dod(t) =
{y}, and dod(u1 ) = dod(u2 ) = {x, y}.
We will now show several properties of assignments to obtain some insight into the relations between assignments, their domain of definitions and the subset notation.
Proposition 4.1 Let s, t ∈ SA be two assignments.
1. if s(x) = t(x) for all x ∈ dod(s), then dod(s) ⊆ dod(t)
2. s ⊆ t if and only if s(x) = t(x) for all x ∈ dod(s)
3. if s ⊆ t, then dod(s) ⊆ dod(t)
Proof Point 1 by contradiction: assume that for all x ∈ dod(s) it is true that s(x) = t(x),
but dod(s) ⊆ dod(t) is not true. Then there is an attribute x ∈ dod(s) such that x 6∈ dod(t)
and s(x) ∈ dom(x). If x 6∈ dod(t), then t(x) is undefined and thus s(x) cannot be the same
as t(x).
Point 2 from left to right: assume that for all x ∈ dod(s) it is true that s(x) = t(x) but not
s ⊆ t. Then there is an element (x, v) ∈ s such that (x, v) 6∈ t. In that case, s maps attribute
x to attribute value v and x ∈ dod(s) by definition.
Point 2 from right to left. If s ⊆ t, then every (x, v) ∈ s is also in t.
Point 3: If s ⊆ t, then for all x ∈ dod(s) it is true that s(x) = t(x) because of point 2. If for
all x ∈ dod(s) it is true that s(x) = t(x), then dod(s) ⊆ dod(t) by point 1.
It will be convenient to refer to what an assignment assigns to a given set of attributes.
For this, the notion of restriction is useful. Formally, the restriction of a function f : X → Y
is the same function but then defined on a subset of X. If f : X → Y is a function and
A ⊂ X, then the restriction of f to A is written as f |A .
Example 4.2 Some restrictions in Example 4.1 are: s1 |{x} = s1 , u1 |{x} = {(x, x1 )} = s1
and t |{x} = ∅.
Note that if dod(s) and X are disjoint, then s |X = ∅ because the restriction is an assignment of their intersection.
Definition 4.3 (Compatibility) Let s, t ∈ S be two assignments. We say that s and t are
compatible (denoted compatible(s, t)) if and only if s |dod(t) = t |dod(s) . Otherwise s and t are
called incompatible.
If assignments are incompatible, then they assign different attribute values on the same
attribute. If two assignments have a disjoint domain of definition, then they do not assign
different attribute values on the same attribute and thus they are compatible.
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Proposition 4.2 Let s, t ∈ SA be two assignments. If dod(s) ∩ dod(t) = ∅, then s and t
are compatible.
Proof Because dod(s) ∩ dod(t) = ∅, it is true that s |dod(t) = ∅. For the same reason it is true
that t |dod(s) = ∅. Consequently, s |dod(t) = t |dod(s) and thus s and t are compatible.
If an assignment s is a subset of or equal to another assignment t, i.e., s ⊆ t, then t
contains all the assignments that s makes to attributes and some more. Because t thus does
not assign a different attribute value than s to some attribute, s and t must be compatible.
Proposition 4.3 Let s, t ∈ SA be two assignments. If s ⊆ t, then s and t are compatible.
Proof If s ⊆ t, then dod(s) ⊆ dod(t) and for every x ∈ dod(s) it is true that s(x) = t(x).
Because dod(s) ⊆ dod(t), s |dod(t) = s. Because for every x ∈ A it is true that s(x) = t(x),
t |dod(s) = s. Consequently, s |dod(t) = t |dod(s) and thus s and t are compatible.
Note that compatibility is not a transitive relation. For example, let s and u be assignments on the set of attributes X ⊂ A that are incompatible and t an assignment on the
set of attributes Y ⊂ A such that X and Y are disjoint. Because dod(s) ∩ dod(t) = ∅
and Proposition 4.2, s and t are compatible. Similarly, because dod(t) ∩ dod(u) = ∅
and Proposition 4.2, t and u are compatible. If compatibility were transitive, then s and
u should be compatible, but they are not. However, it is possible that if compatible(s, t)
and compatible(t, u), then compatible(s, u). Namely, because each assignment is compatible with itself, i.e., compatible(s, s) for all assignments, if s = t = u, then compatibility is
transitive.

4

Assignments In Goals
Chapter 6 proposes how goals can be justified. A goal will be defined as a set of assignments.
It is therefore interesting to define what achieving a set of assignments means.
The property of compatibility is too weak to define achievement. Assume an agent has
the goal to achieve assignment s in which the attribute ‘color’ has the attribute value ‘green’.
Let assignment t be the outcome of some action and in t nothing is assigned on the attribute
‘color’. In that case, s and t are compatible, but t does not achieve the goal of ‘color’ being
‘green’.
Definition 4.4 (Achievement) Let s ∈ S be an assignment and G ⊆ S a set of assignments. Assignment s achieves the set of assignments G (denoted achieves(s, G)) if and only
if ∃t∈G [t ⊆ s].
Note that if t ⊆ s, then t and s are compatible as explained in Proposition 4.3. Further
note that if assignments s and t are compatible, then it is not necessarily the case that s
achieves t or t achieves s.
If for each s, t ∈ G it is true that s and t are compatible, then it is possible to find an
assignment r such that for all s ∈ G: s ⊆ r. However, typically the assignments in goals will
not be compatible. For example, an agent may pursue the goal to obtain attribute ‘color’ on
either ‘green’, ‘blue’, or ‘black’. Because it is not possible to obtain green, blue, and black,
these assignments are incompatible. We will therefore look at sets of assignments that we
call congruous.
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Definition 4.5 (Congruous Sets of Assignments) Let G1 , . . . , Gn be sets of assignments.
We say that G1 , . . . , Gn are congruous if and only if ∃s∈S ∀1≤i≤n [achieves(s, Gi )].
The notions of compatible assignments and congruous sets of assignments are related as
follows.
Proposition 4.4 Let G1 , . . . , Gn be sets of assignments in SA . If G1 , . . . , Gn are congruous, then there are g1 ∈ G1 , . . . , gn ∈ Gn such that for each 1 ≤ i < j ≤ n it is true that gi
and gj are compatible.
Proof Because G1 , . . . , Gn are congruous, there is an assignment that achieves each Gi . Let
s be this assignment. By Definition 4.4, in each Gi there is a ti ∈ Gi such that ti ⊆ s. By
Proposition 4.3, ti and s must be compatible. The question now arises whether each ti and tj
are compatible.
Assume that ti and tj are not compatible. Then there is an attribute x ∈ A such that
ti (x) 6= tj (x). However, because ti ⊆ s and tj ⊆ s, s assigns two different attribute values
to attribute x, which is impossible because an assignment is a partial function and can thus
only assign maximally one attribute value to each attribute. Thus we have a contradiction.
Therefore it must be that ti and tj are compatible.

4.2

Perspectives

In Chapter 3 the notion of perspective was introduced. The value of assignments can be
compared from different perspectives. For example, an assignment s may have more value
than assignment t from perspective p, less from perspective q, as much from perspective r
and so on. In value trees, several different kinds of perspectives are distinguished: (1) the
perspectives of agents; (2) the perspectives that represent general areas of concern or basic
values; (3) the perspectives that represent intermediate objectives to address a general area
of concern; and, (4) the perspectives that represent specific evaluation criteria. We will now
define a perspective structure, which is a tuple consisting of a set for each type of perspective.
Definition 4.6 (Perspective Structure) A perspective structure is a tuple hPa , Pv , Po , Pc i
with Pa , Pv , Po , and Pc disjoint sets of perspectives.
The set Pa denotes the perspectives representing the perspectives of agents, Pv denotes
the perspectives of basic social values, Po denotes the perspectives of intermediary objectives
and Pc denotes the set perspectives of specific evaluation criteria. In a number of cases below
it does not matter what kind of perspective it is. If P is a perspective structure, then we will
use P as the set of all perspectives, i.e., P = Pa ∪ Pv ∪ Po ∪ Pc .
The set S of all assignments of which the value we want to compare is induced by the set
of attributes and these attributes’ attribute values. To compare the value of two assignments
from a given perspective, a ternary relation ≤⊆ P × S × S is used. Instead of (p, s, t) ∈≤
we will write s ≤p t.
As explained in Subsection 3.2.3, value from a perspective may only depend on a subset
of all attributes. In this case, we say that ‘value from perspective p is measured by the set
X of attributes’. If a perspective p is measured by a set X of attributes, then what attribute
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values are assigned to attributes not in X has no effect on the value from perspective p.
Consequently, if two assignments s and t assign the same attribute values to X, then s and
t should have an equal amount of value from perspective p. Constraint 1 states that if value
from p is measured by the set of attributes X and assignment s and t assign the same attribute
values on X, then s and t have an equal amount of value from p. Constraint 1 is formalized
by adding the second constraint to the following definition.
Definition 4.7 (Perspective-based Value Comparison Structure) A Perspective-based
Value Comparison Structure (PVCS) is a tuple hA, S, P, ≤, msri with A a set of attributes,
S a set of assignments on A, P a perspective structure, msr a partial function msr : P → 2A
and ≤⊆ P × S × S such that for all p ∈ P and for all s, t ∈ S:
• s ≤p s,
• s |msr(p) ≤p t |msr(p) if and only if s ≤p t.
We will use s <p t as an abbreviation for s ≤p t and t 6≤p s. Furthermore, s ≡p t is
used as an abbreviation for s ≤p t and t ≤p s. If msr(p) = X, then we say that value from
perspective is measured by the set of attributes X.
Example 4.3 (PVCS) Let the set A = {x1 , x2 } of attributes be as in Example 4.1 and its
corresponding set of assignments be denoted as S. We consider two perspectives: P =
{p, q}, which are measured as follows: msr(p) = {x1 } and msr(q) = {x1 , x2 }. Finally, the
relation ≤ contains:

4

• reflexivity: s ≤p s and s ≤q s for all s ∈ S
• s1 <p s2 . Because msr(p) = {x1 } and u1 |{x1 } = s1 and u2 |{x1 } = s2 , u1 <p u2 .
Because s1 |{x1 } = s1 , it must also be true that s1 <p u2 . Similarly, u1 <p s2 because
s2 |{x1 } = s2 . Note that t is only comparable to itself from p and not comparable to any
other assignment.
• u2 <q u1
Then hA, S, P, ≤, msri is a PVCS.
The way that < and ≡ are defined gives rise to the following common properties.
Proposition 4.5 If hA, S, P, ≤, msri is a PVCS, then the following properties hold (for all
s, t ∈ SA and all p ∈ P):
•
•
•
•

asymmetry of preference: if s <p t, then not t <p s,
symmetry of indifference: if s ≡p t, then t ≡p s,
reflexivity of indifference: s ≡p s, and
incompatibility of preference and indifference: if s <p t, then not s ≡p t.

Proof The proofs are straightforward when using the unabbreviated versions of < and ≡.
There are several other properties of PVCSs that we want to highlight. The first is transitivity. Because value comparisons are made from a perspective, transitivity is also defined
per perspective. As explained in Subsection 3.2.1, transitivity is an optional property of perspectives rather than a constraint.
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Definition 4.8 (Transitivity) Let δ = hA, S, P, ≤, msri be a PVCS. We say that perspective p ∈ P is
•
•
•
•

I-transitive in δ iff s ≡p t and t ≡p u implies s ≡p u for all s, t, u ∈ SA ,
P-transitive in δ iff s <p t and t <p u implies s <p u for all s, t, u ∈ SA ,
PI-transitive in δ iff s <p t and t ≡p u implies s <p u for all s, t, u ∈ SA ,
IP-transitive in δ iff s ≡p t and t <p u implies s <p u for all s, t, u ∈ SA .

The second property concerns whether the value of all assignments can be compared from
a perspective. If the value of every two assignments can be compared from a perspective, the
perspective is called complete.
Definition 4.9 (Completeness) Let δ = hA, S, P, ≤, msri be a PVCS. We say that perspective p ∈ P is complete in δ iff either s ≤p t or t ≤p s for all s, t ∈ SA .

4.2.1

Influence Between Perspectives

As explained in Subsection 3.3, we use two relations between perspectives that express the
direction of influence between perspectives: positive and negative influence. Given a set of
perspectives, a perspective influence structure describes how all those perspectives influence
each other. We restrict influence such that a perspective can never influence itself. Furthermore, if a perspective p influences perspective q and q influences another perspective r, then
p also influences r. However, special attention must be paid to the direction of influence and
therefore we obtain a special kind of transitivity between positive and negative influence.
Definition 4.10 (Perspective Influence Structure) A Perspective Influence Structure is
a triple hP, I↑ , I↓ i with P a perspective structure, and I↑ and I↓ binary irreflexive relations
over P such that:
•
•
•
•

if (p, q), (q, r) ∈ I↑ then (p, r) ∈ I↑
if (p, q) ∈ I↑ and (q, r) ∈ I↓ then (p, r) ∈ I↓
if (p, q) ∈ I↓ and (q, r) ∈ I↑ then (p, r) ∈ I↓
if (p, q), (q, r) ∈ I↓ then (p, r) ∈ I↑

Instead of (p, q) ∈ I↑ we will also write p ↑ q and instead of (p, q) ∈ I↓ we will also write
p ↓ q. Furthermore, we will say that perspective p influences perspective q if p ↑ q or p ↓ q.
If perspectives are seen as vertices and the influences between perspectives as vertices, then
a Perspective Influence Structure (PIS) can be seen as a graph. Because a PIS distinguishes
between positive and negative influence, two different kinds of vertices are used to visualize
the different influence.
Example 4.4 (Perspective Influence Structure) Let the set of P be {p1 , p2 , p3 , q1 , q2 ,
r1 , r2 } and I↑ contain p1 ↑ q2 , q1 ↑ r1 and p2 ↑ q2 . Also, I↓ contains p2 ↓ q1 , p2 ↓ q2 and
q2 ↓ r1 . Note that no perspective influences perspective r2 . The tuple hP, I↑ , I↓ i is not a valid
Perspective Influence Structure, because it does not follow transitivity of influence.
We will now extend I↑ and I↓ to follow transitivity of influence. Let I↑0 contain I↑ and
p1 ↑ r1 (because p1 ↑ q1 and q1 ↑ r1 ) and p2 ↑ r1 (because p2 ↓ q1 and q1 ↑ r1 ). Furthermore,
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let I↓0 contain I↓ , p2 ↓ r1 (because p2 ↓ q2 and q2 ↓ r1 ) and p3 ↓ r1 (because p3 ↑ q2 and
D
E
q2 ↓ r1 ). The tuple P, I↑0 , I↓0 now is a Perspective Influence Structure and is visualized in
the ‘influence diagram’ in Figure 4.1.
r1
q1

p1

r2
q2

p2

p3

Figure 4.1: Influence Diagram. Each node represents a perspective. The normal arrows denote positive influence and the dotted
arrows denote negative influence. Indirect influence that follows
from transitivity is not visualized explicitly. For example, p1 influences r1 because p1 influences q1 and because q1 influences r1 .
However, the the influence of p1 on r1 is indirect and therefore
not visualized.

Proposition 4.6 Let hP, I↑ , I↓ i be a PIS and I = I↑ ∪ I↓ . Then I is transitive.
Proof Let p, q, r ∈ P be such that (p, q), (q, r) ∈ I. There are four cases we can distinguish
in which different constraints of Definition 4.10 apply: (1) if (p, q), (q, r) ∈ I↑ , then the first
constraint ensures (p, r) ∈ I↑ ; (2) if (p, q) ∈ I↑ and (q, r) ∈ I↓ , then the second constraint
ensures that (p, r) ∈ I↓ ; (3) if (p, q) ∈ I↓ and (q, r) ∈ I↑ , then the third constraint ensures that
(p, r) ∈ I↓ ; and, (4) if (p, q), (q, r) ∈ I↓ , then the fourth constraint ensures that (p, r) ∈ I↑ .
In all four cases it is true that (p, r) ∈ I. Therefore, I is transitive.

4

Proposition 4.7 Let hP, I↑ , I↓ i be a PIS and I = I↑ ∪ I↓ . There are no cycles in I.
Proof Because I↑ and I↓ are irreflexive and because there is transitivity, if there is a cycle,
then there is a perspective p such that p influences itself through a path of influences. Because
of transitivity, p influences itself which contradicts with the irreflexivity property.
The msr function in a PVCS specifies what attributes are used to measure value from a
perspective. If msr(p) = X, then the value that assignments get from perspective p only depends on what attribute values are assigned to attributes in X. If a perspective q is influenced
by another perspective p, then value from q also depends on value from p. Consequently,
if value from p is measured by X, then value from q also depends on X. If p influences q,
then the attributes that measure p should be contained in the attributes that measure q, i.e.,
msr(p) ⊆ msr(q) if both are defined. If this is the case for all influences, we say that a PVCS
is ‘measures-consistent’. Otherwise the PVCS is ‘measures-inconsistent’.
Definition 4.11 (Measures-Consistent) Let δ = hA, S, P, ≤, msri be a PVCS and ι =
hP, I↑ , I↓ i a PIS. We say that δ is measures-consistent under ι if and only if for all perspectives p and q the following holds: if p influences q, value from p is measured by set attributes
X and value from q is measured by set attributes Y , then X ⊆ Y .

4.2.2

Relative Importance

As explained in Subsection 3.3.3, the perspectives that influence a perspective p may differ
in their importance for p. For example, although multiple objectives influence the agent’s
perspective, one objective may be more important to the agent than another. Note that it
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does not matter whether a perspective p positively or negatively influences perspective q for
p’s importance relative to the other perspectives that influence q. However, importance for a
perspective is reflexive and transitive.
Definition 4.12 (Perspective Importance Ordering) Let P be a perspective structure.
An perspective importance ordering of P is a ternary relation over perspectives such that
• for all p, q ∈ P it is true that p Eq p, and
• for all p1 , p2 , p3 , q ∈ P it is true that if p1 Eq p2 and p2 Eq p3 , then p1 Eq p3 .
Note that these two conditions state that importance for a perspective is reflexive and
transitive respectively. We will use p Cr q to abbreviate p Er q and not q Er p. Also, we use
p ./r q as an abbreviation of p Er q and q Er p.
Example 4.5 (Importance Of Perspectives) Let ι be a PIS that is visualized in Figure 4.2
and let perspective q3 be more important for r than q2 and q2 be equally important for r as
q1 . Because importance is transitive, this means that q3 is also more important for r than q1 .
In other words, q1 ./r q2 , q2 Cr q3 and q1 Cr q3 . Perspective p2 is more important for q2 than
p1 , i.e., p1 Cq2 p2 .
r

Figure 4.2: Influence Diagram. Each node represents a perspective. The normal arrows denote
positive influence and the dotted arrows denote
negative influence. Note that p1 and p2 influence
r indirectly through q2 .

4.3

q1

q2
p1

q3
p2

Monadic Evaluations

As explained in Subsection 3.4, terms like ‘good’, ‘bad’, ‘satisfactory’, ‘best’, ‘worst’, ‘beautiful’, and ‘cheap’ are commonly used in informal discourse about what a person values. A
term like ‘good’ or ‘bad’ is a predicate that can be given to an alternative, outcome, or an
attribute of an outcome. Hansson (2001) calls such predicates monadic value predicates.
Monadic value predicates can be used to evaluate alternatives, outcomes, and attribute values
of outcomes. Evaluations by means of monadic value predicates are subjective. Namely,
what one agent finds good, another finds bad. Moreover, evaluations are done from a perspective. For example, a car may be good from the perspective of speed, but bad from the
perspective of costs.
If value from p is measured by attributes X, then only assignments that have assigned
X can be evaluated from p. Furthermore, if value from perspective p only depends on attributes in the set X, the monadic evaluations from p also only depend on attributes in X.
Consequently, if two assignments assign the same attribute values on attributes in X, then
they should be evaluated the same.
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Definition 4.13 (Monadic Evaluations) Let δ = hA, S, P, ≤, msri be a PVCS with P =
hPa , Pv , Po , Pc i a perspective structure. A Monadic Evaluation Structure based on δ is a
tuple hM, evali where M is a set of monadic value predicates and eval ⊆ Pa × S × M × P
such that:
• if s ≡p t, then eval(α, s, m, p) if and only if eval(α, t, m, p)
• if msr(p) = X and eval(α, s |X , m, p), then eval(α, s, m, p).
Example 4.6 (Monadic Evaluations) Let A = {x, y} such that both attributes have the
domain of attribute values {0, 1}. Let s0 be the assignment {(x, 0)}, s1 the assignment
{(x, 1)}, t0 be the assignment {(y, 0)}, and t1 the assignment {(y, 1)}. Value from perspective p is measured by attribute x. For convenience, we will use X to denote the set {x}.
In that case, msr(p) = X and t0 |X = t1 |X = ∅. Finally, let h{m, n}, evali be a monadic
evaluation structure.
Assume that assignments s0 and s1 have an equal amount of value from perspective p,
i.e., s0 ≡p s1 , and that agent α evaluates s0 as m from perspective p, i.e., eval(α, s0 , m, p).
Because of s0 ≡p s1 being true and the first constraint in Definition 4.13, agent α should
give assignment s1 the same monadic value predicate from p as s0 , i.e., eval(α, s1 , m, p).
Now assume that agent α evaluates the empty assignment as n from perspective p, i.e.,
eval(α, ∅, n, p). Because t0 |X = ∅ and the second constraint in Definition 4.13, agent α
should give assignment t0 the same monadic value predicate from perspective p as the empty
assignment, i.e., eval(α, t0 , n, p). For the same reason eval(α, t1 , n, p) should be true.

4

There are many monadic value predicates that are used in everyday life, e.g., good, bad,
very good, the worst, mediocre, beautiful, fast, fair and so on. We will use the following
properties that Hansson (2001) uses to describe monadic value predicates: positive, negative,
and exclusive. Subsection 3.4 described these properties in more detail. If a monadic value
predicate m is positive, then if assignment s is evaluated as m and assignment t is better than
m, then t must also be evaluated as m. An example positive value predicate is ‘good’ because
if something is good, then something that is better must also be good. We will now define a
monadic value predicate description, which consists of a set of monadic value predicates and
a description of them in terms of these properties.
Definition 4.14 (Monadic Value Predicate Description) A Monadic Value Predicate Description (MVPD) is a tuple hM, exclusive, pos, negi where M is a set of monadic value
predicates, exclusive is an irreflexive symmetrical binary relation over M and pos and neg
are disjoint subsets of M.
A monadic value predicate description specifies the properties of a set of monadic value
predicates. If a set of monadic evaluations satisfies the properties of a MVPD, then we say
that these evaluations are consistent with that MVPD. For example, if a MVPD states that
value predicates m and n are exclusive and an assignment s is evaluated as both m and n
from some perspective, then that evaluation is not consistent with that MVPD.
Subsection 3.4 describes the various properties of monadic value predicates in more detail. We will now define when a monadic evaluation structure is called consistent under a
MVPD. This definition is based on the properties of monadic value predicates as described in
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Subsection 3.4. An example property is the following: if a monadic value predicate m is positive, agent α evaluates assignment s as m from perspective p, and perspective p positively
influences agent α’s perspective, then agent α should also evaluate assignments preferred to s
from p as m. Consider for example the monadic value predicate ‘good’, which is positive. If
agent α evaluates a profit of a thousand euro as ‘good’ from the perspective of profit and the
perspective profit positively influences the agent’s perspective, then α should also evaluate
higher profits as good from the perspective of profit.
Definition 4.15 (Consistent Monadic Evaluations) A monadic evaluation structure
hM, evali is called consistent under MVPD hM, exclusive, pos, negi and PIS hP, I↑ , I↓ i if
and only if
• exclusivity: if (m, n) ∈ exclusive, then it is never the case that eval(α, s, m, p) and
eval(α, s, n, p) are both true
• positivity: if m ∈ pos, then:
– if eval(α, s, m, p) and (p, α) ∈ I↑ then eval(α, t, m, p) for every t such that s ≤p
t
– if eval(α, s, m, p), (p, α) ∈ I↓ and t ≤p s, then eval(α, t, m, p)

• negativity: if m ∈ neg, then:

– if eval(α, s, m, p), (p, α) ∈ I↑ and t ≤p s, then eval(α, t, m, p)
– if eval(α, s, m, p), (p, α) ∈ I↓ and s ≤p t, then eval(α, t, m, p)

• If (p, α) 6∈ I↑ and (p, α) 6∈ I↓ , then not eval(α, s, m, p) for any s and m.
In this thesis we will focus on the monadic value predicates ‘good’ and ‘bad’ (denoted
good and bad), i.e., M = {good, bad}. This means that the monadic value predicate description that we will use is hM, exclusive, pos, negi where (good, bad), (bad, good) ∈ exclusive,
good ∈ pos and bad ∈ neg.
Consider three assignments s, t, and u such that s <p t <p u. If both s and u are evaluated as m from perspective p, then it is interesting to investigate whether t is also evaluated
as m from p. This property is called continuity and is proven for positive and negative value
predicates as follows.
Proposition 4.8 (Positive Continuity) Let δ = hA, S, P, ≤, msri be a PVCS. For every monadic evaluation structure based on δ that is consistent under MVPD µ and PIS
hP, I↑ , I↓ i the following is true for all assignments s, t, u ∈ SA : if m ∈ pos, eval(α, s, m, p),
eval(α, u, m, p), s ≤p t and t ≤p u, then eval(α, t, m, p).
Proof Since eval(α, s, m, p) is true, it must be true that p influences α by Definition 4.15. If
p influences α, then either p ↑ α or p ↓ α is true.
First we consider p ↑ α. Because eval(α, s, m, p) and s ≤p t are true, it must be true that
eval(α, t, m, p) by Definition 4.15. Next we consider p ↓ α. Because eval(α, u, m, p) and
t ≤p u, it must be true that eval(α, t, m, p) by Definition 4.15.
Negative continuity can be proved in a similar fashion. Proposition 4.8 and a similar
proposition for negative continuity prove that Constraint 10 holds. We will now show how
the formalism that we have introduced in this chapter can be used in the running example.
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Recall the example described in Chapter 1, where a fire commander student is situated in a
situation where a factory is on fire and there a number of victims inside the building. The
student has to decide what course of action to take.
Attributes And Assignments
Various attributes can be used to express the outcome of decisions, but we will focus on
the attributes A = {x1 , x2 , x3 , x4 , x5 , x6 }. Table 4.1 describes what each attribute in A
denotes and what the domain of attribute values for each attribute is. For example, attribute
x1 denotes the number of minutes that the victims are inside the factory. Attribute x1 ’s
domain of attribute values are the natural numbers.
Table 4.1: Attributes of outcomes
Attribute

Denotes

Attribute Values

x1
x2
x3
x4
x5
x6

Number of minutes that victims are inside
Number of minutes that personnel is inside
Amount of smoke
Amount of chemicals leaked into earth
Number of minutes that victims are near fire
Number of minutes that personnel is near fire

N
N
{none, some, lots}
{none, some, lots}
N
N

4

Assignments (as in Definition 4.2) are partial functions that map a subset of attributes on
their corresponding attribute values. For example, the assignment s = {(x1 , 10), (x4 , lots)}
denotes that the victims are inside for ten minutes and that lots of chemicals leak into the
earth. Note that it only assigns attribute values to attributes x1 and x4 and does not state
what attribute values are assigned on the other attributes. Another assignment t = {(x1 , 10)}
denotes that the victims are inside for ten minutes. Note that s is a more specific assignment
than t. The restriction of s to the set of attributes {x1 } is s{x1 } = {(x1 , 10)} and thus the
same as t. Because s and t assign the same attribute value on x1 , they are compatible (see
Definition 4.3).
Different perspectives on assignments
We will assume that the student’s value tree is as visualized in Figure 4.3. Recall from Section 2.5 that we will use the ten basic abstract values from Schwartz (1992). For the example,
we will focus on the three basic abstract values of universalism, security, and benevolence.
These three basic values are the most relevant values in this example and they will cause
several interesting tradeoffs that we want to deal with. There is one objective of minimizing impact on the environment that promotes the value of universalism. Furthermore, the
objectives of maximizing safety of the victims and maximizing the safety of the personnel
both promote the value of security. Finally, the objective of maximizing the safety of the
personnel promotes the value of benevolence. For each attribute in A, a criterion perspective
is introduced.
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Figure 4.3: Value Tree
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Table 4.2 describes the perspectives in the value tree visualized in Figure 4.3. First, the
name of the perspective is given, then what the perspective denotes.
Table 4.2: Perspectives
Perspective

Denotes

α

The student’s perspective

v1
v2
v3

Universalism
Security
Benevolence

o1
o2
o3

Impact on the environment
Safety of victims
Safety of personnel

c1
c2
c3
c4
c5
c6

Minutes victims are inside
Minutes personnel is inside
Amount of smoke
Amount of chemicals leaked into earth
Minutes victims are near fire
Minutes personnel is near fire

A perspective structure (as in Definition 4.6) organizes a set of perspectives into the following disjoint sets: (1) the perspectives of agents; (2) the perspectives of basic values; (3) the
perspectives of objectives; and, (4) the perspectives of specific evaluation criteria. Table 4.2
describes the following perspective structure:
P = h{α}, {v1 , v2 , v3 }, {o1 , o2 , o3 }, {c1 , c2 , c3 , c4 , c5 , c6 }i
A perspective-based value comparison structure (PVCS) is a tuple hA, S, P, ≤, msri consisting of a set of attributes, a set of assignments on those attributes, a perspective structure,
a ternary relation ≤ and a partial function msr that maps a perspective on a set of attributes.
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In the PVCS that corresponds to the example, we will use the attributes, assignments, and
perspective structure as already described, but we still need to instantiate the ≤ relation and
msr function. Each criterion perspective ci is measured by the set of attributes {x1 } (for
1 ≤ i ≤ 6). The ≤ relation is instantiated for the criteria perspective of which the attribute
has domain N as follows: (ci , s, t) ∈≤ if and only if assignment t has an xi -value as high as
or higher than the xi -value of assignment s. The remaining criteria perspectives that are not
measured by N are instantiated as expected.
The PVCS that corresponds to the example is the tuple hA, S, P, ≤, msri where
• for 1 ≤ i ≤ 6: msr(ci ) = {xi }
• for i ∈ {1, 2, 5, 6} and for all y1 , y2 ∈ dom(xi ): y1 ≤ y2 iff {(xi , y1 )} ≤ci {(xi , y2 )}
• for i ∈ {3, 4}: {(xi , none)} <ci {(xi , some)} and {(xi , none)} <ci {(xi , lots)} and
{(xi , some)} <ci {(xi , lots)}
For example, because 10 is a higher x1 -value than 0 it is true that {(x1 , 0)} <c1 {(x1 , 10)}.
Also, because lots is a higher x3 -value than none it is true in the PVCS that {(x3 , none)} <c3
{(x3 , lots)}.
Further recall from Definition 4.7 that a PVCS satisfies the two conditions: (1) s ≤p s;
and, (2) s |msr(p) ≤p t |msr(p) if and only if s ≤p t. To satisfy these two conditions the
≤ is further instantiated. For example, consider the assignments s = {(x1 , 0), (x2 , 10)}
and t = {(x1 , 1), (x2 , 10)}. Because msr(c1 ) = {x1 } it is true that s |msr(c1 ) = {(x1 , 0)}
and t |msr(c1 ) = {(x1 , 1)}. Because 1 is a higher x1 -value than 0, it is true that s |msr(c1 ) <c1
t |msr(c1 ) . Because of the second condition this means that s <c1 t is also true in the PVCS. On
the other hand, because msr(c2 ) = {x2 }, it is true that s |msr(c2 ) = {(x2 , 10)} and t |msr(c2 ) =
{(x2 , 10)}. Consequently, s |msr(c2 ) ≡c1 t |msr(c2 ) and thus s ≡c1 t because of the second
condition.

4

Influence Between Perspectives
Recall from Definition 4.10 that a perspective influence structure is a tuple hP, I↑ , I↓ i with
P a perspective structure and I↑ and I↓ binary irreflexive relations over P such that four
transitivity-like conditions hold.
All the three values positively influence the student’s perspective. Furthermore, the objectives in P influence the values as follows: (1) objective o1 of maximizing environment
positively influences the value v1 of universalism; (2) objective o2 of maximizing safety of
victims positively influences the value v2 of security; and, (3) objective o3 of maximizing
safety of personnel positively influences both value v2 of security and value v3 of benevolence. All criteria perspectives negatively influence the objectives of which they measure the
performance. This means that lower attribute values are preferred to higher attribute values
from the perspectives of objectives.
Because of the transitivity conditions and because the criteria perspectives negatively influence the objectives perspectives, I↑ and I↓ need to contain that every criterion ci negatively
influences the values that are influenced by the objectives that ci influences. For example, because criterion c3 negatively influences objective o1 and o1 positively influences value v1 ,
c3 negatively influences v1 . For the same reasons, every criterion negatively influences the
student’s perspective α. Also because all objectives only positively influence the values and
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the values positively influence the agent’s perspective, the transitivity conditions state that
every objective must positively influence the agent’s perspective.
I↑ ={(v1 , α), (v2 , α), (v3 , α), (o1 , v1 ), (o2 , v2 ), (o3 , v2 ),
(o3 , v3 ), (o1 , α), (o2 , α), (o3 , α)}

I↓ ={(c3 , o1 ), (c4 , o1 ), (c1 , o2 ), (c5 , o2 ), (c2 , o3 ), (c6 , o3 ),
(c3 , v1 ), (c4 , v1 ), (c1 , v2 ), (c5 , v2 ), (c2 , v3 ), (c6 , v3 ),
(c3 , α), (c4 , α), (c1 , α), (c5 , α), (c2 , α), (c6 , α)}
The Perspective Influence Structure (PIS) for the example is thus hP, I↑ , I↓ i. Note that
this PIS follows the four transitivity conditions of its definition.
Relative Importance Of Perspectives
The student does not care equally about every perspective that influences his perspective.
Namely, the student finds his value perspectives important to different degrees: benevolence
is more important than universalism and security is more important than both benevolence
and universalism. Consequently, v1 Cα v2 , v1 Cα v3 and v3 Cα v2 are true. Furthermore,
criterion perspective c5 is better suited than criterion perspective c1 to measure objective
perspective o2 . Also, criterion perspective c6 is better suited than criterion perspective c2 to
measure objective perspective o3 . Consequently, c1 Co2 c5 and c2 Co3 c6 is true.
Monadic Evaluations
Using monadic evaluations, agents can express that assignments have a certain level of value
from a perspective. Section 3.4 explains in detail what monadic statements are and Section 4.3 formalizes monadic evaluations. A monadic evaluation is done by an agent and
expresses that an assignment obtains a certain monadic value predicate from a certain perspective. For example, when watching movies, agent α evaluates the assignment ‘actor is Jim
Carey’ as ‘good’ from the perspective of fun.
As explained before, we focus on two monadic value predicates good and bad, i.e.,
M = {good, bad}. The corresponding Monadic Value Predicate Description (MPVD) is
hM, exclusive, pos, negi with exclusive = {(good, bad), (bad, good)}, pos = {good} and
neg = {bad}.
Concerning the number of minutes that the victims are inside (attribute x1 ), the student
finds 10 minutes ‘good’ and 20 minutes ‘bad’ from the criterion perspective c1 . From the
criterion perspective of how many minutes the personnel is inside, the student is critical and
evaluates 0 ‘good’ and 10 minutes ‘bad’ (w.r.t. attribute x2 ). The student also cares about
criterion perspective c3 denoting ‘amount of smoke’ and evaluates ‘no smoke’ as good and
‘lots of smoke’ as bad. Concerning the amount of chemicals leaked into the earth (criterion
perspective c4 ), the student evaluates ‘none’ as good and ‘lots’ as bad. The student also
cares about the number of minutes that the victims and the personnel are near fire (criterion
perspectives c5 and c6 respectively). For c5 , he evaluates 10 minutes as good and 20 minutes
as bad. For c6 , he evaluates 0 minutes as good and 10 minutes as bad.
These monadic evaluations are represented with the 4-ary relation eval, which contains
the following.
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• from perspective c1 , α evaluates the x1 value of 10 minutes as good and of 20 minutes
as bad: (α, {(x1 , 10)}, good, c1 ), (α, {(x1 , 20)}, bad, c1 ) ∈ eval
• from perspective c2 , α evaluates the x2 value of 0 minutes as good and of 10 minutes
as bad: (α, {(x2 , 0)}, good, c2 ), (α, {(x2 , 10)}, bad, c2 ) ∈ eval
• from perspective c3 , α evaluates the x3 value of none as good and of lots as bad:
(α, {(x3 , none)}, good, c3 ), (α, {(x3 , lots)}, bad, c3 ) ∈ eval
• from perspective c4 , α evaluates the x4 value of none as good and of lots as bad:
(α, {(x4 , none)}, good, c4 ), (α, {(x4 , lots)}, bad, c4 ) ∈ eval
• from perspective c5 , α evaluates the x5 value of 10 minutes as good and of 20 minutes
as bad: (α, {(x5 , 10)}, good, c5 ), (α, {(x5 , 20)}, bad, c5 ) ∈ eval
• from perspective c6 , α evaluates the x6 value of 0 minutes as good and of 10 minutes
as bad: (α, {(x6 , 0)}, good, c6 ), (α, {(x6 , 10)}, bad, c6 ) ∈ eval
From Definition 4.13 we may recall that if msr(p) = X and eval(α, s |X , m, p), then
eval(α, s, m, p). Further recall from the PVCS that each criterion perspective ci is measured
only by the attribute x1 , i.e., for 1 ≤ i ≤ 6 it is true that msr(ci ) = {xi }. We will specify
α’s monadic evaluations from different perspectives using only assignments on the attributes
that measure that perspective. For example, from perspective c1 α evaluates the assignment
{(x1 , 10)} as good. This means that for c1 every assignment is evaluated as good by α if its
restriction to {x1 } is {(x1 , 10)}.

4

Table 4.3: Student α’s monadic evaluations w.r.t. the criterion perspectives
Perspective
c1
c2
c3
c4
c5
c6

Good
t1
t2
t3
t4
t5
t6

= {(x1 , 10)}
= {(x2 , 0)}
= {(x3 , none)}
= {(x4 , none)}
= {(x5 , 10)}
= {(x6 , 0)}

Bad
t01
t02
t03
t04
t05
t06

= {(x1 , 20)}
= {(x2 , 10)}
= {(x3 , lots)}
= {(x4 , lots)}
= {(x5 , 20)}
= {(x6 , 10)}

Recall from the Perspective Influence Structure (PIS) that every criterion negatively influences student α’s perspective. In order to make MES hM, evali consistent under the
MPVD and the PIS that we have specified before, for all 1 ≤ i ≤ 6 and all assignments
s, t ∈ S the following two conditions must be true: (1) if t ≤ci s and eval(α, s, good, ci ),
then eval(α, t, good, ci ); and, (2) if s ≤ci t and eval(α, s, bad, ci ), then eval(α, t, bad, ci ).
Consider criterion perspective c1 measured by attribute x1 denoting the number of minutes
that the victims are inside. These two conditions ensure that α evaluates every x1 -value between 0 and 10 is evaluated as good from c1 , and every x1 -value of 20 or higher is evaluated
as bad from c1 . The x1 -values between 10 and 20 are not evaluated as good nor bad by α.
Furthermore, only the x2 -value of 0 is evaluated as good from perspective c2 by α.

4.5

Chapter Summary

The previous chapter proposed a conceptual framework for value, which describes and relates
a number of concepts that are necessary to describe value in decision making. Research
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question 1b asks how argumentation can be used to reason about value. In order to be able to
use argumentation it was therefore necessary to formalize the conceptual framework of the
previous chapter, which we have done in this chapter. The next chapter uses the formalization
of this chapter to define an argumentation framework to reason about value.
We first formalized the notions of attribute, attribute value and assignment in Section 4.1,
which are necessary to describe decisions. Because value is always seen from a perspective
in the conceptual framework, we formalized the notion of a perspective in Section 4.2. Also
influence between perspectives and relative importance between perspectives was formalized.
Section 4.3 then formalized monadic evaluations. First a structure was defined that describes
the properties of monadic value predicates. Then we defined when a set of monadic evaluations satisfy the properties of the monadic value predicates. Finally, we have demonstrated in
Section 4.4 how this formalization can be used for the example in the introduction.
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Argumentation about
Perspective-Based Value

The previous chapter formalized the conceptual framework for value that we proposed in
Chapter 3. To this end, Perspective-based Value Comparison Structures (PVCS) were defined. However, for our purposes, a PVCS is not a fully general representation of preferences.
In a PVCS, each assignment is either strictly or equally preferred or incomparable to another
assignment from each perspective. Lack of knowledge about and lack of determinateness of
value from a perspective cannot be expressed in a PVCS while both are important to express
for our purposes. Moreover, it is not straightforward to use the formalism of the previous
chapter in an argumentation context. In this chapter we address research question 1b: ‘how
can argumentation be used to reason about, justify, and refute what a decision maker values’
by proposing an argumentation logic based on the formalization of the previous chapter.
A common approach to increase expressive power is to use a set of sentences that describe
the value of assignments from the different perspectives. A set of sentences is validated to see
what preference relations correspond. Hansson (2001) introduces an object language consisting of sentences expressing preference. This object language is used to represent preference
states, which are idealized states of mind with respect to value comparisons. Sets of sentences are then related to preference relations as follows: (1) start with a set S of sentences
in a suitable object language (S is called the knowledge base); (2) use a standard first-order
consequence relation to derive sentences S 0 ; and finally, (3) determine all preference relations
that satisfy S 0 . A set of sentences thus corresponds to a set of preference relations. If the set
of corresponding preference relations is empty, then the set of sentences is said to be inconsistent. If there are multiple preference relations that correspond, then we speak of either lack
of knowledge about preference or lack of determinateness of preferences.
In a decision situation there may be inconsistent knowledge, e.g., about what the current
circumstances are. However, we want to be able to work with possibly inconsistent knowledge bases and we want to make use of defeasible inference rules. The standard first-order
consequence relation is not suitable for both purposes. Namely, an inconsistent set of sentences always corresponds to no preference relations and defeasible inference rules cannot
be formalized. The argumentation framework described in Section 2.1 is suitable for these
purposes. Given the argumentation framework of an argumentation theory, every extension
corresponds to a preference relation.
Section 5.1 proposes an Argumentation System for Perspective-based Value (ASPV) and
a set of axioms to argue about how the value of assignments compare from different perspec-
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tives. Section 5.2 then proposes a meta-argumentation system to reason about the relative
strength of arguments in an ASPV. Section 5.3 uses the running example to demonstrate the
formalism proposed in this chapter. Finally, Section 5.4 summarizes this chapter.

5.1

Object-Level Argumentation

In this section we propose how argumentation can be used to reason about value from different perspectives. For this purpose, we first propose an argumentation system in Subsection 5.1.1. As specified in Definition 2.1, an argumentation system consists of a language,
a set of strict and defeasible inference rules, and a contrariness function. Next in Subsection 5.1.2, we will propose a class of argumentation theories that is suitable for reasoning
about value from different perspectives.

5.1.1

Argumentation System for Perspective-Based Value

To represent value statements, a Language for Perspective-based Value (LPV) is proposed.
An LPV is defined on the basis of a Perspective-based Value Comparison Structure (PVCS)
as defined in Definition 4.7. A PVCS is a tuple consisting of a set of attributes, a set of
assignments, a perspective structure, and a set of monadic value predicates. Each attribute,
assignment, perspective and monadic value predicate is introduced as a constant in the language. To express relations between these elements, several predicates are used. Recall from
Section 4.1 that we use a restriction function | on assignments to refer to what an assignment
assigns to a given set of attributes. Because of its convenience, we will introduce a function |
in the logical language that denotes the restriction as defined on assignments.
Definition 5.1 (Language for Perspective-based Value) Let δ = hA, S, P, ≤, msri be
a PVCS and M a set of monadic value predicates. A language for perspective-based value
w.r.t. δ and M is a first-order language with
• constants:
–
–
–
–
–

for each perspective p in P there is a constant p,
for each attribute x ∈ A, there is a constant x,
for each assignment s ∈ S, there is a constant s,
for each monadic value predicate m ∈ M, there is a constant m.
for every subset X of A, S, and P, there is a constant X

• function symbols: the binary function | that denotes restriction
• predicates:
– binary: satisfies, ↑, ↓, msr, and in
– ternary: ≤
– quadruple: eval

A language for perspective-based value contains no other formulae.
For ease of notation, if x is a constant, then we will write x. Furthermore, the constants
A, S, P, Pag , Pvl , Pob , Pcr and M denote the sets A, S, P, Pag , Pvl , Pob , Pcr and M
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Table 5.1: Abbreviations for Languages for Perspective-based Value
Abbreviation

Of

s <p t
s ≡p t
infl(p, q)
good(α, s, p)
bad(α, s, p)
∃x∈X [φ]
∀x∈X [φ]
∃x1 ,...,xn ∈X [φ]
∀x1 ,...,xn ∈X [φ]
X ⊆ X0
X ⊂ X0

s ≤p t ∧ ¬(t ≤p s)
s ≤p t ∧ t ≤p s
p↑q ∨ p↓q
eval(α, s, good, p)
eval(α, s, bad, p)
∃x [in(x, X) ∧ φ]
∀x [in(x, X) ⊃ φ]
∃x1 ,...,xn [in(x1 , X) ∧ . . . ∧ in(xn , X) ∧ φ]
∀x1 ,...,xn [in(x1 , X) ∧ . . . ∧ in(xn , X) ⊃ φ]
∀x∈X [in(x, X 0 )]
X ⊆ X 0 ∧ ¬(X 0 ⊆ X)

respectively. For example, instead of in(x, A) we will write in(x, A) and in(p, Pob ) denotes
that perspective p is in the set of perspectives representing intermediate objectives. Table 5.1
introduces several abbreviations to make notation easier.
The predicate s ≤p t denotes that the value of assignment t is as much or more than the
value assignment s from perspective p. If s ≤p t is true, we will also say that t is weakly
preferred to s from perspective p. The predicates p ↑ q and p ↓ q denote that perspective p
positively / negatively influences perspective q respectively. The predicate msr(p, X) denotes
that perspective p is measured by the set of attributes X. The predicate eval(α, s, good, p)
denotes that agent α evaluates assignment s as ‘good’ from perspective p. Similarly, the predicate eval(α, s, bad, p) denotes that agent α evaluates assignment s as ‘bad’ from perspective
p.
For example, let us consider ∀p∈P ∃q∈P [infl(p, q)], which denotes that every perspective
positively or negatively influences at least one other perspective. First note that P is actually
the constant P, which denotes the set of all perspectives. This formula is an abbreviation of
∀x [in(x, P) ⊃ ∃y [in(y, P) ⊃ p ↑ q ∨ p ↓ q]].

5

Example 5.1 (LPV) Let δ = hA, S, P, ≤, msri be a PVCS with A = {x, y}, S = {s1 , . . . ,
s8 } and P = h{α}, {p, q}, ∅, ∅i a perspective structure and let µ be a MES for δ. If Lpv is
a language for perspective-based value for δ and µ, then the following expressions are some
well-formed formulae of Lpv .
• p ↑ q ∧ q ↓ α denotes that perspective p positively influences perspective q and that
perspective q negatively influences perspective α
• in(p, P) denotes that perspective p is a member of the set P
• s1 <p s3 denotes that assignment s3 has more value from perspective p than assignment s1
• s3 <p s1 denotes that assignment s1 has more value from perspective p than assignment s3
We will now define a contrariness function (see Section 2.1) for languages for perspectivebased value. Recall that if cf is a contrariness function, then formulae φ and ψ are called
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contradictory if and only if φ ∈ cf(ψ) and ψ ∈ cf(φ). A contrariness function is used to
determine the attacks between arguments.
Definition 5.2 (Contrariness Function for PV) Let Lpv be a language for perspectivebased value. A contrariness function for Lpv is a contrariness function cf pv : Lpv → 2Lpv
with at least:
• s <p t is contradictory with t <p s, t ≤p s, s ≡p t, and t ≡p s, and
• good(α, s, p) is contradictory with bad(α, s, p)
If cf pv is a contrariness function for the LPV in Example 5.1, then s1 <p s3 ∈ cf pv (s3 <p
s1 ) and s3 <p s1 ∈ cf pv (s1 <p s3 ). Because of the definitions of attack, an argument concluding s1 <p s3 thus rebuts a defeasible argument concluding s3 <p s1 on its conclusion.
Defeasible Rules to Infer Value
The defeasible inference rules in Table 5.2 formalize the argument schemes with respect to
Lpv that were proposed in the previous chapter. These defeasible inference rules can be used
to reason about the value of assignments from different perspectives.
In this and the following chapters a number of defeasible inference rules will be introduced. Recall from Definition 2.4 that an inference rule is either strict or defeasible. A strict
rule is of the form s : φ1 , . . . , φm → φ and a defeasible rule of the form d : φ1 , . . . , φm ⇒ φ.
Here, s and d are called the rule names of the inference rules. Inference rules are usually formulated as rule schemas by the use of free variables. To refer to inference rules, we will use
the following notation that is often used in nonmonotonic logic.
Notation 5.1 (Inference Rule Names) Let φ1 , . . . , φm , ψ be formulae with x1 , . . . , xn
all free variables in them. The defeasible inference schema with antecedent φ1 , . . . , φm and
conclusion ψ will have the rule name d(x1 , . . . , xn ). The defeasible inference rule that instantiates the schema with constants c1 , . . . , cn will have the rule name d(c1 , . . . , cn ).
If we say that an inference schema is in a set R inference rules, then we mean that all
grounded instances of that schema are in R.
Example 5.2 Consider the defeasible rule schema dn (x1 , x2 ) : p1 (x1 ), p2 (x2 ) ⇒ p3 (x1 , x2 ).
Here, x1 and x2 are all free variables in the formulae in the schema. Consequently, the rule
name is dn (x1 , x2 ). For convenience, we will also refer to this schema as simply dn . Defeasible schema dn is a schema for all its grounded instances. For example, if c1 and c2 are constants, then this means that there is a defeasible inference rule dn (c1 , c2 ) : p1 (c1 ), p2 (c2 ) ⇒
p3 (c1 , c2 ).
Argument Scheme 6, 7, and 8 were proposed in Section 3.3.1 and use the influences
between perspectives to propagate value. The first three defeasible inference schemas d↑ , d↓
and d≡ formalize these three argument schemes. For example, d↑ formalizes that if t has
strictly more value than s from perspective p (s <p t) and perspective p positively influences
perspective q (p ↑ q), then defeasibly it is true that t has strictly more value than s from
perspective q (s <q t).
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In Argument Scheme 5, the structure of assignments is used to infer the relative value of
two assignments from a perspective. Namely, if assignment t has strictly more value than
assignment s from perspective p, then an assignment satisfies t also has strictly more value
than an assignment that satisfies s from perspective p. The defeasible inference schema dgnlz
formalizes Argument Scheme 5. Four defeasible inference schemas are proposed that use
transitivity to reason about value. The schemas dindf , dsi , dis and dstrct formalize Argument Schemes 1, 2, 3, and 4. These argument schemes are defeasible because transitivity is
considered to be a controversial property as discussed in Subsection 3.2.1.
Table 5.2: Defeasible Inference Schemas for Reasoning about Value
Value from influence:

d↑ (p, q, s, t) : s <p t, p ↑ q ⇒ s <q t
d↓ (p, q, s, t) : s <p t, p ↓ q ⇒ t <q s
d≡ (p, q, s, t) : s ≡p t, infl(p, q) ⇒ s ≡q t

Assignment structure:

dgnlz (p, s, t, s0 , t0 ) : s <p t, satisfies(s0 , s), satisfies(t0 , t) ⇒ s0 <p t0

Transitivity:

dindf (p, s, t, u) : s ≡p t, t ≡p u ⇒ s ≡p u
dsi (p, s, t, u) : s <p t, t ≡p u ⇒ s <p u
dis (p, s, t, u) : s ≡p t, t <p u ⇒ s <p u
dstrct (p, s, t, u) : s <p t, t <p u ⇒ s <p u

Given the language for perspective-based value, a suitable contrariness function, and the
strict and defeasible inference rules proposed above, argumentation systems for perspectivebased value are defined as follows.

5

Definition 5.3 (Argumentation System for PV) Let δ be a PVCS. An Argumentation
System for Perspective-based Value (ASPV) for δ is an argumentation system hLpv , SR ∪
DRpv , cf pv i where
•
•
•
•

Lpv is an LPV for δ,
SR is the set of all valid first-order inferences,
DRpv contains the defeasible inference rules proposed in Table 5.2, and
cf pv is a contrariness function for Lpv .

Example 5.3 (Arguments in an ASPV) Let δ be the PVCS and Lpv be the LPV of Example 5.1. Then AS pv = hLpv , SR ∪ DR, cf pv i is a ASPV for δ. The following arguments A1
and A2 are arguments in AS pv .

A1 =

s1 <p s3 p ↑ q
d↑
s1 <q s3

A2 =

s1 <q s3

p↑q
∨I
s3 ≡p s4 infl(p, q)
d≡
s3 ≡q s4
dsi
s1 ≡q s4

Argument A1 applies defeasible inference rule d↑ to conclude that assignment s3 has more
value from perspective q than assignment s1 because s3 has more value from perspective
p than s1 and p positively influences q. Defeasible inference rules dsi and d≡ and strict
inference rule ∨ are applied in argument A2 . Recall that infl(p, q) abbreviates p ↑ q ∨ p ↓ q.
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Argumentation Theories

Arguments are constructed from a knowledge base. Furthermore, arguments may differ in
strength and can thus be ordered by strength. An argumentation theory consists of an argumentation system, a knowledge base and an argument ordering. We will first define what
knowledge bases should be used in argumentation theories for perspective-based value. A
knowledge base consists of a set of necessary premises, a set of ordinary premises, and a set
of assumption premises. Table 5.3 proposes several axioms that should be in the necessary
premises in every knowledge base for perspective-based value.
Axioms ax1 and ax2 concern value comparisons. Axiom ax1 ensures that value comparisons are reflexive. Axiom ax2 formalizes Constraint 1 and ensures that value from a
perspective only depends on the attributes that measure that perspective. Axioms ax3 till ax8
are introduced concerning influence between perspectives. Axiom ax3 ensures that influence
is reflexive. Axiom ax4 formalizes Constraint 2, which ensures consistency between the attributes that measure value from perspectives and influence. Axioms ax5 , ax6 , ax7 , and ax8
concern transitivity of influence and formalize Constraints 3, 4, 5, and 6, respectively.
Axioms ax9 till ax14 concern monadic evaluations. Axiom ax9 states that if a perspective
does not influence value from an agent’s perspective, i.e., the agent does not care about that
perspective, then that agent cannot evaluate any assignment from that perspective. Axiom
ax10 states that if two assignments have an equal amount of value from perspective p and an
agent evaluates one as m from p, then that agent should also evaluate the other as m from p.
Axioms ax11 , ax12 , ax13 , and ax14 formalize Constraints 8 and 9 in Subsection 3.4.1. Note
that four axioms are required to formalize these two constraint because each constraint needs
to be formalized for the value predicates good and bad. Finally, it is not necessary to include
an axiom for Constraint 10 concerning continuity because Proposition 4.8 proves that it holds
for positive and negative value predicates and we do not use any other value predicates.
Table 5.3: Axioms for Perspective-based Value
Name

Axioma

ax1
ax2

∀s∈S ∀p∈P [s ≤p s]
msr(p, X) ⊃ ∀s,t∈S [s |X ≤p t |X ↔ s ≤p t]

ax3
ax4
ax5
ax6
ax7
ax8

∀p∈P [¬infl(p, p)]
infl(p, q) ∧ msr(p, X) ∧ msr(q, Y ) ⊃ X ⊆ Y
p↑q ∧ q ↑r ⊃ p↑r
p↑q ∧ q ↓r ⊃ p↓r
p↓q ∧ q ↑r ⊃ p↓r
p↓q ∧ q ↓r ⊃ p↑r

ax9
ax10
ax11
ax12
ax13
ax14

∀p∈P ∀α∈Pag : ¬infl(p, α) ⊃ ∀s∈S ∀m∈M [¬eval(α, s, m, p)]
eval(α, s, m, p) ∧ s ≡p t ⊃ eval(α, t, m, p)
p ↑ α ∧ good(α, s, p) ∧ s ≤p t ⊃ good(α, t, p)
p ↓ α ∧ good(α, s, p) ∧ t ≤p s ⊃ good(α, t, p)
p ↑ α ∧ bad(α, s, p) ∧ t ≤p s ⊃ bad(α, t, p)
p ↓ α ∧ bad(α, s, p) ∧ s ≤p t ⊃ bad(α, t, p)

a

All formulae with free variables are implicitly universally quantified.

A language for PV is based on a PVCS. The language for PV has constants denoting
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all elements of a PVCS and several predicates are used to describe relations between these
constants. These predicates need to be instantiated in a knowledge base according with the
PVCS. For example, an LPV has constants that denote assignments, constants that denote sets
of assignments, and a predicate in that denotes membership of a set. A knowledge base for
PV must be instantiated with when in(x, X) is true. Namely, in(x, X) is true iff x denotes
element x, X denotes set X and x ∈ X. Furthermore, an LPV has the binary predicate
satisfies. Recall from Section 4.1 that if s and t are assignments and s ⊆ t, then we say
that s satisfies t. The knowledge base should contain satisfies(s, t) iff s ⊆ t is true for the
assignments s and t.
Definition 5.4 (Knowledge Base for PV) Let AS pv be an argumentation system for PV.
A knowledge base for PV in AS pv is a knowledge base hKnp , Kop , Kas i in AS pv such that
• Knp contains the axioms in Table 5.3,
• s, t ∈ S and s ⊆ t iff satisfies(s, t) ∈ Kop , and
• x ∈ X iff in(x, X) ∈ Kop (with X a subset or equal to A, S, or P).
We will now look at when a knowledge base for PV corresponds to the structures in the
Perspective-based Value Model that we have proposed in Chapter 4. Let K = hKnp , Kop , Kas i
be a knowledge base for PV. Then K corresponds to
• PVCS hA, S, P, ≤, msri iff the following two conditions hold:
1. (s ≤p t) ∈ Kop iff (p, s, t) ∈≤, and,
2. msr(p, X) ∈ Kop iff msr(p) = X.

5

• Perspective Influence Structure hP, I↑ , I↓ i iff the following two conditions hold:
1. p ↑ q ∈ Kop iff (p, q) ∈ I↑ , and,
2. p ↓ q ∈ Kop iff (p, q) ∈ I↓ .

• MES hM, evali iff the following condition holds: eval(α, s, m, p) ∈ Kop iff (α, s, m, p)
∈ eval.
To satisfy the rationality postulates described in Subsection 2.1.5, the closure of the set
of necessary premises Knp under strict rule application needs to be consistent.
Proposition 5.1 Let K = hKnp , Kop , Kas i be a knowledge base for PV. The closure of Knp
under strict rule application is consistent.
0
Proof To prove that the closure of Knp
under strict rule application is consistent we need to
0
find a model in which all formulae in Knp
are true and to show that applying strict rules does
not lead to inconsistencies. We will now construct such a model M = hhD, R, F i , Ii with I
the interpretation function, D = {oα , os , ox1 , oS , oP , oA , o∅ , ogood , obad } the set of objects,
R = {↑, ↓, msr, in, satisfies, ≤, eval} the set of relations, and the restriction function | the
only function in F .
We will use PVCS δ = h{ox1 }, {os }, P, ≤0 , msr0 i with P = h{oα }, ∅, ∅, ∅i, msr0 (oα ) =
{ox1 }, and (os , os , oα ) ∈≤0 . In the LPV w.r.t. PVCS δ and no monadic value predicates, there
are ‘normal’ constants and constants that denote sets. The normal constants are interpreted
as I(s) = os , I(x1 ) = ox1 , I(α) = oα , I(good) = ogood , and I(bad) = obad . The constants
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denoting sets are interpreted as follows. Because the set of assignments only consists of
assignment s, the constant S is interpreted the same as the constant {s}: I(S) = I({s}) =
oS . Similarly, because there is only one attribute x1 and one perspective α, we have the
following interpretations: I(A) = I({x1 }) = oA and I(P) = I({α}) = oP . Finally, there
is a constant ∅ denoting the empty set: I(∅) = o∅ . The LPV has the predicates ↑, ↓, msr,
in, satisfies, ≤ and eval, which are interpreted as follows: (1) both ↑ and ↓ are empty, i.e.,
I(↑) = I(↓) = ∅; (2) perspective α is measured by all attributes, i.e., I(msr) = {(oα , oA )};
(3) I(in) = {(os , oS ), (ox1 , oA ), (oα , oP )}; (4) I(satisfies) = ∅; (5) I(≤) = {(oα , os , os )};
and, (6) I(eval) = ∅. Finally, the interpretation of the 2-ary restriction function | maps
(os , oA ) to os .
We will now show that all formulae in Knp (i.e., all axioms in Table 5.3) are true in M .
Axiom ax1 is true in M because there is only one assignment s and one perspective α and
s ≤α s is true. Axiom ax2 is also true in M because msr(α, A) is true and because s |A = s
and thus s ≤α s ↔ s ≤α s is true. Because infl is never true in M , axiom ax3 is also true
in M . Axioms ax4 , ax5 , ax6 , ax7 , and ax8 are all true because none of their antecedents can
be made true. Axiom ax9 is true in M because eval is never true in M . Finally, axioms ax10 ,
ax11 , ax12 , ax13 , and ax14 are all true because none of their antecedents can be made true.
0
Because all formulae in Knp
are universally quantified, the inference rule universal generalization can be applied freely without adding (semantically) new formulae. Also material
implication can be applied freely. Namely, the only formula with a material implication in
Knp whose antecedent is true is ax2 . Because msr(α, A) is true, s is the only assignment and
s ≤α s is true, the right side of ax2 does not introduce inconsistencies. Because we can find
0
a model for Knp and strict rule application does not lead to inconsistencies, the closure of Knp
under strict rule application is consistent.
Now we have defined all elements of an argumentation theory for perspective-based value
(PV).
Definition 5.5 (Argumentation Theory for PV) Let δ be a PVCS, ι a PIS, and µ a MES.
An Argumentation Theory for Perspective-based Value (ATPV) w.r.t. δ and µ is an argumentation theory hAS pv , K, ≤i where
• AS pv is an ASPV for δ and µ,
• K is a knowledge base for PV in AS pv that corresponds to δ, ι, and µ, and
• ≤ is an argument ordering over arguments in AS pv and satisfies the last-link or weakestlink principle.
Recall from Subsection 2.1.5 that an argumentation theory AT satisfies the rationality
postulates iff the following conditions hold: (1) AT is well-formed as in Definition 2.27;
(2) SR is closed under transposition or contraposition; (3) ≤ follows the last-link or weakestlink principle; and, (4) the closure of Knp under strict-rule application is consistent. We will
now show that argumentation theories for PV satisfy the rationality postulates.
Proposition 5.2 Let AT be an argumentation theory for PV. Then AT satisfies the rationality postulates in Subsection 2.1.5.
Proof Because there are no contraries in the contrariness function for PV, AT is wellformed. By Definition 5.3 of an ASPV, the strict rules are the first-order strict rules, which
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satisfy the second condition. By Definition 5.5, ≤ satisfies the last-link or weakest-link principle. Finally, by Proposition 5.1, the closure of Knp under strict-rule application is consistent. Consequently, argumentation theories for PV satisfy the rationality postulates in Subsection 2.1.5.
The relative importances of perspectives that influence a perspective, e.g., value v1 is
more important to agent α than value v2 , can be used to reason about the strength of arguments. Section 2.3 proposed a meta-level argumentation framework to reason about the
relative strength of object-level arguments. Evaluation of the meta-level arguments is used to
determine the grounded argument ordering over object-level arguments as defined in Definition 2.41. In the next section, the meta-level argumentation framework of Section 2.3 is used
in combination with the relative importance of perspectives to determine the relative strength
of object-level arguments. If this meta-level approach is used, then the grounded argument
ordering of the meta-level argumentation framework should be used as the argument ordering
of the object-level argumentation theory for PV. In other words, if hAS pv , K, ≤i is an argumentation theory for PV, then ≤ should be the grounded argument ordering induced by the
meta-level argumentation framework.
Because an argumentation theory for PV is a normal argumentation theory, an argumentation framework for it can be built in the normal way as described in Definition 2.21. This
AF can be used to determine which arguments are justified, defensible and overruled.
Proposition 5.3 Let AT be the ATPV w.r.t. PVCS δ = hA, S, P, ≤, msri and MES µ. If we
have δ 0 = hA, S, P, ≤0 , msr0 i with

5

0

• s ≤p t is a justified conclusion of AT iff (p, s, t) ∈≤ , and
• msr(p, X) is a justified conclusion of AT iff msr0 (p) = X.
then δ 0 is a PVCS.
Proof To show that δ 0 is a PVCS, we need to show that for all s, t ∈ S and p ∈ P: (1) s ≤0p s;
and, (2) s |msr(p) ≤0p t |msr(p) iff s ≤0p t.
Condition 1: because AT satisfies the rationality postulates, every strict and firm argument is justified. Using axiom ax1 , a strict and firm argument can be constructed concluding
s ≤p s for every assignment in S and every perspective p. Consequently, s ≤p s is a justified
conclusion and thus it is true that s ≤0p t.
Condition 2: if msr(p, X) is a justified conclusion, then ax2 can be used to construct
a justified argument concluding that s |X ≤p t |X ↔ s ≤p t for all assignments s and t.
If msr(p, X) is a justified conclusion, then msr0 (p) = X in δ 0 . Consequently, the second
condition is true.
Note that if AT is an argumentation theory w.r.t. PVCS δ, then the PVCS δ 0 based on
AT is not necessarily the same as δ. Suppose that δ is a PVCS with two assignments s and
t and two perspectives p and q such that s <p t, but it is not known how s and t compare
from perspective q. Furthermore, let perspective p positively influence q in the argumentation
theory corresponding to δ. Then defeasible rule d↑ can be used to infer that s <q t, which
is a justified conclusion in the PVCS based on AT . Consequently, it was not known how
s and t compare from q in PVCS δ, but in the PVCS based on the argumentation theory
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corresponding to δ, it was inferred that s <q t. Summarizing, using the argumentation
framework it is possible to infer new value comparisons.
When more than one perspective influences some perspective q it is possible that several
arguments can be constructed that conclude s <q t for some assignments s and t. In the same
way a number of arguments can be constructed concluding t <q s. In such scenarios it is
useful to accrue arguments for the same conclusion. To do this, argumentation theories for PV
should be transformed into an accrual argumentation theories as described in Definition 2.35.

5.2

Meta-Level Argumentation

Since a perspective p can be influenced by multiple perspectives, it is not uncommon that
there are several arguments concluding s <p t because of how the value of s and t compare
from the perspectives that influence p. For the same reason there may also be several arguments that conclude t <p s. Note that these kinds of arguments rebut each other and that
they do not differ in strength. Therefore, this conflict cannot be resolved. Consequently, the
arguments concluding s <p t and t <p s will not be justified or overruled, but defensible.
As explained in Subsection 3.3.3, not all perspectives that influence a perspective p are
equally important for p. The relative importance of perspectives for a perspective can be used
to determine the relative strength of arguments, which can be used to determine what attacks
are successful. If some attacks are successful and others are unsuccessful, then it is likely
that either the arguments concluding s <p t or the those concluding t <p s become justified.
Reasoning about the relative strengths of arguments is reasoning about arguments. This
kind of reasoning is therefore done on a meta-level w.r.t. those arguments. In this section we
will use the meta-level argumentation framework described in Section 2.3 to use the relative
importance of perspectives to reason about the relative strength of object-level arguments in
an ASPV. To do so, we first need to describe the meta-level language, contrariness function
and defeasible rules that we will use. Next, Subsection 5.2.2 proposes several additional
meta-level axioms and defines meta-level knowledge bases and argumentation theories. With
this machinery, the meta-level argumentation framework for PV can be used to determine the
grounded argument ordering of object-level arguments in the ASPV.

5.2.1

Meta-Argumentation System for PV

A meta-language for PV is a meta-language as defined in Definition 2.36 that is extended
with constants for perspectives and a ternary predicate E denoting the relative importance of
perspectives for a perspective. To separate the object-level clearly from the meta-level, we
will use an apostrophe to denote that an element is on the meta-level. For example, if Lpv is
the object-language, then L0pv is the language on the meta-level w.r.t. Lpv .
Definition 5.6 (Meta-Language for PV) Let δ = hA, S, P, ≤, msri be a PVCS, µ a MES
and AS pv be an ASPV for δ and µ. A meta-language for PV w.r.t. AS pv is a meta-language
w.r.t. AS pv extended with the following elements:
• for each perspective p in P there is a constant p,
• there is a constant P, and
• ternary predicate E
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As in previous chapters, if x is a constant, then we will write simply x. Furthermore, the
constant P denotes the set of all perspectives. For example, instead of in(p, P), we will write
in(p, P). We will write p Er q, which denotes that p is weakly more important for r than q.
Furthermore, in(x, X) denotes that x is a member of the set X. The abbreviations used for
meta-languages are also used in meta-languages for PV. These abbreviations can be found in
Table 2.3 in Section 2.3.1. Additionally, we will use p Cr q to abbreviate p Er q ∧ ¬(q Er
p). Recall from Subsection 2.3.1 that the meta-language contains function symbols for each
function defined on object-arguments. For example, this means that φ ∈ premises(A) and
rules(B) ⊂ rules(A) are expressions in the meta-language.
Because the meta-language for PV contains a new predicate E, the contrariness function
is adapted as follows.
Definition 5.7 (Contrariness Function for Meta-LPV) Let L0pv be a meta-language for
PV. A contrariness function for meta PV is a meta-contrariness function cf 0pv such that for all
p, q, r: p Cr q ∈ cf 0pv (q Cr p).
We will now introduce meta-argumentation systems for PV to reason about the strength
of object-level arguments. Table 5.4 proposes a number of meta-level defeasible inference
rules that will be used to reason about the relative strength of arguments. Subsection 3.3.3
explains that the influence of perspectives on a perspective can differ in importance. Assume
that agent α’s perspective is influenced by the perspectives ‘costs’ and ‘fun’ and that α cares
more about fun than about costs. This means that inferring how α prefers s and t from how
s and t compare from the perspective of ‘fun’ creates more conclusive force than inferring
this from how s and t compare from the perspective of ‘costs’. This intuition is captured in
Argument Scheme 9, which says that if perspective p is more important than perspective q
for perspective r, then inferring value from p to r is stronger than inferring value from q to
r. Because there are four combinations of how p and q can influence r, Argument Scheme 9
is formalized by the first four meta-level defeasible inference schemas1 d0↑↑ , d0↑↓ , d0↓↑ and
d0↓↓ . These schemas defeasibly infer the relative strength of applications of the object-level
defeasible inference rules d↑ and d↓ .

5

Table 5.4: Defeasible Inference Schemas for Meta-Argumentation
Influence

d0↑↑ (p, q, r, s, t) : p Cr
d0↑↓ (p, q, r, s, t) : p Cr
d0↓↑ (p, q, r, s, t) : p Cr
d0↓↓ (p, q, r, s, t) : p Cr

q
q
q
q

⇒
⇒
⇒
⇒

{d↑ (p, r, s, t)} ≺R
{d↑ (p, r, s, t)} ≺R
{d↓ (p, r, s, t)} ≺R
{d↓ (p, r, s, t)} ≺R

{d↑ (q, r, s, t)}
{d↓ (q, r, s, t)}
{d↑ (q, r, s, t)}
{d↓ (q, r, s, t)}

Given the meta-language for PV, a contrariness function for PV and the defeasible inference rules described in Table 5.4, meta-argumentation systems for PV are defined as follows.
Definition 5.8 (Meta-Argumentation System for PV) Let AS pv be an argumentation
system for perspective-based value. A meta-argumentation system for PV w.r.t. AS pv is a
meta-argumentation system L0pv , SR ∪ DR0pv , cf 0pv with:
• L0pv is a meta-language w.r.t. AS pv ,

1 Recall

from Notation 5.1 the notation that we use for defeasible inference schemas and rules.
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• cf 0pv is a contrariness function for L0pv ,
• SR is the set of all valid first-order inferences, and
• DR0pv contains the defeasible inference rules in Table 5.4.

5.2.2

Meta-Argumentation Theories

Relative importance of perspective orders perspectives from the point of view of a perspective. To ensure that the E predicate in the meta-language behaves correctly, Table 5.5 contains
two axioms for meta-argumentation for perspective-based value. Axioms ax01 and ax02 ensure
that relative importance is reflexive and transitive respectively. If a perspective p does not
influence another perspective q, then p is of no importance to q.
Table 5.5: Axioms for Meta-Argumentation for Perspective-based Value
Name

Axioma

ax01
ax02

p1 Eq p2 ∧ p2 Eq p3 ⊃ p1 Eq p3
∀p,q∈P [p Eq p]

a

All formulae with free variables are universally quantified.

In a particular domain it may be so that inferring value using the defeasible rules w.r.t.
transitivity creates more conclusive force than inferring value using the defeasible rules w.r.t.
value and influence. For example, {d↑ (p, q, s, u)} ≺R {dstrct (p, s, t, u)} could be used as
an axiom to formalize that inferring value comparison using strict transitivity creates more
conclusive force than inferring value comparison using how perspectives influence each other.
However, because these preferences may differ in different domains, we will not enforce
axioms that ensure this. If meta-argumentation theories are used in a specific domain, the
designers should consider adding such axioms.
Definition 5.9 (Meta-Knowledge Base for PV) A meta-knowledge base for PV (meta0
0
0
0
KBPV) is a meta-knowledge base Knp
, Kop
, Kas
such that Knp
contains all axioms in Table 2.4 and Table 5.5.
0
0
0
A meta-KBPV Knp
, Kop
, Kas
corresponds to an Influence Importance Ordering E (as
0
defined in Definition 4.12) iff the following condition holds: (p, p0 , q) ∈ E iff (pEq p0 ) ∈ Kop
.
To make sure that the conclusions originating from a meta-knowledge base for PV follow the
rationality postulates that are described in Section 2.1.5, we need to show that the following
property holds.
0
0
0
0
Proposition 5.4 Let Knp
, Kop
, Kas
be a meta-KBPV. The closure of Knp
under strict rule
application is consistent.
0
Proof To prove that the closure of Knp
under strict rule application is consistent we need to
0
find a model in which all formulae in Knp
are true and to show that applying strict rules does
not lead to inconsistencies. Because meta-KBPVs extend ‘normal’ meta-knowledge-bases as
in Definition 2.39, we will now extend the model M = hhD, R, F i , Ii in Proposition 2.1.
Let M 0 = hhD0 , R0 , F 0 i , I 0 i be a model with D0 = D ∪ {op , oP }, R0 = R ∪ {}, and
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I 0 the interpretation function that extends I with I 0 (p) = op , I 0 (P) = oP , and I 0 (E) =
{(op , op , op )}.
In M 0 , ax01 is true because its antecedent cannot be made true and ax02 is also true because
(op , op , op ) ∈ I 0 (E). The axioms in Table 2.4 are true in M 0 because M 0 is extended with
two constants and a relation that are not used in the axioms in Table 2.4.
0
Because all formulae in Knp
are universally quantified, the inference rule universal generalization can be applied freely without adding (semantically) new formulae. Also material
0
implication can be applied freely (and vacuously for members of Knp
, for which the an0
tecedent of all material implications is always false). Consequently, the closure of Knp
under
strict rule application is consistent.
Definition 5.10 (Meta-Argumentation Theory for PV) Let AS pv be an argumentation
system for PV and K a knowledge base in AS pv . A meta-argumentation theory for PV w.r.t.
AS and K is a meta-argumentation theory AS 0pv , K0 , ≤ w.r.t. AS pv and K such that
• AS 0pv is a meta-argumentation system for PV w.r.t. AS pv , and
• K0 is a meta-KBPV, and
• ≤ is an argument ordering that satisfies the last-link or weakest-link principle.

Note that because the contrariness in a meta-argumentation theory for PV (meta-ATPV)
has no contraries, meta-ATPVs are well-formed. Consequently, meta-ATPVs satisfy the rationality postulates in Section 2.1.5. This means that the grounded argument ordering of a
meta-ATPV satisfies the last-link principle. If the grounded argument ordering of a metaATPV is thus used in an object-level ATPV, then the rationality postulates are also satisfied
at the object-level.

5.3

5

Running Example

In this section we will demonstrate how the argumentation mechanism of this chapter can be
used to reason about what assignment to prefer in the context of the running example from
Chapter 1. Recall that in the running example a fire commander student is in a situation where
a factory is on fire and there is a number of victims inside the building. The student has to
decide what course of action to take.
We will first look into the object-level argumentation system and knowledge base that correspond to the example’s PVCS δ and MES µ as described in Section 4.4. We will then show
several interesting arguments that can be constructed from this knowledge base and see what
arguments attack each other. To determine what arguments are acceptable, we need the relative strengths of the arguments. For this purpose, we will investigate the meta-argumentation
system and meta-knowledge base that correspond to the example’s PVCS and relative importance between perspectives. From this, several meta-arguments can be constructed that induce
an object-level argument ordering. This ordering is then used to determine what object-level
attacks are successful and to determine what conclusions are acceptable.
Argumentation about Perspective-based Value
In Section 4.4, the running example was formalized in the PVCS δ = hA, S, P, ≤, msri.
Tables 5.6a and 5.6b recall from the previous chapter what every attribute and perspective
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denotes. The set of attributes A by which outcomes of decisions are described and the perspective structure P are thus as follows.
A ={x1 , x2 , x3 , x4 , x5 , x6 }

P = h {α}, {v1 , v2 , v3 }, {o1 , o2 , o3 }, {c1 , c2 , c3 , c4 , c5 , c6 } i

Also recall that the set of monadic value predicates M is {good, bad}.
Table 5.6: What the attributes and perspectives denote (as in Table 4.1 and 4.2)
(a) Attributes

x1
x2
x3
x4
x5
x6

Denotes
Number of minutes that victims
are inside
Number of minutes that personnel is inside
Amount of smoke
Amount of chemicals leaked into
earth
Number of minutes that victims
are near fire
Number of minutes that personnel is near fire

(b) Perspectives

α
v1
v2
v3
o1
o2
o3
c1
c2
c3
c4
c5
c6

Denotes
The student’s perspective
Universalism
Security
Benevolence
Impact on the environment
Safety of victims
Safety of personnel
Minutes victims are inside
Minutes personnel is inside
Amount of smoke
Amount of chemicals leaked into earth
Minutes victims are near fire
Minutes personnel is near fire

To be able to argue about what decision to take, we will now show how the argumentation
framework introduced in this chapter (which is based on δ) can be used in the running example. We will first introduce the object-level logical language, argumentation system, and
knowledge base. We will then introduce the meta-level argumentation system and meta-level
knowledge base, which is used to argue about the relative strengths of object-level arguments.
Given the outcome of this meta-level argumentation, we will determine what object-level arguments are acceptable.
Following Definition 5.1, the language for perspective-based value w.r.t. δ and M is
the first-order language Lpv . This means that Lpv contains a constant for each perspective,
attribute, assignment, monadic value predicate, and a constant for each set of perspectives,
attributes, assignments, and monadic value predicates. Using this language Lpv for LPV, the
argumentation system for PV is then the tuple hLpv , SR ∪ DR, cfi (as in Definition 5.3).
Now that we have instantiated the ASPV, we will instantiate the knowledge base that
corresponds to the structures that we defined in the previous chapter as described in Definition 5.4. Namely, we will use the knowledge base K = hKnp , Kop , Kas i that correspond to
PVCS δ, to MES µ and to IS ι as described in Section 4.4. This means that Kop contains
the knowledge about the value tree (i.e., the influence relations between the perspectives), the
monadic evaluations, what attributes measure what perspectives and how various assignments
compare from the criterion perspectives.
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Arguments And Attacks Between Them
Using the ASPV, we can consider all the arguments that can be constructed from the KBPV
K. The accrual mechanism of Section 2.2 will not be demonstrated here, but will be demonstrated in the next chapter. We will now highlight seven interesting arguments that can be
constructed from K.
A1 =

sd <c3 sa c3 ↓ o1
d↓
sa <o1 sd

A2 =

sa <c4 sd c4 ↓ o1
d↓
sd <o1 sa

Note that arguments A1 and A2 rebut each other. Because the objective o1 positively
influences the value v1 , A1 and A2 can both be used to infer value from o1 to v1 . We will
show this for A2 in A3 . Similarly, A3 can then be used to infer value from value v1 to the
student’s perspective α, which is done in argument A4 .
A3 =

A2 o 1 ↑ v 1
d↑
sd <v1 sa

A4 =

A3 v 1 ↑ α
d↑
sd <α sa

Criterion c1 is measured by attribute x1 , which denotes the number of minutes that the victims
are inside the factory. Because sa ’s x1 value is 30 and sd ’s x1 value is 20, it is true that
(sd <c1 sa ) ∈ Kop . Using this knowledge, an argument can be constructed that propagates
value from criterion c1 to the agent’s preferences as follows:
A5 =

sd <c1 sa c1 ↓ o2
d↓
sa <o2 sd

A6 =

A5 o 2 ↑ v 2
d↑
sa <v2 sd

A7 =

A6 v 2 ↑ α
d↑
sa <α sd

5

In words, because in sd the victims are 20 minutes inside instead of sa ’s 30 minutes, sd
is better from the perspective of safety for victims and therefore sd is also better from the
perspective of security and thus also from the agent’s perspective.
Meta-Argumentation
The meta-language for PV w.r.t. AS pv is the first-order language L0pv such that for each
formula, inference rule and argument in AS pv there are constants in L0pv . Also for each set of
formulae, inference rules and arguments in AS pv there are constants in L0pv .
The meta-knowledge base is instantiated with the Perspective Influence Structure ι, which
contains the relative importances between perspectives. Consequently, the meta-level ordi0
nary premises knowledge base Kop
contains c2 Co3 c6 and c1 Co2 c5 .
Because the amount of chemicals that escapes into the environment is more important
0
for the environment than the amount of smoke that is produced, c3 Co1 c4 is in Kop
. Recall
0
from Table 5.4 that the (meta-level) defeasible rule d↑↑ defeasibly infers from p Cr q that
applying the (object-level) defeasible rule d↓ on q to r is stronger than applying it on p to
r. Consequently, the following argument can be constructed, which concludes that inferring
value from c3 to o1 (i.e., d↓ (c3 , o1 , sa , sd )) is less strong than inferring value from c4 to o1
(i.e., d↓ (c4 , o1 , sa , sd )).
B1 =

c3 Co1 c4
d0
{d↓ (c3 , o1 , sa , sd )} ≺R {d↓ (c4 , o1 , sa , sd )} ↓↓
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We will now use r1 to denote d↓ (c3 , o1 , sa , sd ) and r2 to denote d↓ (c4 , o1 , sa , sd ). Because
lastDef(A1 ) = {r1 }, it is true that lastDef(A1 ) 6= ∅. Then we can apply the strict rule of
logical or introduction to construct the following strict and firm argument.
B2 =

lastDef(A1 ) 6= ∅
∨I
lastDef(A1 ) 6= ∅ ∨ lastDef(A2 ) 6= ∅

Using arguments B1 and B2 we can now apply the strict rule of logical and introduction to
construct the following argument. Note that lastDef(A2 ) = {r2 }.
B3 =

B2
(lastDef(A1 ) 6= ∅ ∨ lastDef(A2 ) 6= ∅)

B1
∧I
∧ lastDef(A1 ) ≺R lastDef(A2 )

Note that B3 is defeasible and plausible because its subargument B1 applied a defeasible rule
and because the premise c3 Co1 c4 is not a necessary premise. Now we can use the lastlink axiom lstLnk01 to infer that A2 is a stronger argument than A1 because the last applied
defeasible rules of A2 are stronger than those of A1 :
B4 =

B3 lstLnk01
MP
A1 ≺Args A2

The argument ordering over meta-level arguments represents their relative strength and
must be an admissible ordering. Furthermore, because B2 is a strict and firm argument and
B1 is a defeasible argument, it is true that B2 is stronger than B1 . Because B3 applies a strict
rule on B1 and B2 , argument orderings (see Definition 2.12) enforce that B3 is not stronger
than its subarguments and equally strong as one of its subarguments. Since B2 is stronger
than B1 , argument B3 must be as strong as B1 and less strong than B2 . Consequently, the
meta-level arguments are ordered as: B3 < B2 and B3 ≡ B1 .
Using the meta-level argumentation framework, we will now determine the grounded
argument ordering (as in Definition 2.41) over object-level arguments. Because of the axioms
in a meta-knowledge base, the grounded argument ordering ≤ contains:
• reflexive: for all object-level arguments A it is true that A ≤ A,
• transitive: for all object-level arguments A1 , A2 and A3 it is true that if A1 ≤ A2 and
A2 ≤ A3 , then A1 ≤ A3 .

Furthermore, because meta-argument B4 is a justified argument, ≤ also states that A1 <
A2 . Given the grounded argument ordering ≤ resulting from the meta-level argumentation
mechanism, the object-level argumentation theory is the tuple AT = hAS pv , K, ≤i. The
argumentation framework corresponding to AT is the tuple AF = hArgs, Attacki where
Args is the set of object-level arguments that can be constructed from K and Attack the
attack relation between them. Thus Args contains arguments A1 till A7 . Recall that A1 and
A2 preference-dependent attack each other. Because in the grounded argument it is true that
A1 < A2 , the attack of A1 on A2 is unsuccessful, whereas A2 ’s attack on A1 is successful.
This means that (A2 , A1 ) ∈ Attack.

5.4

Chapter Summary

In complex situations it is often not clear to a decision maker what outcome he values the
most. To make a decision that can be justified it is necessary to explain why a certain out-
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come was valued in a certain way. Research question 1a asked what concepts are required to
reason about what a decision maker values. Chapter 3 proposed a conceptual framework for
value in which a number of value concepts and argument schemes to reason with value were
proposed. Research question 1b asked how argumentation can be used for reasoning about
what a decision maker values. To answer this question it is necessary to formalize the conceptual framework proposed in Chapter 3 and this was done in the previous chapter. To argue
about what to value, this chapter proposed an argumentation framework for this purpose that
is based on this conceptual framework and its formalization.
In the conceptual framework, what a decision maker values is decomposed into a value
tree. For example, the decision maker’s perspective may be decomposed into a number of
abstract values, which are then further decomposed into a number of criteria that influence
what is better from the perspective of a certain abstract value. Several argument schemes
can then be used that use the decision maker’s value tree to justify that one outcome is valued more than another. Because not all perspectives that influence some perspective p may
be equally important to perspective p, these arguments differ in strength. To model this it
is required to distinguish between object-level argumentation and meta-level argumentation.
Meta-level argumentation is used to justify that one argument is stronger than another. Section 5.1 proposed the object-level argumentation system and Section 5.2 the meta-level argumentation system. In these two argumentation systems, the concepts and argument schemes
of Chapter 3 were formalized. Section 5.3 then illustrated this argumentation framework on
the running example of the introduction.

5
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Practical Reasoning

Practical reasoning is reasoning about what to do and is often contrasted with theoretical
reasoning, i.e., reasoning about what is true. In the previous chapters we have proposed
the Perspective-based Value Model (PVM), a formal model to represent value from different
perspectives, and an argumentation logic to reason about what an agent cares about. What
an agent cares about is decomposed into the general areas of concern, i.e., the values that the
agent pursues. General areas are further decomposed into intermediate objectives for which
specific evaluation criteria are used to measure their performance. An agent should perform
the alternative that results in the outcome that is valued the most from his perspective, i.e.,
the outcome that he prefers most. Using the PVM to reason about this is thus a way to do
practical reasoning. However, because there may be many alternatives and each alternative
may result in a number of outcomes, determining an agent’s preferences over these outcomes
can require a large amount of computation. We will illustrate this with the following example.
Example 6.1 (Using PVM for Making Decisions) An agent’s value tree consists of several layers: first a layer of basic values, then a layer of objectives, and finally a layer of evaluation criteria. As explained in Section 2.5, there are ten basic values representing the general
areas of concern of an agent. For each basic value, there may be a number of intermediate
objectives that further the pursuit of that basic value. Finally, for each intermediate objective
there may be a number of specific evaluation criteria that measure the performance of that
objective. Suppose that on average 3 intermediate objectives are used per basic value and that
on average each objective’s performance is measured by 2 specific evaluation criteria. In this
case, there are 10 × 3 × 2 = 60 specific evaluation criteria that the agent uses to determine
what assignment he values the most.
How assignments compare on these 60 evaluation criteria is used to argue about how
assignments compare from the perspectives of the 30 objectives the agent cares about. It is
likely that one assignment is better than another on some criteria, but worse on other criteria.
In such cases, the arguments will conflict that conclude how assignments compare on the
objectives that are measured by these criteria. If a conflict can be resolved, then there is
no problem, but it is possible that conflicts cannot be resolved. Similarly, how assignments
compare in value from the perspectives of these 30 objectives is used to argue about how these
assignments compare from the perspectives of the ten basic values. Finally, how assignments
compare from the perspectives of the ten basic values is used to determine how the value of
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the assignments compares from the agent’s perspective.
Suppose there are n possible outcomes of the alternatives an agent can perform. Ideally,
the agent should choose the alternative with the most preferred outcome. This means that the
agent needs to do at least n − 1 comparisons. Comparing the value of two assignments from
an agent’s perspective requires comparing them on the 60 specific evaluation criteria.
As illustrated in the example, using the PVM for practical reasoning will require a large
amount of computation in normal decision situations. Simon (1957) argues that the amount of
resources that both human and artificial agents have is bounded. Consequently, they cannot
compute an arbitrarily large number of computations in a constant time. In the literature,
approaches have been proposed for resource-bounded practical reasoning. For example, Raz
(1978) and Pollock (1998) propose to do practical reasoning in two steps: first an agent
should identify what goals he wants to achieve, next, he should determine the means that
achieve these ends and select the best means. The first step of identifying what goals should
be achieved is often called deliberation1 (Wooldridge, 2000). The second step is often called
means-end reasoning, which involves finding suitable plans of actions, intermediary goals,
and sub-plans and also weighing the different means in order to select the best one.
To check easily whether an outcome achieves a goal, goals need to be specific. The
specific evaluation criteria in an agent’s value tree describe what he cares about in a specific
way. In this chapter we therefore propose that an agent’s goals are expressed in terms of
specific evaluation criteria. Instead of comparing each outcome on each criterion, we will
therefore propose to generate a goal with respect to each criterion and then check what goals
are achieved by each outcome. Because goals are specific, it is easy to check whether an
outcome achieves a goal.
This chapter extends the argumentation framework for perspective-based value proposed
in the previous chapter such that it is possible to do practical reasoning taking into account
resource-bounds. First, Section 6.1 introduces achievement and avoidance goals and describes informally how an agent can justify them using his PVM by proposing a number of
argument schemes. Then, Section 6.2 describes how alternatives can be found that achieve
these goals at least partly and proposes several argument schemes that an agent can use to
justify choosing a certain alternative. Section 6.3 then formalizes the proposed argument
schemes by extending the object-level and meta-level argumentation systems for perspectivebased value. We will then demonstrate the extended formalism on the running example in
Section 6.4 and compare our approach to existing approaches for using argumentation in
practical reasoning in Section 6.5. The chapter is concluded with a summary.

6.1

Deliberation

In practical reasoning, identifying what goals an agent should try to achieve is called deliberation (Wooldridge, 2000). In the perspective-based value model, the outcomes of performing
an alternative are expressed using assignments. Therefore, we will also represent goals in
terms of assignments. In this section we will distinguish two kinds of goals and propose
several argument schemes that justify an agent having a certain goal using the agent’s value
1 Note ‘deliberation’ is used differently here than in Walton and Krabbe (1995a), where deliberation is a kind of
dialogue with the collective goal to decide what course of action is the best.
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tree and his monadic evaluations. Because a value tree may be large and there may be limited
time and resources to make a decision, an agent may have to focus on part of his value tree.
Subsection 6.1.1 introduces the notion of a decision context to focus on part of an agent’s
value tree. We will then discuss two kinds of goals: achievement goals and avoidance goals.
Subsection 6.1.2 proposes how achievement goals can be justified and Section 6.1.3 proposes
how avoidance goals can be justified. The next section of the chapter, Section 6.2, describes
how an agent can do means-end reasoning using the goals and rejections that he has justified.
Finally, Section 6.3 formalizes the argument schemes that are proposed in this Section.

6.1.1

Decision Context

The context in which a decision is made determines what perspectives matter to an agent.
For example, when deciding what movie to watch, an agent may care about the perspective
of fun, but when deciding how to help victims trapped in a burning house, an agent does not
care about the perspective of fun and does care about the perspective ‘health of victims’. In
Keeney (1992), this is called the decision context.
The time that is available to determine what decision is the best has a significant effect on
what perspectives an agent can consider in that decision context. If little time is available to
make a decision, e.g., because the more time is taken, the more likely a victim gets hurt, then
the decision-maker only has time to focus on the most important perspective. In contrast, if
much time is available, e.g., if it has to be decided what scientific theory will be used, then
the various alternatives can be compared from all the different perspectives an agent cares
about.
Determining how much time is available for a decision and thus how many perspectives
can be considered is a form of meta-reasoning about what decision-making method the agent
should use. This is a complex, but important issue, which is outside the scope of this thesis.
Instead we will assume there is information concerning what perspectives in the agent’s value
tree are important in the current decision context. To denote this, we say that ‘perspective p
is important for agent α in the current decision context’.

6.1.2

6

Justification of Achievement Goals

The notion of a goal is a motivational construct that is often used in argumentation to justify
making a certain decision, e.g., Amgoud and Prade (2009); Atkinson et al. (2006); BenchCapon et al. (2009); Walton (1996). A goal is typically represented as a proposition or literal
that is either true or false. A goal can thus be seen as a partition of possible states of the
world into those that achieve the goal (i.e., the proposition is true) and those that do not. For
example, in Wellman and Doyle (1991), a goal is a proposition representing a subset of the
space of all outcomes. If an agent has goal G, then this means that the states that satisfy G
are desirable to the agent in some way.
In the PVM, what an agent values is represented using perspectives. Instead of using a
literal that is either true or false to describe what an agent values, perspectives order assignments by their amount of value from that perspective, which is a clear representation of the
degrees to which agents desire assignments. For example, the perspective ‘profit’ represents
that 1 euro profit is valued more (or preferred) than 0 euro, that 2 euro profit is valued more
than 1, and so on. Representing that higher amounts of profit are more valuable with literals
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is a cumbersome task. However, for practical reasoning it is convenient to have these literals
that are either true or false to describe what an agent wants. For this, we will use goals.
To take into account the resource-bounds of agents, Simon (1955) proposes to simplify
value functions by mapping outcomes to 1, 0 or −1 denoting a satisfactory, indifferent and
unsatisfactory level of value respectively. We will use a similar approach that splits the ordering from a perspective into three parts. Following Amgoud and Prade (2009), we distinguish
between achievement goals and avoidance goals (see Subsection 6.1.3). In our framework,
an achievement goal states that a certain set of assignments has a satisfactory level of value
for the agent from a certain perspective. For example, an agent may have the achievement
goal from the perspective of ‘profit’ to achieve a profit of at least a thousand euro, because
this amount has a satisfactory level for the agent, even though he would be more satisfied
with an even higher profit. Note that this does not mean that all assignments in an achievement goal have an equal amount of value from its perspective. In contrast, an avoidance goal
states that a certain set of assignments has such a low level of value from a certain perspective
that the agent should try to avoid achieving those assignments. For example, an agent may
have the avoidance goal from the perspective of ‘profit’ to achieve a profit of a hundred euro
or less because this would be a really bad profit. Achievement and avoidance goals in our
framework express that their associated assignments have a certain level of value. If an agent
has a certain achievement or avoidance goal, it does not mean that the agent has a certain
intention.
We propose that an agent can justify having a certain achievement goal from perspective p
using his evaluation of what assignments are ‘good’ from p. Because the agent evaluates those
assignments as good, the agent expresses a certain level of satisfaction. Furthermore, in the
decision situations in which we are interested, there is a limited amount of time. Therefore, an
achievement goal w.r.t. perspective p is only justified if p is a perspective that is important in
the current decision context. This intuition is captured informally in the following argument
scheme.
Argument Scheme 11: Achievement Goal
In the current decision context, perspective p is important for agent α,
agent α evaluates all assignments in G as good from perspective p,
therefore, presumably, agent α has the achievement goal from perspective p to achieve an
assignment in G.
Note that using this argument scheme, an agent can justify having different achievement
goals from different perspectives that conflict. For example, an agent may have the achievement goal to live close to the city centre from the perspective of fun, but could also have the
goal to not live in the centre from the perspective of quietness. In our framework, it is not a
problem that an agent has achievement goals that cannot be achieved simultaneously.
However, it is a problem if an agent has multiple achievement goals from the same perspective. To prevent this, this argument scheme should not be applied on a set assignments
G if it already has been applied on a superset of G. For this purpose the critical question
Does α have an achievement goal from p to achieve an assignment in a superset of G? is
associated to Argument Scheme 11. If the critical question is answered positively, then the
scheme cannot be applied. Because we need a critical question to ensure this problem does
not occur, Argument Scheme 11 needs to be defeasible.
Further note that this argument scheme is liberal in the sense that the set of assignments
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that is adopted as a goal does not need to be the set of all assignments that are good from a
perspective. If a maximal goal set is mandatory, then agents need to evaluate every assignment. If there are many assignments, this takes up many resources. For that reason, even
small sets of assignments can be adopted as achievement goals. In this way, an agent can
start with a small set of assignments as an achievement goal, try to find an alternative that
achieves that goal and if he finds one he can stop looking. If he cannot find an alternative,
then he can try to make his goal broader.

6.1.3

Justification of Avoidance Goals

Recent evidence suggests that humans have different motivational systems for positive and
negative stimuli (Cacioppo et al., 1997). Inspired by this research, Amgoud and Prade (2009)
model agents with goals and so-called rejections, which we call achievement goals and avoidance goals respectively. Whereas an agent’s achievement goal explicates something he wants
to achieve (and therefore can be seen as a positive stimulus), an agent’s avoidance goal explicates something he wants to avoid (which can be seen as a negative stimulus). We say that
assignment s achieves agent α’s avoidance goal w.r.t. perspective p if and only if agent α has
the avoidance goal w.r.t. perspective p to avoid assignments in G and s does not achieve G.
In other words, if an assignment s achieves an avoidance goal, then s avoids what the agent
wanted to avoid.
Although an avoidance goal is logically similar to a goal, it is important to distinguish
between achievement and avoidance goals because evidence suggests that humans treat them
differently. The use of either achievement or avoidance goals may also have a significant effect on how a decision can be framed. By distinguishing between achievement and avoidance
goals, an agent can have three attitudes towards an outcome w.r.t. a perspective: negative (i.e.,
the agent’s avoidance goal w.r.t. p is not achieved), neutral (i.e., the agent’s avoidance goal
w.r.t. p is achieved but his achievement goal is not achieved), or positive (i.e., both the agent’s
avoidance and achievement goal w.r.t. p are achieved).
Similar to the argument scheme that justifies an agent having an achievement goal, we
propose the following argument scheme that justifies an agent having a certain avoidance
goal, i.e., wanting to avoid certain assignments. Because an agent should only have maximally one avoidance goal per perspective, this argument scheme should be defeasible. Otherwise it is possible that multiple avoidance goals are inferred for one perspective.

6

Argument Scheme 12: Avoidance Goals
In the current decision context, perspective p is relevant for agent α,
agent α evaluates all assignments in G as bad from perspective p,
therefore, presumably, agent α has the avoidance goal from perspective p to avoid assignments in G.
For the same reason as with Argument Scheme 11, we want to prevent that agents have
multiple avoidance goals from the same perspective. For this purpose the critical question
Does α have an avoidance goal from p to avoid an assignment in a superset of G? is associated to Argument Scheme 12. If the critical question is answered positively, then the scheme
cannot be applied. Assume that Argument Scheme 11 is used to justify avoiding a movie
of the genre comedy (avoidance goal 1), but also to justify avoiding a movie of either the
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genre comedy or drama (avoidance goal 2). Because avoidance goal 2 is more general than
avoidance goal 1, avoidance goal 1 should not be used.
What is good from one perspective may be bad from another perspective. It is therefore
possible that an agent wants to avoid achieving an assignment s because s is bad from one
perspective, but has the goal to achieve s because s is good from another perspective. This
is a desirable and unproblematic feature. Because achievement and avoidance goals w.r.t.
different perspectives may differ in importance to an agent, he may decide that it is more
desirable to achieve an achievement goal w.r.t. perspective p even though he does not achieve
an avoidance goal w.r.t. some other perspective.
Note that an assignment cannot be evaluated as both good and bad from a perspective
(see Subsection 3.4.1 for more details). An argument that justifies an agent having the goal to
achieve assignment s from perspective p therefore attacks an argument that uses this scheme
to justify an agent wanting to avoid s.

6.2

Means-End Reasoning

The first step in practical reasoning is deliberation, in which an agent identifies what achievement and avoidance goals he adopts. Given the goals of an agent, the second step in practical
reasoning is called means-end reasoning. In this step, the agent tries to find alternatives that
achieve at least some of his achievement goals, compares the possible alternatives and selects
the alternative2 that he likes most. Note that Wooldridge (2000, p.84) considers the process
of selecting an alternative as part of deliberation, whereas we see this as part of means-end
reasoning. In either way, the same steps need to be taken, so whether it is called deliberation
or means-end reasoning is not an important difference.
First, Subsection 6.2.1 discusses how we will represent that an alternative may result
in an outcome. Then Subsection 6.2.2 proposes several argument schemes that justify an
agent’s decision to perform a certain alternative based on what goals and rejections that alternative achieves. Finally, Subsection 6.2.3 proposes argument schemes to justify the relative
strengths of arguments in favour and against decisions. The argument schemes in this section
will then be formalized in Section 6.3.

6.2.1

Outcomes of Alternatives

The decision of an agent to perform an alternative results in an outcome. We will use assignments to express in what outcome an agent executing an alternative may result. Let Alt be the
set of alternatives that can be executed by agents, A be the set of attributes used to describe
the outcomes of alternatives, and S be the set of all assignments on attributes in A.
Definition 6.1 (Outcome Mapping) An outcome mapping is a function outcome : Alt →
2S such that for all a ∈ Alt: if s ∈ outcome(a) and t satisfies s, then t ∈ outcome(a).
Recall from Section 4.1 that assignment t satisfies assignment s iff t assigns the same
attribute values as s to all attributes that s assigns an attribute value to. To illustrate the constraint on outcome mappings, consider the following example. Suppose that when deciding
2 Recall
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what car to buy, choosing alternative a may result in assignment s, i.e., s ∈ outcome(a),
and that s denotes buying a Ford of a certain price, but that s does not assign an attribute
value on the attribute ‘annual maintenance costs’. In other words, when buying the Ford it
is not known how much the annual maintenance costs will be. Because of the constraint on
outcome mappings, this means that every annual maintenance cost is possible. However, if
it is known that certain maintenance costs are impossible, e.g., it will certainly not be more
than a thousand euro, then assignment s should not be in outcome(a), but outcome(a) should
contain all the assignments that satisfy assignment s and assign a possible attribute value on
the attribute of maintenance costs.
An alternative a is called deterministic if and only it may result in exactly one assignment, i.e., |outcome(a)| = 1. If alternative a does not result in any assignments, i.e.,
outcome(a) = ∅, then we say that performing a is impossible. Otherwise, alternative a
is called non-deterministic. This means that if alternative a is deterministic, then a results in
a single assignment on all attributes.

6.2.2

Justification of Decisions

The achievement and avoidance goals that an alternative achieves provide justification for
an agent to decide to perform that alternative. This subsection proposes several argument
schemes that informally describe several intuitions with respect to achievement and avoidance
goals and deciding what alternative should be performed. These argument schemes will be
used to provide a single reason for choosing or not choosing an alternative. Because it is
possible that there are reasons for choosing an alternative, but also reasons not to choose that
alternative, all the argument schemes in this section must be defeasible.
The underlying idea is that achievement goals can only provide positive stimuli and avoidance goals can only provide negative stimuli. This means that achieving an achievement goal
provides a reason to perform a certain alternative (i.e., a positive stimulus), but not achieving an achievement goal does not provide a reason not to perform an alternative. Similarly,
achieving an avoidance goal does not provide a reason to perform an alternative, but not
achieving an avoidance goal does provide a reason not to perform an alternative (i.e., a negative stimulus).
If an alternative certainly achieves an achievement goal of an agent, then that is a reason
for the agent to decide to perform that alternative. Namely, the agent wanting to achieve
a certain goal and some alternatives doing this is a reason to perform that alternative. The
following argument scheme describes this intuition informally.

6

Argument Scheme 13: Surely Achieved Achievement Goal
Alternative a certainly achieves agent α’s achievement goal w.r.t. perspective p,
therefore, presumably, agent α should decide to perform alternative a.
In contrast, if an alternative certainly does not achieve an avoidance goal of an agent, i.e.,
an alternative certainly achieves what the agent wanted to avoid, then that is a reason for the
agent to decide not to perform that alternative. This intuition is captured in the following
argument scheme.
Argument Scheme 14: Surely Achieved Avoidance Goal
Alternative a certainly does not achieve agent α’s avoidance goal w.r.t. perspective p,
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therefore, presumably, agent α should decide not to perform alternative a.
Note that because we assume that alternatives are exclusionary (see Section 3.2), i.e., an
agent can only decide to perform exactly one alternative, an argument concluding ‘perform
alternative a’ and an argument concluding ‘perform alternative b’ attack each other.
If an alternative is non-deterministic, then it may result in a number of different outcomes.
If there is an outcome of an alternative that achieves a goal of an agent, but not all outcomes
achieve this goal, then we say that the alternative possibly achieves that goal. If an alternative
possibly achieves a goal of an agent, then that is a reason for the agent to decide to perform
that alternative. The following argument scheme informally describes this intuition.
Argument Scheme 15: Possibly Achieved Achievement Goal
Alternative a possibly achieves agent α’s achievement goal w.r.t. perspective p,
therefore, presumably, agent α should decide to perform alternative a.
In contrast, if an alternative possibly does not achieve an avoidance goal of an agent,
then that is a reason for the agent to decide not to perform that alternative. This intuition is
captured in the following argument scheme.
Argument Scheme 16: Possibly Achieved Avoidance Goal
Alternative a possibly does not achieve agent α’s avoidance goal w.r.t. perspective p,
therefore, presumably, agent α should decide not to perform alternative a.
Note that applying Argument Schemes 15 and 16 provides weaker reasons to perform an
alternative than applying Argument Scheme 13 and 14. Moreover, because we do not distinguish between different levels of how likely performing an alternative results in an outcome,
this argument scheme should be used with care as it may create very weak reasons to choose
alternatives. For example, when there is much uncertainty, performing an outcome may result in a large number of different outcomes. It is therefore possible that such an alternative
possibly achieves a goal even though it is very unlikely. In this case, these argument schemes
can be used to justify performing that alternative. Ideally, our framework should be extended
such that the likelihood of an alternative resulting in an outcome is taken into account.
All the proposed argument schemes conclude that an agent should decide to perform or
decide not to perform a certain alternative. Applying these schemes will thus result in a
number of arguments, some of which have the same conclusion, and some of which attack
each other. To determine what decision should be taken, the agent should reason about the
relative strengths of arguments and accrue them.
In our framework, alternatives are exclusionary, which means that an agent can only
choose to perform a single alternative. Consequently, an argument concluding ‘perform alternative a’ conflicts with an argument concluding ‘perform alternative b’. Argument Schemes 13
and 15 both conclude that some agent should choose a particular alternative. Two arguments
that use these schemes to conclude that an agent should choose different alternatives thus
conflict. In contrast, argument Schemes 14 and 16 conclude that an agent should not choose
a certain alternative. An argument concluding ‘perform alternative a’ and an argument concluding ‘do not perform alternative a’ also conflict.
Arguments concluding that an alternative should be performed can thus be attacked by
two kinds of arguments: arguments concluding that another alternative should be performed
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Figure 6.1: Attacks between arguments about what decision to make
Arguments
concluding to
do alternative a

Arguments
concluding to
do alternative b

Arguments
concluding
not to do a

Arguments
concluding
not to do b

and arguments concluding that the alternative should not be performed. Figure 6.1 visualizes
the attacks between possible arguments in favour and against two alternatives a and b.
Because of this special structure between arguments concerning what alternative to perform, several approaches have been proposed to compare what decision is preferred. Subsection 6.5.2 discusses such approaches in detail, but we will give an example here to give an
idea. Namely, Amgoud and Prade (2009) propose several types of so-called ‘decision principles’ to compare decisions. Unipolar decision principles compare decisions by only looking
at the arguments in favour of or against decisions, e.g., alternative a is better than alternative b
iff a achieves more achievement goals than b. Bipolar decision principles use both arguments
in favour and against decisions to compare what decision is better.
In our framework, the various arguments in favour or against a decision can be accrued
into an accrual argument. This results in one accrual argument concluding ‘perform alternative a’, one accrual argument for ‘do not perform alternative a’, one accrual argument for
‘perform alternative b’ and one accrual argument for ‘do not perform alternative b’. To determine what arguments are acceptable we need to establish the relative strengths of these
accrual arguments. However, this is a complicated matter, especially when taking into account that the uncertainty that an alternative achieves a goal. In this thesis we will not give
a full account on how to compare the strength of accrual arguments, but we will discuss
the relative strength of applying the argument schemes that we have proposed. This relative
strength can be used to determine the strength of accrual arguments.

6.2.3

6

Strength of Arguments Schemes

The argument schemes proposed in the previous subsection can be used to construct arguments pro and con decisions. For each decision, this may result in several arguments pro and
con. However, not every application of these argument schemes creates as much conclusive
force.
If one alternative a surely achieves an achievement goal w.r.t. perspective p and another
alternative b only possibly achieves that goal, then there is a stronger reason w.r.t. p to perform a than to perform b. Consequently, applying Argument Scheme 13 on perspective p
has more conclusive force than applying Argument Scheme 15 on perspective p. Similarly, if
alternative a certainly achieves what the agent wants to avoid from perspective p and alternative b may or may not achieve what the agent wants to avoid from p, then applying Argument
Scheme 14 has more conclusive force than applying Argument Scheme 16.
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If a perspective p is more important for agent α than perspective q, then that an alternative a achieves a goal w.r.t. p creates a stronger reason to perform a than when a achieves
a goal w.r.t. q. For example, if the perspective of safety is more important to agent α than
the perspective of fun, then achieving a goal w.r.t. safety creates a stronger reason to perform
an alternative than achieving a goal w.r.t. fun. The following argument scheme captures the
intuition that if an agent finds perspective q more important than perspective p, then applying
Argument Scheme 13 on a goal w.r.t. q creates more conclusive force than applying it on a
goal w.r.t. p. Because we want to allow that other argument schemes can be introduced to reason about the relative strength of applying these argument schemes, the following argument
scheme is defeasible.
Argument Scheme 17: Goals and Perspective Importance
Perspective p is more important for agent α than perspective q,
therefore, presumably, applying Argument Schemes 13-16 on a goal w.r.t. p to justify a decision for α creates a stronger reason than applying them on a goal w.r.t. q.
Because this argument scheme is concerned with the relative strengths of applications
of Argument Schemes 13-16, it can be seen as a meta-level argument scheme. In the next
section, we will formalize Argument Scheme 17 in a meta-level argumentation system.

6.3

Formalization

In this chapter we have proposed how achievement and avoidance goals and decisions can
be justified using argumentation and the perspective-based value model. In this section we
will formalize these ideas by extending the argumentation mechanism proposed in Chapter 5.
Definition 5.3 defined Argumentation Systems for Perspective-based Value (ASPV), which
are used to reason about value from different perspectives. In addition, Definition 5.8 defined
Meta-level Argumentation Systems for Perspective-based Value (MASPV) to reason on a
meta-level about the strength of (object-level) arguments in the ASPV. This section extends
the ASPV and MASPV to make them suitable for practical reasoning.
Subsection 6.3.1 proposes an argumentation system that extends the ASPV with predicates and defeasible inference rules to justify an agent’s achievement and avoidance goals using his value tree and rules to justify decisions using the goals they achieve. Subsection 6.3.2
proposes a meta-level argumentation system that extends the MASPV to reason about the
strengths of arguments.

6.3.1

Perspective-Based Argumentation for Practical Reasoning

To formalize the argument schemes for practical reasoning described in this chapter, the logical language is extended with several constants and predicates. Consequently, the contrariness function also needs to be extended. An additional set of defeasible inference rules is then
used to formalize the new argument schemes in this chapter. We will start with the language
for perspective-based practical reasoning, which extends the language for perspective-based
value (see Definition 5.1) with several constants and predicates.
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Definition 6.2 (Language for Perspective-Based Practical Reasoning) Let Agents be
a set of agents, Alt a set of alternatives that the agents in Agents can execute and δ a PVCS.
A Language for Perspective-based Practical Reasoning is a language for perspective-based
value for δ extended with
• constants:

– for each alternative a ∈ Alt there is a constant a
– for each agent α ∈ Agents there is a constant α

• predicates:

– binary predicates results, cntxt, do
– ternary predicates goal, avoid

Because the Language for Perspective-based Practical Reasoning (LPPR) extends the
Language for Perspective-based Value (LPV), all the constants, functions, and predicates
that are in the LPV are also in the LPPR. See Definition 5.1 in Subsection 5.1.1 for the details. Similar to the previous languages that were proposed, we will write x instead of x for
constants. The binary predicate results(a, s) denotes that assignment s is a possible outcome
of alternative a. The predicate cntxt(α, p) denotes that perspective p is important for agent
α in the current decision context. The predicate do(α, a) denotes that agent α should decide to perform alternative a. The ternary predicates goal(α, p, G) and avoid(α, p, G) denote
that agent α has the achievement / avoidance goal from perspective p to achieve the set of
assignments G respectively.
Example 6.2 (Movies) Consider assignments s1 , s2 and s3 , where s1 denotes ‘genre is
comedy’, s2 denotes ‘genre is drama’ and s3 denotes ‘genre is horror’. Furthermore, assignment t1 denotes ‘length is 100 minutes’ and assignment t2 denotes ‘length is 120 minutes’.
Finally, uij is the assignment that combines si with tj . For example, u21 denotes ‘genre is
drama and length is 100 minutes’.
An alternative that can be chosen is a1 , which denotes watching the movie ‘Eternal Sunshine of the Spotless Mind’. Because this movie is a drama and takes 100 minutes, alternative
a1 results in assignment u21 . This can be represented with results(a1 , u21 ) being true.
Agent α wants to have a relaxing evening and therefore the perspective of fun (denoted
with fun) is important in the current decision context. This can be represented by the statement cntxt(α, fun). What movie is fun is determined by the genre of the movie. Agent α has
the achievement goal from the perspective of fun to either watch a comedy or a drama movie.
However, α has the avoidance goal from the perspective of fun to watch a horror movie. This
can be represented by the statements goal(α, fun, {s1 , s2 }) and avoid(α, fun, {s3 }).

6

In addition to the abbreviations in Table 5.1 that are used in the LPV, we will also use
the abbreviations in Table 6.1. Recall from the previous abbreviations that, for example,
∃t∈G [satisfies(t, s)] is an abbreviation of ∃t [in(t, G) ∧ satisfies(t, s)].
We will now define the contrariness function for perspective-based practical reasoning.
Because the LPPR extends the LPV, we will extend the contrariness function for perspectivebased value by copying all contraries and adding new ones. Since alternatives are exclusionary, agents can only choose one alternative. Therefore, do(α, a) and do(α, b) conflict with
each other if alternative a and b are different. Lastly, we want to ensure that it conflicts to
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Table 6.1: Abbreviations in the Language for Perspective-Based Practical Reasoning
Abbreviation

Of

achieves(s, G)
alwAch(a, G)
mayAch(a, G)

∃t∈G [satisfies(t, s)]
∀s∈S [results(a, s) ⊃ achieves(s, G)]
¬alwAch(a, G) ∧ ∃s∈S [results(a, s) ∧ achieves(s, G)]

have an assignment in both an achievement and avoidance goal from the same perspective.
Consequently, if two sets of assignments G1 and G2 share an assignment (i.e., G1 ∩ G2 6= ∅),
then having an achievement goal of G1 conflicts with having an avoidance goal of G2 from
the same perspective.
Definition 6.3 (Contrariness Function for LPPR) Let Lppr be a language for perspectivebased practical reasoning w.r.t. Lpv and let cf pv be a contrariness function for Lpv . A contrariness function for Lppr is a contrariness function cf ppr : Lppr → 2Lppr such that
• if φ ∈ cf pv (ψ), then φ ∈ cf ppr (ψ),
• for all agents α: if a 6= b, then do(α, a) ∈ cf ppr (do(α, b)),
• for all agents α and perspectives p: if G1 and G2 have a non-empty intersection, then
goal(α, p, G1 ) ∈ cf ppr (avoid(α, p, G2 )) and avoid(α, p, G2 ) ∈ cf ppr (goal(α, p, G1 ))
Note that goal(α, p, G1 ) and goal(α, p, G2 ) never conflict, even when G1 ∩ G2 = ∅. For
example, the achievement goal to watch a movie with the genre ‘comedy’ does not conflict
with the achievement goal to watch a movie with the genre ‘drama’. Both goals express
that their associated assignments have a satisfactory level of value from perspective p to the
agent. They do not express that their associated assignments are the only assignments with a
satisfactory level of value. For that reason, they do not conflict. However, to ensure that an
agent maximally has one achievement goal for a perspective, we will introduce an undercutter
such that an agent can only justify goals with maximal sets of assignment.
Further it is important to recall that the contrariness function for PV does not have any
contraries and note that there are no new contraries introduced in the contrariness function
for LPPR.
Defeasible Inference Rules
Section 6.1 proposed a number of argument schemes to justify an agent’s achievement and
avoidance goals based using the agent’s value tree. Section 6.2 then proposed argument
schemes to justify decisions. Table 6.2 formalizes the proposed argument schemes to do
practical reasoning. The defeasible inference schemas3 dgoal and davoid formalize Argument
Scheme 11 and Argument Scheme 12 respectively. Argument Scheme 11 says that if an agent
cares about perspective p and evaluates the set of assignments G as ‘good’, then his achievement goal of G from p is justified. However, if the agent already has an achievement goal
G0 w.r.t. p and G0 is more general, i.e., G ⊂ G0 , then this argument scheme cannot be used.
The critical question associated to this argument scheme questions this. In a similar fashion,
3 Recall
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Argument Scheme 12 can be used to justify that an agent has an avoidance goal and a similar
critical question is associated. In this way, an agent can only justify one achievement goal
and one avoidance goal per perspective that he cares about. The defeasible inference schemas
dgUC and drUC formalize the critical questions for justifying achievement and avoidance goals
respectively. They conclude that the defeasible rules dgoal and davoid respectively cannot be
applied in this specific case. Finally, the defeasible inference schemas dalwG , dmayG , dalwR
and dmayR formalize Argument Scheme 13, 15, 14, and 16 respectively.
Table 6.2: Defeasible Inference Schemas for Practical Reasoning
Goals

dgoal (α, p, G) : infl(p, α), cntxt(α, p), ∀s∈G [good(α, s, p)] ⇒ goal(α, p, G)
davoid (α, p, R) : infl(p, α), cntxt(α, p), ∀s∈R [bad(α, s, p)] ⇒ avoid(α, p, R)
dgUC (α, p, G, G0 ) : G ⊂ G0 , goal(α, p, G0 ) ⇒ ¬appl(dgoal (α, p, G))
drUC (α, p, G, G0 ) : G ⊂ G0 , avoid(α, p, G0 ) ⇒ ¬appl(davoid (α, p, G))

Decisions

dalwG (α, a, p, G) : goal(α, p, G), alwAch(a, G) ⇒ do(α, a)
dmayG (α, a, p, G) : goal(α, p, G), mayAch(a, G) ⇒ do(α, a)
dalwR (α, a, p, R) : avoid(α, p, R), alwAch(a, R) ⇒ ¬do(α, a)
dmayR (α, a, p, R) : avoid(α, p, R), mayAch(a, R) ⇒ ¬do(α, a)

Now that we have defined a language, contrariness function and a set of defeasible inference rules for PPR, we can define argumentation systems for PPR.
Definition 6.4 (Argumentation System for PPR) An argumentation system hLppr , SR
∪ DRppr , cf ppr i is called an Argumentation System for Perspective-based Practical Reasoning (ASPPR) if
• Lppr is a language for perspective-based practical reasoning,
• SR is the set of all valid first-order inferences,
• DRppr is a set of defeasible inference rules containing the rules in Table 5.2 and Table 6.2, and
• cf ppr is a contrariness function for PPR.

6

Because argumentation systems for PPR extend argumentation systems for PV, the axioms in Table 5.3 are necessary in knowledge bases for PPR. However, no extra axioms are
necessary and therefore the knowledge base for PV can be used in argumentation theories for
PV.
Definition 6.5 (Argumentation Theory for PPR) An argumentation theory hAS ppr , K, ≤
i is called an Argumentation Theory for Perspective-based Practical Reasoning if
• AS ppr an argumentation system for PPR as in Definition 6.4,
• K a knowledge base for PV as in Definition 5.4, and
• ≤ an argument ordering over arguments in AS ppr that satisfies the last-link or weakestlink principle.
Note that the knowledge base in an argumentation theory for perspective-based practical
reasoning (ATPPR) has the same necessary premises as a knowledge base for PV. Because
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the closure of the necessary premises in a KBPV is consistent under strict rule application,
it is straightforward to see that the closure of the necessary premises in a knowledge base
of an ATPPR is also consistent under strict rule application. Further note that ATPPRs are
well-formed because the contrariness function for PPR does not have any contraries. Consequently, ATPPRs satisfy the rationality postulates in Subsection 2.1.5.
Definition 6.1 specifies outcome mapping functions, which map an alternative to the set
of assignments in which performing that alternative can result. We say that a knowledge base
hKnp , Kop , Kas i corresponds to outcome mapping outcome if and only if s ∈ outcome(a) iff
results(a, s) ∈ Kop .
Example 6.3 (Arguing what movie to watch) This example extends Example 6.2. Agent
α is going to reason about what movie to watch for which he uses the argumentation theory
for PPR AT = hAS ppr , K, ≤i with K = hKnp , Kop , ∅i. Agent α’s knowledge base K contains the following. Because α cares about the perspectives of fun and length, infl(fun, α)
and infl(length, α) are both in Kop . Both fun and length are important for α in the current
decision context, so cntxt(α, p) and cntxt(α, length) are also in Kop . Furthermore, because
agent α evaluates the genres comedy and drama (assignments s1 and s2 ) as ‘good’ from perspective fun and a length of 100 minutes (assignment t1 ) as ‘good’ from perspective length,
the statements good(α, s1 , fun), good(α, s2 , fun) and good(α, t1 , length) are in Kop . Finally,
because choosing alternative a1 (watching ‘Eternal Sunshine of the Spotless Mind’) results
in assignment u21 , it is true that results(a1 , u21 ) is in Kop .
From agent α’s knowledge base it is then possible to justify that agent α should have
the achievement goal from perspective fun to achieve assignment s1 . This is done in the
following argument, which applies the defeasible rule dgoal .
A1 =

infl(fun, α) cntxt(α, fun) ∀s∈{s1 } [good(α, s1 , fun)]
dgoal
goal(α, fun, {s1 })

Furthermore, because α finds both s1 and s2 ‘good’ from fun, the following argument can
also be constructed from K.
A2 =

infl(fun, α) cntxt(α, fun) ∀s∈{s1 ,s2 } [good(α, s, fun)]
dgoal
goal(α, fun, {s1 , s2 })

Note that both A1 and A2 conclude what achievement goal agent α should have from perspective fun. However, since different achievement goals for the same agent from the same
perspective do not conflict, argument A1 and A2 do not attack each other. Further note that
the achievement goal concluded by A2 is more general than the one by A1 (i.e., it contains
more assignments). This means that the defeasible rule dgUC can be used as follows to undercut the application of dgoal in A1 .
A3 =

{s1 } ⊂ {s1 , s2 }
A2
dgUC
¬appl(dgoal (α, fun, {s1 }))

Argument A3 concludes defeasible rule dgoal cannot be applied on just {s1 } because it can
be applied on a larger set of assignments. Since A1 applies dgoal in this way, argument A3
undercuts argument A1 .
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Recall from Definition 6.5 that a knowledge base in a argumentation theory for PPR is a
knowledge base for PV as in Definition 5.4. This means that satisfies(s, t) is in Kop if and
only if assignment s satisfies assignment t, i.e., s makes the same assignments as t and possibly more. Further recall from Table 6.1 that achieves(s, G) abbreviates ∃t∈G [satisfies(t, s)].
Consequently, achieves(s1 , {s1 , s2 }) and achieves(s2 , {s1 , s2 }) are true. Again recall from
Table 6.1 that alwAch(a, G) abbreviates ∀s∈S [results(a, s) ⊃ achieves(s, G)] or in other
words, every outcome in which alternative a may result achieves the set of assignments G.
Because the only result of a1 is u21 and u21 satisfies s2 , alwAch(a1 , {s1 , s2 }) is thus true.
In other words, watching the comedy movie ‘Eternal Sunshine of the Spotless Mind’ always
achieves the goal to either watch a comedy or a drama.
We can now construct the following argument that justifies agent α performing alternative
a because a always achieves the achievement goal of α that was concluded in argument A2 .
It uses the defeasible inference rule dalwG from Table 6.2.
A4 =

alwAch(a1 , {s1 , s2 })
dalwG
do(α, a1 )

A2

Because α also cares about perspective length and evaluates assignment t1 as good from
length, α should have the goal to achieve t1 . This is justified in the following argument.
A5 =

infl(length, α) cntxt(α, length) ∀s∈{t1 } [good(α, s, length)]
dgoal
goal(α, length, {t1 })

Because alternative a1 always results in u11 and u11 satisfies t1 , it is true that alwAch(a1 , {t1 }).
The following argument can thus be constructed.
A6 =

A5

alwAch(a1 , {t1 })
dalwG
do(α, a1 )

Both arguments A4 and A6 conclude that α should watch Eternal Sunshine of the Spotless
Mind (i.e., perform alternative a1 ), but for different reasons. Namely, A4 argues that alternative a1 is good from the perspective of fun and A6 that a1 is good from the perspective of
length.

6

Recall from Section 2.2 that we can transform an argumentation theory into an accrual
argumentation theory. By transforming an argumentation theory for PPR into an accrual
argumentation theory, it is possible to accrue different reasons for doing a certain alternative.

6.3.2

Meta-Argumentation

In the previous subsection, we proposed an Argumentation System for Perspective-based
Practical Reasoning (ASPPR) that extends the argumentation system for perspective-based
value introduced in Section 5.1. In an ASPPR it is possible to construct arguments that
justify an agent having a goal given that agent’s value tree and monadic evaluations of specific
assignments. Using means-end reasoning, alternatives can be found that achieve goals of the
agent. For each of those alternatives, it is possible to construct arguments in favor and against
deciding to do that alternative. It is thus possible that for each decision there are multiple
arguments in favor and against. These arguments can be accrued, but in order to decide what
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alternative α is justified to do, α should compare the accruals to see which accrual is the
strongest.
To argue about the strength of object-level arguments in a ASPPR, we will use the metalanguage for PV as the meta-language for perspective-based practical reasoning. We will add
several defeasible inference schemas for this purpose. Subsection 6.2.3 informally describes
how to justify relative strength of arguments concerning decisions. The defeasible inference
schemas in Table 6.3 formalize these intuitions. Argument Scheme 17 describes that if perspective q is more important to agent α than perspective p, then justifying a goal with q
creates more conclusive force than justifying a goal with p. Because of the four combinations
of achievement and avoidance goals, Argument Scheme 17 is formalized with defeasible
inference schemas d0gg , d0rr , d0rg and d0gr .
Table 6.3: Defeasible Inference Schemas for Meta-level PPR
Name

Defeasible Inference Schema

Goals

d0gg (α, p, q, G, G0 ) : p Cα q
d0rr (α, p, q, G, G0 ) : p Cα q
d0gr (α, p, q, G, G0 ) : p Cα q
d0rg (α, p, q, G, G0 ) : p Cα q

⇒
⇒
⇒
⇒

Decisions

daG (α, p, q, G, G0 ) : p Cα q
daR (α, p, q, G, G0 ) : p Cα q
dmG (α, p, q, G, G0 ) : p Cα q
dmR (α, p, q, G, G0 ) : p Cα q

⇒ {dalwG (α, a, p, G)} ≺R {dalwG (α, b, q, G0 )}
⇒ {dalwR (α, a, p, G)} ≺R {dalwR (α, b, q, G0 )}
⇒ {dmayG (α, a, p, G)} ≺R {dmayG (α, b, q, G0 )}
⇒ {dmayR (α, a, p, G)} ≺R {dmayR (α, b, q, G0 )}

{dgoal (α, p, G)} ≺R {dgoal (α, q, G0 )}
{davoid (α, p, R)} ≺R {davoid (α, q, R0 )}
{dgoal (α, p, G)} ≺R {davoid (α, q, R)}
{davoid (α, p, R)} ≺R {dgoal (α, q, G)}

To argue about the relative strength of (object-level) arguments in an ASPPR (see Definition 6.4), we will now define meta-argumentation systems for perspective-based practical
reasoning (meta-ASPPRs) as meta-ASPVs extended with the defeasible rules in Table 6.3.
Definition 6.6 (Meta-Argumentation System for PPR) Let AS ppr an ASPPR. A metaargumentation system for PPR is a meta-argumentation system for PV hLppr , SR ∪ DR, cf ppr i
w.r.t. AS ppr such that
•
•
•
•

L0pv a meta-language for PV w.r.t. AS ppr ,
SR is the set of all valid first-order inferences,
DR a set of defeasible inference rules containing those in Table 6.3, and
cf pv a contrariness function for L0pv .

Object-level defeasible inference rules dmayG and dalwG both conclude do(α, a), which
denotes that agent α should perform alternative a. However, dmayG concludes this because a
may achieve an achievement goal of α while dalwG concludes this because a surely achieves
an achievement goal of α. Therefore, applying dalwG has more conclusive force than applying dmayG . Premise prem1 in Table 6.4 formalizes this intuition and should be added as
an ordinary premise to every knowledge base. The object-level rules dmayR and dalwR are
similar but then with respect to avoidance instead of achievement goals. Therefore, applying dalwR creates more conclusive force not to do a certain alternative than applying dmayR .
Premise prem2 in Table 6.4 formalizes this and should be included as an ordinary premise.
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Table 6.4: Premises for Meta-Level Perspective-based Practical Reasoning
Name

Premisea

prem1
prem2

{dmayG (α, a, p, G)} ≺R {dalwG (α, b, p, G)}
{dmayR (α, a, p, G)} ≺R {dalwR (α, a, p, G)}

a

All formulae with free variables are universally quantified.

A meta-knowledge base for PPR is now defined as a meta-knowledge base for PV that
includes the ordinary premises in Table 6.4.
Definition 6.7 (Meta-Knowledge Base for PPR) A knowledge base for meta PPR (metaKBPPR) is a meta-knowledge base hKnp , Kop , Kas i where Knp contains the axioms Table 5.5
and Kop contains the premises in Table 6.4.
Meta-KBPPRs extend meta-KBPVs (as in Definition 5.9) by adding the two ordinary
premises in Table 6.4. Meta-argumentation theories for PPR are defined as follows.
Definition 6.8 (Meta-Argumentation Theory for PPR) An argumentation theory hAS,
K, ≤i is called a meta-argumentation theory for PPR (meta-ATPPR) if
• AS is a meta-argumentation system for PPR,
• K is a meta-knowledge base for PPR, and
• ≤ is an argument ordering over arguments in AS that satisfies the last-link or weakestlink principle.
Constructing and evaluating an argumentation framework for a meta-argumentation theory for PPR is straightforward. Because the contrariness function for PPR does not contain
any contraries, meta-ATPPRs are well-formed. This also means that meta-ATPPRs satisfy
the rationality postulates in Subsection 2.1.5. Grounded argument orderings on the basis of
a meta-ATPPR thus follow the last-link principle and can be used in the (object-level) argumentation theory for PPR.

6.4

6

Running Example

Alternatives
In the running example, there are multiple alternatives that the student can decide to perform.
This example focuses on three alternatives altre , alter and altere . Recall that alternatives can
be single atomic actions or plans and that only one alternative can be chosen. Table 6.5
describes what each alternative denotes and describes the outcome in terms of the attributes
in A. In alternative alter the student first extinguishes the entire fire and then rescues the
victims4 . Extinguishing the fire completely takes thirty minutes and if the fire is extinguished
fully, then rescuing the victims only takes five minutes. With alternative alter , the victims
are thus inside for thirty-five minutes. Because the fire is extinguished gradually, after twenty
4 Because

in alternative alter the firefighters first Rescue and then Extinguish, its subscript is re.
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minutes the victims are not near the fire. Although alter does result in some smoke, it prevents
chemicals from escaping into the environment.
Alternative altre is that the student first rescues the victims and then extinguishes the fire.
If the fire is not extinguished at all, then rescuing the victims takes at least ten minutes and
possibly even twenty-five minutes. Consequently, with alternative altre the victims are inside
for anything between ten and twenty-five minutes, so they are also near the fire for anything
between ten and twenty-five minutes just like the firefighters are. Because the firefighters
can only start extinguishing when they return rescuing the victims, they will start after ten to
twenty-five minutes, resulting in a large amount of smoke and a large amount of chemicals
escaping.
In alternative altere the student first extinguishes the fire near the victims, then gets the
victims out and then extinguishes the rest of the fire. Only extinguishing the fire near the victims takes five minutes and then getting them out takes another ten minutes. With alternative
altere , the victims are inside the building for fifteen minutes out of which only five are near
fire. To rescue the victims, the firefighters need to go near the fire for five minutes.
Table 6.5: The available alternatives and their outcomes
Alt.

Denotes

x1 a

x2

x3

x4

x5

x6

altre

First rescue victims, then extinguish
fire
First extinguish fire, then rescue victims
First extinguish fire near victims,
then rescue victims, then extinguish
fire fully

10-25

10-25

lots

lots

10-25

10-25

30

5

some

none

15-20

0

15

10

some

some

5

5

alter
altere

a

Recall from Table 4.1 that x1 till x6 are the attributes in which outcomes are expressed.

Argumentation System
To argue about what agent α (the student) should do, we will now describe the argumentation
system for perspective-based practical reasoning (PPR), which requires a language for PPR.
To make the language for PPR, we will use the PVCS δ for the running example as described
in Section 4.4. Furthermore, as the set of agents we will use only agent α, i.e., Agents = {α},
and as the set of alternatives Alt = {altre , alter , altere }. Then, the language for perspectivebased practical reasoning w.r.t. δ, Agents and Alt is denoted with Lppr and defined as in
Definition 6.2. The argumentation system for PPR is then hLppr , R, cfi as in Definition 6.4.
The assignments that result from alternatives altre , alter and altere are sre , ser , and sere
respectively. Consequently, the knowledge base Kop of ordinary premises will contain the
premises results(altre , sre ), results(alter , ser ), and results(altere , sere ).
Goals
Recall the monadic evaluations of student α that are described in Table 4.3. For example,
α evaluates an x1 -value of 10 (i.e., that the victims are inside for ten minutes) as good and
the x1 -value of 20 as bad from criterion perspective c1 . Because the knowledge base is
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instantiated with all these monadic evaluations, it contains, for example, good(α, t1 , c1 ) with
assignment t1 denoting {(x1 , 10)}.
Using an agent’s monadic evaluations and his value tree, achievement and avoidance
goals can be justified using defeasible rules dgoal and davoid .
cntxt(α, c1 ) c1 ↓ α

∀s∈{t1 } [good(α, s, c1 )]

goal(α, c1 , {t1 })

dgoal

In a similar fashion, achievement goals can be justified for every criterion perspective. Let
Gi and Ri denote the sets of assignments that α evaluates as good and bad respectively from
criterion perspective ci . Then for 1 ≤ i ≤ 6 the formulae goal(α, ci , Gi ) and avoid(α, ci , Ri )
can be justified. For example, for the criterion c3 of the amount of smoke the achievement
goal goal(α, c3 , {t3 }) can be justified as follows (with t3 denoting assignment {(x3 , none)}):
cntxt(α, c3 ) c3 ↓ α

∀x∈{t3 } [good(α, x, c3 )]

goal(α, c3 , {t3 })

dgoal

In a similar way, the following avoidance goal can be justified w.r.t. criterion c3 (with t0 =
{(x3 , lots)}):
cntxt(α, c3 ) c3 ↓ α ∀x∈{t03 } [bad(α, x, c3 )]
dgoal
avoid(α, c3 , {t03 })
Justifying Alternatives
Alternative altre possibly achieves α’s goal w.r.t. criterion perspective c1 of the time that the
victims are inside the factory. As can be seen in Table 6.5, the outcome of doing alternative
altre is quite uncertain. Namely, altre may result in any x1 -value between 10 and 25. The
student α has the achievement goal of an x1 -value of 10 or less (denoted set G1 ) and the
avoidance goal of x1 -values of 20 or more (denoted R1 ) from perspective c1 . It is thus
possible that altre achieves α’s achievement goal w.r.t. c1 , but it is also possible that it achieves
α’s avoidance goal w.r.t. c1 . Consequently, the following arguments can be constructed.
1
AcmAch
(altre ) =

goal(α, c1 , G1 ) mayAch(altre , G1 )
(do(α, altre ))mAch(c1 )

6

dmAch

Recall from Section 2.2 that in an accrual argumentation system the conclusions of defeasible
rules are labeled with the application of the rule. For simplicity we have labeled them with
the most important aspect of the rule, which is in this case mAch(c1 ). Because altre may also
result in x1 -values of 20 till 25 it is possible that altre achieves an avoidance goal of α. This
creates the following argument for α not to do altre .
1
AcmAv
(altre ) =

avoid(α, c1 , R1 ) mayAv(altre , R1 )
(¬do(α, altre ))mAch(c1 )

dmAv

The agent has the avoidance goal to achieve a large amount of smoke. Because altre always
results in a large amount of smoke, the following argument can be constructed.
3
AcalwAv
(altre ) =

avoid(α, c3 , R3 ) alwAch(altre , R3 )
(¬do(α, altre ))alwAv(c3 )

dalwAv
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In a similar fashion, if an alternative x surely / possibly achieves α’s achievement goal
w.r.t. criterion perspective ci , then an accrual argument can be constructed that concludes
(do(α, x))alwAch(ci ) and (do(α, x))mAch(ci ) respectively. If x surely / possibly achieves α’s
avoidance goal w.r.t. criterion ci , then an accrual argument can be constructed concluding
(¬do(α, x))alwAv(ci ) and (¬do(α, x))mAv(ci ) . Table 6.6 describes what achievement and
avoidance goals alternatives altre , alter and altere may achieve. A + and - denote that the alternative may achieve α’s achievement and avoidance goal respectively. A 0 denotes that the
alternative may not achieve either the achievement or avoidance goal. Finally, +/− denotes
that the alternative may achieve the achievement goal, but may also achieve the avoidance
goal.
Table 6.6: Achievement and avoidance goals
achieved by the alternatives
Criterion

altre

alter

altere

c1
c2
c3
c4
c5
c6

+/-

0
0
+
0/+

0
0
+
+
0

Because we are dealing with many arguments concerning what alternative to do, we
i
will use the following abbreviations for arguments: (1) AcmAch
(a) denotes the argument
ci
mayA(ci )
that concludes (do(α, a))
; (2) AalwAch (a) denotes the argument that concludes
i
(do(α, a))alwA(ci ) ; (3) AcmAv
(a) denotes the argument that concludes (¬do(α, a))mAv(ci ) ;
ci
and (4) AalwAv (a) denotes the argument that concludes (¬do(α, a))alwAv(ci ) . For example,
2
the - in Table 6.6 for c2 and altre means that there is an argument AcalwAv
(altre ). Also, the
c2
0/− for c5 and alter means that there is an argument AmayAv (alter ) and the +/− for c1 and
1
1
altre means that there is an argument AcmayAch
(altre ) and an argument AcmayAv
(altre ).
Accruing
Because altre only possibly achieves α’s achievement goal w.r.t. c1 , only this argument can be
accrued to conclude do(α, altre ). In contrast, alter surely achieves two achievement goals of
α w.r.t. the amount of escaping chemicals and the time that the firefighters have to go inside
the factory near fire (criteria c4 and c6 ). Consequently, the following two accrual arguments
can be constructed.
A+
re =

1
AcmayAch
(altre )

do(α, altre )

A+
er =

c4
6
AalwAch
(alter ) AcalwAch
(alter )
do(α, alter )

Alternative altere has different advantages: altere surely achieves α’s achievement goals w.r.t.
the amount of escaping chemicals and the time that the victims are inside the factory near fire
(criteria c4 and c5 ).
4
5
AcalwAch
(altere ) AcalwAch
(altere )
A+
ere =
do(α, altere )
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We can also look at the avoidance goals that the alternative achieves. Recall that an avoidance
goal is something that the agent wants to avoid, so achieving an avoidance goal is not good.
Because alternative altre surely achieves the avoidance goals w.r.t. criteria c2 up until c6 and
possibly achieves α’s avoidance goal w.r.t. criterion c1 , six different arguments can be accrued
concluding that α should not do alternative altre .
A−
re =

1
2
AcmayAv
(altre ) AcalwAv
(altre ) . . .

6
AcalwAv
(altre )

¬do(α, altre )

In contrast, alternative alter achieves α’s avoidance goals w.r.t. criteria perspectives c1 and c5 .
Finally, alternative altere only achieves α’s avoidance goal w.r.t. criterion perspective c2 . This
results in the following two accrual arguments concluding that alternatives alter and altere
respectively should not be done.
A−
er =

1
5
(alter )
AcalwAv
(alter ) AcmayAv

¬do(α, alter )

A−
ere =

2
AcalwAv
(altere )
¬do(α, altere )

The attack relations between these accrual arguments are visualized in Figure 6.2. Recall
from Definition 6.3 that do(α, a) conflicts with do(α, b).
Figure 6.2: Attacks between accrual arguments about what to do and not to do
A−
re

A+
re

A+
ere

A−
ere

A+
er

A−
er

6

If all these accrual arguments were equally strong, then in the corresponding argumentation framework Are , Aer and Aere are all defensible conclusions and there is no justified
conclusion concluding what the student should do.
Meta-Argumentation
Since the student cares more about some criteria than other criteria, not all arguments in
favour and against the various alternatives are equally strong for the student. In order to
compare the strength of object-level arguments, we need to define the relative strengths of
accrual arguments. As we will describe in more detail in Subsection 6.5.2, this is a difficult
problem which we do not address in this thesis. However, we will give some intuition about
how these accrual arguments can be compared.
Alternative altre achieves the student’s avoidance goals w.r.t. five criteria perspectives and
only achieves one achievement goal. It is thus plausible that A−
re is a stronger argument than
−
+
−
A+
.
Because
A
and
A
attack
each
other,
but
A
is
stronger,
only the attack of A−
re
re
re
re
re is
+
successful. Consequently, Are is not a justified argument.
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−
Because c5 is more important than c2 , A−
er is a stronger argument than Aere . This means
that alternative alter has a stronger disadvantage than alternative altere . Both alter and altre
achieve the student’s achievement goal w.r.t. criterion perspective c4 . However, alter also
achieves the achievement goal w.r.t. c6 while altere also achieves the achievement goal w.r.t.
c5 . The relative importance of c5 and c6 is incomparable for the student. Consequently, A+
er
+
+
and A+
ere are incomparable in strength. Because Aer and Aere are incomparable, but alternative
alter has a stronger disadvantage than alternative altere , we could say that A+
ere is a justified
argument. In that case, the justified conclusion for the student is to choose alternative altere .

6.5

Related Work

In this section we will discuss the similarities and differences between the approach of this
chapter and the approaches by Atkinson et al. (2006) and Amgoud and Prade (2009). First,
Subsection 6.5.1 explains how our approach extends the approach by Atkinson et al. (2006)
by allowing to specify what an abstract value means to an agent, to argue about what outcome
is better from the perspective of an abstract value, and by making the relationship between
goals and abstract values explicit. In the approach of this chapter it is possible to construct
arguments in favor and against decisions. Since there may be multiple of such arguments it
is important to accrue those arguments. Subsection 6.5.2 discusses related work on different
kinds of accrual rules for such arguments. Finally, Subsection 6.5.3 explains how we extend
Amgoud and Prade’s (2009) approach by allowing to justify goals and priorities between
goals.

6.5.1

Atkinson et al.

We will now compare our approach to practical reasoning to the approach by Atkinson et al.
(2006), who propose argument scheme AS1 that an agent can use to argue about what action
he should perform. AS1 justifies an action if that action achieves a goal that promotes the
agent’s values. Argument scheme AS1 is as follows.
In the current circumstances R,
Agent 1 should perform action ac1,
Which will result in new circumstances S,
Which will realize goal G,
Which will promote value V.
Our approach is similar but differs in several ways. Table 6.7 summarises how the approaches differ and Table 6.8 describes how the critical questions associated to AS1 can be
interpreted in our approach. But first, we will justify why Argument Schemes 13 and 15 are
similar to AS1. Namely, Argument Schemes 13 and 15 justify that an agent does an alternative if that alternative (possibly or always) achieves a goal of the agent. In our formalization,
the formula results(a, s) denotes that alternative a results in assignment s. This could be
translated to the terminology of AS1 as ‘in the current circumstances, alternative a results in
new circumstances s’. Note that in contrast to AS1, our approach does not explicitly represent
the current circumstances, but implicitly represents this by stating in what outcome performing alternatives result. The formula goal(α, p, G) denotes that agent α has the achievement
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goal w.r.t. perspective p to achieve an assignment in G. This means that goal(α, p, G) in
combination with results(a, s) could be translated into ‘in the current circumstances, alternative a results in new circumstances s, which achieves α’s achievement goal G’. Argument
Schemes 13 and 15 are thus similar to AS1 except that they do not concern what values of
the agent are promoted. Instead, the values that an alternative promotes are considered in
the justification of an agent wanting to achieve a certain goal. Argument Scheme 11 justifies an agent having an achievement goal w.r.t. a certain perspective p if p influences a value
that the agent pursues, p is relevant in the decision context and the agent evaluates the goal
assignments as ‘good’ from p.
Table 6.7: Atkinson et al.’s (2006) approach compared to PVM approach
AS1

Our Approach

One ‘big’ argument scheme

Multiple smaller argument schemes

Valuation function is input to the system and exactly defines what constitutes a value. Not possible to discuss what a value means.
Valuation function completely specifies what
transitions promote and demote what values

What constitutes a value is represented in a value
tree and is open for debate

Goals are input to the system

Priorities between values, not between goals
No uncertainty in whether an alternative
achieves a goal

Given a value tree and monadic evaluations,
goals are justified
Distinction between achievement and avoidance
goals
Priorities between values and between goals
Rough distinction between always achieving
and possibly achieving

Explicit representation of the current circumstances

Current circumstances implicitly represented in
the attributes of outcomes

Formalization in AATS

Formalization in ASPIC+

Only achievement goalsa

a

Argumentation about what transitions promote
and demote values

6

Atkinson and Bench-Capon (2007b) discuss avoidance goals and relate it to demoting values.

In AS1, the notions of promoting and demoting values are used to justify decisions. A
so-called valuation function maps a value and a state transition to ‘promotes’, ‘demotes’ or
‘neutral’. This valuation function completely determines when a transition promotes and
demotes a value and thus what the value means. The valuation function is input to the system
and cannot be changed or discussed. Atkinson and Bench-Capon (2007b) do allow agents
having different valuation functions, but their approach does not permit further arguments to
resolve this.
As explained in Section 2.5, research in psychology has investigated what values people
in all parts of the world find important. Schwartz (1992) proposes ten basic values that are
found universally. Recall that perspective structures (see Definition 4.6) contain a set Pv
for perspectives representing general areas of concern, i.e., values. The ten basic values of
Schwartz can be modeled by putting a perspective in Pv for each basic value. If an agent
α pursues basic value v, then v positively influences α’s perspective. What a basic value
means for a particular agent is then decomposed into perspectives that are more specific until
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those perspectives represent specific evaluation criteria. If criterion perspective p measures
value v ∈ Pv , i.e., p positively or negatively influences v, and alternative a achieves agent
α’s achievement goal w.r.t. p, then we say that alternative a promotes value v. In contrast, if
alternative a achieves agent α’s avoidance goal w.r.t. p, then we say that alternative a demotes
value v.
Several critical questions of argument scheme AS1 concern the values that are promoted
and demoted. Critical question CQ3a asks whether the action also promotes another value.
In our system this can be translated as whether there is another basic value v 0 ∈ Pv such that
the alternative promotes v 0 . Critical question CQ4a asks whether the action has a side effect
which demotes the value v. In our system this translates to whether there is another specific
evaluation criterion q ∈ Pc such that the alternative achieves α’s avoidance goal w.r.t. q.
Similarly, critical question CQ4b asks whether the action demotes some other value, which
is translated to whether there is another value v 0 ∈ Pv such that the alternative demotes v 0 .
As explained in Section 2.1, ASPIC+ is an abstract framework for structured argumentation. By using ASPIC+ it is straightforward to extend our argumentation framework. For
example, in our approach it is not possible to justify that doing an alternative results in a particular assignment. However, it is straightforward to enrich the logical language with more
predicates (e.g., that state properties of the current circumstances) and to add defeasible rules
that infer the outcome of an alternative.

6.5.2

Decision Rules

If the object-level argument system is an accrual argumentation system, then its corresponding meta-argumentation system can be used to compare the relative strength of accrual arguments. Some work has been done on how to compare accrual arguments in decision making.
For example, Dubois et al. (2008) propose a number of qualitative decision rules that specify
what decision to prefer given arguments pro and con the decisions and an ordinal ranking
over these arguments by importance.
In Bonnefon and Fargier (2006) and Bonnefon et al. (2008), 62 human subjects were
given 33 situations where they had to choose one from two alternatives. Each alternative was
described as a list of arguments pro and con. Using this data, they tested how well seven
decision rules could predict what decision subjects would make. The lexi rule (also called
the level-wise tallying heuristic) scans the arguments pro and con of each alternative from the
most important to the least important important. If a level of importance is reached such that
one decision has more arguments pro or con, then the decision with most arguments pro or
the least arguments con is chosen. The lexi rule ordered the decisions in the same way as the
human subjects in 80 percent of the cases. Bench-Capon et al. (2011) propose a formal twophase model of democratic policy deliberation and formalize the lexi rule to accrue reasons
for and against proposals. In future work, it would be useful to formalize the lexi rule in the
meta-level argumentation system to determine the relative strength of accrual arguments.
Bench-Capon and Prakken (2006) use Prakken (2005b)’s accrual mechanism to accrue
arguments pro and con decisions. Arguments w.r.t. decisions are constructed using Atkinson
et al. (2006)’s practical reasoning scheme. A function v is assumed that returns the sets
of promoted and demoted values given an argument pro or con a decision. For example, if
argument A is an argument pro some decision, then v(A) = hprom, demi is calculated, where
prom is the set of promoted values and dem the set of demoted values. The relative strength
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Table 6.8: Critical Questions of AS1 in ASPPR
Critical Questions for AS1

ASPPR

CQ1a: Are there alternative ways of realizing
the same consequences?
CQ1b: Are there alternative ways of achieving
the same goal?
CQ1c: Are there alternative ways of promoting
the same value?

Is there an alternative b such that results(b, s)?
Is there an alternative b such that alwAch(b, G)
or mayAch(b, G)?
Is there another alternative that achieves a goal
w.r.t. another criterion for value v?

CQ2: Is it possible to do action A?

Is results(a, s) really true?

CQ3a: Would doing action A promote some
other value?
CQ3b: Does action A preclude another action
which promotes another value?

Is there a different value v 0 that α pursues such
that alternative a promotes v 0 ?
Is there an alternative b that promotes a
different value that α pursues?

CQ4a: Does doing action A have a side effect
which demotes the value V?
CQ4b: Does doing action A have a side effect
which demotes some other value?

Does a demote value v on some other criterion
perspectives that influences v?
Is there another value that α pursues which is
demoted by alternative a?

CQ5a: Are the believed circumstances R really
possible?
CQ5b: Are the believed circumstances R really
true?
CQ5c: Assuming both of these, does action A
have the stated consequences S?
CQ5d: Assuming all of these, does action A
really bring about the desired goal G?

Not applicable, requires extension.

CQ6a: Whether goal G does realize the value
intended
CQ6b: Whether the value proposed is indeed a
legitimate value.

Does criterion p really influence value v and are
all assignments in G really good?
Do criterion p and value v really influence α
and are they important in the decision context?

CQ7a: Whether the situation S believed by
agent a to result from doing action A is a
possible state of affairs.
CQ7b: Whether the particular aspects of
situation S represented by G are possible.

Is results(a, s) really true? Namely, if s is not
possible, then it can never be the result of an
alternative.
Is results(a, s) really true? Alternatives cannot
result in impossible assignments.

Not applicable, requires extension.
Is results(a, s) really true?
Is alwAch(a, G) really true?

6

of accrual arguments is then defined using a preference ordering over the sets of promoted
and demoted values. The authors refer to Amgoud (2005) for related definitions to order sets
of promoted and demoted values.
Another approach to accrue arguments is described in the paper by Amgoud and Prade
(2009). This approach will be discussed in more detail in the next subsection.

6.5.3

Amgoud and Prade

Amgoud and Prade (2009) unify a number of papers written by Amgoud and Prade, such as,
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Amgoud et al. (2005) and Amgoud and Prade (2006) in order to propose an argumentationbased framework for decision making. The framework distinguishes between so-called epistemic arguments and practical arguments. An epistemic argument supports beliefs, whereas
practical arguments justify or refute candidate decisions. As already explained in Subsection 6.1.3, in their framework agents have a set of goals and a set of rejections, which explicate what an agent wants to achieve and to avoid respectively. Practical arguments conclude
whether a candidate decision achieves a goal or rejection.
Two steps are then taken to compare candidate decisions. Firstly, both epistemic and practical arguments are evaluated using acceptability semantics. This step results in a number of
arguments that are accepted, i.e., arguments of which the conclusions are justified. Secondly,
candidate decisions are compared using the accepted practical arguments. Several kinds of
so-called decision principles are proposed that use the arguments pro and con to compare
candidate decisions. Unipolar principles either use the goals or use the rejections that an
alternative achieves to compare decisions. For example, the more goals that are achieved,
the more preferred a decision is. Bipolar principles use both goals and rejections to compare
decisions. Finally, non-polar principles are described as principles that accrue arguments pro
and con candidate decisions into a unique meta-argument having a unique strength. Comparing two candidate decisions is then done by comparing their corresponding meta-arguments.
Unipolar and bipolar decision principles can be implemented in a non-polar principle. For
example, consider the unipolar principle ‘the more arguments pro a candidate decision, the
more preferred it is’. This principle could be implemented as: the meta-argument that accrues all arguments pro and con candidate decision d1 is stronger than the meta-argument
that accrues all arguments pro and con candidate decision d2 if and only if there are more
arguments pro d1 accrued than there are arguments pro d2 accrued.
We will now compare Amgoud and Prade’s framework (for easy reference we will call
this APF) to the framework proposed in this and the previous chapter. Table 6.9 summarizes
the most important differences and some similarities. Both frameworks consider alternatives
(called options or candidate decisions in the APF) in a similar fashion. In our framework,
arguments that conclude in what assignment performing an alternative results can be seen as
epistemic arguments in APF and agents can have achievement and avoidance goals, which
correspond to APF’s notions of goals and rejections.
APF distinguishes between four kinds of practical arguments w.r.t. a candidate decision
d: (1) positive arguments pro d conclude that d achieves a goal; (2) negative arguments pro
d conclude that d successfully avoids a rejection; (3) positive arguments con d conclude that
d achieves a rejection; and, (4) negative arguments con d conclude that d does not achieve a
goal. In our framework we can make a similar distinction. Table 6.10 describes to what these
different positive / negative arguments pro / con correspond in our framework.
The part of our framework that allows arguing about what achievement and avoidance
goals an agent should have can be used to extend the APF since this is not possible in the
APF. If the APF is extended in this way, then the APF does not require specifying what goals
and rejections an agent has or how important they are. Instead, this extension requires that
the agent’s value tree, monadic evaluations, and how important the agent finds the criteria
perspectives in his value tree. This enables agents to argue about what abstract values to
hold, what objectives to pursue, how to measure the performance of those objectives and
what goals to adopt.
In contrast, the decision principles in the APF can be used to replace the part of our
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Table 6.9: Amgoud and Prade (2009)’s approach compared to our PVM approach
Amgoud and Prade

Our Approach

Alternatives are abstract entities and only one
can be chosen
Requires goals and rejections of decision maker

The same

Requires ordering over goals and rejections by
importance
Distinction between epistemic and practical arguments
Preferences must be transitive
Three kinds of decision principles to compare
candidate decisions

Achievement and avoidance goals are justified from the decision maker’s value tree and
monadic evaluations
Meta-level argumentation for reasoning about
the relative importance of achievement and
avoidance goals
No distinction between epistemic and practical
arguments: both kinds of arguments are evaluated in the same way
Preferences are typically transitive, but exceptions are allowed
General argument accrual mechanism that can
be used to accrue arguments in favour and
against a decision, but no specific ways to determine the relative strength of accrual arguments

Table 6.10: Kinds of practical arguments and how they correspond to our framework
APF distinguishes between:
a

positive arguments pro a conclude that a
achieves a goal
negative arguments pro a conclude that a successfully avoids a rejection
positive arguments con a conclude that a
achieves a rejection
negative arguments con a conclude that a does
not achieve a goal
a

Which corresponds to:
an argument concluding goal(α, p, G)
alwAch(a, G) (or mayAch(a, G))
an argument concluding avoid(α, p, G)
¬alwAch(a, G) (or ¬mayAch(a, G))
an argument concluding avoid(α, p, G)
alwAch(a, G) (or mayAch(a, G))
an argument concluding goal(α, p, G)
¬alwAch(a, G) (or ¬mayAch(a, G))

∧
∧
∧

6

∧

Here, a denotes a candidate decision, which is the same as what we call an alternative.

framework that is used to compare decisions. The arguments described in Table 6.10 can
be used as input for either APF’s unipolar or bipolar decision principles. By using unipolar
or bipolar decision principles to compare what decision the decision maker should prefer it
becomes unnecessary to use the accrual mechanism described in Section 2.2 in combination
with this adapted version of our framework. Note that it is still necessary to use the metalevel argumentation system in order to determine the relative strength of the decision maker’s
goals.

6.6

Chapter Summary

In the previous chapters an argumentation-based framework was proposed that allows justifying and refuting what outcome of a decision an agent values more. What an agent values is
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decomposed into the abstract values he finds important, which are then further decomposed
into specific evaluation criteria. If a decision maker chooses an alternative, i.e., he makes a
decision, then it may not be known in advance in what outcome that decision results. For
decision making it was thus required to extend the framework of the previous chapters with
a mechanism to determine what decision should be preferred by the decision maker. This
chapter proposed one way how this can be done.
Ideally, the decision maker should compare all alternatives on all criteria he cares about
and choose the alternative that is the best on all criteria. As pointed out in the beginning of this
chapter, in realistic scenarios this results in a complex comparison that takes many resources
to perform. In the decision scenarios in which we are interested there is a limited amount of
time available. Therefore, it was necessary to use a different approach to make a decision.
The approach proposed in this chapter was inspired by Simon (1957) and does not aim to find
the best decision, but a decision that is satisfactory to the decision maker. Recall that criteria
were modeled as perspectives, which are orderings over outcomes. This chapter simplified
criteria by splitting them into three (possibly empty) sets: a set containing satisfactory or
good outcomes, a set with unsatisfactory or bad outcomes, and a set with outcomes that
are neither good nor bad. If a certain assignment is good from a certain perspective to the
decision maker, then he is justified to have the achievement goal to achieve that assignment.
Similarly, if a certain assignment is bad, then he is justified to have the avoidance goal to
avoid that assignment. Note that we went from an ordering (which can be used to express
subtle differences in value) to an achievement goal, an avoidance goal and a set of outcomes
that are neutral to the decision maker.
Whether an alternative achieves a goal was then used to find reasons in favor and against
decisions. Namely, if an alternative achieves an achievement goal of the decision maker, then
that is a reason for him to choose that alternative. However, if an alternative achieves an
avoidance goal, then that is a reason not to choose that alternative. The object-level argumentation system of the previous chapter was then extended such that these kinds of inferences
can be made. Because not all criteria may be equally important to a decision maker, the
meta-level argumentation system of the previous chapter was extended such that these arguments can be compared in strength. An accrual mechanism can then be used to accrue all
the reasons in favour and against decisions. By evaluating what arguments are justified, the
decision maker can determine what decision he can justify making. The extended argumentation system was then illustrated on the running example from the introduction after which
we compared it to some related work in the literature.
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A Dialogue Framework
for Supporting Decisions

When faced with the need to choose, human decision makers often use argumentation to
resolve conflicts and to justify their choice to themselves and to others (Shafir et al., 1997).
In situations where there is little time but decisions have critical consequences, it is necessary
to consider all the important aspects and to use the right criteria to determine what decision
is better. The previous chapter proposed an argumentation framework for decision-making.
In this framework, arguments can be constructed that use those aspects that are important
to an agent to justify what decision the agent should prefer. Dialogue is a natural way for
people to support each others’ decisions by exchanging arguments justifying what decision
to take. In this chapter, we propose a dialogue framework that allows an artificial agent and a
(human) user to put forward arguments and ask questions in order to reason collectively about
what decision is the best for the user. By means of such a dialogue, the user could test his
justification behind a decision. Moreover, the agent could support the user by putting forward
arguments taking into account perspectives that the user may have forgotten and making the
user aware of mistakes in his line of reasoning.
In a training situation such as in the running example, both the student and the decision
support agent have knowledge that they use to construct arguments concerning what decision
to take. Although the decision support agent may be familiar with the decision scenario, he
may not be familiar with what the student values, i.e., the student’s motivation. The dialogue
may start with the user putting forward the argument that he should first rescue the victims
and then extinguish the fire because he has the goal to get the victims out of the building
within ten minutes. Although this alternative gets the victims out quickly, it is risky for
the firefighters who have to go inside the burning factory. The supporting agent could put
forward an argument stating that the user should not send the firefighters in because of their
safety. Furthermore, the supporting agent could ask the student why he uses the criterion ‘the
time that the victims are inside’ rather than the criterion ‘the time that the victims are near
the fire’. The latter criterion invites the user to consider the alternative of first extinguishing
the fire near the victims and then get them out. This alternative greatly reduces the risk for
the firefighters who have to go inside. Moreover, because the victims may be near fire for a
smaller amount of time, it may actually be safer for the victims as well.
The Argumentation System for Perspective-based Practical Reasoning (ASPPR) as proposed in Chapter 6 allows an agent to argue about what he values and to argue about what
achievement and avoidance goals his value tree justifies. The alternatives that are available
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to an agent may have multiple advantages and disadvantages with respect to the goals of the
agent that they achieve. The meta-ASPPR is an argumentation system that is on a meta-level
with respect to an ASPPR and allows agents to argue about the strength of arguments pro and
con decisions and to argue about the effect of this on what decisions are justified. To support
a decision it is important to discuss the relative strength of arguments pro and con decisions,
which means that it must be possible to put forward both object and meta-level arguments.
This chapter addresses research question 2a of how we can formally represent a dialogue
framework for arguing to motivate decisions. First, Section 7.1 discusses several approaches
in the literature that are relevant for supporting a decision. We shall argue that for our purposes these approaches need to be extended. Section 7.2 proposes a dialogue framework
that extends the approach by Prakken (2005a) to enable agents to put forward arguments but
also preferences over arguments. Subsections 7.2.2 and 7.2.3 propose a dialogue framework
and protocol respectively that are tailored for decision support dialogues. To support a user
properly in making a decision, the agent must understand what motivates the user. Therefore,
it is important that the agent updates what he knows about the user based on the arguments
the user gives in the dialogue. Section 7.3 proposes how an agent should do this given the
dialogue moves he observes. Finally, in Section 7.4 we will demonstrate how the extended
dialogue framework that is proposed in this chapter can be used in the running example from
the introduction.

7.1

Related Work

First we will discuss a popular taxonomy for dialogue types to determine what kind of dialogue a decision support dialogue is in Subsection 7.1.1. Next, in Subsection 7.1.2, we will
focus on one particular dialogue type, namely deliberation dialogues, because deliberation
dialogues and dialogues for decision support have several similarities.

7.1.1

Dialogue Types

Walton and Krabbe (1995b) proposed a typology of human dialogue types. This typology
has been influential in the literature. Many dialogue systems in the literature are classified
using this typology and therefore we will investigate what dialogues types are important
for the research questions in this thesis. Six types of dialogues are distinguished based on
what information the participants have at the start of the dialogue, their private goals for the
dialogue and their shared goals.
• In an information-seeking dialogue, one participant has the goal of getting some question answered by another participant.
• In an inquiry dialogue, the participants collaborate to answer one or more questions
whose answers are not known to any participants.
• In a persuasion dialogue, one participant has the goal to persuade another participant
to accept some proposition the other participant does not endorse.
• In a negotiation dialogue, the participants bargain over the division of some scarce
resource.
• In a deliberation dialogue, the participants collaborate to decide what alternative should
be chosen in a particular situation.
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• In an eristic dialogue, participants quarrel verbally.
Dialogues that people typically have involve a mixture of these types of dialogue types
(McBurney and Parsons, 2009). For example, a dialogue may start with information-seeking
where agent α asks agent β whether some proposition is true and the reasons why. Agent β
may then give a number of arguments supporting his position. Assume that agent α disagrees
with one of these arguments. Then the dialogue may progress to persuasion, where agent α
tries to persuade agent β that a certain argument is wrong. In that persuasion dialogue, agent
α may say something that insults agent β and the dialogue may progress to a quarrel.
The main goal of a decision support dialogue is to help the user in determining what
decision is the best for the user to make. In doing so, the system and user collaborate on
finding the answer to this question, which means that decision support dialogues can be
classified as inquiry dialogues. In contrast, because in a decision support dialogue the system
and the user collaborate on deciding what alternative the user should choose in a certain
situation, decision support dialogues can also be classified as deliberation dialogues.
In a dialogue to support a decision, several other dialogue types can occur. For example,
the dialogue may start with the system trying to understand what the user values. In that part
of the dialogue, the user expresses his general areas of concern that matter to him, intermediate objectives and criteria that specify in detail what general areas of concern mean to the
user. When this is taking place, the dialogue could be classified as information-seeking. If the
system thinks that the user is forgetting some area of concern, objective or criterion, then the
system could propose that a new element should be considered. If the user disagrees, then the
system and the user may argue about whether the element should be considered. In that case,
the dialogue could be classified as persuasion because the system is trying to persuade the
user of the importance of that element, but it might as well be classified as inquiry because
the system and the user are collaborating to find the best answer. The dialogue progresses
similarly when determining what goals the agent should pursue and determining what decision best fulfills the goals of the agent. In summary, dialogues for decision support consist of
a mixture of dialogue types as defined in Walton and Krabbe (1995b).

7.1.2

Deliberation Dialogues

Walton and Krabbe (1995b) argue that the purpose of deliberation dialogue is that a group
of agents collaborates finding an appropriate joint action. This thesis is not concerned with
finding the best joint action, but with finding the best decision for an individual agent. We
call a dialogue with the goal to find the best decision for a single agent a decision support
dialogue. Decision support dialogues and deliberation dialogues thus have similarities but
also differences.
McBurney et al. (2007) present a formal dialogue game for deliberation dialogue in which
the dialogue is split into eight stages: (1) in the open stage the question of what to do is raised;
(2) in the inform stage goals, constraints, criteria and relevant facts are discussed; (3) in the
propose stage alternatives are suggested; (4) in the consider stage participants comment on
the proposed alternatives; (5) in the revise stage participants can revise goals, constraints, criteria, and alternatives; (6) in the recommend stage alternatives can be recommended and the
acceptability of the recommendations can be discussed; (7) in the confirm stage the acceptance of recommendations is confirmed; and, (8) in the close stage the deliberation dialogue
is closed.

7
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A deliberation dialogue can only be in one stage simultaneously, but it is not required that
the stages occur in the given order. Several rules are proposed that govern what sequences
of stages are valid. For example, a deliberation dialogue must always start in the open stage,
end in the close stage, and the open and close stages can only occur once. Ten locutions
are proposed that agents can use in a deliberation dialogue: open dialogue, enter dialogue,
propose, assert, prefer, ask justification, move, reject, retract, and withdraw from dialogue.
Kok et al. (2010) propose an argumentation framework for deliberation dialogues that is
based on persuasion dialogues as described in Prakken (2005a). Alternatives can be proposed
and for each proposed alternative, a persuasion dialogue is started amongst the participants.
During or after proposing actions, the status of proposals can be determined. A proposal can
either be justifiable, defensible or invalid. After that, agents can express their preferences
over proposals, which is used in a preference aggregation function to determine what joint
action the participants should choose.

7.1.3

Relevance in Dialogues

To ensure that the participants of a dialogue only make utterances that relate to the dialogue’s
topic, several notions of relevance have been proposed in the literature. In Parsons et al.
(2007) and Amgoud and de Saint-Cyr (2009), participants of a dialogue can put forward
arguments. The dialogue starts with a participant putting forward an initial argument. Next,
all participants can put forward arguments. From these utterances in a dialogue, a Dung
argumentation framework can be constructed, which can be visualized in an argument graph.
The argument graph that corresponds to a dialogue is then used to define different notions of
relevance.
Parsons et al. (2007) distinguish between three notions of relevance. A move m is: R1relevant if making m changes the status of the initial argument; R2-relevant if m puts forward
an argument that is connected to the initial argument in the argument graph; and, R3-relevant
if m puts forward an argument that is connected to the argument that is last put forward in
the dialogue. Note that for these definitions of relevance it does not matter which participant
utters an argument.
Amgoud and de Saint-Cyr (2009) propose definitions for when a move is relevant, useful
and decisive. These definitions use the argument graph that corresponds to the dialogue. If
argument A1 is the initial argument and a move m puts forward argument A2 , then m is
called: relevant iff there A2 and A1 are connected in the argument graph; useful iff there is
a directed path from A2 to A1 ; and, decisive iff the status of A1 in the dialogue including m
is different from the status of A1 in the dialogue excluding m. R1-relevance is the same as
decisiveness and R2-relevance is the same as Amgoud and de Saint-Cyr (2009)’s notion of
relevance. R3-relevance is not similar to Amgoud’s notions because Amgoud’s notions are
defined with respect to the initial argument, whereas R3 is not defined on the initial argument.
Note that neither Parsons nor Amgoud considers which agent made the move or uttered the
initial argument. A move in which an agent attacks his own argument can thus be relevant,
useful or decisive.
In the dialogue framework by Prakken (2005a), two notions of relevance are introduced:
strong and weak relevance. Since Prakken’s framework has more locutions than only advancing an argument, the definitions of relevance are somewhat more complicated. We will
describe Prakken’s notions of relevance in Subsection 7.2.3 and we will relate these defini-
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tions to the definitions of Amgoud and Parsons.

7.2

Dialogue Framework

Prakken (2005a) proposes a formal dialogue framework that enables agents to argue with each
other. It consists of a set of locutions, an explicit reply structure that imposes what responses
are legal, and specifies when a dialogue move attacks or surrenders another dialogue move.
Although this dialogue framework allows for different underlying logics, it is particularly
suitable for argumentation logics like ASPIC+ (which we use in this thesis).
The dialogue framework by Prakken (2005a) has been used for different types of dialogue. For example, Prakken (2006) uses this dialogue framework for persuasion dialogues.
Also, Kok et al. (2010) show how Prakken’s framework can be used for deliberation dialogues. Because we use ASPIC+ and because we are interested in dialogues that are similar
to deliberation dialogues, we will use Prakken’s dialogue framework. In Subsection 7.2.1
we will first describe and extend Prakken’s dialogue framework for the use of object-level
and meta-level arguments. Then in Subsection 7.2.2, this dialogue framework is instantiated for decision support dialogues and in Subsection 7.2.3 a protocol for decision support is
proposed.

7.2.1

Communication Language, Dialogue Moves, and Dialogues

In our Perspective-based Value Model (PVM), multiple argumentation systems are used to
argue about what decision to make as described in Chapter 5 and 6. The argumentation systems that are proposed in these chapters are organized in a so-called ‘tower of argumentation
systems’, i.e., an ‘object-level’ argumentation system, with on top of that a number of metaargumentation systems. Because both object-level and meta-level arguments are important
when making a decision, it is important that arguments on all levels of a tower of argumentation systems can be uttered in a dialogue.
We distinguish four kinds of locutions (also called utterances) that agents can make in a
dialogue. If an agent α utters an argument A that is an argument of the argumentation system
of level i, then we say that α advances argument A on level i. This locution is denoted by
advancei (A). An agent can also ask why a certain formula φ is true where φ is a formula of
the language of the argumentation system on level i. We denote this by whyi (φ). If an agent
admits that formula φ (on level i) is true, then we say that the agent concedes φ, which is
denoted with concedei (φ). Finally, if an agent wants to withdraw formula φ (on level i) as
unjustified, then we say that the agent retracts φ, denoted by retracti (φ).

7

Definition 7.1 (Locutions) Let TAS = {AS 1 , . . . , AS n } be a tower of argumentation
systems of level n with AS i = hLi , Ri , cfi for each AS i ∈ TAS . The locutions for tower of
argumentation systems TAS is a set L = L1 ∪ . . . ∪ Ln such that for 1 ≤ i ≤ n:
• for all A ∈ Args(AS i ): advancei (A) ∈ Li
• for all φ ∈ Li : whyi (φ), concedei (φ), retracti (φ) ∈ Li
Using the advance locution, every argument on every level of a tower of ASs can be communicated. This means that arguments concerning the preferences between arguments can be
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advanced. Note that Prakken (2005a) distinguishes between claiming a formula and justifying a formula with an argument. In contrast, this definition does not distinguish between this.
Rather, if a participant wants to claim a formula, then he should advance an atomic argument
concluding that formula.
Not every locution can be used in reply to another locution. For example, why1 (φ) cannot
be uttered in reply to why2 (ψ). A reply structure specifies what locutions can be uttered
in reply to other locutions. Prakken distinguishes two kinds of replies: attacking replies
and surrendering replies. For example, if locution l1 advances argument A1 and locution
l2 advances argument A2 , which attacks A1 , then l2 attacks l1 . In contrast, if locution l1
advances argument A and locution l2 concedes A’s conclusion, then l2 surrenders to l1 . A
reply structure is a tuple consisting of an attack and a surrendering relation between locutions
and is defined formally as follows.
Definition 7.2 (Reply Structure) Let L be a set of locutions. A reply structure for L is a
tuple hRa , Rs i with Ra and Ra irreflexive binary relations on L such that for all locutions
k, l, m ∈ L:
• if (k, l) ∈ Ra , then (k, m) 6∈ Rs , and
• if (k, l) ∈ Rs , then (m, k) 6∈ Ra .
The first constraint states that locutions that can be used as attacking replies can never be
used as surrendering replies. The second constraints forbids that a surrendering locution is
attacked.
Example 7.1 If locution k of advancing an argument in reply to the locution l of advancing
an argument counts as an attack, then it must be that (k, l) ∈ Ra . This also means that
k cannot be a surrendering reply to another move: (k, m) 6∈ Rs for any m. In addition, if
locution k of conceding in reply to locution l of advancing an argument counts as a surrender,
then it must be so that (k, l) ∈ Rs . However, it is then not allowed that k also counts as an
attack: for any m it is true that (k, m) 6∈ Ra .
A communication language is used in a dialogue by its participants to communicate to
each other. To reason about what decision to make, the argumentation framework of Chapter 6 uses a tower of argumentation systems. To support a user in making a decision, it is
therefore necessary to have a communication language which can be used to communicate
the arguments in a tower of argumentation systems. Recall that locutions as specified in Definition 7.1 allow to do this. A communication language for a tower of argumentation systems
is defined as follows.
Definition 7.3 (Communication Language) Let TAS be a tower of argumentation systems. A communication language LC for TAS is a tuple hL, Ri with L a set of locutions for
TAS and R a reply structure on L.
We consider the context in which a dialogue is held as consisting of a particular tower
of argumentation systems, a communication language for this tower, and a set of agents that
participate in the dialogue.
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Definition 7.4 (Dialogue Context) A dialogue context is a tuple hTAS , LC , Pi such that
TAS is a tower of argumentation systems of level n, LC is a communication language for
TAS , and P ⊆ Agents the set of participating agents.
When multiple agents engage in a dialogue, then we assume that they all agree on the
dialogue context. This means that each participant can determine whether an argument is
valid with respect to the argumentation system and whether arguments attack each other.
Within a dialogue context, the participants can make dialogue moves in which they utter
locutions from the communication language.
Definition 7.5 (Dialogue Move) Let δ = hTAS , LC , Pi be a dialogue context. A dialogue
move in δ is a tuple hi, α, l, ji with i, j ∈ N such that 0 ≤ j < i, α ∈ P the speaker, and
l ∈ LC the utterance.
If m = hi, α, l, ji is a dialogue move, then (a) id(m) = i denotes the identifier of move
m; (b) pl(m) = α denotes the agent that made move m; (c) loc(m) = l denotes the locution
of move m; and, (d) target(m) = j denotes the move’s identifier at which m is targeted. We
use Mov(δ) to denote the set of all dialogue moves in dialogue context δ.
If m and m0 are dialogue moves in a dialogue such that id(m0 ) = target(m), then we
say that move m replies to move m0 . Note that every move’s identifier is at least 1 and that
the target of a move m is always lower than m’s identifier. If a move m’s identifier is 1, then
m must target 0. Since there is no move with identifier 0, m does not reply to any dialogue
move. Consequently, every first dialogue move will have target 0. A move m is a valid
reply to m0 if and only if the locution of m is a reply to the locution of m0 according to the
reply structure of the communication language. Suppose that move m replies to move m0 .
If loc(m) is an attacking reply to loc(m0 ), then we say that move m is an attacking reply to
move m0 . If loc(m) is a surrendering reply to loc(m0 ), then we say that m is a surrendering
reply to m0 .
Example 7.2 Let δ = hTAS , LC , {α, β}i be a dialogue context. We will now look at several
dialogue moves.
• Dialogue move m1 = h1, α, advance1 (φ), 0i is uttered by α and advances the objectlevel atomic argument φ. The id of m1 is 1 and it replies to 0, so it does not reply to
any move.
• Move m2 = h2, β, advance1 (¬φ), 1i is uttered by β and puts forward the object-level
atomic argument ¬φ. Move m2 replies to m1 and attacks m1 (assuming a typical reply
structure).
• Finally, move m3 = h3, α, β, why1 (ψ), 2i is uttered by α in reply to m2 and asks why
ψ is true. However, β did not claim ψ in m2 and therefore m3 is not a valid reply.

7

A sequence of dialogue moves is denoted as [m1 , . . . , mn ], where m1 is the first move
in the sequence and mn the n-th and last move in the sequence. If M = [m1 , . . . , mn ] is
a sequence and m is a dialogue move, then M + m denotes the sequence [m1 , . . . , mn , m].
The set of all dialogue move sequences in dialogue context δ is denoted as Seq(δ). Given
the notions of a dialogue context and dialogue moves within that context, we will now define
dialogues.
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Definition 7.6 (Dialogue) A dialogue is a tuple hδ, M i such that δ is a dialogue context
and M is a non-empty sequence [m1 , . . .] of dialogue moves in δ such that for each mi ∈ M :
• id(mi ) = i,
• target(mi ) = 0 iff id(mi ) = 1, and
• target(mi ) 6= 0 iff mi is a valid reply to mi ’s target.
We will assume that there is a mechanism that can be used by agents to start a new
dialogue with each other. Furthermore, we will assume that each participant of a dialogue
can terminate the dialogue whenever he likes. In Definition 7.6, the first constraint id(mi ) = i
ensures that every dialogue move in a dialogue has a unique identifier. The second constraint
ensures that only the first dialogue move can have target 0. Finally, the third constraint ensures
that every dialogue move that has a target, is a valid reply to that target.
Protocols regulate dialogues by specifying what sequences of dialogue moves are legal.
A protocol is defined as a set of sequences of dialogue moves. Recall that Seq(δ) denotes the
set of all possible sequences of dialogue moves in context δ. It is convenient if it can easily
be determined what dialogue moves are legal for agents to make given a sequence of moves
that have already been uttered. To facilitate this, a so-called ‘protocol function’ is defined
that returns the set of legal moves given a sequence of moves.
Definition 7.7 (Protocol) A protocol for dialogue context δ is a set P r ⊆ Seq(δ) of sequences of dialogue moves in δ. The protocol function for protocol P r is the function
π : Seq(δ) → 2Mov(δ) such that
(
undefined
π(M ) =
{m ∈ Mov(δ) | M + m ∈ P r}

if M 6∈ P r
otherwise

When a sequence of moves is in P r, then that sequence is called legal w.r.t. P r. If
d = hδ, M i is a dialogue, P r is a protocol and π the protocol function of P r, then π(M ) is
the set of all dialogue moves that are legal in d. If π(M ) = ∅, then dialogue d is terminated.
Note that enforcing that participants must take turns can be done with a protocol, i.e., if it is
participant α’s turn, then only dialogue moves by α are legal.
Often it is useful to regulate which participant can make a dialogue move at what time
in the dialogue. To this end, Prakken introduces a turn-taking function that determines the
participants that can make a move, i.e., whose turn it is, in a given dialogue. We will now
define turn-taking functions similar to Prakken, but adapted to dialogue contexts. Recall that
Seq(δ) denotes the set of all sequences of dialogue moves.
Definition 7.8 (Turn-Taking Function) Let δ = hTAS , LC , Pi be a dialogue context. A
turn-taking function for δ is a function tt : Seq(δ) → 2P .
An example turn-taking function Prakken gives for a dialogue between agents α and β is
that α can make the first move (i.e., tt([]) = {α} ), β the second (i.e., tt([m1 ]) = {β}), and
every later move can be made by either of them.
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7.2.2

Decision Support Dialogues

In this section we tailor the dialogue framework as described in Subsection 7.2.1 for decision
support dialogues. We will first propose a communication language for decision support, then
define dialogue contexts for decision support and finally define decision support dialogues.
Then Subsection 7.2.3 proposes a protocol for decision support.
Recall from Definition 7.3 that a communication language is a tuple consisting of a set
of locutions and a reply structure on those locutions. Locutions are defined w.r.t. a tower of
argumentation systems. For decision support we will use a specific tower of argumentation
systems {AS 1 , AS 2 , . . . , AS n } of height n ≥ 2 where AS 1 is an ASPPR and AS 2 is a
meta-ASPPR. We will call this tower a decision support tower for easier reference. The
locutions in a communication language for decision support must be based on a decision
support tower.
Table 7.1 contains the reply structure for attacking replies. The first column contains the
locution to which is replied. The second column contains the locutions that attack the locution
in the first column given that the preconditions in the third column are satisfied. Prakken’s
replies are extended with an extra attacking reply. Namely, in response of advancei (A1 ) it is
possible to utter advancei+1 (B), where B is a meta-level argument w.r.t. A1 that concludes
A1 ≺ A2 s.t. A1 and A2 preference-dependent1 attack each other. To ensure that the dialogue
is coherent, we will encode in the protocol that A2 must have been uttered before. This is
done later in this chapter.
Table 7.1: Attacking Replies
Locution

Attack

Preconditiona

advancei (A1 )

advancei (A2 )
whyi (φ)
advancei+1 (B)

whyi (φ)

advancei (A1 )

A2 attacks A1
φ ∈ premises(A1 )
conc(B) = A1 ≺ A2 for some argument A2 that
preference-dependent attacks A1
conc(A1 ) = φ

a

Recall from Section 2.1.1 that conc and premisesare functions that return the conclusion and
premises of an argument respectively.

7

Table 7.2 contains the reply structure w.r.t. surrendering replies and is the same as the
surrendering replies defined by Prakken.
Table 7.2: Surrendering Replies
Locution

Surrender

Precondition

advancei (A)

concedei (φ)
concedei (φ)
retracti (φ)

conc(A) = φ
φ ∈ premises(A)

whyi (φ)

1 Recall from Subsection 2.1.3 that a preference-dependent attack refers to rebutting or undermining attacks.
These kinds of attacks are called preference-dependent because their successfulness depends on the preferences over
(or relative strengths of) arguments.
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Given the set of locutions and the reply structure on them, we can now define communication languages for decision support.
Definition 7.9 (Communication Language for Decision Support) A communication
language for decision support is a communication language hL, Ri with L the locutions for a
tower of argumentation systems TAS and R the reply structure for L as described in Table 7.1
and Table 7.2.
For decision support, we will restrict ourselves to dialogues between two agents, e.g.,
agents α and β, in which they argue about α’s motivation concerning what decision α should
make.
Definition 7.10 (Dialogue Context for Decision Support) A dialogue context for decision support is a dialogue context hTAS , LC , Pi with TAS a tower of argumentation systems
for decision support, LC a communication language for TAS and P = {α, β} two agents.
We call a dialogue hδ, M i a decision support dialogue if and only if δ is a dialogue context
for decision support.

7.2.3

A Protocol for Decision Support

Protocols regulate what moves can be made in a dialogue. Recall from Definition 7.7 that a
protocol P r is a subset of all the possible sequences of dialogue moves and that a protocol
function π is associated to a protocol that returns the set of legal dialogue moves given a
dialogue. If m ∈ π(d), then it is legal to make move m in dialogue m.
In this section we will propose a protocol that is tailored for decision support dialogues.
First we will introduce the protocol rules that are proposed in Prakken (2005a). Not all of
these protocol rules are suitable for decision support dialogue and we will adapt and add
several. Next, different variants of when a dialogue move is relevant are defined in order
to keep the dialogue coherent. For this, each move is assigned a dialogical status, which
depends on the dialogical statuses of the moves that reply to that move. Relevancy is then
defined based on whether a move changes or may change the status of other moves.
Prakken’s Protocol Rules
Prakken (2005a) proposes the following rules that protocols should follow in order to ensure
a minimal level of coherence. Let d = hδ, M i be a dialogue with δ = hTAS , LC , {α, β}i.
•
•
•
•

R1 : if m is legal in d, then it is true that pl(m) has the turn in d (i.e., pl(m) ∈ tt(M ))
R2 : if m is legal in d and target(m) 6= 0, then loc(m) is a valid reply according to LC
R3 : if m is legal and m replies to m0 , then pl(m) 6= pl(m0 )
R4 : if m is legal, then there is no m0 ∈ M with target(m) = target(m0 ) and loc(m) =
loc(m0 ).
• R5 : if m is legal, then for every m0 ∈ M that surrenders to the target of m it is true
that m is not an attacking counterpart of m0
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mx = advancei (A)

mx = advancei (A)

my = whyi (φ)

my = concedei (φ)

mz = retracti (φ)

(a) Concede

(b) Retract

Figure 7.1: Concede and Retract Moves

Rule R3 encodes that a participant can never make a move that replies to a move that
he made himself. Rule R4 encodes that a move m is illegal when the same locution has
already been uttered in reply to m’s target. Note that this only forbids agents making the
same locution in reply to a move, but does not forbid making the same locution in reply to a
different move. For example, if move m2 advances argument A in reply to move m1 , then
a new move m3 must not also advance A in reply to m1 . However, if m3 targets a different
move, then it can advance A.
Replying to Own Moves
If rule R3 is not used and participants can thus reply to their own moves, then special attention
has to be given to the concede and retract locutions. Otherwise, a participant can retract
claims of others or concede his own claims. We will now introduce two protocol rules for
this purpose. Namely, if a participant makes a move in which he concedes φ, then φ must
have been uttered by another participant. Figure 7.1a visualizes that first move mx is made in
which argument A is put forward. Then move my is made in reply, which concedes either a
premise or the conclusion of A. Because participants should only be able to concede claims
of other participants, it must be the case that pl(mx ) 6= pl(my ). The following protocol rule
captures this constraint.
• Rcnc : if m is legal and m is a replying move and loc(m) = concedei (φ), then the
target of m is not made by the player of m.

7

Similarly, we must constrain who can make retract moves. Recall from Table 7.1 and
Table 7.2 that a retract locution can only be made in reply to a why locution and that a why
locution can only be made in reply to an advance locution. Figure 7.1b visualizes that first
move mx is made in which argument A is advanced. Next, move my is made in which
a premise φ of A is questioned and finally move mz is made, which retracts the premise.
Because a participant should only be able to retract claims that he has made and not claims
of other participants, it must be the case that pl(mz ) = pl(mx ). The following protocol rule
captures this.
• Rrtr : if mx is legal and mx replies to my and my replies to mz and if loc(mx ) =
advancei (A), loc(my ) = whyi (φ) and loc(mz ) = retracti (φ), then pl(mz ) = pl(mx ).
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Dialogical Status of Moves
To determine the outcome of a dialogue, Prakken (2005a) considers two dialogical statuses
of dialogue moves: warranted and unwarranted (he calls these ‘in’ and ‘out’). The status of
a move m is determined using the statuses of the moves that reply to m. For this, we first
need to define when a move is surrendered. This definition is taken from Prakken.
Definition 7.11 (Surrendered Move) Let d = hδ, M i be a dialogue. Move m ∈ M is
surrendered in d iff
• loc(m) = advancei (A) and there is a move m0 in M that replies to m and concedes
A’s conclusion; or else
• m has a surrendering reply in d.
We can now define the dialogical status of a move in a dialogue.
Definition 7.12 (Dialogical Status) Let d = hδ, M i be a dialogue. The dialogical status
of m ∈ M is warranted if and only if
• m is surrendered in d, or
• all attacking replies to m are not warranted.
If move m is not warranted, then m is unwarranted.
In a dialogue, a move does not necessarily change the status of the move it replies to. For
example, if m attacks m0 , but m0 was already unwarranted, then m does not change the status
of m0 . For the same reason, a new move could change the status of the initial move. Different
notions of when a move is relevant can be defined based on whether the move changes or
potentially changes the dialogical status of other moves.
To define various kinds of relevance, we will use the notion of a winning part of a move
in a dialogue for an agent. Informally, a winning part of a dialogue for a move is a part of the
dialogue that makes that move ‘win’, i.e., be warranted. The notion of a winning part is taken
from Prakken, but generalized in two ways. Firstly, we define the winning part for any move
in a dialogue instead of only for the initial dialogue move. Secondly, instead of defining the
winning part only for moves that are warranted, they are defined for moves that are either
warranted or unwarranted.
Recall that if a move is warranted, then it either is surrendered or all attackers are unwarranted. Consequently, if a warranted move is in a winning part and there are surrendering
replies, then its surrendering replies make it ‘win’ and should thus be in the winning part.
Moreover, if a warranted move is in a winning part and it has no surrendering replies, then all
its attacking replies are successfully defeated and should thus be in the winning part. Finally,
if a winning part contains an unwarranted move, then the winning part should include at least
one warranted attacking reply in order to make the winning part win. Because we want to
distinguish between winning parts, exactly one warranted attacking reply will be included in
the winning part.
Definition 7.13 (Winning Part) Let d = hδ, M i be a dialogue where agent α is a participant. A winning part for α of move mi in d is a set W of dialogue moves that is defined
recursively:
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• if pl(mi ) = α and mi is warranted in d, then mi ∈ W
• if pl(mi ) 6= α and mi is unwarranted in d, then mi ∈ W
• if m ∈ W , m is warranted and m is surrendered in d, then all surrendering replies of
m in d are included in W ,
• if m ∈ W , m is warranted and m is not surrendered in d, then all attacking replies of
m in d are included in W ,
• if m ∈ W and m is unwarranted, then exactly one warranted dialogue move m0 ∈ M
is included in W that attacks m in d
Note that if mi ’s status is warranted, but α is not the speaker of mi , then there is no winning part of mi for α because α does not win the argument concerning mi . Similarly, if mi ’s
status is unwarranted and α is the speaker of mi , then α has no winning part for mi . Further
note that this generalizes Prakken’s definition of a winning part: if d = hδ, [m1 , . . . , mn ]i is a
dialogue, then Prakken’s notion of a winning part corresponds to looking at the winning part
of m1 for pl(m1 ) in d.
Example 7.3 (Winning Part) Consider the dialogue hδ, [m1 , m2 , m3 , m4 ]i between participants α and β. In m1 , α claims argument A1 , which is attacked by β’s move m2 . However,
m2 is attacked by both α’s moves m3 and m4 . The dialogue is visualized in Figure 7.2a.
Because m3 and m4 are not attacked in d, they are both warranted. Then m2 is unwarranted

m1 by α: claim A1

m1 by α: claim A1

m1 by α: claim A1

m2 by β: claim A2

m2 by β: claim A2

m2 by β: claim A2

m3 by α: claim A3

m4 : by α: claim A4

(a) Full Dialogue

m3 by α: claim A3

(b) Winning Part W1

m4 : by α: claim A4

(c) Winning Part W2

Figure 7.2: Dialogue and the winning parts for agent α of move m1 in Example 7.3

because m2 has two attackers that are warranted. Finally, m1 has no attackers that are warranted, so m1 is warranted. There are two winning parts W1 and W2 in d for participant α of
m1 . Winning part W1 is {m1 , m2 , m3 } and visualized in Figure 7.2b. Winning part W2 is
{m1 , m2 , m4 } and visualized in Figure 7.2c.

7

Prakken (2005a) proves several properties for winning parts of m1 for pl(m1 ). Let d =
hδ, [m1 , . . . , mn ]i be a dialogue between participants α and β such that m1 is made by α.
Then: (1) d contains a winning part of m1 for α iff m1 is warranted; (2) the leaves of any
winning part of m1 for α are either surrenders by β or attackers by α; and, (3) in any winning
part of m1 for α, all moves of α are warranted in d and all moves of β are unwarranted in d.
We will now investigate similar properties of our generalized notion of winning part.
Proposition 7.1 Let d = hδ, [m1 , . . . , mn ]i be a dialogue. Dialogue d contains a winning
part of mi for pl(mi ) iff mi is warranted.
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Proof From left to right: if d has a winning part of mi for pl(mi ), then by Definition 7.13 it
is true that mi is warranted (since α in this case is pl(mi ) and mi is in the winning part, the
first bullet states that mi must be warranted). From right to left: if mi is warranted, then by
definition it is true that mi is in a winning part of mi for pl(mi ).
Proposition 7.2 Let d = hδ, [m1 , . . . , mn ]i be a dialogue between agents α and β. For
every move mi in d there is a winning part of mi for either α or β.
Proof Recall that every move mi in a dialogue is either warranted or unwarranted by definition. Furthermore, if mi is warranted, then by definition it is true that mi is in the winning
part of mi for pl(mi ). Otherwise mi is unwarranted and mi is thus in the winning part of mi
for the player who did not make mi .
Prakken is interested in dialogues where participants cannot reply to their own moves, i.e.,
dialogues satisfying protocol rule R3 . In such a dialogue, the replies to a warranted move m
are either unwarranted attackers or surrenders made by the other participant. Consequently,
the following proposition holds.
Proposition 7.3 In a dialogue satisfying protocol rule R3 , if W is a winning part of mi for
pl(mi ), then every move in W by pl(mi ) is warranted and every attacking move of the other
player is unwarranted.
Proof Proof by induction: first we will show that all replies to mi are made by the other
player and unwarranted. For every move m in W that attacks mi and is made by the other
player: if m is warranted, then mi must be unwarranted. Since mi is warranted, m cannot be
warranted. The induction step distinguishes between moves by pl(mi ) and the other player.
If m ∈ W is made by the other player and is unwarranted, then there must be a warranted
attacking reply to m. By definition, W contains exactly one warranted attacking reply of
pl(mi ). In contrast, if m ∈ W is warranted, made by pl(mi ) and m0 ∈ W attacks m, then
m0 is made by the other player and must be unwarranted. Summarizing, all moves attacking
mi are made by the other player and are unwarranted. Furthermore, if a move of the other
player is unwarranted, then there is a reply of pl(mi ) that is warranted. Finally, every reply
to a warranted move of pl(mi ) is made by the other player and unwarranted.
The dialogue trees of dialogues satisfying R3 have a specific structure because the player
of moves interleave. The following property holds for the leaf nodes of winning parts.
Proposition 7.4 In a dialogue satisfying protocol rule R3 , the leaves of any winning part of
mi for pl(mi ) are either surrenders by the other player or attackers by pl(mi ).
Proof Because Proposition 7.3 holds and leaf nodes are warranted by definition, an attacking
leaf node must be made by pl(mi ). A move of the other player can also be a leaf node when
it surrenders to a move of pl(mi ). A surrendering leaf node m of pl(mi ) that replies to m0
makes the move m0 warranted. Because Proposition 7.3 holds and move m0 is made by the
other player, this leads to a contradiction.
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For dialogues that do not satisfy R3 Proposition 7.4 does not hold. Namely, in a dialogue
satisfying protocol rules Rcnc and Rrtr , the leaves of a winning part of mi for pl(mi ) can be
made by any player. For example, consider dialogue d = hδ, [m1 , m2 , m3 , m4 ]i where: (1) α
makes m1 in which argument A1 is advanced; (2) α then makes m2 in which A1 is attacked
with argument A2 ; (3) β makes m3 attacking A2 with A3 ; and, finally (4) α concedes A3 ’s
conclusion in m4 . Note that dialogue d satisfies Rcnc and Rrtr . Because m3 is surrendered in
m4 , move m3 is warranted. This makes m2 unwarranted and m1 warranted. Consequently,
the winning part of m1 for α is {m1 , m2 , m3 , m4 }. However, note that m4 is a leaf node
and a surrendering move of α. This means that in dialogues satisfying Rcnc and Rrtr , it
is possible that winning parts of a move m have surrendering leave nodes made by pl(m).
Moreover, winning parts for mi in dialogues satisfying Rcnc and Rrtr can also contain attacking leaf nodes of the other player. For example, consider dialogue d = hδ, [m1 , m2 , m3 ]i
where: (1) α makes m1 advancing argument A1 ; (2) α then makes m2 attacking m1 by
advancing argument A2 ; and, finally (3) β makes m3 attacking m2 by advancing argument
A3 . Because m3 has no replies, m3 is warranted making m2 unwarranted and m1 warranted.
Consequently, the winning part of m1 for α is {m1 , m2 , m3 } in which m3 is a leaf node that
is an attacker and made by the other player.
Relevance
Using the notion of winning part, we distinguish the following levels of relevance. First,
strongly and weakly relevant are taken from Prakken and are concerned with the status of the
first move in the dialogue. An attacking move is strongly relevant if it changes the status of
the first move and weakly relevant if it potentially changes the status of the first move, i.e.,
if it creates a new winning or removes a winning part for the first move. For example, if the
first move m1 is played by α and m1 is already warranted, then attacking some move of β
does not have any effect on the status of m1 , so it is not strongly relevant. However, it does
create a new winning part for m1 because it provides a new way to attack β’s moves, so it is
weakly relevant.
The generalized notion of winning part allows to define two other notions of relevance,
which we will call strongly related and weakly related. Rather than focusing on the status of
the first move, these relevancy notions are concerned with the winning parts of any moves.
Strongly related is defined as creating a new winning part for a move of the speaker himself
or removing a winning part of the other agent for any move. Weakly related is defined as
creating or removing a winning part of any move of any player. Formally, these notions are
defined as follows.

7

Definition 7.14 (Relevance) Let d = hδ, [m1 , . . . , mn ]i be a dialogue between agents α
and β. Move m is (with d0 = hδ, [m1 , . . . , mn , m]i)
• strongly relevant in d iff m is an attacking move and the status of m1 in d0 is different
than in d or m is a surrendering move and m’s attacking counterparts are strongly
relevant
• weakly relevant in d iff
– m is made by α and creates a new winning part for α of m1 , or
– m is made by β and removes a winning part for α of m1
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• strongly related to d iff there is a move mi in d such that
– m creates a new winning part for pl(m) of mi , or
– m removes a winning part for the other agent of mi
• weakly related to d iff there is a move mi in d such that
– m creates a new winning part for any player of mi , or
– m removes a winning part for any player of mi .
Every strongly relevant move is also weakly relevant, every weakly relevant move is also
strongly related and every strongly related move is also weakly related. In Example 7.3, all
moves are related and weakly relevant, but only moves m1 , m2 and m3 are strongly relevant.
Note that move m4 is not strongly but weakly relevant because m4 does not change the status
of m1 .
Example 7.4 (Relevancy of Moves) First consider the dialogue d1 = hδ, [m1 ]i between
agent α and β s.t. m1 is made by α. In d1 , m1 is warranted and {m1 } is the only winning
part of m1 for α. Note that there is no winning part for β. Move m2 of β attacks m1 . In
d2 = hδ, [m1 , m2 ]i, m2 is warranted and m1 is unwarranted. Consequently, m2 changes the
status of the initial move and is therefore strongly relevant. In d2 there is no winning part of
m1 for α, but {m1 , m2 } is a winning part of m1 for β.
Now consider move m3 by β that also attacks m1 . In d3 = hδ, [m1 , m2 , m3 ]i, move
m1 is also unwarranted. Because m3 does not change m1 ’s status, move m3 is not strongly
relevant. Moreover, because α did not have any winning parts in d2 , move m3 did not remove
any winning parts and is therefore also not weakly relevant. However, m3 is strongly related
because it creates a new winning part for β for move m1 .
Finally consider move m4 by α that attacks m1 . In d4 = hδ, [m1 , m2 , m3 , m4 ]i, move
m1 is still unwarranted. Note that α is attacking his own move here. For similar reasons,
move m4 is thus not strongly nor weakly relevant. Because m4 does not create a winning
part for α or remove a winning part for β, move m4 is not strongly related. However, because
m4 creates a new winning part for β, move m4 is weakly related.
Example 7.5 The following dialogue between agents α and β illustrates the notions of relevance.
• Move m1 by α advances argument A1 = φφ1 .
• In reply to m1 , move m2 by β asks why φ1 is true. Move m2 is warranted and makes
m1 unwarranted. Therefore, m2 is strongly relevant. Because m1 is unwarranted, there
is no winning part for α of m1 , but {m1 , m2 } is a winning part for β of m1 .
φ2
• Move m3 by α advances argument A2 = ¬φ
in reply to m1 . Agent α’s move m3
attacks his own move m1 . Move m3 has no attackers and is therefore warranted. Move
m1 is still unwarranted, so there is no winning part for α of m1 . However, there are
now two winning parts {m1 , m2 } and {m1 , m3 } for agent β of move m1 . Also note
that {m3 } is a winning part for α of move m3 . Move m3 does not change the status of
m1 and is therefore not strongly relevant. Because m3 does not create a new winning
part for α of m1 , move m3 is neither weakly relevant nor strongly related. However,
m3 does create a new winning part for β of m1 and is therefore weakly related.
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φ3
in reply to move m3 . Move m4 attacks
• Move m4 by α advances argument A3 = ¬φ
2
m3 . Because m4 is warranted, m3 is unwarranted. Move m4 does not change m1 ’s
status nor does it create a new winning part for α of m1 and is therefore neither strongly
or weakly relevant. However, m4 does remove the winning part {m1 , m3 } for agent β
of move m1 . Consequently, m4 is strongly related.

Recall from Subsection 7.1.3 that in some dialogue systems in the literature it is only
possible to put forward arguments and not ask why-questions or concede or retract statements. Because these locutions are possible in our dialogue framework, the different notions
of relevance as proposed by Parsons et al. (2007) and Amgoud and de Saint-Cyr (2009) cannot be directly translated to our dialogue framework. However, we can investigate how they
correspond when we only consider moves for putting forward arguments. If a move m puts
forward an argument A1 in Prakken’s framework, then either (1) m has target 0 (i.e., it starts
a new topic), (2) m’s target puts forward argument A2 and A1 attacks A2 , or (3) m’s target is
a move asking why φ and A1 justifies why φ is true. To investigate the correspondence, we
only need to look at the second case because the initial argument is always relevant and why
questions cannot be posed in the other frameworks.
Prakken’s notion of relevance was introduced in Prakken (2000) and further distinguished
into strong and weak relevance in Prakken (2005a). Strong relevance corresponds to Amgoud’s notion of decisiveness and to Parsons’ notion of R1-relevance because they all concern changing the status of the initial argument. Because our notion of weakly related does
not depend on the speaker of moves and it does not require that the initial argument’s status
changes, weakly related corresponds to Amgoud’s notion of usefulness. Because weakly related is not defined with respect to the initial argument, weakly related also corresponds to
both Parsons’ notions of R2- and R3-relevance. Amgoud’s notion of relevance is similar to
usefulness, but differs in the following way: the direction of the path in which an argument
is connected to the initial argument does matter for being useful, but does not matter for being relevant. This means that if there is no path from argument A to the initial argument,
but the initial argument does attack A, then A is relevant but not useful. Because our reply
structure does not allow putting forward argument A, Amgoud’s notion of relevance does not
correspond to any of our notions of relevance.
Protocol For Decision Support

7

If it is desirable in a dialogue that an agent can attack his own dialogue moves, then a protocol
should be used that allows making weakly related dialogue moves. We think this is desirable
for the decision support dialogues that we have in mind. Complex decisions involve many
aspects that a decision maker has to consider. It is therefore possible that the decision maker
makes a mistake, e.g., by forgetting an aspect or not using the right criteria. If a decision
maker realizes that he made a mistake and can attack his own moves, then he can clarify why
he changed his mind. Assume that the user put forward argument A justifying why he has a
certain achievement goal. After receiving new information the user realizes that the criterion
he used for that goal was not the right criterion. To conform this with the decision support
system, the user could attack A by advancing another argument A0 concluding that it is not
the right criterion. By doing so, the user can check with the decision support system whether
A0 is indeed a justified argument to conclude that A is overruled. Prakken’s protocol rule R3
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enforces that participants cannot reply to their own moves. To allow participants to attack
their own moves, rule R3 should thus not be used.
Summarizing, a protocol for decision support dialogues should allow making weakly related dialogue moves as this gives the participants the opportunity to attack their own moves.
To enforce that moves must be weakly related, we introduce the following protocol rule that
is called Rwr :
• Rwr : if m is legal and m replies to another move, then m is weakly related in d.
We are now ready to propose a protocol specifically for decision support. Prakken’s
protocol rule R3 states that if a move m is legal, then m and m’s target are not made by the
same participant. If R3 is used, then an agent can never attack his own moves, which we
want to allow. Therefore, R3 will not be used in the protocol for decision support. Because
decision support is a collaborative rather than competitive setting, we will not enforce any
rules concerning turn-taking. Therefore, R1 will not be included.
We will use Prakken’s protocol rules R2 , R4 , and R5 because we do want that all moves
are valid replies, that no move can be repeated, and that surrenders cannot be ‘revoked’
respectively. Furthermore, we will use protocol rule Rwr to enforce that moves must be
weakly related.
Definition 7.15 (Protocol for Decision Support) A protocol for decision support is a
protocol P r that satisfies R2 , R4 , R5 , Rwr , Rcnc , and Rrtr .
A protocol for decision support does not guarantee that every dialogue will terminate
at some point. Because participants can terminate a dialogue whenever they like (we make
this assumption after Definition 7.6), we do not think it is a problem that termination is not
guaranteed. Namely, if the dialogue is still considered to be useful by its participants, then
they can continue. If the dialogue is considered useless by one of its participants, then he can
terminate the dialogue.
Section 7.4 demonstrates the protocol for decision support on the running example from
the introduction, but here we will first give a small example to demonstrate the protocol.
Example 7.6 (Decision Support Dialogues) Let d = hδ, [m1 ]i be a dialogue between
α and β. In move m1 , agent α claims argument A1 , which concludes that agent α should
perform alternative a because a certainly achieves an achievement goal of α w.r.t. perspective
p.
goal(α, p, Gp )
alwAch(a, Gp )
A1 =
dalwG
do(α, a)
Agent β wants to respond and has the following two arguments that attack A1 . Both arguments conclude that α should not perform alternative a because a certainly fails to avoid
agent α’s avoidance goals w.r.t. perspectives q and r.
A2 =

avoid(α, q, Gq ) alwAch(a, Gq )
dalwR
¬do(α, a)

A3 =

avoid(α, r, Gr ) alwAch(a, Gr )
dalwR
¬do(α, a)

Agent β could either make move m2 claiming argument A2 or move m3 claiming A3 . Making move m2 is strongly relevant because it changes the status of m1 to unwarranted. If the
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protocol only allows making strongly relevant moves, then making move m3 after making
move m2 is not legal because m3 does not change the status of move m1 . Similarly, if the
protocol only allows weakly relevant moves, then making move m3 after m2 also is not legal.
However, if the protocol satisfies rule Rwr , then making move m3 after m2 is legal because
it is strongly related. Note that move m3 is strongly related because it creates a new winning
part for β of m1 .

7.3

Revising Beliefs

Communicating is exchanging information, but if agents do not do anything with the information they get, communication is useless. The dialogue moves that agents make are valuable
sources of information because they may provide information about the world and about what
the speaker believes and wants. For example, if agent α claims that it currently rains in Amsterdam, then you could learn that it currently rains in Amsterdam, but you could also learn
that α believes it currently rains and that α wants you to believe so as well.
The process of how the beliefs of an agent should be revised given new information is
called belief revision and is studied in philosophy, logic, computer science and artificial intelligence. Falappa et al. (2009) give an overview of approaches of belief revision and describe
the relationship between belief revision and argumentation. Some approaches focus on argumentation frameworks where arguments are abstract and in other approaches arguments can
have structure. For example, Cayrol et al. (2008) investigate the revision of argumentation
frameworks by studying the impact of adding a single new argument to an argumentation
framework. In contrast, Paglieri and Castelfranchi (2005) propose a two-step process for
argumentation-based belief revision called ‘data-oriented belief revision’. An agent’s beliefs
are revised if he has been persuaded by arguments. A distinction is made between data and
beliefs. Data are pieces of information that an agent has gathered and stored, whereas beliefs
are statements about the world that the agent considers to be truthful (possibly to a certain
degree). The set of data that an agent has can be inconsistent, but the beliefs of an agent cannot be. Belief revision is done in two steps: (1) determine the effect of the new data on other
data; and, (2) select what to believe. For example, if agent α observes agent β claiming that
it rains in Amsterdam, then α adds the datum ‘it rains in Amsterdam’. However, α may also
have the datum ‘it does not rain in Amsterdam’, which was claimed by agent γ before. Now
α has to select what to believe. Because α trusts β more than γ, agent α selects to believe
that it rains in Amsterdam.
In our framework, an agent has a knowledge base consisting of a set of necessary premises,
a set of ordinary premises, and a set of assumptions (see Definition 2.6). The set of ordinary
premises and the set of assumptions can both be inconsistent. From an agent’s knowledge
base, arguments are constructed. Meta-level argumentation is then used to reason about the
relative strength of object-level arguments. The arguments are then evaluated using the successful attacks between them resulting in a set of justified, defensible and overruled conclusions. When comparing our framework to data-oriented belief revision, the agent’s ordinary
premises and assumptions can be seen as what is called data, and the justified conclusions as
the agent’s beliefs. The process of constructing the arguments from a knowledge base and
evaluating them can be seen as what Paglieri and Castelfranchi (2005) call belief selection.
We will now define knowledge update functions, which update the knowledge of an agent
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given a new observed dialogue move.
Definition 7.16 (Knowledge Update Function) Let K be the set of all possible knowledge bases that an agent could have. A knowledge update function is a function update :
K × M → K.
There are many ways of how to update an agent’s knowledge after observing a dialogue
move of another agent. Some ways update the agent’s knowledge if another agent claims
that φ is true: add φ as an ordinary premise, add φ as an assumption, or add φ as an ordinary premise under certain conditions (e.g., whether the other agent is trusted) and as an
assumption otherwise.
To illustrate knowledge update functions, we will now informally introduce the assumption knowledge update function, which adds claims as assumptions. Recall from Definitions 2.9 and 2.16 that every undermining attack on an assumption is successful. By assuming
that claims of others are true, an agent does learn from the utterances of others but is skeptical
to them because every attack on an assumption wins. This update function must make sure
that the sets of necessary premises, ordinary premises and assumptions stay disjoint. For example, if agent α observes dialogue move m, which advances argument A, then Kas should
be updated to Kas ∪ premises(A) \ (Knp ∪ Kop ). Furthermore, suppose that agent β advances
argument A1 and that premise φ of A1 was not in α’s knowledge base. Then α adds φ to his
assumptions. Next, α asks β why φ is true, to which β responds by advancing argument A2 .
In that case, α should remove the assumption of φ and add possible new assumptions arising
from A2 . It becomes more complicated when agents retract claims. Suppose that agent β first
claims that φ is true and α adds φ as an assumption, but later β retracts this claim. Should
α remove φ as an assumption (taking into account that other agents may also have claimed
φ) or is there still enough reason for α to assume that φ is true? We will now illustrate the
behavior of the assumption knowledge update function in an example dialogue.
Example 7.7 (Observing Dialogue Moves) Let AS be an argumentation system and let
agent α’s knowledge bases w.r.t. AS be K = hKnp , Kop , Kas i where Kop and Kas are empty,
i.e., α knows nothing. Agent α is in a dialogue with agent β and β makes dialogue move m1
in which he puts forward argument A1 ∈ Args(AS):
A1 =

φ1

φ2

φ

d1

Because α cannot construct any arguments that conclude the premises of A1 , all premises
of A1 will be added as assumptions. Given m1 , the assumption knowledge update function
updates α’s assumptions Kas to:
Kas := {φ1 , φ2 }

From the updated knowledge base, agent α can now construct argument A1 . The dialogue
with β ends and agent α starts a dialogue with agent γ where γ makes dialogue move m2
putting forward argument A2 :
¬φ2
φ3
d2
A2 =
¬φ
After observing γ’s dialogue move, the assumption knowledge update function updates agent
α’s assumptions as follows:
Kas := {φ1 , φ2 , ¬φ2 , φ3 }
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Because nothing is removed from α’s knowledge bases, argument A1 can still be constructed.
However, because α has new knowledge, he can now also construct argument A2 . Note that
arguments A1 and A2 have conflicting conclusions and therefore attack each other.
The knowledge update function could also update the meta-level knowledge base of the
agent with the information of who made what claim. This information can then be used to
reason on a meta-level about the relative strength of arguments. For example, assume that
object-level argument A1 is based on a claim of agent α and object-level argument A2 on a
claim of agent β. If agent α is more trustworthy than agent β, then that is a reason to believe
A1 is a stronger argument than A2 . However, if β is an expert w.r.t. that claim and α is not,
then you may conclude that A2 is stronger. Hunter (2008) uses meta-level argumentation
to reason about whether a proponent of an argument is appropriate for that particular argument. The knowledge update function could update the meta-level knowledge base such that
Hunter’s formalization of appropriateness can be applied. However, to investigate comprehensively what the best way is use information about the proponent of claims and arguments
to determine the relative strength of arguments is outside the scope of this thesis and recommended for future work.

7.4

Running Example

In this section we will demonstrate how the dialogue framework of this chapter can be used
in the running example from Chapter 1, where a fire commander student is confronted with
the situation where a factory is on fire and there a number of victims inside the building.
The student has to decide what course of action to take. The decision support agent and the
student start a decision support dialogue to argue about what alternative the student should
decide to choose. In this dialogue they use the protocol for decision support as specified in
Definition 7.15. The dialogue context in this example is δ = hTAS , LC , {α, β}i, where
• TAS is {AS ppr , AS 0pv } with AS ppr and AS 0pv as in Section 6.4,
• LC is a communication language based on TAS , and
• α denotes the student and β denotes the decision support agent.

7

We assume that both α and β know how all relevant assignments compare from all criterion perspectives and in what assignments the alternatives result. However, the knowledge
of α and β differs. Table 7.3 describes what knowledge the student and the decision support
agents have concerning the student’s value tree, outcomes of alternatives, evaluation of assignments and the relative importance between perspectives. Note that the student does not
know that criterion perspective c5 influences his objective o2 nor that c5 is a more important
criterion for objective o2 than criterion c1 . In addition, the support agent does not know that
the student cares about objective o2 .
We will now look into an example dialogue that the decision support agent and the student
could have. We will also show how the knowledge base of the support agent can be updated
with the assumption knowledge update function that was described informally in the end of
the previous section. Step by step, each move will now be described.
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Table 7.3: How the knowledge of the student and the decision support agent differ

Value tree
Evaluation
Goals
Outcomes
Importance

Student α

Decision support agent β

v2 ↑ α, o2 ↑ v2 , c1 ↓ o2 , cntxt(α, v2 ),
cntxt(α, o2 ), cntxt(α, c1 )
good(α, c1 , {(x1 , 10)})
goal(α, c1 , {(x1 , 10)})
results(altre , sre ), results(altere , sere )

c5 ↓ o2 , v3 ↑ α, o3 ↑ v3 , c6 ↓ o3 , cntxt(α, c5 )
good(α, c5 , {(x5 , 10)})
results(altre , sre ), results(altere , sere )
c1 Co2 c5

Move 1
The student starts the dialogue with move m1 = h1, α, advance1 (A1 ), 0i. In m1 , the student
α advances the argument A1 concluding that he should send firefighters in right away to
rescue the victims (alternative altre ) because it achieves his goal that the victims are inside
for ten minutes. Formally, A1 is as follows:
A1 =

goal(α, c1 , {(x1 , 10)})

c1 ↓ α
alwAch(altre , {(x1 , 10)})
dalwG
do(α, altre )

From β’s knowledge base it is not possible to construct arguments that conclude A1 ’s premises
goal(α, c1 , {(x1 , 10)}) and c1 ↓ α. Using the assumption knowledge update function, agent
β’s knowledge base is updated as follows because of move m1 .
Kas := {goal(α, c1 , {(x1 , 10)}), c1 ↓ α}
Note that the updated knowledge base allows β to construct A1 and to determine the acceptability of A1 .
Move 2
Agent β replies to m1 with move m2 = h2, β, why1 (c1 ↓ α), 1i in which β asks the student why the criterion perspective c1 negatively influences his preferences. Because β has
a limited understanding of α’s value tree, asking why α cares about c1 will give β valuable
information that he can use to better support α in making a decision. Move m2 does not
change the object and meta-level knowledge bases of β.

Move 3
Next, the student α answers β’s question with move m3 = h3, α, advance1 (A2 ), 2i. In m3 ,
α advances the argument explaining that c1 ↓ α is true because α has the objective of to maximize the safety of the victims, which promotes his value of security. Recall from Table 5.3
that axiom ax5 states p ↑ q ∧ q ↑ r ⊃ p ↑ r, i.e., if perspective p positively influences perspective q, and q positively influences perspective r, then p positively influences r. Similarly, ax7
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states p ↓ q ∧ q ↑ r ⊃ p ↓ r. Using ax5 and ax7 , argument A2 is as follows:
o2 ↑ v2 v2 ↑ α
∧I
o2 ↑ v2 ∧ v2 ↑ α
ax5
MP
o2 ↑ α
c1 ↓ o 2
∧I
c1 ↓ o2 ∧ o2 ↑ α
A2 =
c1 ↓ α

ax7

MP

After receiving m3 , β adds A2 ’s premises as assumptions and removes the assumption c1 ↓ α
because it can be explained with the premises of A2 . Consequently, β’s object-level assumptions are updated to:
Kas := {goal(α, c1 , {(x1 , 10)}), v2 ↑ α, o2 ↑ v2 , c1 ↓ o2 }
Argument A2 can now be constructed from β’s knowledge base and will thus be in the corresponding argumentation framework. By evaluating this argumentation framework, β can
determine whether A2 is justified, defensible or overruled.
Move 4
Because of α’s last move, β now knows that α cares about objective o2 . This allows β to
construct argument A3 that concludes that the criterion perspective c5 negatively influences
α’s perspective because c5 negatively influences o2 .
c5 ↓ o2 o2 ↑ α
∧I
c5 ↓ o2 ∧ o2 ↑ α
A3 =
c5 ↓ α

ax7

MP

Moreover, because β’s knowledge base contains that an x5 value of 10 is good from the
criterion perspective c5 , agent β can construct the argument A03 that concludes that α should
have the achievement goal from c5 to achieve an x5 value of 10. Recall from Table 5.1 that
infl(p, q) abbreviates p ↑ q ∨ p ↓ q.
A3
∨I
infl(c5 , α)
A03

=

cntxt(α, c5 ) good(α, {(x5 , 10)}, c5 )
dgoal
goal(α, c5 , {(x5 , 10)})

7

Now β makes move m4 = h4, β, advance1 (A4 ), 1i in reply to the first move of α. In m4 ,
β advances the argument that α should extinguish the fire partly, then rescue the victims and
then extinguish the rest (alternative altere ) because c5 is important to α and altere achieves α’s
goal w.r.t. criterion c5 .
A4 =

A03

A3

alwAch(altere , {(x5 , 10)})
dalwG
do(α, altere )

Move 5
The student does not agree that argument A4 is justified and makes move m5 = h5, α,
advance1 (A1 ), 4i in which m4 is attacked by advancing argument A1 . Note that α already
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advanced A1 in move m1 , but that the protocol allows to repeat an argument if it does not
reply to the same move. Because A1 was already put forward, β’s knowledge base is not
updated.
Move 6
Because the decision support agent thinks that criterion perspective c5 is more important to
α than c1 , meta-level argument B1 can be constructed using meta-level defeasible rule daG
(as specified in Table 6.3). Namely, B1 concludes that inferring to perform an alternative
because it achieves the goal w.r.t. c5 is stronger than inferring to performing an alternative
because it achieves the goal w.r.t. c1 . For ease of notation, let r denote dalwG (α, altre , c1 , G)
(i.e., defeasibly inferring that agent α has the achievement goal to achieve an assignment in
G) and r0 denote dalwG (α, altere , c5 , G0 ).
B1 =

c 1 Cα c 5
daG
{r} ≺R {r0 }

Note that {r} = lastDef(A1 ) and {r0 } = lastDef(A4 ). Consequently, the following argument can be constructed.
B2 =

lastDef(A1 ) 6= lastDef(A4 )
B1
∧I
lastDef(A1 ) 6= lastDef(A4 ) ∧ lastDef(A1 ) ≺R lastDef(A4 )

We can now apply the last link principle as represented in axiom lstLnk01 (see Table 2.4).
This is done in the following argument.
B3 =

B2
lstLnk01
MP
A1 ≺Args A4

Because of B3 , the attack of A1 on A4 becomes unsuccessful. Therefore, agent β makes
move m6 = h6, β, advance2 (B3 ), 5i in which the meta-level argument B3 is put forward.
Note that because move m6 attacks move m5 , move m6 removes a winning part for α w.r.t.
move m1 . Consequently, m6 is strictly relevant in the dialogue.
Move 7 and 8
The student agrees with the support agent that c5 is more important than c1 and that therefore object-level argument A4 is stronger than object-level A1 . Consequently, the student
concedes to B3 ’s conclusion by making the move m7 = h7, α, concede2 (A1 ≺Args A4 ), 6i.
The student does not have any other relevant arguments that he can put forward and is thus
persuaded by that argument A1 is overruled and that he should not choose alternative altre .
Moreover, the student neither has any arguments that successfully attack the support
agent’s argument A4 , which concludes that the student should choose alternative altere . Consequently, the student concedes to the conclusion of A4 by making the dialogue move m8 =
h8, α, concede1 (do(α, altere )), 4i. Because they now agree on what the student should do,
the student terminates the dialogue.
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Chapter Summary

In order to argue to motivate decisions, a decision support agent needs to be able (1) to understand and construct arguments concerning decisions and (2) to communicate these arguments
in a natural way with the user. Chapter 5 and 6 proposed how arguments concerning decisions can be constructed. In this chapter we have extended the dialogue framework in Prakken
(2005a) such that it is possible to communicate all arguments that are relevant for a decision.
More specifically, we have extended the communication language such that both object-level
and meta-level arguments can be put forward and we have proposed a protocol for decision
support that allows the agents to make what we call weakly related dialogue moves. Furthermore, we have proposed a general knowledge update function that updates the knowledge of
an agent based on the dialogue move he observes. Because this is a difficult subject, we have
informally described one approach to do this. Namely, observed claims are added as assumptions in the agent’s knowledge base, which allows the agent to use the observed claims but
remain skeptical towards them. Finally, the running example of the introduction was used to
demonstrate the extended dialogue framework in the context of decision support.
McBurney et al. (2007) splits deliberation dialogues into eight stages. In each stage a
different topic is discussed. For example, goals and criteria are discussed in the inform stage,
whereas in the propose stage alternatives are suggested. In the dialogue framework of this
chapter it is possible to discuss all the topics that are relevant to making a decision. However,
our dialogue framework does not distinguish between stages in the dialogue. Because participants can make any legal dialogue move, a decision support agent may switch stage in every
dialogue move he makes. For example, first an alternative is proposed, then what goals the
agents has, then another alternative is proposed, and finally another goal may be put forward.
If it is undesirable that the participants often switch in what stage they are, e.g., because it is
chaotic for the student, then different stages could be modeled in our dialogue framework as
either strategies for agents or by adding content-specific protocol rules.
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Move Selection with
Multiple Criteria

In the previous chapters we proposed a mechanism to support a human user in making a decision by means of a dialogue in which the user and the system can exchange arguments, counterarguments and questions. In order to argue to motivate decisions, we extended existing
work in argumentation for decision-making with several concepts concerning perspectives.
We then proposed an argumentation framework for decision-making that allows an agent to
argue about what decision he should prefer most. To support the user in a dialogue, the previous chapter extended an existing dialogue framework such that all arguments relevant to a
decision can be put forward. Finally, in this chapter we will address research question 2b by
showing how our decision-making framework can be used by the decision support agent to
decide what dialogue move has the most preferred outcome in the dialogue with the user.
During a support dialogue, there are several reasons for why there often are different
dialogue moves that a participant could make. Firstly, if the set of alternatives to decide from
is large, then for each alternative several arguments could be advanced that conclude that the
alternative should be done or should not be done. Secondly, the larger the set of perspectives
from which alternatives can be compared, the more comparisons between alternatives from
different perspectives can be made. Finally, there may be a number of goals that can be
justified from a perspective. A possible solution for move selection is to select a legal move
randomly until all available legal moves are given. Although simple and comprehensive, the
drawback of this solution is that the duration of the support dialogue will be long. To support
a decision, it is typically not necessary to discuss all the possible decisions, just the ones that
are the most relevant to the user. What decisions are relevant to a user depends on what the
user cares about, i.e., the decisions that achieve goals with respect to perspectives that the
user cares about.
A decision support agent may have different kinds of objectives in a support dialogue.
For example, on the one hand, the agent may want to give the most persuasive arguments
to the user in order to persuade the user as fast possible. On the other hand, he may want
to be thorough with respect to discussing all aspects that may matter to the decision. If the
only objective is to persuade the user that he should choose a certain alternative, then it is
possible that the user is already persuaded without considering all relevant perspectives. In
such situations, the decision support agent must make a tradeoff between these conflicting
objectives. Section 8.1 describes various criteria found in the literature that can be used for
selecting what dialogue move to make.
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Because the decision support agent does not know what the user believes nor what the
user values, the agent cannot determine with certainty what effect his dialogue moves will
have on the user. Selecting what dialogue move to make is thus a multi-criteria decision task
with uncertainty. In chapters 5 and 6 we proposed an argumentation framework for decisionmaking in domains with uncertainty and where multiple values, objectives and criteria matter.
In Section 8.2 we will illustrate how this argumentation framework can be used to decide what
move to select in a support dialogue. This approach is also taken in our paper van der Weide
et al. (2011) and by Amgoud and Hameurlain (2007) who also consider move selection as a
decision making task. In Section 8.3 we will conclude this chapter and compare our approach
to their approach.

8.1

Criteria for Move Selection

Several criteria have been proposed in the literature that are interesting for dialogue move selection. For example, Oren et al. (2007) propose the criterion to minimise revealing information, which is relevant for domains with private information. Also, Amgoud and de Saint Cyr
(2008) propose several measures, such as aggressiveness and coherence, to determine the
quality of a persuasion dialogue. These measures could be used as criteria to decide what
dialogue move to make. In this section, we will first discuss several criteria that are based
on the values of agents, then multiple criteria that concern the acceptability of an argument
for an agent, and finally criteria concerning whether the agent is interested in the argument.
Note that many criteria require much information about the audience, which is typically not
available. In this case, it may be possible to make an educated guess about what is actually
true and use these criteria as heuristics instead.
Criteria can utilize different kinds of information like what knowledge the audience has,
the preferences of the audience, or what has been said in the dialogue before. Subsection 8.1.1
first discusses two criteria based on the values the audience holds, i.e., the audience’s preferences. Next, a number of criteria are discussed in Subsection 8.1.2 that compare moves
based on what the audience believes. Finally, Subsection 8.1.3 explores two criteria that use
the interests of the audiences to compare moves.

8.1.1

Value-based Criteria

Perelman and Olbrechts-Tyteca (1969) claim that whether an agent will accept an argument
significantly depends on whether the values in the argument match the values held by the
agent to whom the argument is presented. If an agent wants to maximize the likelihood that
another agent agrees, then he could use the criterion to put forward arguments that use or are
in harmony with the other agent’s values. Grasso et al. (2000) are interested in changing the
attitudes of a user to promote healthy nutrition. For this purpose, they formalize the theory
by Perelman and Olbrechts-Tyteca (1969) and use the values held by the user to select the
most convincing argument.
Black and Atkinson (2011) propose a dialogue system for joint deliberation where each
agent has a different value ordering. Dialogue moves consist of putting forward practical
arguments using the practical argument scheme AS1 by Atkinson et al. (2006). Agents determine what argument to put forward using the heuristic that the more important a value is for
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the recipient agent, the better it is to advance an argument on the basis of that value. In this
way, agents use the value ordering of another agent to select what argument to put forward in
a persuasion dialogue.

8.1.2

Acceptability of Arguments

In Hunter (2007) and Black and Hunter (2009), agents have beliefs about the degree to which
formulae can be used as shared knowledge when interacting with other agents. If a formula is
shared knowledge between two agents, then both agents believe that formula is true. Agents
can use their beliefs about whether an argument’s premises are shared knowledge as a criterion to maximize the likelihood that another agent accepts a certain argument. Hunter (2004a)
models the ‘believability’ of arguments for specific agents. For this purpose, the ‘empathy’
and ‘antipathy’ of arguments for an agent is defined. To maximize the believability of an
argument, both the empathy for the defending arguments and the antipathy of the attacking arguments should be maximized. Maximizing the believability of arguments could be a
useful criterion for move selection in dialogues.
In Riveret et al. (2008) the expected utility of dialogue moves in an adjudication dialogue
is determined using the probability that the adjudicator accepts the argument’s premises and
the probability that the argument is attacked. Given these probabilities, possible criteria for
advancing an argument A is to maximize the probability that the receiving agent accepts the
argument A’s premises and to minimize the probability that the receiving agent will attack A.
It is also possible to consider the relation between the strength of an argument and the
agent who utters that argument. Hunter (2008) provides a logic-based framework to evaluate
arguments by looking how ‘appropriate’ the speaker of the argument is for that particular
argument. An agent reasons on the meta-level about whether an agent is appropriate to assert
some argument. If an agent α has asserted argument A and α is appropriate to assert A, then
A should be accepted. Assume that agent α wants to persuade agent β and that β evaluates
arguments by looking at the appropriateness of the agent who advances them. If α can make
an educated guess of whether β will find α appropriate, then α could use this as a criterion
for move selection.

8.1.3

Interest

In Hunter (2004b), what an agent finds important is used to determine the impact of arguments. A ‘desideratabase’ is defined, which captures how much an agent is interested in
certain formulae. A desideratabase is a tuple hΠ, λi with Π a set of formulae that the agent
wants to be true and λ a mapping from those formulae to [0, 1]. The higher λ(φ) for some
φ ∈ Π, the more the agent wants φ to be true. The ‘resonance’ of an argument is then defined
as the sum of λ(φ) for all φ ∈ Π that are affected by that argument. Consequently, the higher
the resonance of an argument, the more important an argument is for the agent. Maximizing
the resonance of an argument could be used as a criterion to select the argument with the
highest impact.
In addition, van der Weide et al. (2009a) investigate how the personality type of a person
can be used to determine in what premises and critical questions of arguments schemes that
agent is most interested in. The techniques are based on Zeisset (2006), who describes how
to use the MBTI personality theory by Jung (1921) to communicate effectively. For example,
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the Sensing personality type first wants and gives information that is real, concrete, practical,
factual, and specific, whereas the Intuition personality type first wants and gives information
that is insightful, opens possibilities, uses the imagination, presents an overview or synthesis,
and shows patterns. Sensing types ask what and how questions and speak of what is or what
has been and give precise factual descriptions. In contrast, intuition types ask what if, and
why questions and speak of what might be, what the main issue is, and what jumped out
using ’sort of’ and general impression descriptions. Agents could use the criterion to give the
information that another agent is most interested in.

8.2

Running Example

In this section we will apply our argumentation framework for decision-making on the decision of selecting what move to make. The student (denoted α) is in the decision situation
described in the running example. The decision support agent β is having a support dialogue
with α about what decision α should make. After a number of moves, β must choose between multiple decisions. To determine what alternative β should choose, our argumentation
framework for decision-making is used. Note that we are dealing with two decision situations, i.e., the student’s decision about what to do in the scenario with the fire in the factory
and the support agent’s decision about what dialogue move to make in the dialogue with the
student.
We will first describe the current circumstances for β after which we will informally
describe what matters to β for his decision about what move to select. Then this decision
situation is formalized in the PVM model (see Chapter 4). This formalization is then used to
instantiate the argumentation framework for perspective-based value as described in Chapter 5. Arguments are then constructed to determine what move β should make.

The current dialogue
The student (denoted α) is in the decision situation described in the running example. Let α
and decision support agent β be in dialogue1 d = hδ, [m1 , m2 ]i in which they are discussing
what decision α should take. In dialogue d, two moves m1 and m2 have been made where:
• in move m1 , student α advances argument A1 concluding that α should choose alternative altre (i.e., send firefighters in immediately to rescue the victims, then extinguish
fire) because altre achieves α’s goal of that the victims are inside for ten minutes or less
(criterion perspective c1 );
• in move m2 , agent β attacks m1 by advancing argument A2 , which concludes that
α should perform alternative altere (i.e., first extinguish the fire near the victims, then
rescue them and finally extinguish the rest of the fire) because it achieves α’s goal w.r.t.
how much time the victims are near fire (criterion perspective c5 ).
Because m2 is warranted and m2 attacks m1 , move m1 is not warranted. However, the
support agent β wants α to be aware of all perspectives that β thinks α may find important.
1 Recall from Definition 7.6 that a dialogue is a tuple consisting of a decision context δ and a possibly infinite
sequence [m1 , m2 , . . .] of dialogue moves in δ. A dialogue context consists of a tower of argumentation systems, a
communication language and a set of participants.
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There are several dialogue moves that β could choose to make. Because the support agent
cares about multiple criteria when deciding what move to make, the PVM argumentation
framework is used to determine what dialogue move or sequence of dialogue moves he should
make. Recall from Definition 7.15 that in the protocol for decision support, participants are
allowed to make multiple moves in the same turn. We will use sequences of dialogue moves
as the alternatives from which β can choose. Note that there are many (possibly infinite) legal
sequences of dialogue moves from which β can choose. However, this is not a problem in the
PVM argumentation framework because it does not enforce the agent to consider all possible
alternatives. For the example, we will focus on the following three alternatives that β can
choose.
• Alternative alt0a : first make move m3 conceding some premise of A1 , then make move
m4 advancing argument A3 justifying alternative altere because it achieves α’s achievement goal w.r.t. the amount of chemicals escaping into the environment. Note that m4
attacks m1 .
• Alternative alt0b : only make move m4 .
• Alternative alt0c : first make move m3 , then attack move m1 with move m5 . Move
m5 advances argument A4 , which concludes that alternative altre should not be done
because it achieves an avoidance goal w.r.t. the safety of the firefighters. Namely, the
firefighters have to go into the building while it is on fire.
Note that alternative 1 only differs from alternative 2 by first conceding a premise claimed
by α. Further note that both alternative 1 and 3 first concede a premise of α’s argument A1 .

Value tree in support dialogues
We will now describe the value tree of decision support agent β. First, we will describe the
general areas of concern that matter to β in the dialogue and then decompose them into more
specific perspectives. Note that we do not aim at giving precise definitions of these general
areas of concern, but that we want to show how influence between perspectives can be used to
decompose an abstract perspective into several more specific perspectives. The PVM model
is designed in such a way that abstract perspectives do not have to be specified exactly, but
that they can be described in a less strict manner.
Agent β has three general areas of concern: persuading the student, while being efficient
and remaining friendly. To make clear what this means for β, we will decompose what β
values into a value tree. We will now focus on each area of concern and decompose them into
more specific perspectives. This decomposition is captured in a value tree. Given this value
tree, the next section will instantiate the PVM for β, which we can then use to argue about
what dialogue move β should make.

8

Efficiency
In a decision support scenario, there is typically a limited amount of time available to discuss
what decision to make. Therefore, the support agent should not make all legal moves, but
carefully select the most important moves. Similarly, if in a training setting a support agent
would make all legal moves, then the student would not like working with the support agent.
To prevent the support agent to make all dialogue moves that are legal, the agent should care
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about being ‘efficient’. What makes a dialogue efficient is a complicated matter, but using the
PVM we do not have to specify it exactly. For the example, we will use the simple heuristic
that the more moves that are made in a dialogue, the less efficient the dialogue is.

Persuasiveness
We will now describe how we interpret persuasiveness within the context of this example. We
see persuading someone as causing a person to do something or to cause someone believe
something by means of argument. In our framework, a formula φ could denote that the
student should choose some alternative, but also that the student should have a certain goal or
that performing some alternative results in a certain outcome. Persuading an agent thus means
causing that the agent agrees that some formula φ is true. We consider the persuasiveness of
a dialogue move m for a formula φ as the likelihood that the student will accept the truth of
φ caused by m.
Assume that move m advances argument A. Whether m causes the student to accept the
truth of some formula φ depends on whether the student accepts A’s premises and how strong
A is compared to other arguments of the student. If A’s premises are not acceptable, then the
student will consider A as overruled. Because the relative strength of arguments determines
whether an attack is successful, A’s strength is important for whether A ‘survives’ all attacks. The stronger the argument, the more likely its conclusion will be accepted. Therefore,
the decision-support agent decomposes his general area of concern ‘persuasiveness’ into the
objectives of maximizing acceptability of the premises and maximizing argument strength.
The relative strength of arguments concluding what alternative to choose depends on how
important the student finds the goal that they achieve and how certain it is that the alternative
achieves that goal. The relative importance of goals for a student depends on how important
the student finds their corresponding criterion perspectives. Namely, the more important
a criterion, the more important a goal w.r.t. that criterion, and the more important it is to
achieve that goal. In the PVM, the strength of an argument depends on the importance of the
perspectives that it uses. Therefore, to maximize argument strength and thus persuasiveness,
the importance of the perspectives used in arguments should be maximized. Note that the
support agent β may have an idea about what perspectives the student finds important, but
that this knowledge may be incomplete and incorrect.
Whether the premises of an argument are acceptable to the student depends on what
premises are in his knowledge base, the arguments that he has constructed and the acceptability of those arguments. For example, a premise φ is acceptable to the student if he has
constructed a justified argument that concludes φ, but φ is not acceptable if the student has no
arguments that conclude φ or the student has no justified or defensible arguments concluding
φ. To determine whether the student will accept a premise it is thus necessary to know the
content of the student’s knowledge base and what arguments he has constructed. This information is typically not available and therefore the best the decision support agent can do is
to make an educated guess. A possible heuristic for this is to use premises that the student
has claimed, or in other words, to borrow premises from the student. The underlying idea
is that if the student has claimed that a formula φ is true, then typically the student finds φ
acceptable. In other words, the more premises an argument borrows from the student, the
more likely it is that the student will accept the argument.
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Friendliness
The third general area of concern of the decision-support agent is ‘friendliness’. Because
friendliness is abstract, we will now decompose it into several more concrete perspectives that
have an influence on friendliness. Again note that we do not aim to give a precise definition of
friendliness, but that we will use five perspectives that are relevant for friendliness to describe
friendliness. One perspective that we say is important for friendliness is reusing or borrowing
the claims of the other agent. By borrowing a premise that the student has claimed, the
student may feel that his judgment is appreciated. In response, the student may more easily
appreciate the judgment of the decision support agent, which contributes to the likelihood
that the student will accept an argument put forward by the agent. Therefore, the criterion of
how many premises are borrowed has a positive influence on the general area of concern of
friendliness. For example, if argument A1 borrows no premises of the student and argument
A2 borrows three premises, then A2 is preferred to A1 from the criterion perspective of how
many premises are borrowed, which is a reason to think that A2 is friendlier than A1 . For
similar reasons, the criterion of how many of the student’s premises are conceded by the agent
also positively influences the friendliness of the agent towards the student.
In the dialogue, the student has put forward argument A1 concluding that he should send
the firefighters in immediately to rescue the victims and then extinguish the fire. The support
agent thinks it is a better idea to first extinguish just the fire near the victims, then get them
out and then extinguish the rest of the fire. The agent could give the student arguments not
to do the student’s alternative, but the agent could also give the student arguments to do the
alternative of the agent. If the agent first only advances arguments that say the student should
not do X, then the student could experience that as aggressive. Namely, the agent could also
advance arguments to do Y. The student may then realize that X has disadvantages w.r.t. the
perspectives that the agent uses to justify doing Y. In that way, the agent does not have to
make explicit why X may not be a good decision.
Value Tree
The decision support agent cares about the general areas of concern of efficiency, persuasiveness and friendliness. We have decomposed these general areas of concern into more
concrete perspectives. This decomposition represents the value tree of the decision support
agent. Figure 8.1 visualizes the value tree of the decision support agent in the dialogue with
the student. In actual applications, the decision support agent may also have to consider more
perspectives, but we will focus on these perspectives for the sake of simplicity.

8

Figure 8.1: Value tree for move selection
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Although the decision support agent cares about each general area of concern, he does find
some more important than others. For the sake of simplicity, we will only assume that agent
β finds the perspective of persuasiveness more important than the perspective of friendliness.

Perspective-based Value Model
In order to argue about what dialogue move the support agent can best select, we need an
argumentation framework for PV that is instantiated with a perspective-based value model as
defined in Chapter 4. Recall that we are dealing with two decision situations: the student’s
decision about what to do in the scenario with the fire and the factory and the support agent’s
decision about what dialogue move to make in the dialogue with the student. We will accent
perspectives and attributes to denote that they are used for move selection.
Table 8.1 describes the perspectives in the value tree of the support agent β as visualized
in Figure 8.1. Note that we do not have any objective perspectives. The perspectives in
Table 8.1: Perspectives in the value tree of the system
Perspective
β

0

The decision support agent
0

effcn
prsv0
frnd0
c01
c02
c03
c04
c05

Denotes

Efficiency
Persuasiveness of do(α, altere ) to α
Friendliness towards α
Number of dialogue moves made in the dialogue between α and β
Strength of arguments advanced by β
Number of α’s claims that β has borrowed
Number of α’s claims that β has conceded
Number of arguments against altre

Table 8.1 are modeled with the following perspective structure.
Pmove = h {β 0 }, {effcn0 , prsv0 , frnd0 }, ∅, {c01 , c02 , c03 , c04 , c05 } i
Figure 8.1 visualizes several influence relations between the perspectives in Pmove . The perspective influence structure (as in Definition 4.10) ιmove = hPmove , I↑ , I↓ i models these influences where
I↑ ={(effcn0 , β 0 ), (prsv0 , β 0 ), (frnd0 , β 0 ),

(c02 , prsv0 ), (c03 , prsv0 ), (c03 , frnd0 ), (c04 , frnd0 ),
(c02 , β 0 ), (c03 , β 0 ), (c04 , β 0 )}

I↓ ={(c01 , effcn0 ), (c05 , frnd0 ), (c01 , β 0 ), (c05 , β 0 )}
For each of the five criterion perspectives in Pmove an attribute is used that measures
that perspective. We are only interested in those five attributes, so the set of all attributes is
A = {x01 , x02 , x03 , x04 , x05 }. Table 8.2 describes these five attributes. For each attribute, the
table presents what the attribute denotes and its domain of attribute values. We will use Pfire
to the denote the perspectives in the firefighting decision scenario.
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Table 8.2: Attributes for Move Selection
Attribute
x01
x2
x03
x04
x05
a

Denotes

Attribute Values

Total number of dialogue moves made in the dialogue
Perspectivesa used by arguments advanced by β
Number of α’s claims that β borrows
Number of α’s claims that β has conceded
Number of β’s arguments that conclude not to do alternative a

N
2Pfire
N
N
N

Note that Pfire denotes the student’s perspectives in determining what to do with the fire rather than the
perspectives of the agent’s value tree in deciding what move to make to the student.

The resulting outcomes from choosing either alt0a , alt0b and alt0c are in Table 8.3. Because
and alt0c both consist of two dialogue moves and two dialogue moves have already been
made in the dialogue, alt0a ’s and alt0c ’s resulting x01 -value is 4. The x01 -value of alt0b is 3
because it only consists of one move. Alternatives alt0a and alt0b advance the same argument
and therefore they result in the same x02 -value of fire-perspectives {c4 , o1 , α}. Alternative alt0c
advances a different argument that uses different fire-perspectives. No advanced argument
borrows any premises from α and therefore all x03 -values are 0. Alternatives alt0a and alt0c
both result in x04 -value of 1 because they concede a premise of α’s argument A1 . Finally, only
alt0c advances one argument that concludes that α should not do alternative altre . Therefore,
alt0c ’s x05 -value is 1 and the other x05 -values are 0.
alt0a

Table 8.3: Outcomes of the alternatives
Alternative

x01

x02

x03

x04

x05

alt0a
alt0b
alt0c

4
3
4

{c4 , o1 , α}
{c4 , o1 , α}
{c6 , o3 , α}

0
0
0

1
0
1

0
0
1

We will use s0a , s0b and s0c to denote the assignments resulting from alt0a , alt0b and alt0c
respectively. For the example, we will only consider the assignments resulting from the
various alternatives, i.e., Smove = {s0a , s0b , s0c }.
The value comparisons from the criteria perspectives must correspond to the attribute
values. This means that if y1 and y2 are two attribute values of attribute x0i and y1 ≤ y2 , then
the PVCS should be instantiated with this information. For criterion perspective c02 , we will
assume that β believes that the set {c6 , o3 , α} is more important for α than the set {c4 , o1 , α}.
We can now define the PVCS (see Definition 4.7) corresponding to this example as
δmove = hAmove , Smove , Pmove , , msri

8

with:
• for i ∈ {1, 3, 4, 5}: y1 ≤ y2 iff {(x0i , y1 )} c0i {(x0i , y2 )}
• for 1 ≤ i ≤ 5: msr(c0i ) = {x0i }, and
• s ≺c02 t with s = {(x02 , {c4 , o1 , α})} and t = {(x02 , {c6 , o3 , α})}.
Note that all the ingredients have been introduced that are necessary to instantiate our
argumentation framework for perspective-based value.
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Perspective-based Argumentation
We will now use the argumentation system for perspective-based value (ASPV) as in Definition 5.3 to argue about what alternative β should choose. Let AS pv be the ASPV w.r.t.
PVCS δmove . Furthermore, let K = hKnp , Kop , Kas i be agent β’s knowledge such that K
corresponds to δ and ιmove (see Definition 5.4 and right below there).
Because after performing alt0a four moves have been made in total whereas after performing alt0b only three moves have been made, the ordinary premise s0b <c01 s0a is in the
agent’s knowledge base (recall that s0a , s0b and s0c are the assignments resulting from performing alternatives alt0a , alt0b and alt0c ). Because c01 negatively influences the perspective effcn0
and because effcn0 positively influences β’s perspective, the following two arguments can
be constructed. These arguments use the defeasible rules d↑ and d↓ , which are described in
Table 5.2.
s0 <c0 s0a
c01 ↓ effcn0
B1
effcn0 ↑ β 0
d↓
B2 =
d↑
B1 = b 1 0
0
0
sa <effcn0 sb
sa <β 0 s0b
Similar arguments can be constructed concluding that s0a <effcn0 s0c and s0a <β 0 s0c . These two
arguments will be denoted with B10 and B20 .
The argument that is put forward in alternative alt0c uses the fire-related set of perspectives
{c6 , o3 , α}, whereas the argument in alt0a uses fire-related perspectives {c4 , o1 , α}. Because
the agent believes that α finds the perspectives in alt0c more important, s0a <c02 s0c is an
ordinary premise in the knowledge base. Using this knowledge, the following two arguments
can be constructed.
c02 ↑ prsv0
s0a <c02 s0c
B3
prsv0 ↑ β 0
B3 =
d
B
=
d↑
↑
4
s0a <prsv0 s0c
s0a <β 0 s0c
Namely, because β thinks that the fire-related perspectives in s0c are more important to α than
the fire-related perspectives in s0a , argument B3 concludes that s0c is preferred to s0a from the
perspective of persuasiveness. Argument B4 uses B3 to conclude that thus β should prefer
s0c . Because β also has the premise s0b <c02 s0c in its knowledge base, two similar arguments
B30 and B40 can be constructed concluding s0b <prsv0 s0c and s0b <β 0 s0c respectively, i.e., that
s0b is less persuasive than s0c and thus that β should prefer s0b .
Note that no alternative borrows any premises from α. Consequently, s0a , s0b and s0c are
equally preferred from the criterion perspective c03 . How many of α’s premises are conceded (criterion perspective c04 ) positively influences friendliness towards α and how many
advanced arguments not to do fire-alternative altre (criterion perspective c05 ) negatively influences friendliness towards α. In alt0b nothing is conceded and altre is not attacked, but in alt0c
a premise of α is conceded, but altre is attacked. This results in the following two arguments.
B5 =

s0b <c04 s0c
c04 ↑ frnd0
d↑
s0b <frnd0 s0c

B6 =

s0b <c05 s0c
c05 ↓ frnd0
d↓
s0c <frnd0 s0b

Note that arguments B5 and B6 have conflicting conclusions w.r.t. whether s0b or s0c is preferred from the perspective of friendliness.
In contrast, s0a is preferred to s0c from the perspective of friendliness because both s0a and
0
sc concede one premise, but s0a does not advance an argument not to do altre .
B7 =
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s0a <c05 s0c
c05 ↓ frnd0
d↓
s0c <frnd0 s0a

B8 =

B7

frnd0 ↑ β 0
d↑
s0c <β 0 s0a
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Note that B8 and B4 rebut each other. Namely, s0c is better because it is more persuasive, but
s0a is better because it is more friendly. Because B8 concludes s0c <β 0 s0a and B2 concludes
s0a <β 0 s0b , the defeasible rule dstrct as in Table 5.2 can be used to infer defeasibly that
s0c <β 0 s0b is true. This is done in argument B9 .
B9 =

B8
B2
dstrct
0
0
sc <β s0b

Note that because B4 rebuts B8 and B8 is a subargument of B9 , argument B4 also rebuts B9 .

Meta-Level Argumentation
Object-level arguments B5 and B6 attack each other and B4 and B8 attack each other. However, support agent β does not find all perspectives in his value tree as important. Namely, β
finds persuasiveness more important than friendliness.
Recall Definition 5.8 that defines meta-argumentation systems for PV w.r.t. an argumentation system for PV. Let AS 0pv be the meta-argumentation system for PV w.r.t. AS pv (with
0
0
0
, Kas
, Kop
AS pv the ASPV as defined in the previous subsection). Furthermore, let K0 = Knp
0
0
0
be the meta-level knowledge base such that (frnd Cβ 0 prsv ) ∈ Kop .
The following meta-level arguments can be constructed from K0 using defeasible rule d0↑↑
from Table 5.4. We will use r4 to denote B4 ’s last applied defeasible rule d↑ (frnd0 , β 0 , s0c , s0a )
and r8 to denote B8 ’s last applied defeasible rule d↑ (prsv0 , β 0 , s0a , s0c ).
C1 =

frnd0 Cβ 0 prsv0 0
d
{r4 } ≺R {r8 } ↑↑

Because lastDef(B4 ) = {r4 } and lastDef(B8 ) = {r8 }, it is the case that argument C1
concludes lastDef(B4 ) ≺R lastDef(B8 ). Furthermore, because {r4 } is not the same as
{r8 }, it is true that lastDef(B4 ) 6= lastDef(B8 ). The strict rule ∧I introduces a logical ‘and’.
C2 =

lastDef(B4 ) 6= lastDef(B8 )
C1
∧I
lastDef(B4 ) 6= lastDef(B8 ) ∧ lastDef(B4 ) ≺R lastDef(B8 )

The following argument uses the last-link principle axiom lstLnk01 to conclude that B8
is a stronger argument than B4 because B8 ’s last applied defeasible rules are stronger.
C3 =

C2

lstLnk01
MP
B4 ≺ B8

Agent β does not find criterion perspective c04 or c05 more important for the perspective
of friendliness. Consequently, we cannot infer whether B5 or B6 is stronger. Because C1 ,
C2 and C3 do not have any attackers, they are all in the grounded extension. This means that
C3 is a justified argument and that B4 ≺ B8 is a justified conclusion. Consequently, in the
resulting grounded argument ordering over object-level arguments it is true that B4 < B8 .

8

Acceptability of Object-Level Arguments
Now that we have determined the grounded argument ordering ≤ resulting from the metaargumentation, we can construct the object-level argumentation theory AT = hAS pv , K, ≤i.
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Because in the argument ordering it is true that B4 < B8 , the attack of B4 on B8 is unsuccessful (see the definition of defeat in Definition 2.16).
Argumentation theory AT can now be used to instantiate the argumentation framework
AF = hArgs, Attacki with Args = {B1 , B10 , . . . , B8 } the set of arguments that can be
constructed from K and Attack the defeat relation between Args. Argumentation framework
AF is visualized in Figure 8.2.
Figure 8.2: Object-level arguments concerning what move to select

B1

B2

B1�

B2�

B3

B5

B4

B8

B9

B7

B6

Every argument is justified except for B4 , B5 and B6 . Because B8 defeats B4 and B8
is justified, argument B4 is overruled. Because B4 attacks B9 but B4 is overruled, argument
B9 is reinstated and is a justified argument. Arguments B5 and B6 are both defensible.
The justified conclusions w.r.t. (1) efficiency are s0a <effcn0 s0b and s0a <effcn0 s0c ; (2) persuasiveness are s0a <prsv0 s0c and s0b <prsv0 s0c ; and, most importantly, (3) β’s perspective
s0c <β 0 s0a , s0a <β 0 s0b and s0c <β 0 s0b . The defensible conclusions w.r.t. friendliness are
s0c <frnd0 s0b (argument B5 ’s conclusion) and s0c <frnd0 s0b (argument B6 ’s conclusion). This
means that it is not clear for agent β whether s0b or s0c is more friendly.
Summarizing, given what β finds important in a dialogue, how that is decomposed into
measurable criteria and how the various alternatives compare on these criteria, agent β used
the PVM to construct arguments concerning what dialogue moves he should make. By evaluating these arguments, agent β is justified to prefer assignment s0b the most. Because alternative alt0b results in s0b , agent β should decide to perform alternative alt0b , which consists of
only making dialogue move m4 as described in Section 8.2.

8.3

Chapter Summary

In a decision support dialogue, the support agent can typically choose from multiple dialogue
moves. Furthermore, the support agent typically has multiple objectives in the dialogue. Because these objectives may be different by nature, they may introduce tradeoffs. For example,
a support agent may have the objective to be efficient, but also have the objective to be comprehensive. The support agent has to make a tradeoff when the decision maker is already
persuaded why some alternative is better, but not all the important advantages and disadvantages have been discussed. In that case, terminating the dialogue is efficient, but discussing it
further is comprehensive.
This chapter demonstrated how move selection can be treated as a decision making problem and demonstrated how the mechanism proposed in the previous chapters can be used for
different kinds of decision problems. We have first discussed a variety of criteria in the literature that can be used by the support agent to determine what dialogue moves to make. Then
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we used the running example from the introduction to show how the argumentation mechanism of Chapter 5 can be used by the support agent to reason about what dialogue moves
to make. Namely, the support agent is in a support dialogue (as defined in Chapter 7) with
the student and has to decide what dialogue moves to make. The conceptual framework of
Chapter 3 was used to decompose what the support agent values in a dialogue into a value
tree consisting of general areas of concern, objectives and measurable criteria. Next, the
support agent’s value tree was formalized using the formalism proposed in Chapter 4. This
formalization was then used to instantiate the argumentation logic from Chapter 5. Finally,
this argumentation logic was used to argue about what dialogue moves result in the outcome
that the support agent values most.
Amgoud and Hameurlain (2007) are mostly interested in negotiation dialogues and propose to treat move selection as a two-step decision making task: first select the kind of locution and then select the content of the locution. In other words, to select a move, an agent has
to make two decisions. For each of these two decisions, agents are assumed to have different
kinds of goals (and beliefs). For selecting what kind of locution to make, agents have socalled strategic goals. For example, ‘minimizing the dialogue time’ or ‘selling at the end of
the dialogue’. For selecting the content of the locution, agents have so-called function goals,
which directly relate to the topic of the dialogue.
In contrast to Amgoud and Hameurlain (2007), we did not separate the locution and the
content, but we treated sequences of dialogue moves as alternatives. Recall from Section 2.4
that this is in line with approaches in decision theory. Furthermore, we argue that in most
kinds of dialogues it is not useful to separate the locution from the content, because the
combination of content and locution determines the effect on other participants. Although
we did not distinguish between functional and strategic goals, it is possible to classify the
criteria perspectives in an agent’s value tree as either strategic or functional. For example, in
Section 8.2, the criterion perspective of ‘conceded premises’ could be classified as strategic,
whereas the criterion perspective ‘arguments against altre ’ as functional. We therefore argue
that our approach for move selection is a more general approach that can be used in more
types of dialogues.

8
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Conclusion

The main research question that was addressed concerns how argumentation can be used
to support decision making in complex scenarios. In situations where it has to be decided
between, for example, a higher and a lower profit, making a decision is simple, but when
multiple different aspects matter this problem is difficult and a decision maker may benefit
from being supported. In a wide variety of situations decision makers care about multiple
aspects. Some examples of such situations are the following two. When deciding what
camera to buy, aspects matter such as price, image quality, size, weight, whether a camera
gets good reviews, and so on. A fire commander cares about aspects like the safety of the
public, safety of personnel, the environment, obedience to the rules, and costs when deciding
what to do if there is a fire and people are in danger. When determining what decision to
prefer, a decision maker may forget to take into account some important aspect or use the
wrong evaluation criteria. Therefore, the decision maker may benefit from a system that can
support him in making a decision.
In the introduction we have identified two requirements for arguing to motivate decisions.
Firstly, in order for a system to support a decision, the system must be able to reason about
what decision is the best for a particular user. Secondly, the system must be able to communicate effectively to the user why a certain decision is the best and why another decision is not.
After exploring related work, we have formulated five research questions to address several
issues in using existing work for our purposes. Research questions 1a, 1b and 1c concern
how the system can reason about what decision is the best and research questions 2a and 2b
concern how a user can be supported effectively. In this chapter we will conclude the thesis
by summarizing how this thesis has answered these five research questions.
In the literature, a wide variety of concepts and techniques have been proposed for decision making. Each approach has its strengths, but it was not clear how these concepts related
to each other. The main contribution of this thesis is a rich argumentation framework to argue
to motivate decisions in which several concepts and techniques from a variety of disciplines
are integrated. Namely, techniques from decision analysis were combined with techniques
from argumentation theory to propose a qualitative mechanism to argue about value. Furthermore, we have shown how our framework relates to the concept of value in the psychology
literature and to existing approaches in the argumentation literature.
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9.1

Identifying The Best Decision

What a person values is the motivation to spend any effort in making a decision (Keeney,
1992). To support a user in making a decision it is thus necessary to understand what it
means to value something. Research questions 1a, 1b, and 1c concern how to identify the best
decision and in this section we discuss how this thesis has addressed these three questions.
A popular approach to represent what a decision maker values is to use utilities. The subjective utility of an outcome is a numerical value that represents how desirable that outcome
is to the decision maker. A utility function maps outcomes onto utility values. To support a
decision it is necessary to know the decision maker’s utility function. However, utility functions are hard to elicit and in complex domains, decision makers do not know what utility to
give to outcomes. In the field of decision analysis, researchers have investigated how to find
the decision maker’s subjective utility function. In popular approaches like the ones of von
Winterfeldt and Edwards (1986), Keeney (1992), and Saaty (2008), a decision analyst is in a
dialogue with the decision maker questioning him about what he finds important. When the
decision maker states that something is important, then the decision analyst asks why this is
important and how it can be made more specific. In this way, what the decision maker values
is decomposed until it can be described by a set of specific criteria. von Winterfeldt and Edwards (1986) call this decomposition a value tree, which consists of a number of general areas
of concern, intermediate objectives and specific evaluation criteria. Given the decomposition
of what a decision maker values, a utility function is constructed.
In everyday communication, people use argumentation to reason about and to discuss
what decision is the best (Shafir et al., 1997). It would thus be the most natural for a (human)
decision maker if he could be supported by arguing with a decision support system about
what he should do. Therefore, the main research question was to investigate how argumentation can be used to support decision making in complex scenarios. Moreover, very precise
choices have to be made when determining the utility function of a decision maker. For example, in firefighting the importance of the safety of victims, the safety of the personnel, the
environment, and material damage all have to be quantified. It is argued, e.g., by Boutilier
(1994) and Brafman and Domshlak (2009), that it is easier for people to express what they
value with qualitative statements. In this thesis, we have proposed an argumentation-based
framework for this purpose.

Required Concepts
Because value is a key concept in decision making, it is necessary to understand what it
means to value something. Research question 1a asked what concepts are required to reason
about what a decision maker values. The required concepts were used to answer the other
research questions. Chapter 3 addressed this research question by proposing a conceptual
framework for value in which several concepts concerning value and decisions were described
and related. Furthermore, several argument schemes were proposed to reason about value.
To determine what notions are required for decision making, we have looked at the book
on decision making written by Keeney and Raiffa (1976). In decision making, a decision
maker can choose from a number of alternatives. An alternative is an abstract entity, which
means that an alternative can be a single action or a sequence of actions. However, the
decision maker can only choose one alternative, not multiple. The outcome of choosing an
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alternative is described using a number of attributes. Each attribute has a number of attribute
values that it can take. The concepts of decision maker, alternative, attribute and attribute
value are thus required to reason about what a decision maker values.
Hansson (2001) notes that all value statements are done according to a criterion. In our
conceptual framework, value is always seen from a perspective. Therefore, the conceptual
framework proposed in Chapter 3 is called the Perspective-based Value Model. Following
Hansson, we distinguished between relative value (also called dyadic value) and monadic
value. For decision making, the outcome with the most value from the perspective of the agent
is required. In complex decision scenarios decision makers often do not know what outcome
to prefer, but can often identify what perspectives they care about. Inspired by Keeney (1992);
Keeney and Raiffa (1976); von Winterfeldt and Edwards (1986), we proposed to decompose
the decision maker’s perspective into multiple more specific perspectives. These perspectives
can then be further decomposed until they are specific enough to compare outcomes. In
this way, the perspectives that a decision maker cares about can be structured into general
areas of concern, objectives and specific evaluation criteria. To capture the influence between
perspectives, we introduced a positive and a negative influence relation between perspectives.
Furthermore, because the perspectives that influence a perspective may differ in importance,
we introduced a relative importance notion of perspectives with respect to a perspective. A
number of argument schemes were also proposed that use either the structure of outcomes
or the influence relation between perspectives to reason about the relative value of outcomes
from a perspective.
In the argumentation literature, researchers have proposed how the values that a decision
maker holds, can be used in decision making. For example, Atkinson et al. (2006) proposed
an argument scheme that justifies making a decision if that decision promotes a value the
decision maker holds. To investigate how the values a person pursues relate to the PVM,
we have explored the psychology literature. In the psychology literature, researchers have
investigated what values are and which values are pursued by people all over the world.
Schwartz (1992) found ten basic value types that people find important. Individuals differ
in the degree to which they find values important. Moreover, Schwartz found correlations
between how important people find particular values. The ten basic value types of Schwartz
can be used in the PVM to initialize the value tree of individuals and to predict what values
they find important.
The main contribution of Chapter 3 is the conceptual framework that combines techniques
from decision analysis with the concept of value as discussed by Hansson. In contrast to other
approaches, the perspective from which value is seen is modeled explicitly, which allowed
decomposing what a decision maker values and to reason about preferences. Furthermore, the
way of decomposing value from perspectives into more specific perspectives also corresponds
to how value is seen in psychology literature such as Schwartz (1992). In later chapters, this
conceptual framework provided to be sufficient for decision making in complex scenarios.
This was demonstrated on the running example, but also on the different problem of deciding
what dialogue move to make in a dialogue.

Arguing about Value

9

Research question 1b asked ‘how can argumentation be used to reason about, justify, and
refute what a decision maker values’. To answer 1b it was necessary to formalize the concep-
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tual framework proposed in Chapter 3, which is done in Chapter 4. First, Section 4.1 defines
the notions of attribute, attribute value and assignment, which are used to represent the outcomes of decisions. Several relations between assignments are proposed. Next, Section 4.2
formalizes the notion of perspective, influence between perspectives and relative importance
of perspectives to a perspective. Finally, Section 4.3 formalizes monadic evaluations. Some
example monadic evaluations are ‘assignment s is good from the perspective of safety of
personnel’ and ‘assignment t is bad from the perspective of the environment’.
Research question 1b is concerned with how argumentation can be used. To address this,
Chapter 5 proposed an argumentation logic that can be used to reason about, justify and refute what a decision maker values. This argumentation framework is based on Chapter 4’s
formalization of the conceptual framework of Chapter 3 and consists of an object-level and
meta-level argumentation system. Attributes, assignments (i.e., the outcomes of decisions)
and perspectives are represented as constants in the object-level logical language. Relative
value between assignments from a perspective is modeled as a ternary predicate. Two binary
predicates are used to model positive and negative influence between perspectives. Using
these influence predicates, the value tree of the decision maker can be represented. Next, a
number of defeasible inference rules are proposed that formalize the argument schemes proposed in Chapter 3. Using the influence between perspectives, these defeasible rules can be
used to construct arguments concluding what the decision maker should value more. The
relative importance between perspectives is modeled as a ternary relation between perspectives in the meta-level logical language. Several meta-level defeasible rules are then proposed
that use the relative importance between perspectives to reason about the relative strength of
object-level arguments. The effect of the meta-level argumentation framework on the objectlevel arguments is determined using the mechanism proposed in Section 2.3.
In complex decision scenarios it is typically not clear how to value the outcomes of the
available decisions. In other words, in complex scenarios the preferences of a decision maker
are often not known. By decomposing what a decision maker values into a value tree, an
abstract perspective is decomposed into a number of specific evaluation criteria. It is typically
possible to compare outcomes on these criteria. The argumentation framework proposed in
Chapter 5 can be used to argue about what outcome should be valued more by the decision
maker. It is likely that one outcome is better than another outcome on several criteria but
worse on other criteria. The accrual mechanism proposed in Section 2.2 can then be used to
combine the arguments why one outcome is better than another. This means that the decision
maker is faced with a tradeoff. However, because not all criteria may be as important to the
decision maker, meta-level argumentation can be used to resolve such conflict.
Since related work in the literature does not allow reasoning about value, the main contribution of Chapter 5 is that it provides a natural way to reason about value by means of
argumentation. This is an essential requirement for supporting decisions in complex decision
scenarios.

Practical Reasoning
Practical reasoning is reasoning about what to do. Research question 1c asked how argumentation can be used for practical reasoning taking into account resource-boundedness. Chapter 5 proposed an argumentation framework to reason about the value of outcomes of possible
decisions. In Chapter 6, we have addressed research question 1c by extending Chapter 5’s
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argumentation framework with two different notions of goals, argument schemes to justify
having a goal, and argument schemes to justify decisions based on the goals they achieve.
Many approaches in the argumentation literature (e.g., Hulstijn and van der Torre (2004),
Atkinson et al. (2006) and Amgoud and Prade (2009)) use goals to represent aspects of outcomes that are desirable to an agent in some way. Following Simon (1955), we have considered a goal w.r.t. a perspective as a simplification of that perspective by grouping together all
assignments that have a certain level of value. Instead of comparing all alternatives to find
the one with the most value, a decision maker can stop when an alternative is found with a
satisfactory level of value. Following Amgoud and Prade (2009), we distinguished between
two kinds of goals: achievement goals and avoidance goals. Achievement and avoidance
goals are always seen from a perspective. It is possible that an assignment is part of an
achievement goal from one perspective but part of an avoidance goal from another perspective. Achievement and avoidance goals are modeled as the ternary predicates goal and avoid
respectively. Furthermore, several argument schemes were proposed and formalized to justify
having a goal using the monadic evaluations of the decision maker and to justify choosing or
not choosing an alternative based on the goals it achieves. Several meta-level argumentation
schemes were then proposed and formalized that use the relative importance of perspectives
to reason about the strength of arguments that conclude what the decision maker should do.
The main contribution of Chapter 6 is that the notion of goal is related with the more
general notion of value. In this approach it is possible to justify having a certain goal using
the more fundamental concept of value. This is an important contribution, which is not possible in approaches like Atkinson et al. (2006) and Amgoud and Prade (2009). Furthermore,
Section 6.5.3 has explained how our approach can be used in combination with the approach
of Amgoud and Prade (2009).

9.2

Supporting a Decision

By using argumentation and dialogues to support decisions it is possible to justify why the
user should prefer one decision to another. On the one hand, it allows the user to respond to
the arguments given by the decision support system by asking questions why something is
true, but also by giving counterarguments if the user does not agree. On the other hand, it
allows the decision support system to respond in the same way to what the user says. Because
the participants can decide what topics they discuss, the dialogue can focus on the important
parts and ignore the less important topics. This can be particularly useful in situations where
there is little time available. Moreover, it is natural for people to use dialogues to discuss
what they should do.
The last two research questions, 2a and 2b, focused on what is required to argue to motivate decisions in a dialogue. First, question 2a is concerned with a dialogue framework that
enables communicating what is important in discussing a decision. To make a support dialogue as useful as possible, the decision support system carefully determines what dialogue
move to make. Therefore, question 2b asks how a decision support system can select the best
dialogue move.
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Dialogues for Supporting Decisions
In order for a decision support system to participate in a dialogue it is necessary to describe
precisely what can be done in the dialogue. Research question 2a asks how to formally
represent a dialogue framework for arguing to motivate decisions. For arguing to motivate
decisions it is required that participants of a dialogue can put forward both object-level and
meta-level arguments. To accommodate for these requirements, Chapter 7 extended the dialogue framework of Prakken (2005a). More specifically, the communication language was
extended to allow putting forward object-level and meta-level arguments, which enables discussing reasons for and against decisions and also discussing their relative strength. Because
the communication language was extended, it was necessary to extend the reply structure,
which specifies what utterance can be made in reply to another utterance. Then, a protocol
was proposed that is tailored for decision support dialogues. In this protocol, participants are
allowed to reply to their own moves. Furthermore, to ensure that the dialogue is coherent,
different notions of relevance have been proposed that are used to regulate when participants
can make what dialogue move.
In a decision support dialogue, it is important for the decision support system to learn
from the utterances the user makes because it may not be known in advance what the user
values. However, in a support dialogue, the user will reveal parts of what he finds important. The support system should learn from what the user expresses but should also not take
every statement for granted. Section 7.3 proposed a general knowledge update function to
update the system’s knowledge when a dialogue move is observed. Informally, we have then
described a specific update function that puts claims of the user in the assumptions of the
system. In this way, the system learns from the utterances but retains a level of skepticism.
Again, we have illustrated the formalism on the running example of the introduction.
The contribution of Chapter 7 is that the dialogue framework of Prakken (2005a) is extended to satisfy the requirements for support dialogues. To this end, the following changes
were made. It is now possible that both object-level and meta-level arguments are exchanged,
that participants can attack their own moves, and to distinguish weaker notions of relevance
that are required for our purposes. Furthermore, we have indicated how the knowledge of the
decision support system can be updated given new utterances of the decision maker.

Move Selection with Multiple Criteria
In complex decision scenarios a decision maker may care about a large number of different
perspectives and criteria. This means that two decisions can be compared from many different
perspectives. On the other hand, there may be many alternatives from which the decision
maker can choose. In a support dialogue it is thus very likely that the decision support agent
must choose from a possibly large number of dialogue moves that he can make.
Because the time may be limited to support the decision maker, it is important that the
support agent selects the most effective dialogue move. However, to make a good decision,
the decision maker needs to consider all perspectives that matter in the decision. This means
that the support agent should aim to be comprehensive in the sense that if an important perspective is not discussed, then he should discuss this. Efficiency and comprehensiveness are
just two perspectives that may influence what moves the support agent should select, but it is
not hard to think of other perspectives that should be taken into account. Because the deci-
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sion support agent cares about different perspectives in selecting what move to make, move
selection can be seen as multi-criteria decision making.
The final research question 2b is concerned with how to reason about what dialogue move
to make in a dialogue. Chapter 5 proposed an argumentation framework that is designed for
decision making where multiple criteria matter. Given the observation that move selection
is a decision making problem where multiple criteria matter, Chapter 8 demonstrated that
the argumentation framework of Chapter 5 can be used to reason about what dialogue move
to make in a dialogue, which answers research question 2b. The contribution of Chapter 8
is therefore twofold. Firstly, it demonstrated that the practical reasoning approach in this
thesis is general enough to capture a different kind of decision making problem. Secondly, it
demonstrated that dialogue move selection can be seen as a normal decision making problem
and does not have to be treated in a special way as done in Amgoud and Hameurlain (2007).

9.3

Contributions

Although this chapter already discussed the contributions of this thesis, we would like to
highlight the five contributions that we find most important. Firstly, in our approach a decision support agent can take the role of a decision analyst by supporting the decision maker in
determining his value tree. Namely, the support agent can question why something is important, give counterarguments why something should be or should not be important, propose
new aspects to consider and justify why these aspects should be considered.
Secondly, in our argumentation framework it is possible to state that perspectives are
important without specifying exactly how important. This is especially important when perspectives matter that are different by nature. For example, in a firefighting scenario, a decision
maker can express that both the safety of the public and minimizing material damage are important and that safety is more important than damage, but he may not be able to express how
much more safety is. Given such an imprecise understanding of the decision maker’s value
tree, the support agent can still reason about and put forward arguments that justify why a
certain decision should be taken.
Thirdly, the support agent does not need a complete understanding of what matters to the
decision maker in order to support a decision. Namely, the support agent can ask the decision
maker why something is important if necessary and also propose new perspectives to take
into account. If the decision maker does not agree, then he can attack the support agent’s
arguments. By doing so, the decision maker reveals more about his value tree at the time that
this is necessary. In this way, we hope that decision support is also useful in time-critical
decision scenarios.
The fourth contribution concerns decomposing abstract perspectives. Like Atkinson et al.
(2006), this thesis recognizes the necessity to consider the decision maker’s abstract values in
practical reasoning. However, a more comprehensive account of abstract values is given and
grounded within research in psychology. An important advantage of this more comprehensive account is that it allows discussing what an abstract value means to a particular agent.
When heterogeneous agents argue to motivate decisions, it cannot be assumed that all agents
agree on what a value means. For example, what constitutes values like fun or fairness is
subjective and although two agents may agree on what safety is, there may be disagreement
about what is the best way to measure safety. Moreover, agents may forget to consider impor-
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tant aspects of a value. Our approach of decomposing abstract perspectives into more specific
perspectives using the influence relation is inspired by techniques in decision analysis (e.g.,
Keeney (1992)) and allows agents to discuss what constitutes a value for them and to discuss
what outcome is the best from the perspective of a value. These are essential requirements
for arguing to motivate decisions, especially in complex decision scenarios.
Lastly, the conceptual framework proposed in Chapter 3 uses qualitative statements to
express value. As noted in different papers (e.g., Boutilier (1994) and Brafman and Domshlak (2009)), it is cognitively easier for users to reflect upon and express value in a qualitative
manner rather than a quantitative manner. Moreover, qualitative value statements occur frequently in daily conversations. From the viewpoint of decision theory, we think it is therefore
a contribution that we have proposed a qualitative version of several techniques in decision
analysis.

9.4

Recommendations for Future Work

There are many ways how the proposed formalism of this thesis can be extended. In this
section, we will suggest a number of possible extensions that we think are the most valuable.
First of all, to discover whether our approach is useful for supporting a decision, it is necessary to test whether human subjects can express themselves adequately using the conceptual
framework that was proposed. To test this, our approach needs to be implemented and evaluated empirically on different decision scenarios. A major concern is the translation between
our symbolic representation of arguments and a representation that human subjects can understand such as natural language. If an ad hoc approach for this translation is used, then it
will not be clear whether bad performance is caused by the conceptual framework or by the
translation. Nevertheless, if such an experiment could be conducted successfully, then much
can be learned about the strengths and shortcomings of our conceptual framework. Another
valuable way to evaluate our approach is to do a formal evaluation of what properties hold.
Such investigation is particularly interesting on the later chapters of this thesis.

Perspective-based Value
We think that the following extensions of the perspective-based value model would be the
most useful. Instead of only using orderings to represent perspectives, the model would benefit from extending it with also representing perspectives in a quantitative manner. This would
not only allow to express that one assignment is better than another from some perspective,
but also how much better. Influence between two quantitatively represented perspectives
could then be defined more precisely. Namely, if perspective p influences perspective q and
assignment s is an amount of x better than assignment t from perspective p, then s is f (x)
better than t from perspective q. We would like to stress that it is not desirable to represent
all perspectives quantitatively. For example, representing the perspective of beauty quantitatively requires that agents give precise judgments of beauty, which they cannot. We recommend extending the perspective-based value model with numerical strengths of influence
relations.
Often it is possible to use different criteria to measure an objective. In this case, it is
useful to discuss what criterion perspective is the most suitable to measure the value from
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an objective or general area of concern. This thesis proposed several argument schemes to
justify influence between perspectives, but these cannot be used to justify that one criterion
perspective is more suitable than another. Therefore, we recommend investigating argument
schemes concerning the suitability of criteria.
When a perspective p is influenced by multiple perspectives, then it is possible that some
arguments can be constructed concluding that s <p t and other arguments conclude that
t <p s. Using the accrual mechanism of Section 2.2, it is possible to accrue these arguments.
This results in two accrual arguments: one concluding s <p t and another concluding t <p s.
To determine what accrual argument is justified, we need to know which accrual argument
is stronger. We recommend extending our formalism with rules to determine the relative
strength of accrual arguments.

Practical Reasoning
Often there is uncertainty w.r.t. in what outcome performing an alternative results. This thesis
only distinguishes between certainly and possibly resulting in an outcome. It is thus not possible to distinguish between a very likely outcome and a very unlikely outcome. This means
that an alternative achieving a goal very likely is an equally strong reason as an alternative
achieving a goal only possibly. Our formalism would therefore benefit from extending it with
a more comprehensive account of uncertainty. One possible approach that seems suitable
for this purpose is the use of Qualitative Probabilistic Networks as proposed by Wellman
(1990). Several extensions have been proposed that use a finer grained qualitative statements
to express probabilities (e.g., see Renooij (2001) and Renooij and van der Gaag (2008)).

Mental State Abduction
Because the support agent may not know anything about the decision maker when a decision
support dialogue is started, it is important that the agent learns as much as possible about
what the decision maker believes and values. Mental state abduction is abducing an agent’s
mental state from observations that are made. The dialogue moves the decision maker makes
can reveal much about the decision maker’s mental state. It would therefore be interesting to
investigate further how the support agent could do accurate mental state abduction.
The claims that the user makes do not necessarily say anything about his mental state, i.e.,
that the user claims φ is true does not mean that the user believes that φ is true. However, in
general users do believe what they claim. Mental state abduction approaches such as Dragoni
et al. (2002); Sindlar et al. (2011) could be used to form hypotheses about what other agents
believe and what goals they have. For example, Dragoni et al. (2002) use a plan-based vision
on speech acts, where each speech act has a number of preconditions and postconditions
expressed in terms of beliefs. From the observed speech act an agent abduces what beliefs
the speaker had at the time of uttering the speech act. Suppose that speech act s claims that φ
is true and that the precondition of s is that φ is a belief of the agent and that its postcondition
is that the hearer believes φ. If you observe agent α uttering s to agent β, then you can
abduce that α believes that φ is true, that α had the intention that β believes φ is true, and that
β now believes φ. From this you could reason further about the mental state of the agents.
For example, if α believes φ, then he must also believe ψ and if α had the intention to make
β believe φ, then α must have had a certain goal.
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Although claims do not necessarily say anything about the mental state of an agent, in
general agents do believe to what they claim. The following argument scheme describes this
intuition informally: agent α claims formula φ is true, therefore, presumably, α believes that
φ is true. If the binary predicates bel(α, φ) and claim(α, φ) are added to the meta-language
denoting that agent α believes / claims that φ is true respectively, then this argument scheme
can be formalized as the defeasible rule dcl2bel (α, φ) : claim(α, φ) ⇒ bel(α, φ). Critical
questions for this argument scheme could question whether the agent has lied and whether
the agent only has claimed this for the sake of the argument. By representing on the metalevel what agents believe, it is possible to extend our framework with epistemic approaches
like the ones described in Meyer and Van Der Hoek (2004) to further reason about what
agents may believe. The better a support agent is at mental state abduction, the more he
learns from the utterances of other agents and the more easily he can detect wrong or missing
information. Therefore we think that mental state abduction is important for applications like
decision support.

Implementation
To answer our research questions, we have developed an argumentation and dialogue framework, which combine a number of techniques from different disciplines. A next step could
be to implement this framework, which allows evaluating our approach with users. If the
implementation is used in a practical setting instead of an experimental setting, then special
attention should be given to situations in which there is a limited amount of time to make
a decision. In such situations, the usability of the decision support system depends on how
fast useful counterarguments and questions can be given. To respond within a limited time,
it may not be possible to construct and evaluate all possible arguments to make a decision.
This means that techniques are required that select a subset of all arguments to construct and
evaluate in a given amount of time. For example, if no alternatives result in assignments s and
t, then it is still possible to construct an argument comparing the value of s and t from some
perspective. In this case, an argument comparing s and t is not important for the decision and
does not need to be constructed and evaluated. The approach in Chapter 6 already provides
a way to focus on certain kinds of arguments, but more techniques are necessary. Finally, we
hope that this thesis will inspire new research on this topic and that it will be used in an actual
decision support system so that one day decision makers will benefit from these techniques.
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1

Samenvatting

Beslissen is lastig wanneer veel verschillende aspecten belangrijk zijn. Uitgaande van het
ene aspect is de ene beslissing wellicht beter, terwijl diezelfde beslissing in het licht van een
ander aspect juist slechter is. Zulke beslissingsproblemen treden op in allerlei situaties: van
een consument die een nieuwe camera wil kopen tot een bevelhebber bij de brandweer die
moet bepalen of hij zijn personeel met gevaar voor eigen leven slachtoffers gaat laten redden,
of dat hij hen de brand eerst volledig laat blussen alvorens het gebouw binnen te gaan. Argumentatie speelt een belangrijke rol bij het motiveren van beslissingen. Wanneer een persoon
nadenkt over een beslissing, beschouwt hij argumenten voor en tegen de verschillende opties.
Argumenten worden ook gebruikt wanneer een persoon zijn beslissing bespreekt met iemand
anders en om beslissingen achteraf te onderbouwen.
De onderzoeksvraag waarop ik mij in mijn proefschrift heb gericht, is hoe een computer
argumentatie kan gebruiken om een menselijke gebruiker te ondersteunen bij het maken van
complexe beslissingen. Om een computer dit te kunnen laten doen, moeten minstens de
volgende twee deelvragen beantwoord worden: (1) hoe kan een computer redeneren over
waarom een gebruiker de ene beslissing beter zou moeten vinden dan de andere, en (2) hoe
kan de computer op een natuurlijke manier met de gebruiker discussiëren. Mijn proefschrift
bestaat uit twee delen, waarin ik oplossingen voorstel om deze twee vragen te beantwoorden.
Het belangrijkste deel van mijn proefschrift gaat over de eerste deelvraag. In gerelateerd onderzoek worden argumentatiemodellen beschreven waarin beslissingen worden onderbouwd met behulp van de waarden die mensen belangrijk vinden en de doelen die ze
willen bereiken. Aangezien waarden vaak abstract zijn, is het belangrijk dat een persoon
uitlegt wat een waarde voor hem betekent. Daarbij vergeet hij mogelijk belangrijke aspecten. Door middel van een discussie kan de computer niet alleen nieuwe aspecten voorstellen,
maar ook tegenargumenten geven als de gebruiker een redeneerfout lijkt te maken. De waardemodellen in de literatuur gaan uit van een statische motivatie, waardoor het niet mogelijk
is te discussiëren over waar de gebruiker waarde aan hecht. Om hier wel in te slagen, heb ik
onderzocht hoe bestaande modellen moeten worden aangepast.
De voornaamste bijdrage van mijn proefschrift is mijn waardemodel. Dit model is gebaseerd op modellen uit de psychologie, besliskunde en argumentatie. Met het waardemodel is
het mogelijk om te argumenteren over wat een waarde voor iemand betekent en wat de beste
criteria zijn om dat te meten. Tevens wordt de relatie tussen waarden en doelen expliciet
gemaakt, waardoor een persoon vanuit zijn waarden een bepaald doel kan onderbouwen. Op
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deze manier kunnen argumenten voor en tegen beslissingen worden geconstrueerd. Niet elk
argument is echter even belangrijk. Daarom is het in mijn waardemodel ook mogelijk om op
een metaniveau te argumenteren over de sterktes van argumenten.
Om een persoon te ondersteunen bij het maken van een beslissing moet de computer op
een natuurlijke manier argumenten kunnen uitwisselen. Een dialoog is hiervoor uitermate
geschikt. In de literatuur zijn verschillende dialoogsystemen bedacht waarin argumenten
op een eerlijke en effectieve manier kunnen worden uitgewisseld. In dit proefschrift heb
ik een bestaand dialoogsysteem verfijnd om het te kunnen gebruiken voor het ondersteunen
van beslissingen. Een belangrijke uitbreiding is dat nu ook metaniveau-argumenten kunnen
worden uitgewisseld.
In een dialoog zal de computer vaak moet kiezen uit een (groot) aantal mogelijke uitspraken. Om de dialoog zo goed mogelijk te laten verlopen, moet de computer de beste uitspraak
uitkiezen. Meestal zijn er meerdere aspecten die bepalen wat de beste uitspraak is. Enerzijds moet de computer bijvoorbeeld geen oninteressante argumenten aandragen, maar van
de andere kant moet hij wel zorgvuldig zijn. Het kiezen van een uitspraak is dus een beslissingsprobleem. In het laatste hoofdstuk laat ik zien dat mijn waardemodel toegepast kan
worden op dit beslissingsprobleem. Hiermee draag ik enerzijds een oplossing aan voor dit
probleem en test ik anderzijds de toepasbaarheid van mijn model.
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